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PUBLISHER'S NOTICE. 

ST eee | 

Tr is hardly necessary to observe that just as copies 

are generally inferior to their, originals, so are transla- 

tions very inferior to original compositions in merit. 

A faithful rendering of the contents of a book, and— 
as far as is compatible with the genius of the language 

into which the translation is made,—of the style of 

its author, may, however, in a great emeasure, atone 

for the above inevitable defect. The difficulty of 
adequately rendering a work from one language into 

another increases in the ratio in which the two 

languages differ from each other in their spirit and 

idiom. Hence it is no wonder that the style of a book 
almost literally translated from the Persian,—a lan- 

guage abounding in flowery expressions and metaphors, 

—mnust, at a first glance, appear very strange, if not 
bombastic, to readers accustomed to the literature of 

the cool and sober English idiom. 

Such a book is the Bahdér-i-Ddnish, composed in 

F Persian during the seventeenth century ; translated 

by Jowaruan Scorr into English, and printed by him 

in 1799. This work is now nearly out of print, and 

copies of it are at present rarely to be had; and this 

circumstance has induced the Publisher to rescue it 

from total oblivion by publishing a limited number of 

copies. He has undertaken this publication with a 

view to afford some aid to students of the Persian 

language, who will thus have an opportunity of 
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perusing the original work with so excellent a transla- 

tion as that of Scott, far surpassing in fidelity and 

elegance the version of Dow, which, indeed, is so free 

that it is mere a paraphrase than a translation, and is 

besides defective in many other respects, some of which 

Scott has pointed out in his foot-notes. 

Our translator was so scrupulous in literally render- 

ing the style of the author, that the reader will at first 

be somewhat bewildered,, but as he proceeds further, 

he will soon beceme familiarised with the diction, so 

that his astonishment will gradually become changed 

into intense pleasure. Another stumbling block in the 

way of the student is likely to present itself in the 

English expressions themselves, which some will be 

inclined tg call antiquated, because they are of the last 

century ; and others again will perhaps like to have all 

Persian names transliterated according to the Jonesian 

system of orthography. 

It became, therefore, a serious question with the 

Publisher whether these faults in respect of the English 

style and the spelling of oriental words, should not be 

corrected and removed, as far as may be, which would 4 

give the work the appearance of an improved edition. 

But the Publisher thinks that if Jonaruan Scorr him- 

self were consulted on the subject he would reply: 

“Do not tamper with my work, but reprint it such as 

it is; it may be, you will improve it the wrong way.” 

Let us respect the labours of the dead, and introduce 
their work to the modern reader in all the excellence 

of its original and uncouth quaintness. 

ne 
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INTRODUCTION, 

Soin eae 
Tne Bahdr-i-Danish or Garden of Knowledge 1s 

professedly an adaptation into Persian of a namber of 

current stories which were popular in India long before 

the Mohammedan conquest. The infidelity of woman- 

kind is the main theme illustrated in all the exaggera- 

tion of incidents with which story-fellers by profession 

delight toamuse the listener. The translator Indyat 
f Ullah in his introduction states, that on a certain day 

i he went with several friends on an excursion to the 

country, and, while drinking and carousing after the 

most approved fashion, there came a young Brahmin 
r who rebuked them for the pleasure they felt in the 

unconstant tints and odours of flowers and shrubs and 

in the sight of a fair face and external beauty, which 

lasts not beyond a short season. And to enforce this 

lesson on the party, he recited these stories which 
| Indyat Ullah put together. 

The proverbial infidelity of women, however, is a 

1 peculiarly Mohammedan notion, and although the 

popular stories current among Hindus do not spare 

) the fair sex, still such systematic infidelity as a trait 

of national manners characterizes Mohammedan society 

\ alone all over the world. 

The stories stringed together in this Garland of 
: Eloquence are professedly intended to wean a young 

prince named Jahandér Sultan, who was the only son 

ae 
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of a former emperor of Hindustan, from a fatal love 

he had come to entertain towards a beauty he had 

never seen except in a picture, and of whom he had 

never heard anything except,from the mouth of a par- 

rot. Prince Jahdndér was asked by a conceited Peri* 

whether there was any woman more lovely than her- 

self. At this question the favourite parrot laughed, 

and being importuned, told the prince that the 

daughter of a neighbouring emperor by name 

Bahrawar Binet was every way a Peri among the 

Peris of this world. These words ensnared the 

affections of the prince, and he became perfectly ‘ 
disconsolate, and sent a most skilful painter with his 

own picture to the capital of the neighbouring emperor, 

with instyuctions to take an image of the princess true 

to the life. The painter succeeded in his mission, and 

exchanged the pictures. As soonas the prince’s first 
impressions were confirmed by the portrait, he gave 

himself up to the object of his love, and he turned his 

thoughts from every thing else to his beloved idol. 

The emperor, sorely concerned about the fate of his 

only gon, tried all remedies to wean him from his 

passion, and among the most effective remedies, the 

courtiers hit upon the plan of relating to the prince 

strange tales and surprising anecdotes in debasement ] 

of women, and holding forth the inconstancy of the 

fair sex, hoping that such a remedy might prove 

beneficial to the fever of his madness. 

The stories are on the whole full of fun and amuse- 
gies Ne Pe eS Dos SN 

* A harem beauty. + Fortunate lady. 
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ment. The element of exaggeration, which is the 

defect of these narratives when judged from an 

' Kuropean stand-point, has now from long use become 

an integral part of fiction among us ; the unreal - 

character of the combinations. is their chief excellence. 

Henpecked husbands are not curiosities confined to 

any particular climatic regions, they are to be found 

in every part of the world. Comedy always derives 

i its chief interest from appealing to our sense of the 

ludicrous, when a fond husband parades the constancy 

of the woman who is openly setting all decency at 

defiance in the public view. These stories accordingly 

possess to the full this comic interest to the reader. 

r To accept them as a correct representation of national 

hi y ‘manners, or to seek to derive any instructive moral 

from these narrations, will only mislead the judgment. 

They are unreal things, only sufficiently human to be 
understood by us with some stretch of the imagination 

as rare combinations of cunning and folly which turn 

up on occasions in real life. 

Viewed in this light, the following stories fulfil 
their purpose. It must be confessed they do not 

display, except on occasions, the ingenuity displayed 

, in the Arapian Nicurs, which have never yet been 

surpassed by any Oriental collection of fictions. 

| It may be, by confining himself too exclusively to 
portray only one side of human fickleness, the interest 

of these stories, and the margin of skilful and ingenious 

| combinations, are much narrowed. It must moreover 

4 be confessed that the Persian style of the narratives 

| \
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will serve as an obstacle with a large number of readers 

who have not acquired a sufficient acquaintance with 

the received standard of elegance and propriety in the 

. matter of style among the professors of that language. 

The metaphors and similes With which every important 

expression finds itself linked appears as a fault of 

style to those who are used to the chaste and inornate 

modes of the European languages. 

Upon the whole, however, we think Mr. Jonarnan 

Scorr, made areasonable choice in electing to confine 

himself to a very Iiteral translation of the original. In 

these matters, if you once depart from a clearly marked 

out limit, you have no choice of any intermediate 

alternative, and the result too often is, that the 

translator murders the original in a most merciless 

manner.” *¥ 

It is true, some of the stories are too free in the 

representations of the secrets of household manners. 

But the representation is not more free than what is 

listened to by every one in native company where 

women are excluded. 

The story ends after the usual crosses of fate and 

accident in uniting the prince with the beloved princess 

in matrimonial happiness, in which respect also these i 

native fictions coincide with the ordinary conclusions 3 
of popular novels. They are meant to amuse, to banish 

ennui and care, to make company more agreeable, to 

while away leisure hours ; iftaken up with this object, 

the Publisher of this work has full assurance that 

it will not fail to furnish the reader with ample 
amusement, a | 
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py 

MOHAMMED SALEH, 

PUPIL AND FRIEND OF THE AUTHOR, 

INAYAT ULLAH. 

} —_>— 2 e 

IN THE NAME OF GOD, 

THE CLEMENT, THE MERCIFUL. 

y THE fittest introduction to the most pure volume of creation, 

the most becoming ornament of the pages of knowledge and 

learning, is the praise of the Lord, the Bestower of Wisdom, 
Creator of Speech, and Revealer of the Properties of Invention 

and Production ; WHOo, in his wonderful volumes and original 
performances, has given ample testimony of his Omnipotence— 
from the Moon down to the Fish—and, from the Atom up to 

the Sun, has proclaimed the declaration of his own divine 
Unity of Person, and supreme Self-existence. The speech of 

the blessed, inwardly-wakeful, from the light of the properties 
is ever brilliantly eloquent; and the hearts of the virtuous, 

like purity itself, from the splendid rays of the comprehension 
| i of his qualities, are objects of envy to the dazzling beams of 
t the sun and moon. 

/ O munificent Bestower of ornament on the diversified assem- 

; blage of creation! Such differing appearances and variegated 
( designs—except the pen of thy omnipotence—what could 

delineate on the pages of appearance? Excepting thy con- 
summate skill, what could display, in this many-coloured 

scenery, such varicty of differing forms and contrasted manners ?
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VERSES. 

Thou makest of dust a beautiful body :° 
And thou canst reduce it again to dust. 

Thou producest fromethe heart of the rock 

Ruby-coloured sparks, and the spark-flashing ruby. 

From thy skill arose matter and being ; 

Under thy control arg time and space. 

As for the speculations of the mystery-weighing balancers of 
fate and destiny, have they not accumulated such a mass of 

difficulty in defining the subtilties of thy operations, as they 
cannot explain ?—And on the tongue of the paradox-solving 

acuteness of the most eminent in science and philosophy—in 
searching into the origin of thy sublime properties—has not 
such an impediment fallen, that it cannot express them ? 

Monstrous vanity and self-sufficiency!—On a subject, on 

which the most pure inhabitants of the highest heavens confess 
their inability of comprehension, and the profound reflection 

(equal to most abstrusities) of the sublimely-minded dwellers 
of the upper world, in examining the minutest point of his 

divine qualities, owns its ignorance and defect—What powers 

can there exist in us lingerers in the cell of mortality and 
decay, with such inferior abilities, that we should fancy our- 

selves able to measure the labyrinth of the unbounded regions 
of his Divinity—? Or to us, pursuers of vanity and weakly- 

founded conjecture, with such degraded nature—What ability 
is there—that we should, with the labour of thought, or ken of 

speculation, discover applicable attributes to distinguish his 

all-glorious Majesty ? 

Since then it is evident to the explorers of the path of 
wisdom, and this clear proposition needs not the elucidation of " 

further argument, namely, that the defective contemplations of q ; 

May, with the assistance of his weakly-founded faculties, cannot 

suitably praise the sublime Inventor of Speech; and that the 

CREATURES, with the calculations of idea and the line of con- { 

jecture, cannot measure the surface of THe Crearor’s glories : 
—Withdrawing, therefore, the messenger of speculation from 

winding farther this hazardous path—I proceed to give new
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beauty, vividness, and glow to the perpetually blooming rose- 

garden of eloquence, by kindly showers from the sky of bounty ; 
namely, by the auspicious praise of the Sublime in Dignity* 

worthy of the distinguished salitation, “If thou hadst not 

existed, I would not have created the Heavens.”+ 

The expanse of, the seven gradations of the orb of the 

universe, from the space-adorning rays of his perfections, received 
undecaying splendour; and the truth-flashing edicts of sacred 

mission from the divan of Omnipotence acquired the glory of 

promulgation, by being issued in the name of that most perfect 

P Being, and thus declaring, “ What God first created, was Light.”} 

) O brilliant pearl of the sea of bounty, the elear lustre of the 
words of whose miraculous composition, has made the sacred 

) collar of the humble contemplative, the horizon of the sun of 

truth!§ O inestimable gem of the mine of existence, the rays 
of whose enlightening scripture, clearly proving the important 

truths of divine revelation, are as a lamp placed before the 

face to point out the path of true knowledge to the wanderers 

in the darkness of error! 

Ff In his most pure praise, if my speech should boast itself with 
exultation, it may be allowed ; or should I compare the strokes 

of my pen to the rays of the sun, it may be permitted ; for I 
have to delineate expressions from my tongue, becoming the 

, qualities of a personage so exalted, that the Lord of heaven 

} wrote the volume of the world in his sublime name. The 
fF omnipotent Designer of Eloquence, in order to grace the poetry. 

of general existence, made his auspicious name the exordium 

of the Dewén || of creation, and his person, far above all human 
praise, the (Mukkutta) basis of the eulogy of the true faith. 

ow VERSE. 
His praise giveth animation to the tongue ; 

Repetition of his name moisteneth the mouth. 

, * Mohammed. ; 
-t + Quotation from the Korén. 

| + Quotation from the Korén, 
§ Alluding to the bowed posture in which Dirveshes sit when in profound 

musings. 
{| A volume of odes. 
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The true faith from him gained estimation ; 
Mankind address him as their sovereign Lord. 

The essence of whose perfections is the Korn, 
How is it possible that human nature should describe? 

The eloquent reed,* planted in a bountiful soil, having, by 
virtue of the above heart-pleasing subject and sublime discus- 

sion, been spiring like the’ sugar-cane to a standard of true 

sweetness ; and from the auspicious influence of such a fancy- 

warming theme, having, like the arrew of the heavens, become 
the gaze of the admirers of composition ; I proceed to grace the 

ears of time with anewly invented pendant of rhetoric, by 
writing an introduction to the following sublime volume, justly 

meriting applause arfd success, which the judgment of truth has 
entitled THE GARDEN OF KNOWLEDGE, and which was composed 

in the year of the Hijrié one thousand and sixty one.+ 
What gives brilliancy to the contents of this composition, and 

charms to the beauty of this narrative, is, the History of the 

Loves of the Adorner of the Throne of the court of Elegance 
and Grac@, the exalted Prince JEHANDAR SHAH, and of the 

Light of the Lamp of the Recess of Royalty and Chastity, the 

Princess BAHRAWAR BANU; with relation suitable to the 

circumstances of those enamoured and constant personages. 
The whole are portrayed fully, by the truth-delineating pen 

of the master of composition, the informed in the rules of 

elegant writing and forms of rhetoric, displayer of the varieties 

of language, arranger of the beauties of select compilation, 

possessor of the reflecting mirror of the visions of fancy, adorner 
of the nuptial chamber of invention, ornamenter of the 

audience sopha of the brides of novelty, gracer of the assembly 
of newly established phrases, designer of the garden of diversi- q 

fied expression, the skilled in the powers of language, the \ 

asylum of literature, the fully-acquainted with the pulse of 
the: pen, the informed of the constitution of eloquence, j 

InayaT ULLAH, whose bosom friend is elegant diction, and 

rhetoric has innate connection with his nature. 

* The pen. 
+ Anno Domini 1650, in the Reign of the Emperor Shah Jehan. 
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The slave travelling in the path of affection, and cherished 

with the salt* of true attachment, devoted to the path of the 

P descendants of MoHAMMED SALEH—who, with that virtuous 

personage (INAYAT ULLaH) enjoys the connection of relation 

and pupil—in attempting to display some account of his: 
production, hath thus expressed his own ideas, and to the 

extent of his. ability (with good intention) given a specimen 

of the elegant blossoms (phrases) of this newly discovered 
shrub in the garden of ingenuity ; whose various beauties of 
high import excite admiration, and whose diversified elegan- 

cies, inspiring veneration, exceed all praise. The introduction 
of them into the circle of composition riseg superior to the 

plaudits of the most vivid fancy, and thé brilliancy of their 

: elegancies disdains the flattery (ornaments) of verse or: 
, prose, or the borrowed lustre of comparison or metaphor. 

; Praise be to God! What a flower garden is this; the: 

creation of spring, at sight of the brilliancy of whose Venus- 
like blossoms, the lustre-beaming lamps of the firmament 

become faint ! The fascinating glow and the dazzling variety 

of the Soheil+-like tulip-bed of its productions: exceed the: 
: fancy of the most profound heaven-measuring conception. 

The epithets of it, sparkling brightly as. the gem-be-spangledi . 
train of the milky way, have exhausted the mines of Bad- 

dakhshén ;} and its phrases, with the warm expression of 
grace, like the garden of Ibrahim,§ have illumined with true 

light the sight of the followers of reason. 

So dignified is the subject, that it will not yield'its substance: 
i to the scales of summary description ; and so important is its 

: purport, that the definition of it comes not within the limit 

* That is, nourished by his bounty. 
+ A star so named. 

+ The country in which are found the finest rubies. 
\ § According to tradition, Ibrahim, or Abraham, by order of Nimrod, the King 

of Chaldea, was cast into a vast fire from which by the angel Gabriel he was 
delivered unhurt. It is said, that the fire became felt by Abraham only as an 
odoriferous air, and that the pile appeared as a pleasant meadow to him, thoughr 
upwards of two thousand of the idolatrous by-standers were destroyed by the 
scorching heat.—Vide Saue’s Korén, vol. ii. page 159. 
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of abbreviation or circle of compression, owing to the want of 

proper terms and phrases. 

From the graceful flow of stile, the sentences trail along the 

alleys of beauty upon the silvered paper, like the umbrella- 
spreading peacocks of paradise. The azure-clothed natives of 

the contents, who are the envy of the adorners of the courts 
of heaven, by their enchanting smiles, have given spirit to the 
wine of expression, and fascinated our hearts, The exquisitely 

delicate whiteness of the pages, like the silver-woven tissue 
of the dawn, is illumined by the rays of the sun of eloquence, 

The amber-mingled jettiness of the entwisted lines, you would 

fancy to be the gausky-coloured tresses of fair-faced damsels 
arranged to fascinate*the sun. 

The space between the written lines is as a river, bank-full of 

the water of life; and the curling waves of the words, as ex- 

panded snares for the royal falcon of the sight of its voyagers. | 

The sumbul-twining curvatures of the letters, spreading shade 
on each border, resemble truly the amber-tinged locks of 

beautiful hymphs reflected in a mirror. You may say, that 
the intoxicated with the wine of beauty sleep upon its margin, 
or that the vigil keepers of night, whose minds are wakeful 

as the dawn, have, like Jesus, taken up their stations at the 

fountain of the sun.* 

Without exaggeration, this work, a true summary of the 
charms of love, and a compendium of the excellencies of beauty 

and elegance, is a perfect code of knowledge, to enumerate 

. the graces of which is wholly needless. 

The designer of this delightful garden also, without expecting 

other reward or gratification than applause and fame, the most 
desirable objects of genius, though in every quarter of it 
thousands of blooming flowers of rhetoric (which, from abundant 

richness of sense, and sweetness of contents, will add to the 

pleasurable sensations of the disciples of learning and know- 

* Tf any thing can justify such figurative allusion as the above, or reduce it to 
he reader’s comprehension, it is an illuminated Persian Manuscript, adorned with 

gold and the most brilliantly coloured flowers. 

/
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is 
? ledge) abound, has generously bestowed it on the travellers 

/ of the road of literature. , 
> 

. VERSE. 

The characters of this volume would ornament a garden of flowers ; 

Each line of it resembles a gréve ef sumbul.* 

From its tasteful design, and diversified style, 

It appears as a collection of flowers elegantly arranged. 

3 4 When the copyist’s hand, preparing to write, 

Applies the mister} to his page, , 

The water of life so swells from the paper, 

That the thread of the mister becomes a thread of life. 

He who would justly praise its brilliancy and grace, 

Must immerge his pen in the fountain of the sum 

In polish it equals the clearest mirror, 

For, its figures reflect exact resemblances. 

) The flow of the lines of its pages, 

Abounds in lucid graces of expression. 

‘When I would delineate its elegance of meaning, 

I am obliged to borrow its own phrases for expression of its praise. 

When transcribing its pages became my employment, 

The pith of my pen became the pith of eloquence. . 

My fancy so gathered the flowers of its beauties, 

That my pen became a tasteful arranger of garlands. 

However ill-adapted the above trifles of dross and pastes 

are, to be strung together with such brilliant gems of real 

lustre, or to mingle with their true water in the assemblage of 
ornament—Yet, as the rose-garden has no refuge from the thorn, 

or the ocean from the wreck and weeds upon its beach, my 

humble offerings may in some way serve the preparer of the 
masnad of the divan of elegance, as herbs to strew the path 

under the feet ef the charmers of the GARDEN OF ELOQUENCE. 

e I hope that the leaves of this variegated parterre of literature 

will be preserved, like those of the more curious roses, from 

the spoliation of the nightingales of the garden of Irim, and 

* What tree or shrub I know not. 

1 + The mister is a piece of pasteboard, across which are fixed lines of thin twist 
at equal distances. With it the oriental copyists mark the pages with lines, much 
more regularly than can be done with our rulers, 

j + The fine silky paper rises somewhat between the impressed lines of the twist. 
we 
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from the fascinations of the locks of the sumbul of the man- Nl 

sions of paradise ; and that this volume, by the gracious approba~ 2 

tion of the public at large, will diffuse the lustre of the beams > T 
of truth, and become a justly-reflecting mirror of nature—that, 

it will be valued asa light and lamp to the minds of the 

examiners of composition, and esteemed as the garden and 

spring of the ideas of readers of true taste—that its inky gloss, 

like the black circle of the pupil of the eye, striking the view A 
of the learned, may, from the piercing impression give, like-the- 
Night of Power,* the boon of eloquence.. 

VERSE. 

Tn this narrativeeabounding in entertainment, 

Which will afford gratification to the ingenious, 
The curiously-depicting pen hath portrayed | 

The story of the amours of two celebrated personages. q 

Every letter of it is an index to the enamoured ; 
It is the volume of the destiny of lovers. 

The language and diction are new and diversified, 

Like the flowers of verdant spring collecting beauties. 

From its contents, which diffuse splendour, 

May the regions of Hindustan be illumed! 

* The night in which Mohammed is said to have ascended to heaven; on the: 
anniversary of which, the prayers of devotees are believed to be effectual :. buts the: 
faithful differ respecting the date. 

eh 
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PREFACE OF THE AUTHOR, 

i , 4 
INAYAT ULLAH. 

} ee a 

IN THE NAME OF GOD, 

THE CLEMENT, THE MERCIFUL. 

e 

1 ‘THE robe, giving ornament to the Preface of Eloquence, 

is, Praise of the Omniscient ; who, having subjected the domi- 
f unions of expression, by the medium of the sword of speech, to 

the various nations of mankind, has proclaimed through the 
- regions of the universe the Khootbeh* of supremacy in his 

| own most exalted name. Having endued the sword of the 
} tongue with the keen edge of expression, he entrusted to the 

grasp of its power the keys of the climates of oratory. 

HEMISTICH. : 

The wise Creator of Speech to the tongue. 

The most excellent production of speech, is laud of the 

prophet ; to adore whose exalted qualities, the Spirit of God+ 
runneth to and fro in the fourth heaven, and Moses, like a 

turtle-dove, in the garden of his perfections, breathes the melody 
of rapture and desire. He was the last of divine missionaries; 

and the seal of prophecy. 

f Next to the adoration of the Artist without visible instru- 
ments, and laud of the Adorner of the chief seat of divine 

by. mission, the most acceptable subject is the praise of the shadow 

{ * Proclamation or prayer used in the mosques, in which the Sovereign’s titles 
are recited. 

| ¢ + The Messiah. 
~~ 
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of the Most Pure, the Monarch of the present time; the foot- \ 

stool of whose throne, from the numerous kisses of kings, is aq 

become indented like the heavens, and the collar of subjection | 

to his power is become fixed like fate on the necks of princes j 

and rulers. 

The Fughfoor* of China, and the Khakaun+ of Khoten, are 

gleanersfrom the harvest of his bounty. His fame resembles { 

the sun, as the impression does the seal. From envy of the 

fragrance of his liberal nature, the blood chills in the heart 

of the Nafeht of Tartary; and from dread of the tempest of 
his sword, his enemies crouch under the shelter of their armour. J 

From fear of the superintendents of his justice, the wolf has 
adopted the profession of a shepherd ; and through alarm at the 

tread of his charger, the tiger flies like the flock before the wolf. 

Chief of the Sovereigns of the Age, Star of the Faith of 

Mohammed, Second Lord of the Conjunctions, Shah Jehan, 
Emperor fighting for the Faith, Conqueror of the World. 

© VERSE. ) 

Inheritor of the kingdom of Solomon ; : 
In genius like Hyder,§ 

Expanding round the horizon of the world the justice of Omar.|| 

* By the orientals the Emperor of China is so styled. 
+ Tho Emperor of Tartary. 
+ The musk bag, as taken from the musk goat. 
§ One of the titles of the Caliph Ali. 

|| Tho third Caliph. 

’ yy 
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BAHAR-IL-DANISH; 
oR, 

"GARDEN OF KNOWLEDGE. 

LTEGORIOS I 

CHAPTER I. 
: 

A e 
Tur Decipherers of the Talismans of thee Treasures of Mystery, 

: and acquainted with the Paths of the Recesses of Secrecy, having 

! explored this lately-discovered Manuscript in the Records of ancient 
‘Time, have thus impressed it on the Pages of Narration. 

, ‘ : 5 : 
! In days of yore, there reigned in the extensive and populous empire 

of Hindustan, emblematic of Paradise, a Sovereign who, like the 

~_ universe-illuming Sun, comprised the world within the heams of his 

dominions ; and who, by the rays of the lamp of his impartial justice, 

: enlightened the gloom of the earth. From the superiority of his 

aspiring genius, he placed the foot of contempt on the heads of the 

bears * ; and, from conscious pride in his own power and dignity, 

regarded contemporary monarchs as grovelling in the caves of non- 

existence. The azure skies wore the ring of subjection to his 

power, and the twins} bore upon their shoulders the badge of sub- 

mission to his authority. Time had resigned to the check of his 

guidance the reins of direction over the mottled and wild-pacing 
steeds of vicissitude ; and success, like an approaching slave, bowed 

\ the forehead of humanity at his threshold. 

VERSES. 

All the objects of dominion were in his possession : 

And there remained not aught for his mind to covet. 

Fortune in his train was bound with the girdle of Orion ; 

i And victory was the strong belt of his sabre. 

* The constellations so called. 

+ That is, Fortune. Ear-rings in the East are worn by slaves, as marks of 
servitude. 

{ The constetlation so called. 

.
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However, in the chamber of his prosperity there was not a lamp, 

so that the recess of hope might be illumed by the rays of its bright- 

ness; and the tree of his being had no fruit that could give the 

relish of enjoyment to the taste of life: on which account he was 

constantly sad and lonely, like a dot in the circle of regret. Daily 

did he entreat the supplications of the pure-minded masters of the 

heart, and nightly make request in prayer at the thgone of the 

Bestower, who looks not for recompense. At length, under the 

auspices of the favourable aspirations of the religious, their midnight 

petitions and early devotions ; after long anxiety and impatient 

wishes, the rose-bush of hope put forth a blossom, and the tree of 

expectation bore fruit. The gloom of his condition was brightened 

by the lamp of pyosperity, and the night of suspense was succeeded 

by the dawn of sudvess. The sun of empire, with a thousand 

world-subduing splendours, and globe-pervading brilliance, having 

appeared from the horizon of birth, enlightened the expanse of his 

father’s expectations, and the, till now, dark chamber of the hopes of 

mortals. 

The emperor, having prostrated the forehead of humility on the 

dust of thanksgiving, in grateful sense of this invaluable blessing and 

instance of divine favour, offered up prayers and praises at the throne 

of mercy ; and, to evince his joy at such a bounty, having set wide 

the doors of his treasury, enriched a world by his gifts and largess, 

and delivered the friendless and necessitous from want and dependence, 

by his liberality and munificence. 

VERSES. 

The Sultén, from affection for his happy-starred son ; 

Opened the gates of his treasury, and sat in state on his throne, 

He gave a loose to joy after long anxiety and suspense ; 

And bestowed munificent gifts on every petitioner. 

This pearl of the sea of dignity and high fortune was, in an 

auspicious instant, distinguished by the glorious title of Jahandar 

Sultan* ; and a virtuous nurse of a wakeful star exalted by the charge 

of such a brilliant gem. 
When four years and four months had passed in the cradle of 

prosperity, and on the bosom of his noble nurse, agreeably to the rules 

* Ruler of the world. 

.
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of Islim,* he was entrusted to a celebrated tutor for education ; 

and experienced superintendents, and wisdom-loving servants, were 

appointed to direct aright his ingenuous dispositions ; so that he . 

might occupy his gracious time in studying the arts of government, 

learning the arcana of dominion and policy, and make himself master 

of the ceremonials of royalty and institutes of command, 

& le 

CHAPTER IT. 
° 

As the Almighty creates the elect of his court naturally endowed 
with perfection, the Prince by his fourteenth year had attained ample 
knowledge of every abstruse science and sublime study ; so that he 

j became renowned throughout the world for judgment, policy, dignity 
of demeanour, and self-command, as well as for manly beauty, affability 

of manners, and eloquence of speech. 
-Y¥ > The pure mind of Jahandar, exalted as Kaiwdn,t insti®ated by 

noble ambition for conquest, and dignified inclination for command, 
was enamoured of the chase ; and in his breast a fondness for hunting 
was interwoven with his ideas, so that he passed much time in 
pursuing the game, and was daily employed in field sports. 

One morning, with a select party of attendants, having turned the 
reins of his zephyr-like pacing courser towards the country, with 

; intent to subdue the desert-bounding wild ones, and captivate the free 
roamers of the air, he let loose game-pursuing animals in every quarter. 
The swift-winged Falcon, like the lovers of Shankol, uncertain as 
quicksilver, mounting rapidly the skies, brought the wild-duck and 

\ partridge to the earth, The Hawk, whose every feather, from tinges 
of black and white, resembles the eye of the beauteous (in the same 
manner as black-eyed damsels, playfully glancing, seize with the talon 
of their eye-lashes the hearts of helpless lovers in their grasp) taking 

) wing in pursuit of the pheasant, extended his claws. The Pilang, £ 

. * The Mohammedan faith. 
+ The planet Saturn, and also the cognomen of a dynasty of Persian Kings. 
{A species of leopard, called in India Chité, which is trained to catch deer. 

It is kept blind-folded till the game appears, If in its spring it misses the prey, it 
ot unfrequently injures the sportsman, 

. 
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rapid as lightning, and particoloured like time, plunged his talons 

into the Nili* and the Zang,+ and displayed his native ingenuity 

in seizing the Antelope. The sharp-nailed greyhound, of agile spring 

yf and sure grasp, darting suddenly like fate upon the Gauzant and the 
Gor } struck them to the ground of annihilation. 

VERSES. 

When the Tablack 6 of the Hawk resoumded ; FY \ 
Quickly ascended the game-pursuing birds. 

The suddenly-piercing falcon soared aloft in air ; 

And the world became void of the wild-duck and pigeon. 

When the goldgn-winged eagle of the heavens, the sun, having 

mounted high into the®emerald coloured expanse of the firmament, 

was become intensely warm in pursuit, Jahandar, the rose of whose 

cheek had been gently cherished under the shade of majesty, and who 
could not bear the sultry heat of noon, returned towards his place. 

On the way, he beheld a garden of perfect beauty and fragrance, in 
which the cypress and the cedar, like the lover and beloved, grew side 

by side, and the lily and the rose, like the bride and bridegroom, % 

reclined on each other’s bosom. 

From its emerald-tinged refreshing verdure, the surface of the lawn 

appeared like the sky, and the heart-enticing melody of the birds in 
the midst of its shrubs had the effect of the organ. : 

The turtle dove, of temper like the Kalandar, || in his ashy-coloured 

vest, began the strain of holy ecstasy. 

VERSES. 

The dow had scattered gems on its verdure ; 

Mingling as it were emerald with pearl. 

The shrubs bloomed in every quarter ; 

Spreading wide a carpet of delight. 

* The Nilgiio, 

++ What animal I know not, 

t t Species of deer. 

§ A small drum, fixed to the saddle of the faleoner, on which he gives signals to 

the hawks. 

{| A wandering religious. 

]
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The beauteous ringlets of the Banafsha* were displayed ; 
The gale had ornamented the Nasarin} with pendants. 

The heaven comprehending mind of the prince, captivated by the 

elegance of the garden and fragrance of the flowers and shrubs, 

becoming inclined to view its rose-faced inhabitants, entered it, bloom- 

ing as the rose-bud, and lightly treading as the cypress, ran over with 

his eye this abode of delight. In every recess he saw the zephyr 

ornamenting the ear of the rose with the Sumbul, and the jewel-set 

crown on the head of the Habbir, like the egrets of coquettish 

maidens fancifully placed aside. At the foot of every rose-bush, the 

birds, like Brahmins chaunting the Vedas t were twittering tales of 

| love“to their ‘mates, and upon a branch of every enamel-like cypress, 

the turtle dove, in the same manner as Darw@sh when contemplating 

the divinity, cooed forth its gentle murmur. 

; On the margin of a fountain reclined a young man who was reciting 

. * verses. He had with him a parrot, who, like the Sufis,§ fond of 

, retirement, sitting in an iron cage, and, after the manner of the votaries 

of celibacy, dwelling in solitude, had shut his door on the face of 

mankind. Like the happy inhabitants of Paradise, he was clothed in 

P green ; and, as the syllogists of deep judgment, skilled in eloquence. 

” A wise bird, who for understanding would have gained the prize from q 

the Hudhud|| of Solomon. 

He was lord of the species of flying creation with enamelled wings, 

chief of sugar-billed parrots, who in the field of speech had exalted 

the standard of eloquence among the feathered race ; and, for his 

* What flower I know not. Richardson translates it Violet. 

) ++ Richardson translates it the Rose; also Narcissus. It is to be lamented 

; that none of our travellers have given the native names for the fruits, flowers, 
trees, and plants of Persia. A list of them would greatly add to the pleasure of 
reading Persian authors, and to the elucidation of their flowery metaphors ; without 

it, they must ever remain obscure to the European reader. I find myself obliged, 

from incapacity, to leave most of the botanical terms untranslated, rather than 

deceive the reader. 

The scriptures of the Brahmins. 

§ A sect of mystic devotees among the Mohammedans, 
: || The Lapwing, which, according to Mohammedan tradition, had the property 

of finding out water under ground, and was also employed by Solomon to convey 

a letter to the queen of Sheba—Vide Saua’s most exact translation of the Koran, 

and truly learned notes. 

.
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virtuous conduct in the assembly of the green-vested resemblers of 

heaven’s dwellers,* had attained the highest fame. 

The prince Jahdndar, from sight of the young man, and hearing 

his. soul-delighting melody, which formed a happy accompaniment 

with the verdant assemblage of the blossoms moistened by the shower, 

the strain of the Bulbul,+ and the heart-captivating note of the 

Andalib, + became even to ecstasy- immersed in pleasure and delight. 

From eagerness of curiosity, he advanced, and spoke the Salam ; t 

but the conceited young man, captivated with the fervour of his own 

melody, paying not the least attention, made no reply. The wise 

parrot, when, on account of the arrogance of his master, he beheld 

the signs of displeasure in the looks of the prince, becoming anxious 

to conciliate his ming, like orators of eloquent speech, opened the 

door of conversation, and sued forth into the plain of delivery a few 

sentences, full of meaning as the words of the skilled in expression, 

with sweet diction and soul-enticing phrase. 

The prince, from the speech of this orator, naturally without . 

language, being wrapt in wonder, remained for some instants like the 

reflected image on a mirror, in the confinement of silence, Immediately, 

however, the seed of love for the green-vested orator, beautiful as 

Farhad, § striking root in the soil of his heart, he, with much 

impetuosity, loosened a ruby of high price from his arm, and offering 7 

it to the young man, still employed in his music, begged the parrot. 

The youth, not finding in himself power to bear the absence of the 

accomplished bird, turning aside from the path of assent, placed the 

hand of refusal on the breast of the prince’s request ; when the latter 

said, “Ignorant youth, knowest thou not that I am heir apparent to 

“the crown and ring of these regions, and that my soul is charmed 

‘with this wise bird? If thy star is wakeful, take this ruby, which 

“is worth a kingdom, and give up that handful of feathers. If thou 

“dost not, thou wilt repent,’ and, after disgrace, with a thousand 
“humiliations, offer it for naught.” 

The young man, having for an instant reflected on his own condi- 

tion, considered, that “to act contrary to the will of the sovereign, 

* The souls of tho blessed are, by some commentators on the Koran, said to 
animate green birds in the groves of Paradise, until the general resurrection. ; 
Others are of another opinion. 

+ + Two species of the nightingale. 
} Health be to thee, 

§ The Hero of a poetical romance. 

“ .
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“is to encircle the waist with one’s own blood ;” and therefore 

delivered the parrot to an attendant of the prince, who on this account 

was so delighted and filled with rapture, that you would have thought 

he had obtained the conquest of the. seven regions, or acquired rule 

over the four habitable parts of the world. With perfect gladness he 

returned to his palace, and taking the parrot into his confidence and 

intimacy, consented not to his absenve fora moment. He kept him 

constantly in his sight, and the sensible bird captivated his heart by 

this novel remarks and eloquent narrations !* 
L 

—— 

° 
: ° 

Y) CHAPTER UT. 

As the agents of Fate and Providence, being perpetually employed 

/ in the affairs of mortality, are watchful that every object of divine 

, will, which rests concealed in the hidden mansion of decree, may at 

the appointed time and fixed season, be ushered into the public court 

of appearance ; necessarily, in compliance with the customs and habits 

of the world of causes, they incite a means, so that without hindrance 

of delay, they may draw the object from behind the curtain of secrecy 

into the plain of disclosure. A proof of this observation follows. , 

Jahandar Sultan on a certain day, having retired into the private 

chamber of prosperity, enjoyed the company of one of his women, in 

form like the Peris, + named Mehr Parwar,}{ in whose captivity his 

* Of the chapter merely the introduction is attended to by Dow, who has, how- 
ever, by inserting some few circumstances of the two following, and introducing the 
adventures of Sadit, those of the Parrot and Kamlédev, (not one word of which is 

in the Bah&r-i-Dénish) dexterously enough contrived to make nearly four chapters. 

* The story of Sédit seems to have been formed from the account of Sher Khén’s 

encounter with a tiger, by contrivance of the Emperor Jahdngir, who wished his 

destruction, that he might marry his wife, the celebrated Nurmahal.—Vide Dow’s 

History, vol. iii. p. 27, 8vo. edition. 
The history of Kamlédev was probably fabricated from a novel called Padméwat, 

containing the adventures of a Raja and Rani of Chitore, and founded upon facts, 

in which are some particulars resembling this tale) Or Dow may have taken the 

plot from his own epitome of Ferishta, as in it the circumstances which form the 

groundwork are given,—Vide Dow's History, vol. i. p. 801, 8yo. edition. 
+ An imaginary order of beings in the spiritual world, supposed to be of exquisite 

beauty. 
; +t Gratifier of love. 

~- 
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heart was held. From the intoxicating fascination of her unparalleled - 

beauty, being overcome with excess of rapture, under the curve of 

her erescent-like eyebrow, he drank repeated draughts of wine, pure 

as the sun, from cups resplendent as the moon. The angel-like damsel, 

in the warmth of her bliss and delight, when the glow of beauty 

and sparkling of wine gave a double enjoyment, perceiving her figure 

in a mirror, became vain of her’ own charms from self-conceit, which 

is the most degrading weakness in the region of sense. In this state 

of exultation and folly, the consequence of wine, being from her 

confined ideas overpowered by vanity, she, unable to command herself, 

exclaimed : 

“My dear prince ! although it is impertinent, and far distant from 

“the rules of respétt, ygt I wish that for an instant, placing your 

“dignity and royal state aside, you would not give the reins of 

“impartiality from your hand; but, without the intervention of 1 

“ ceremony, with truth and candour tell me, whether the self-existent 

“ delineator of omnipotence ever portrayed with the pencil of decree 

“jn the volume of creation, or on the pages of existence, any figure 

“among the varying races of mankind, of such elegance and beauty 

“as mine ? or ever before traced a sketch with such abundant 

“ graces ?” 

The prince had not as yet replied, when the parrot laughed ; on 

which account, the late blooming flower of the garden of beauty, 

shrinking like a blighted rose-bud, the signs of displeasure appeared 

upon her countenance, and with impatience she laid the hand of 

importunity on the vest of the Sultan, and said, “Tt is necessary that 

“you disclose to me the reason why the bird laughed on this occasion, 

“or I will put myself to instant death.” 

Though the prince on this point enquired repeatedly, the parrot, 

not in the least bringing his tongue to acquaintance-with speech, like 

the picture of a nightingale, remained silent; till at length, when 

importunate enquiry had passed the bounds of reason, he said, ‘ My 

“mistress, the disclosure of this mystery will in no manner profit you, 

“or give any advantage. It is advisable for your affairs that you 

“free your mind from such a wish.” 

As importunity and unreasonableness is the fashion of women, and 

the disposition of this sex is leavened with folly and ignorance, she 

would not pass the least from her demand, but became more violent 

in requisition than ever ; till at last the prudent bird, remediless, “= 

e °
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5 yaving broken the talisman of silence from the cover of the treasury of 

by speech, poured the jewels of relation into the lap of audience of the 

iis ‘prine’y abd the lady vain of her own beauty ; saying, : 

4 : he se of my smiles was your’vanity and mistaken pride, in 

* ea faseying yourself in grace and charms like the freely towering 

i s “yp esa, cxulted above all the confined in the chain of humanity, and 

. « copeeitins yourself superior to all the beauties of the world. Know 

“you not, tliat the excellence of divine workmanship is not restrained 
F¢.6 can ne? or the elegance of the garden of creation dependent 

¥ ¥ : ig g 

" Son sver? Under this vaulted canopy are many rose-gardens, 

F antl wh, thousands of blossoms outblooming each other in tint 

nid dregranice. Bordering upon this, is a region, which in popula- 

§ * tion, eXtapt, and cultivation, is a hundred, timés preferable, and 

*“cuperioy in comparison with your dominions. ‘The sovereign of it 

vs a daughter named Baharawar Banu ; upon whose countenance 

‘(je wotld-iliuming sun, with all his globe-enlightening splendour, 

: * daro not look without the medium ofa veil or covering. The rose, 

A * jyom desive to behold her charms, bursts the collar of patience ; and 

iy , Bs fhe Nergus,* with eagerness to gaze at her beauties, becomes all eyes. 

| ©" & “To short; if you, my mistress, were seated by her side, you would, 
‘ * jike Sobaf in presence of the sun, no longer have an opinion of 

es Eayeersclé, ~ The colour of a weed has no value placed by the rose.” 

© On besvine the above description, the lady became overwhelmed in 

“’ hi waves ef envy, and the warmth of mortification appeared upon her 

“yfeutines. The prince, secretly enamoured of the world-conquering s 

rf ¢)\fia- of Rakaréwar Bann, lost his heart from his power, and unseeing;— 

i wip iltiuy the neck of his life to the kummundt of her fascinating 
yi \o@&s, heeame like Mujenoon,§ frantic in the road of desire for her 

i eijeyment Separating his mind at once from relations and friends, and 

iP uuiting himself to her, he so ardently pushed the courser of love on the 

ae plaid of ntense affection for his mistress, that he deserted the boundary 

> f cake fr others and himself. 

Re da 
yy “ss © we “weissus, which is in Eastern poetry always said to be on the gaze; an 

.. Sea fh 4 orb less from the fable of the transformation. 

E> + Mes a) star. 

\ ft ae #ODe with a noose at the end, used to catch an animal, or to fasten on a treo 
Eijhe , a Re der to ascend. It appears also to have been used in war to throw 
te % he ngtles eae antagonist. 

ae ‘ es Lecom a poetical romance. 

if %s a" B 
i uate F s 
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. ° m 
VERSES. \ 

Not only does love arise from the sight, ys 
Often has this happiness proceeded from description. 
Let the glory of beauty but enter at the ear, 
It will snatch repose from the soul, and sense from the heart, 
‘There is no occasion to behold the object of affection, t 
For loye often captivates many without having seen it.* . if 

: (| 

mY “ 4 

Q 

CHAPTER IV. 
Wuen Jahandar Sultan, from the wonder-relating tongue of the 

parrot, had heard 6f the beauties of this phoenix of the hilly region \ 

of soul-fascination, and his heart, without having seen her, became j 

ensnared in the mazy locks of the angel-like charmer; the bird of | 

Jove, for such a mistress of the bride-chamber of heart-captivation, | 

chose her nest in the branches of his mind. In order to remove 

doubt, and attain certainty, he selected an artist of magic skill and i 

fascinating pencil, named Bénuzzeer ;| who with his delicate strokes _, 4s 

could so defineate a view of the habitable quarters of the earth, with eh 
all its mountains and deserts, on the single leaf of a jasmine, that at 

one glance at its perspective, without the labour of travel, you might 

visit the seven regions, and view truly, as a figure reflected in a 

mirror, the properties of all the kingdoms of the globe, and the i 

e cultivated and waste parts of the earth. On the rind of a pistachio, 4 

~—he-could so clearly portray a field of battle, with the representation | r 

of its mountain-like elephants, vast encampments, hosts of heroes, le 

bands of warriors, and extensive .line of action, that the struggles of 

the Rustum-hearted,t and the attacks of the courageous on each | 

other, also the distinction of the valiant man from the coward, would "i 4 

appear distinctly at once to the eye. { ve 

The revolutions of this azure canopy tinged with gold, had not 

beheld with the eye of fancy or gaze of imagination, such an pr \9 
ing artist of magic pen, nor hoary time heard, upon thiS varied i) 

surface, of a master of such exquisite skill and wonderful execution- | 

* Of the whole of this chapter only a few words are noticed by Dow in that last q 
mentioned. oe 

+ Without equal. Le 
+ The Hero of the celebrated Poom of Firdosi, a .
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By the nice touches of his miraculous pencil, the figured bird, like 

the real one of the garden, seemed ready to burst forth in song ; and, 

through the nurture of his charm-like pen, the imagery of fancy 

sprung up like flowers glowing in freshness and beauty. Without 

exaggeration, if Mani,* painter of the Arztng, had still on the page 

of life preserved the portrait of existence, he would have acknowledged 

him for his master, and adored his skill. 

VERSES. ( 

By his drawings he gave good tidings to fortune ; 
From his skill, he opened the gates of Euclid ; 
In his fancy rose sketches unassisted by the pen. 

He was a quick artist, and exact delineator. A 
In delicacy of outline, so niee was his tach, that he could 

sketch a figure in transparency on water. 

To the above-mentioned famous painter, disguised as a merchant, 

the prince entrusted various raritiesof the age, and numerous 

curiosities of the world, that under such a character, travelling to the 

delightful country of the bereaver of his ‘understanding, and having 

portrayed on silken leaf the unequalled form of the angel eho, unseen, 

had subdued the kingdom of his mind, he might bring it to his presence. 

Bénuzzeer, having fixed the burthens of travel on the camels of 

resolution, measured his stages, and in swiftness of career lightly 

reined as the western gale, after encountering various impediments, 

hardships and the inconveniencies of foreign countries, having 
Zs 

reached the paradise-like empire, arrived at the city of Meenosowaud, s 

which was the capital of the father of the hoori-formed princess. 

Having fixed his abode in a garden} which was a place of recreation 

to Baharawar Banu, he opened his baggage ; and having taken some 

of his rarest commodities as an offering to the enjoyers of the splen- 

* A celebrated Persian painter, who in the third century pretended himself the 
Paraclete, or Comforter foretold by Christ, and established’ a numerous sect. Be- 

ing persecuted by Shapore, (Sapores) he fled to Eastern Tartary, where he amused 
himself in painting, and pretended his performances were given him by angels. 
The book in which they were bound, he called Arzung, or Ertung, His religion 
was a mixture of Indian, Magian, Christian, and Mohammedan tenets. His 
followers, among whom were even many patriarchs and bishops, became known in 
Europe by the name of Manicheans.—Vide RicHaRDSoN, p. 1566. 

+ The gardens of Eastern princes have in general belonging to them a caravan, : 
serai, a market place, and mosque, with a college of dirveshes. The rents of the 

two former are applied to the support of the latter, In the garden is often erected. 
the mausoleum of the founder. 

. 5 
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dours beaming on those attendant on the royal couch,* he obtained the 

honour of an audience. 

The emperor, being highly gratified with the sight of his precious 

merchandize, according to the gustoms of sovereigns, observing the 

requisite attention to strangers, showered upon him favours greater 

than the human mind could expect, and with condescension and kind- 

ness thus interrogated him: ‘Krom what flourishing region have you 

“arrived ? and where are the manufactories of these rare goods ? for 

“no merchant or trader ever before brought such exquisite pieces of 

“workmanship and curious valuables to our court.” S 

Bénuzzeer, out of policy, mingling truth with fiction, represented 

such descriptions of his country and sovereign, that admiration 

increased in the miad of the emperor, from whose presence, when 

dismissed, he returned to his quarters. The fame of his merchandize 

being spread abroad in every division and street, at length the 

attendants at the sacred apartments of Baharawar Banu having heard 

it, conveyed the rumour to the audience of the damsels near the 

person of the princess, brilliant as the sun. From the court of purity 

was issued the sublime order for the coming of Bénuzzeer to the 

presence. For that day, making the fatigue of travel and excess of 

labour his apology, he requested to be excused, and thus represented : ’ 

“The merchandize in my humble lodging is in general worthy the 

“ approval of the attendants on their sacred highness. Entirely with 

“the view of offering my goods as a pesheush to the admitted within 

“ the veil of purity, did I subject myself, as of no inconvenience, to 

a “the difficulties and dangers of foreign travel. To God be praise 
“and thanksgiving, that I have attained my desire, and under the 

“auspices of upright intention, having in health and safety passed 

“many dangerous wilds and perilous deserts, have at length reached 

“the sacred court of the empress of the age. 1) 

* “As, however, my bales are now opened, and repacking them 

“to convey to the sublime palace must be attended with much 

“yisk and trouble, (though on such account to make excuse is 

“intrusive in a dependant) if the august princess, condescending to 

«indulge a stranger, would in her glory and magnificence cast, 

“like the phoenix, the shadow of good fortune on this Irem-envied 

* The confidential domestics of the sovereign. 

+ The shadow of the phoenix, in eastern romance, is said to be highly auspicious 

to the person on whom it falls. : 

* 

. )
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* garden,* it would be auspicious to him, and amusing to her highness. 

“ Further whatever the sublime commands may decree, servants have : 

“only to obey, as submission is their duty here and hereafter.” 

Baharéwar Banu, honouring the uequest of Bénuzzeer with her 

poyal compliance, on the following morning, when the enlightener of 

the world, having lifted his head from the collar of the east, had 

expanded the mantle of brilliancy over the earth, proceeding towards 

the garden, in an howdujet embroidered with gold, (the dazzling 

richness of whose kubdeh { made the sun burn with envy) seemed 
_ + like the moon entering the sign of Aries. The delicate natives of the ‘ 

garden, on the approach of this moving cypress, having lost their 

bloom of cheek, all shrunk like water from a sense of inferiority, and 

withered. When seated on the musnud of glory, she commanded tho 
5 e 

attendance of Bénuzzeer. 

Benuzzeer, at these soul-gratifying tidings, from excess of joy and 

exultation, swelled like the blossoming rose-bud ; and, with speed 

* A fabulous garden and palace, often mentioned in oriental poetry. Itis said 

to have been in Syria, and laid out by a prince of Arabia Felix, named Shuddaud, 

who, on hearing’a description of Paradise, profanely resolved to make one superior 

- to it on earth. The author of the Tohfet al Mujalis thus describes,the erection, 

and its consequence. A pleasant and cleyated spot being fixed upon, Shuddaud 

despatched a hundred chiefs to collect skilful artists and workmen from all 
countries. He also commanded the monarchs of Syria and Ormus to send him‘all 

their jewels and precious metals. In the structure of the palace, bricks of gold 

and silver were laid alternately, and the interstices studded with precious stones. 

Forty camel loads of gold, silver, and jewels, were daily used in the building, which 

contained a thousand spacious quadrangles of many thousand rooms. In the areas ae 
were artificial trees of gold and silver, whose leaves were emeralds, and fruit 

clusters of pearls and jewels. The ground was strewed with ambergris, musk, and. 

saffron. Between every two of the artificial trees was planted one of delicious 
fruit. This romantic abode took up five hundred years in the completion. When 

finished, Shuddaud marched to view it; and, when arrived near, divided two hun- 
dred thousand youthful slaves, whom he had brought with him from Damascus, 

into four detachments, which were stationed in cantonments prepared for their 

reception on each side of the garden, towards which he proceeded with his favourite i 

courtiers. Suddenly was heard in the air a voice like thunder, and Shuddaud look- 

ing up, beheld a personage of majestic figure and stern aspect, who said, “Tam 
. “the Angel of Death, commissioned to seize thy impure soul.” Shuddaud exclaim- 

ed, ‘Give me leisure to enter the garden,” and was descending from his horse, 
when the seizer of life snatched away his impure spirit, and he fell dead upon the 
ground. At the same time lightnings flashed and destroyed the whole army of the 

infidel ; and the rose-garden of Irem became concealed from the sight of man. 

++ A sort of close litter borne on men’s shoulders. 

t A large golden knob, generally in the shape of a pine-apple, on the top of the 
canopy oyer the litter. a 

e
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equal to the breeze, hastening to the presence of the blooming shoot 

of royalty, presented articles worthy of acceptance. Baharawar Banu, 

seated behind the concealment of a close curtain, ordered some of her 

elderly attendants to receive tte effects from the hands of Bénuzzeer, 

and bring them within the veil. When the princess had examined 
them, her delight was such as cannot be expressed in the narrow 

bounds of relation. i 

She uttered their praises and her approval in a loud tone, and 

commanded her servants, if he had any other articles, to bring them 

to her ; upon which, after the usual obeisanee, they represented, that ~ — 

he had yet a little casket wrapped in velvet, but would not shew it. 

Baharawar Banu, supposing it must contain some still more precious 

article, commande@it tg be opened ; but Bénuzzeer, affecting excuses 

would not consent, and the princess thence became more importunate. 

When Bénuzzeer perceived that her curiosity was at its height, and 

the object to which he had an eye was concerned in its gratification, 

he with subtle artifice thus represented : “Though the article on 

“which I chiefly pride myself, and esteem as the medium of my 

“exaltation, is certainly this, yet as it is a charge from a sovereign - 

“prince, I cannot open it but in-his presence.” On hearing this, the 

curiosity of Baharéwar Banu was increased from one to a hundred 

fold, and she requested him with much entreaty to open the casket. 

Bénuzzeer replied, “Though compliance with this command, and 

“ engaging in such an action, will occasion defalcation in the trust of 

ae “integrity ; yet as the wish of the princess Asylum of the world is 

“bent upon this object beyond ali bounds, I have no remedy : But, 

“unless the humblest of slaves shall himself present it so the Keemia* 

“impressive sight, to view it is impossible.” 

As the impatience and desire of Baharawar Banu to behold curiosi- 

ties and masterpieces of art was extreme, and Bénuzzeer apparently 

seemed a man of very great age and infirmity, she graced his petition 

with exalting compliance ; and gave orders that, without the screen of 

acurtain, he should acquire the rays of honour by a view ofthe . 

beauties of her presence. Bénuzzeer, from excessive joy and rapture 

forgetting himself, like the atom receiving new life from the beams of + 

the sun, quickly took the lock from the casket, and by introduction. 

of the attendants on the retirement of purity and excellence, became 

* The philosopher's stone, 

. 

|
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admitted face to face to the sun of the heaven of beauty and perfec- 

tion. At the first glance, like a pictured figure, becoming speechless 

and without sensation or motion, his eye, from wild astonishment, 

like that of the Nergus, became fixed in gaze ; fainting overpowered 

him, and the casket fell from his hand on the ground. 

Baharaéwar Banu, alarmed at seeing the condition of Bénuzzeer, 

exclaimed, “‘ What is the matter ? and, whence, the cause of thy being 

“thus overcome ?” Bénuzzeer, by his utmost efforts collecting him- 

P self, replied, “O emblem of the sun of empire ! on account of advanced 

- “life, the imbecility of age has vanquished my natural strength, 

, “on which account, now and then these fits occur. As the poet 

: “observes, Age is accompanied by a hundred ailments.” Open- | 

ing now the lid of the casket, and taking out the portrait of Jahandar 

Sultan, which he had drawn with his wonder-sketching pencil, he 

gave it into the hand of Bahardwar Banu. The princess, struck with 

the beauty of the figure, at once giving up her heart from her power, 

exclaimed, ‘‘Whose resemblance is this, that diffuses the perfume of 

“intimacy over my soul ?” 

Bénuzzeer replied, “It is the portrait of Jahandar Sultan, heir 

"! _ “to the crown and ring of the empire of Hindustan, bgfore whose 

“beauty and grace, Joseph,* except the gift of prophecy, would have 

“held no estimation. In strength of body and dignity of mind, 

“Rustum,} in comparison to him, would have appeared inferior to 

“Zaul.t His munificence surpasses the celebrity of Hatim Tai,§ 

“ and his mellifluent eloquence captivates into the snare the sweets- 

“loving parrot. From envy of his graceful steps, the pheasant has ew 

“retired to the mountains. When, in pursuit of the game, he imounts 

“his sable-coloured courser swift as the eagle, the lion crouches into 

“the den of the fox, and the hot elephant (if he could) would conceal 

“himself in the hole of the ant. In wisdom and penetration, he is 

“the Plato of his age, and in glory*and power a second Alexander.” 
: 

VERSES. 3 

“ Dignified in manners, wise, active, valiant ; 
. “Tn love, gentle as a fawn ; in anger, furious as a lion. 

cc LE IRSA ES aia NS 

* The patriarch, supposed to have excelled in beauty. 

+ The hero of the Shah Namah. 

+ The father of Rustum. 
pi § An Arabian chief renowned for liberality. 

.
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“4 blooming rose, unblighted by autumnal blasts ; 
« § vigorous shoot on the towering branch of youth. 
“Tlis stature in beauty is as the wild cypress. 
“The down hath not yet encircled his cheeks. 
“Place him on the saddle of the courser, he is like Rustum. 
“Seat him at the banquet, he is another Keikobaud.* 

“In one night, should he open the treasury of bounty, 
“ The winds would receive the hoards of Karoon.+ 

“ Should he exelaim aloud, and Faunt appear, 
““At the stroke of his sabre, he would forfeit life.” 

Baharawar Banu, from hearing this eloquent description of his 

accomplishments, and beholding the beauty of his portrait, shed the 4 

seed of love for Jahandar Sultan in the soil of her heart, and planted 

the shrub of affection for him in her mind. As modesty, however, 

withheld her robes,and maiden bashfulness restrained her feelings, 

she did not avow the Secret even to her own lips ; but inwardly 

setting ina blaze the easily-kindling cotton of her mind with the 

flame of love, began to burn, and to ease her torments requested the 

portrait from Bénuzzeer. With much art, refusing compliance with 

this demand, he said, ‘ May my head and life be a sacrifice even for 

“the dust of the feet of the empress of the world, but your humblest 

“of servant at first mentioned that this picture was given to mein * > 
charge. On this point I dare not break my trust.” ) 

The princess replied, “I cannot believe your declaration, because 

“the object of your speech is void of the ornaments of truth ; for a 

‘{ bit of silk, on which a trifling figure is portrayed, is not an article 
“ worthy of royal commission.” 

~ Bénuzzeer answered, “O queen of ladies of the age, if you look 

“merely to the value of this scrap of silk, certainly it is not worth 

“more than a few deendrs ; but when you consider the feelings and 

“affection of a certain personage who enamoured with the beauties 

“of the original of this likeness, and examine it in this view, should 

“you offer for it both worlds, the Verse of ‘ bid higher still, for as yet 

“ the price is rated too low,’§ would, in- respect to this portrait, be 

* An ancient Persian monarch. 
+ Supposed to be the same person called Korah in Numbers, chapter xvi, whom 

the Mohammedans describe as the cousin of Moses. He is frequently alluded to by 
Persian poets and moralists, as extremely handsome, and immensely rich from his 

knowledge of chemistry, but proverbially stingy. Vide Ricarpson, and Saue’s 
Koran. * 

cf Chief of the Evil Genii. 

§ In the poem of Jami, the patriarch Joseph is said to have been sold at Cairo 
by auction, and all the inhabitants to have been eager for his purchase. . 

.
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“verified. Empress of the world, the case is thus : The sovereign 

of the kingdom of Bengal, hath in the mansion of royalty a moon, 

“among the admirers of whose beauty is the world-illuming sun. 

« As from the relation of travellers in various countries, who glean 

“a sheaf from every harvest, and snatch a delicacy from every treat, 

“the noble disposition and sublime accomplishments of this wakeful- 

“starred prince (Jahandar Sultan) became thoroughly understood by 

“him, and that the odour of conquest would from his person perfume 

“the sense of the world, he became anxious to string this precious 

“pearl of the casket of purity on the thread of his marriage union, 

“and to effect a true junction between the Shumshaud and the Rose. 

“Therefore, with eager importunity and a thougand promises, he 

“requested me to procure his portrait ; andeL having now, at the 

“ instigation of so puissant a monarch, with much trouble obtained it, 

“am now on my way to his presence, where I hope, in return for 

“such an important service, I shall receive so large a sum and ample 

“reward, that by its means, becoming independent of want and poverty 

“ for the residue of life, I may enjoy freedom from the vicissitudes of 

} * chance, and be released from the anxiety of seeking a livelihood.” 

Baharawar Banu, who had given up her soul to the portrait, on 

hearing this account considered with herself, and thus reasoned on 

her own condition, “J have admitted unseeing the dart of love for 
“this youth into my heart. It is certain that without attaining the 

“honour of his union, life to me will be as death, and the bloom of 

“existence be wasted in the extremest tortures of disappointment, » 

“which are nfore bitter than the expiring agony. To give up, there- 

“fore, this phoenix of the sky of excellence into the entanglements of 

“another, and to submit myself enchained to my last breath in 

“despair, is far from the rules of self-preservation. Let what may 

“happen, it is advisable that I keep in sight this talisman of the 

“treasure of good fortune, which may prove a key to the doors of 

“felicity, and the harbinger of attainment to my wishes. Depending 
“on the immeasurable bounty of God, which is the unfolder of the 

“ difficulties of those who seck an object, and giver of remedy to 

“them who ask a cure, it *is fitting that I wait patiently to see what 

“may issue from the veil of concealment into the plain of apparency, 

“and on whose wishes the skies may favourably revolve.” 

Having pondered thus, she said, “ Thy desire, merchant, is merely 

/ “gold. From whomsoever you receive it, thy object is gained. Sell 

ic °
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“to me this figured silk, and take without the trouble of more 

“ fatigue, a sum which never could have entered thy expectation, aud 

“ with satisfaction of mind pursue the route of thy wishes. Thou 

“well knowest that the world of chance in every moment plays a 

“hundred various tricks. If, from excess of covetousness and utmost 

“greediness of gain, the most blameable of sins, sacrificing real 

“advantage for imaginary hope, thou pursuest a road longer than the 

“plain of avarice, and night and day livest perplexed in labour ; 

“most probablyvealamity will oceur, and thou be altogether deprived 

“of reward. Hence, disappointment becoming the bane of life; thou, 

“during the remainder of thy age, wilt languish for the princely 

“sum I now, offer thee, and expire with regret. Letting alone, how- 

. “ever, the consideration of my proposal, supposing you reach your 

“intended stage in safety, as the situation of man is not always in 

“ one posture possibly the skirt of the monarch’s munificence may be 

“shortened, and he may not shew a liberality equal to your wishes, 

«This circumstance must occasion repining of mind and sorrow of 

‘heart, to which will be added the toil, vexation, and labour of travel. 

“My meaning in this representation is, that to give from the hands 

“a present good for one in expectation, is not the dictate of prudence ; 

“ consequentfy, thy true interest lies in this, that thou turn not away 

“from this advantageous proposal : forfeit not so valuable a treasure, 

“if thy fortunate star is ascendant: for a scrap of silk, the revenue i 
“ of a kingdom is offered.” ; 

Bénuzzeer perceiving that his charm had taken effect on the mind 

#4 of the Peri,* at first placing Eimneelt in the gateway of denial, made 

x several excuses ; but at length from policy drawing inthe reins of 

= refusal, submitted himself to consent, and having receivéd from her 

river-like liberality valuable jewels and a vast sum of money, delivered 

her the portrait. 

During the time of his being honoured with her exalting converse, 

with keen observation and impressive skill, he had drawn upon the 

page of his mind with the pencil of recollection, the striking linea- 

ments of her angel-like features : and, being dismissed, on returning 

to his quarters, immediately took up his miraculous implements, and 

portrayed her likeness on a piece of silk so strengly, as not to deviate | 

* The superstitious among the Mohammedans believe in aerial spirits, of whom 

the Peris are said to be most beautiful, and that they are to be brought into the 

power of man by charms, prayer and abstinence. Hence this expression. 

e
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a hair's line from the elegant stature and hoori-envied countenance of 

- that sun of the heaven of beauty. You would suppose the delineatcr 

of omnipotence had drawn it with the pencil of divine decree. When 

thegartful Bénuzzeer had attained the’ object which he had in view, 

being graciously dismissed from the presence of Baharawar Banu, he 

returned towards his own country ; and fleeting over the stages on 

the wings of speed, airived at the palace of Sultan Jahéndar.* 

: —_>——_ 

3 CHAPTER Y. 

Benuzzerr, when he became exalted bythe Yortunate audience 

and ennobling prostration at the throne of the prince, after the cere- 

monial praises and thanksgivings, presented the portrait of Bahardwar 

Banu to his gracious view. What a form! Though the heavens, 

in their azure canopy, display a thousand heart-fascinating beauties, 

J one equal to this was never beheld, even in fancy. The Mani of 

ancient days, in the operations of the world, had never portrayed such 

a miraculous sketch with the pencil of imagination on the tablet of 

_ design. At view of the garden of its clearness and brillianey, the 

lap of sight was filled with flowers, and from the over-flowing of its ° 

wisdom-ensnaring beauty, the goblet of appearance was crowned with 

i wine. The pen, while delineating traits of the charms of such a 

peri-fascinating form, like the stem of the Nereus, becomes verdant 

in the hands of the writer. The pictured nightingale, from ardour 

to beliold the rose-envied countenance of such a charmer, would, if it ” 
could, attempt to fly. 

The prince, on the first glance of this accomplished figure and heart- 

gratifying portrait, became like Mujenoon,t a forlorn pilgrim in the 

path of desire for enjoyment of Baharawar Banu. From the inebrin- 

tion of love, he fell like the intoxicated from his throne, and was in 

. an instant, as the embroidery of his couch, a lifeless figure on the 

surface of the carpet. His officers and attendants, at sight of his 
| condition becoming alarmed, had recourse to physicians, and poured * 

* Dow has given very imperfectly the Beginning of this chapter, and has altered 
7 the latter part entirely. Jn it he makes the princess, contrary to oriental modesty, 

sit for her picture to the painter, when acquainted with his disguise, causes her to, 
deceive her father, and unnecessarily makes Bénuzzeer betray himself. 

RB ‘+ The hero of a celebrated poem. 

E .
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rose-water on his face ; but Bénuzzcer, better acquainted with the 

pulse of his heart, made all retire from his pillow. Reclining the 

prince’s head on his bosom, and haying recovered him from the heart- 

burning fit, he re-seated him on his throne. However, the entrail- 

piercing dart of love had penétrated his soul, and he could not be 

freed from the hand Of passion for its object. Involuntarily impelled 

; to tear the collar of patience, having put the ring* of frenzy into the 

ear of life, he turned from every thing else to his beloved idol. He 

forsook the path of reputation, and bowing the head of submission 

and forehead of sacrifice to the power of love, laid prudence aside. 

The report of his madness reached every ward and street of the 

metropolis ; till at length, the attendants at the foot of the imperial 

throne, represented an account of his situation to the presence. 

The monarch, oh heaying the heart-rending circumstances, became 

fettered in the chains of grief; and summoning the prince to his 
closet, opened to him the gates of admonition, and poured the royal 

pearls of advice into the lap of his condition. As, however, the ears 

of Jahdndaér were ‘stopped by the envenomed cotton of love, the 

remarks of wisdom found no entrance to his mind ; and not in the ‘ 

least advancing his foot towards the path of compliance, he, like his 

own blood“dropping eyes, ran more violently on his way. The 

emperor was overwhelmed in the whirlpool of sorrow, and having * 

summoned his intelligent viziers and wise statesmen, explaincrs of 

difficulty, sought their assistance to unravel this indissoluble knot. 

By the dictates of foresighted policy, and prudence-approving skill 

howeversomuch they endeavoured with wise schemes to repair this 

rent, and devised various remedies, none became successful : the flame 
* more rapidly increased, and the fire of madness in the secret stove of 

the prince’s mind, glowed with redoubled ardour. 

. When the skilful physicians and wise prescribers, in every path of 

contrivance which they pursued, had found no index to ‘their object, 

out of perplexity, all the faculty agreed in this point, namely, 

: day and night to relate to this youthful sovereign of the region of 

frenzy, strange tales and surprising anecdotes in debasement of 

women, and of the inconstancy of that fickle sex, as perchance such a j 

remedy might prove beneficial to the fever of his madness.} L 

* The ear-ring in Asia is worn by slaves as a badge of servitude, : 
+ Dow has given merely a summary of the leading circumstances in this chapter, 

put still with alteration, and the language is any thing but translation. 

°
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y | CHAPTER VI 
\ 

STORY I. 

Onz of the intelligent attendants thus introduced the charmer of 

eloquence into the bride-chamber of narration. " 

i There was a young man of noble quality, who possessed an ample 

b share of riches and blessings, and who had acquired of the requisites 

: for the enjoyment of life sufficient store. For strength of mind, and 

vigour of bodily frame, he was unequalled by | the contemporary . 

} youth and unparalleled in valour and forti#ude. In generosity and 

F benevolence, he bore away the ball of excellence from his 

. fellows and associates, and excelled all in personal beauty and 

; outward on He had married a wife from among the daughters 
of his own tribe, and his heart was attached to her to that degree, 

\ that he for an instant could not bear to be absent from hey ; and, 

constantly eager to preserve her affection and retain ker love, pre- 

r ferred her satisfaction to every other object. The wife also, 
g held by the chain of love, and captivated in the net of affection for 
f her husband, like a handmaiden, night and day strove to serve him 

| with submission and humility. Tf for an instant, the young man, for 
the management of his affairs, or to procure the necessaries of life, 

: (from which the strugglers in the confined space of this borrowed 
| i world have no resource) went abroad, the wife, shedding the wine of 

ie t understanding from the goblet of her brain, let fall a deluge of tears 
from the fountain of her eyes. In every street and alley of the city 

i. nothing was spoken of by either sex but the story of their loves ; and 
a wherever two met together, they conversed upon nothing else but the 
y anecdotes i the affection of these distinguished personages. The 

young mat being fond of the chase, every morning went to the field, 
c and bringing home game, with his beloved quaffed draughts of wine, 

and enjoyed savoury dishes made of his acquisitions. 
By accident, between this young man and the brother of the 

¥ governor of the city a strong friendship took place, and the founda- 
tion of regard and union was confirmed, so that the latter most days 
visited the house of the former to drink wine. One day, his eye fell 

{ 
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upon the wife; their looks met, and the dishonest wretiipe aia! a % 

instigation® of the deyil, forgetting altogether former olfigatic ape 4 4 

friendship, and gratitude, out of sensual lust became eaget to choy 

her. Having found out an old go-between, one of thse fut fabs j 

wretches destructive of domestic honour, he sent her to the wise loge } 

disclose his passion, and entreat an interview. Tor some’ jie singe { 

refused ; but, as in the watery and clayey composition Meme wide ¥ 

there is uo steadiness or constancy, and in the mind of this efhic bac 

hair’s line of fidelity can be traced ; at length, sinking th. J) ntol ae =) 

affection for her husband in the whirlpool of annihilation, fei ici ey 

terating with the point of vicious ardour the characters of ry cuntand =) d 
attachment, which she had employed an age in sketching, 1 Gegras Ce 

up herself to error., Like the rose, tearing* the collar of h “GW Gi { 

purity and the honour of her husband, she sounded the dvi: ben ‘ oly 

fame through the four quarters of dishonour. ee 

When some time had passed in this manner, at length surfuises 444 ’ 

reports began to spread among the neighbours, of a busines: OME Ss : 
tructive to the fragile vase of character and reputation. (Phe wife ~ a4 

began to dread the sword of her husband’s vengeance, and al:ni fe) e 

her life ovespowered her mind. Having, out of wickednes aug an 

folly, resolved on the base resource of elopement, she commit vicatee s § 

the design to her paramour, ‘The impure wretch, regardifi thig ie ©. 

‘an important blessing, entered firmly into the measure, is 7 4 

waited impatiently for an opportunity to fly. At length, the hi “tie 4 
according ts custom went to hunt, and having roused an anteloy i v 

bounded towards a village, the residence of the parents of his ee ya 

spouse. The young man pursuing got the game into his pewer t ve 

at the entrance of the place. As the deer of the forest of (hy sev 1 i @ 

azure} plains had retired int. the cave of the west, and the \bjsban Le y @ 

from much fatigue in pursuit, found himself unable to retuy fo ive » | P ! 

own house, he from necessity entered the village, and 9 his. = ; Ki 

lodgings under the rcof of his relations, to whom, after puts by a- 

: * Bastern poets fable the nightingale and roseto be enamoured of others 1 
The latter, when full blown, is supposed incontinently to rend its bud w passion. Vip q 

for the former. Hence the above expression. mvs 

+ The sides, astern pects personify. the vising and cotting off he neuen mee” | 
moon according to the subject of their composition, which to the “gar Of a 
European reader often appears truly ridiculous. If a Persian writes 4 3 

* mouse, Sol and Luna are sure to rise and set in the disguise of the little e 

. “ 4 
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rt tor hiSyeloved, he presented the remainder of his game. Pies 

£ imeclf Midono inclination to eat, which the hosts observing, were 

i. z distressed’ i& mind, and enquired the cause of his disgust, for to them 

a thok: yiestewas very dear. The young man replied, “ I will not 

4 ‘ owteal Gm you that my love for your daughter is ardent, and it 

k i “isin dong time, during which we have not, but in company with 

rh? 3) wip ht Ms extended our hands to eat, nor has this been from com- 

eohylinne wir. at true affection ; in time of absence from her, my soul 

*Sesrs not dor an instant in my body. On this account, excusing me, 

iV © yes yo! your own gentle minds. A part of the venison I have 

S ceyit. shat, (f fate shall spare me, I may eat it to-morrow in company 

h tliat Lestower of new life, and quaff wine under the arch of 

f ie r eresteut-formed eyebrow.” a 

Gk », father and mother of the impure womaa, on hearing this, were 

fas. with p®asure ; while the simple husband, unsuspicious of the 

wed | se trinds of females, passed the night till early, dawn in restless- 

ry i and atgiety. The profligate wife, with hardness of heart, infide- 

= lity, and view, informed her paramour of the absence of her husband, 
fe aut by tlie vontrivance of her unworthy cunning and treacherous 

if artifice Thiwng formed a plot, became the directress qf her foul 

ges Pallanieincrime and wickedness, In the middle of the night, by her 

- “desire, Ne set. fire to one end of her house, and mounting 4 courser 

ie iS mt He pe seas lightning, stationed himself at the door, with another 

B® siccd, flect@® the western gale, of Persian descent. After a short = 

vicrvel, when the fire spread, and the hand of human endeavour 
ech nuatle to quench the flames, the abandoned wife, from whose 5 

pa vain tids ze of calamity had arisen, hypocritically uttered loud 

sy Zechas, aadawakened her mother-in-law and maid servants, who, 

oe overcome by Sright, began to throw out the household goods. Seizing : 

Pe this oppoviniity as precious, she slipped out, and mounting the 

ee teft. in conipany with her paramour, dived into the night, and posted 

%p vail y 40 4 listant city ; where a house being hired, the two impure 

sa wrelehics ; ined concealed. Here, to the extent of their wishes, they 

i. bevam fe sea! er the dust of disgrace on the head of their conditions, 

: \ said @iigased <n quafling the wine of adultery. 
F i Wahi thie ire was at length extinguished, the mother-in-law not 

¥ finding her di ughter, explored every part of the ruined mansion with 
$ ‘, mult tilarme si Vhough she hurried over every corner of the building ‘ 

i oi her, {ke ne phoenix, she could behold no trace, Suspecting now 

} A oe . 
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that she must have been burnt in the fire, the old lady began immedi-  - is 

atcly to weep, and give way to lamentation. a 

In a short time, the young husband, tortured by the flame of ardent FR 

; love, and having felt along night’s pain of absence, with impatient : a 

fondness reached his home. He beheld the house a heap of ashes, ] I} 

his mother in mourning, strewing dust upon hev head, and every trace laa 

of his wife vanished away. Amazement and dread confounded” his 

mind. He tremblingly enquired of his domestics what was the - 

accident, and whence came the destruction of his house ? They ii 

. informed himsof the fire, and that their mistress was burnt in: the 

flames. " i i 
Tnstantly on hearing this, the fire of madness seized the vest of the BES 

young man’s soul, fhe tears of despondency flowed from his eyes, and at 

in extreme anguish ‘he uttered this verse ; “ Alas ! alas ! has no one » a 

“beheld my beloved ?” He now commanded that the bones should ites 
be searched for in the fire, in order to be buried ; but no relic of He 

them appeared. +4 

The husband was astonished at this circumstance, and thought *) 

within himself what could have become of the woman, and what f 

could have been the causes, that no remains of her could be found, 

If she was burnt, certainly some one of her members would have J 

appeared ; and how was it possible that a living person should so i 

= burn in a fite, that no one could tell the least of the accident from 4 

beginning to end, or the smallest relic be left to the eye. The sus- 4 

picion now struck the young man, that possibly, as the nature of 

woman is leavened. with infidelity, having invented a fiction, or formed ig 

a plot, she might possibly herself have set fire to the mansion of her a 

4 family honour. This idea became fixed in his mind. He arose from fs 

thence, and went to the house of the governor’s brother, that he a 

might tell to him the secret of his heart, and ask his assistance. When 9 

he arrived at his house, he received intelligence, that since midnight r 

he had disappeared. . , a 

The young man was now convinced that the scandalous wretch, 4 

from vice and wickedness, had concerted with the governor’s brother, a 

and scattered the filth of criminality on tke vest of her chastity. <5 

From thence, having disguised his person in a clay-coloured vest, and ey 

rubbed his head and face with ashes, like world-roaming duryeshes,* ae 

* Such is-their habit and custom, . eF h 

. 4 
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he began to measure the road of search, and eagerly pursued the path 

of enquiry. In each city and town on his route, he examined every 

street and window of the houses, till at last he arrived at the place 

where the two impures were concealed.; and, as it happened, at once 

came to the door of the house they inhabited. The old procuress, 

whom he knew, coming out, the young man (now superior to her 

in experience) asked, ‘“ What is a certain female doing ?” The simple 

matron replied without hesitation, “ She is quafling with her lover 

‘the cup of mutual enjoyment.” The young man continued, “ Tell 

“her, Thy husband stands at the gate, and if thy coming here was 

“ without thy will, hasten now, and seize the opportunity of escape.” 

The weak old woman immediately returned, and delivered the 

message of the husband to the infamous wife ; who, on hearing it, lost 

the treasure of her senses, and the colour Taded upon her cheeks, 

Putting her head out of a window, she beheld her husband standing 

in a beggar’s habit, greatly distressed and agitated ; upon which, 

coming in confused haste to her lover, she informed him of the 

circumstance, and said, “ Before my husband can seize us, and 

“while the ability is not lost from our hands, it is proper to go 

r “hence, or our affairs will end in disappointment.” ‘Bhe wicked 

gallant instantly taking her out by a back door, mounted her upon a 

eourser fleet as*the wind, and commanded two of his servants, on 

whose courage and alertness he could place full dependanee, that travel- 

ling upon the wings of speed they should conduct her to another city, 

and conceal her in a habitation where no one would suspect her to be. 

The husband, when he saw his wife put her head out of the 

window, suddenly turned another way, and seemed not to observe her. 

Listening after this, he heard no voices within doors ; upon which he 

guessed it was she who had kindled the fire of calamity, and that she 

was the scatterer of the dust of her own dishonour. He then 

thought within himself, “It is not improbable, but that this house 

“may have two entrances, that she may go out at the other while 

“T am standing at this, and am measuring the air with my hands.” 

He now hastened to the back part of the house, where he saw a 

female closely veiled, and mounted on horseback, attended by two 

Shaters* completely armed, holding a stirrup on each side, and hurry- 

: ing away with the utmost precipitation. From her size and appear- 

* Couriers, or running footmen. 

D 
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ance, he knew her to be his dishonourable wife. Exerting his agility, 

and having come up with them, he drew from the scabbard a flint- 

piercing scymitar, with which, at one blow, he struck one of the 

attendants to the ground of annihilation. The other, on beholding 

his companion in this state, alarmed for his own life, turned his face 

to flight, and the valiant young man seizing the bridle, mounted the 

horse, and speeded with his wife before him towards his own city. 

On his arrival near it, reflecting upon the scandal of appearing thus 

in daylight, he stopped in a garden ; intending, under the darkness 

of night, to punish* his wicked partner in a way that the veil of 

secrecy might not drop off, and then to return home. As he had 

undergone much fatigue in travelling from town to town, and searching 

every street, lane, and alley, weariness and pain had benumbed his limbs. 

He lay down, and ordered the wife to chafet his feet, when suddenly, 

the ambushed robbers of drowsiness having attacked the cafilat of his 

vigilance, plundered the treasure of his senses ; and under the influence 

of his slumbering stars, having extended his limbs like those of a 

body bereaved of its soul, he lay entirely overcome by sleep. 

As the juggling sky in every revolution brings forth some novel 

deception, the governor’s brother, learning what had happened, followed 

in pursuit, and, by tracing the marks of his horse’s shoes on the road, 

at length reached the gate of the garden. He entéred, and beheld 

the drowsy-starred husband fast asleep, like his own neglectful fortune, 

and the wife sitting by him. Esteeming the opportunity precious, he 

drew from its scabbard a highly tempered blade, intending to lay 

the unfortunate man more torpid on the bed of death ; but the savage 

‘woman, innately wicked, prevented him from it, and said, “This 

“‘black-starred wretch is not deserving enough to pass in so easy a 

© manner to hell, but merits a variety of punishment and torture. It 

‘is necessary first to impress our revenge in this world of retaliation 

“ on the mind of this evil-fated wretch, and afterwards dispatch him 

“head downwards to the infernal regions, so that to his last moments, 

* Probably to put her to death. There is too much reason to believe, that in 3 

countries where women are secluded, the jealous husband with impunity punishes 

the wife, innocent or guilty, with death, more especially in the higher ranks of 

life. 

++ This is commonly done in eastern countries, to promote circulation of the 
blood. 

+ Caravan, 

°
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“in his heart may remain, like the streaks of a tulip,* the wounds of 

“agonizing pain.” She then assisted her gallant in binding his hands 

and feet with a cord. 

-During this operation, the poor hushand, opening his eyes, beheld 

fate sitting at his elbow, the messenger of death hovering over his 

head, and any possible relief lost from his hands. He blamed his 

own simplicity and want of foresight, but remediless, according to 

the maxim, that it is impossible to erase the written decrees of fate, 

resigned himself to destiny. ‘The infamous woman, throwing the 
cord over the branch of a tree, drew it up till her husband became 

suspended head downwards, and, like a rope-dancer, dangled in the 

air; while she, with impudent smiles and leers, sat before his face 

with her gallant, and quaffed wine from the goblet of mirth. 

“Now is the period arrived,” said this infathous adulteress, “ that 

“J shall enjoy ample revenge, and pour the venomous dregs of agony 

“into the throat of this heaven-deserted wretch. In the moment of 

“ expiring life, he shall taste the bitterness of witnessing the happi- 

“ness of arival. With multiplied torture shall his head be severed 

“from his impure neck, and hung upon his shoulders. For such 

~“erimes as his, a milder punishment ought not to await hie.” 

The unfortunate husband, when he beheld what he ought not to 

have seen, though tortured by bodily pain, in extreme agony and 

distress of soul, sought redress from the power of the All-seeing, 

under conviction that, “‘ whoever trusts firmly in God, will assuredly 

“be delivered.” + 

At length, (by divine decree) from intoxication of liquor, the brains- 

of the wicked adulterers became exhausted of understanding, and they 

fell down senseless from excessive drunkenness on the bed of evil 

destiny, while their goblets, filled to the brim, remained upon the 

carpet. The husband, suspended head downwards, beheld the wretch- 

ed situation of these abandoned beings, but had not the power of 
revenge. 

At this crisis, by command of the omnipotent director of fate, a 

black snake, devourer of blood, suddenly descending from an upper. 

branch of the tree, entwined himself round the unhappy husband, and. 

with venom-swollen mouth glided his head close to his face, bending 

* Scars and wounds by Persian writers are compared to the streaky tints of the . 

tulip. To Europeans the figure appears strange. 

+ A verse from the Koran. 

.
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over his eyebrows with fierce and poisonous look. The young man, 

from alarm at this life-endangering peril, emblematic of sudden death, 

was over-powered, and said in his heart, “Gracious God! what is 

“this that has happened to me! Suspended head downwards from 

“ the branch of a tree, and tied hand and foot by cords, having witnessed 

“under my own eye such heart-afilicting disgrace ; with all this 

“calamity, a destructive denion, at sight of whose form the gall 

“dissolves to water, rests upon my head, threatening at every breath 

“my dissolution. What evil deed or unworthy action can have been 

“committed by me, all guilty as I am, that God in retribution for it 

“hath involved me in such torments, and sentenced me tosuch variety 

“of punishment in this world ? Most probably, this life-destroying 

“monster, after a®* few more respirations of life, to which death is 

“preferable, will with his blood-devouring venom blot the characters 

“of my being from the tablet of existence. , Since, however, the pen 

“of almighty providence must have inserted in the volume of decree 

“his commands respecting such an ill-fated wretch as myself, and that 

“JT should hurry to the bourn of annihilation in this disgrace and 

« disappointment ; what resource is there, but that I should resign 

“ myself tomy lot, and give up the treasure of life to the demand of — 

“death. Yet my severest grievance is, that these abandoned and 

“infamous profligates, having escaped from my hands, have met again 

‘in the enjoyment of their wishes, while I depart from the prison of 

“this trouble-founded mansion, according to the wish of my enemies. 

« “Inmy grave I will utter the fire-heated sigh ; and from the clay of 

fe “my tomb, the vapours of my sorrows shall ascend to the heavens.” 

Such were the soliloquies of the hushand, thus enchained in the 

grasp of misfortune, with his own heart, when the snake wound him- 

self to the earth, and gradually curving to the pillows of the two 

criminals, crept three times round them, and at each glanced upon 

them with his pofson-inflamed eyes. After this, approaching a goblet 

filled with wine, he smelt at it, and when the fumes of the liquor 

reached his scent, erected his head, and with furious rage discharging 

the venomed particles in his mouth, shed a few drops of a yellow 

colour inclining to green, into the cup. Then returning to the 

suspended husband, in the same manner as before, twining round his 

; body, and for an instant holding his mouth close to his face, he gave 

argentle look at him, and ascending the branches of the tree by the 

way he had come, disappeared from sight. :
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The confined husband, at sight of such a wonderful circumstance, 

“became overwhelmed in the ocean of amazement, and was unable to, 

"comprehend the various mysteries of the inventor without deceit or 

juggle; nor did he conceive what wine of his skill was fermenting in 

the goblet, or, from the revolutions of the changeful skies, what 

wisdom-puzzling novelty would next appear on the surface of action. 

When a little interval after this had elapsed, the adulterer awoke from 

the sleep of intoxication, and sitiing up, beheld his mistress slumber- 

ing on the bed of repose, in the attitude of gracefulness, and the full 

cup glowing like the rose beside him. When the confusion of his head 

was somewhat settled, he seized the envenomed draught, and swallowed 

it at one gulp. In half an hour, the deadly poison taking full 

effect, made him drunk with the wine of annihilatioa ; and soon after- 

wards the wicked adulteress awoke, and beheld her lover overcome 

with the liquor of death. 

* At sight of this, becoming afflicted with excessive grief, she was 

plunged into the ocean of amazement, and could nof in the least divine, 

how the wine from the still of death had been poured into the chrystal 

cup of his existence, or his head fallen from the soft pillow of life on 

the earth of destruction. As she had thus suddenly been Burled from 

the shore of hope into the whirlpool of despair, and the elevating 

intoxication of enjoyment was changed into the confused giddiness of 
despondency, rage now became predominant in her abominable mind, 

and the spirit of fury shook her frame. Snatching, with haste, the 

keen sabre of her dead paramour from the scabbard, she rushed towards 

her husband, intending to dispatch the unfortunate man, and to pour Re 
out the wine of life from the bowl of his existence on the ground of 

destruction. 

The husband, when he saw his wicked partner, in the agitations of 

rage and emotions of fury, with a drawn scymitar, was alarmed ; for, 

bound as he was hand and foot, and suspended head downwards from 

the branch of a tree, he could not even have encountered a mouse, but 

still less his wife, who was a savage cat. Lemediless, he condescended 

to try conciliatory entreaties, and said, “ Appease thyself an instant, 

“and listen to a few words of request, which, should they prove 

“acceptable to thy gentle mind, so much the better ; if not, the power 
“is in thy hands,” 

The wife now laying down the weapon, exclaimed, “Ah! thou 

| _ villain, deserving of impalement, speak quickly. what thou hast to 

. 
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“say.” The unfortunate captive in the snare of calamity, having first 

soothed her with many gentle expressions, with all humility and 
softness continued thus : is 

“Tn what has been done by. thee, I am convinced thou hadst no 

“power ; for, as in the diving records the scribe* of decree chose to — 

“ ornament the edicts on my forehead* with these flourishes of disgrace, 

“and the pen of fate had sketched on the leaves of providence such 

“* dishonourable characters in my name, wisdom permits me not to be 

“angry with such an angel-faced and sun-resplendent charmer as 

“thyself. As not the least injury can be suspected from me to thyself, 

“of what benefit will be my murder? What Advantage can arise 

“ from shedding the blood of one from whose existence we fear no 

“harm? If, indeed, that honourable personage who gave up his soul 

“to thy love, had not d&parted to the cave of death, then to Burn the 

“thorns of my life in the fire of dissolution would have been of use ; 

“but now, (may his soul repose in the most blissful paradise !) as he 

“has deserted this perishable world, it is better that thou resign thy- 

“self to patience, and cover the imperfections of my faults with the 

“veil of forgiveness. You well know that I ama man, who, though 

“the millstone of the skies was descending on my head, would 1 

“deviate from my promise, and I now solemnly declare, that if at 

“ present, regarding our former connection, thou wilt spare my blood, 

“J will esteem thee dearer to me than ever, nor hurt even a hair of 

“thy head. In this world of chance, between lovers and their beloved, 

“such affairs as ours very frequently occur. Thou art not the inven- 

eee “tor of them, nor didst thou form them of thyself. It is not fitting, 

“then, for such a slight error, which happened by the decrees of fate, 

“that I should gird my loins in revenge against one like thee so gentle. 

“ Truly saith the poet, 

VERSES. 
‘° Tf from thy musky tresses a fault has happened, let it pass. 
“Tf from thy black mole cruelty beset me, let it pass. 
“ If my heart, from thy magic glance, was pierced, let it pass. 
“Tf quarrels happen among lovers, let them pass. 
«There can be no disgust at thy actions; bring the wine ; 

«« Every vexation, when we are reconciled, vanishes away.” 

* The Mohammedans believe that the decreed events of every man’s life are 
impressed in divine characters on his forehead, though not to be seen by mortal eye. 
Hence they use the word Nusseeb, anglicé stamped, for destiny. Most probably, 
the idea was taken up by Mohammed from the sealing of the Elect, mentioned in 
the Revelations. 

° 
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The fool-deceiving flatteries of the husband overcame the wife. 

Immediately loosening the bands from hishands and feet, and releasing 

him from the captivity of destruction, she prostrated her head at his 

feet to beg forgiveness of her past crimes. The young man, regard- 

ing his promise, refrained his hands from killing the infamous woman ; 

and, having offered up proper thanksgivings at the throne of the 

Almighty, he returned to his house. +Folding up his skirt from the 

cares of this world, he retired to a small and obscure apartment, and 

r employed himself the rest of his days in religious duties. 

——_— 

To be captivated, my prince, with the outward beauty of women ; 

to commit thyself to the wild waste of madness, and for a few days 
‘ : ° i tare 

enjoyment to prefer an age of vexation, cannot be among the institutes 

of wisdom, nor have ihe adorners of the assembly of learning and 

prudence approved such conduct ; because the rosy cheek of woman 

is unblessed by the tinge and perfume of constancy, and apparently 

this worthless sex, like paste, is merely semblance. 

— VERSES. ae ° 
When poets were depicting instances of constancy, 
At the chapter of women they stopped their pens. 
When she can sit at the gate of another, 
She no longer wishes to see thine. 
Woman may be a friend, but only for a season. 

While she can get no other, she will be kind to thee.* 

ee es : 

CHAPTER VII. 

STORY II. 

HisTortans inform us, that some friends having prepared a banquet 

in a garden, enjoyed each other’s company ; and, having collected 
every requisite of joy and festivity, in spite of fortune and defiance of 

care, pushing about the wine of mirth in the goblet of agreeable society, 
re Re 2 ee 
* Dow concludes what he has given of this tale, (altogether very wide from the 

original, in circumstances and language) with the following sentence ; “ When fate 
«wrote down the fair catalogue of female virtues, a blot fell upon gratitude from 

; his pen,” ‘This is an evident imitation of STERNE’S regarding Angel, &c. 

.
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added lustre to the pleasure of association, by joyous remarks and bon 

mots exciting delight. -dn this situation, a stranger intruded upon 

their privacy, and after the Mohammedan custom, spoke the Salim, 
The company returned the compliment in a cold manner, esteemed his 

arrival intrusive, and, not in the least attending to’ him, only regarded 

his presence as interrupting their pleasant society. 

The young man guessed their feelings ; and glowing with the 

warmth of mortification, sat down bashfully on a corner of the carpet. 

After a little time, lifting his head from the collar of reflection, he 

removed the talisman of silence from the treasure of speech, and scat- 

tered handfuls* of brilliant gems and princely pearls+ before the 

company in his mirth-exciting deliveries ; so that the cloud of sullen- 

ness became washed away from the countenances of the assembly, by 

the translucent water of his brilliant wit. ‘The assembled friends, who 

till now were frozen like ice, became softened by his pleasant manners ; 

and the rose-buds of their minds, which had become shrunk from the 

young man’s intrusion, he expanded into blossom, by the breezes of 

his pleasant narratives, various anecdotes, delightful jests, and witty 

repartees. In short, he made the company so happy, that regarding 

now his ptesence as most fortunate, they valued his acquaintance 

in their hearts, and treasured up the riches of his friendship in their 

minds. 
The young man had a great share of personal comeliness, but upon 

his face were some uncommon marks ; one like the astronomical figure 

~. of seven, and another in the form of a cross. One of the company 

observing this, said to him, “ From thy heart-delighting words, the 

“ minds of us friends have expanded like the rose ; but do not refrain to 

“explain the cause of these fresh characters which are stamped on the 

“pages of your noble aspect ; for your humble servants are puzzled, 

“and, if it is not an impertinence, request that they may hear from 

“your pearl-like narrative the explication of this significant (sooreh) 

“mystery, so that by your kindness they may unravel the knot of 

“doubt from the skein of their hearts.” @he young man, drawing 

his head from compliance, begged to be excused from the unreasonable 

demand, and made apologies ; but his friends becoming still more 

curious, importuned him to unfold the secret. 

* In the original, skirt or Japs full. 
+ The Orientals compare the composition of yerses, or a figurative oration, te 

the threading of pearls and precious stones. es 

°
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: The young man, instigated by a wish to satisfy their minds, 

| remediless, expanded his tongue to speech, and said, “ Although this 

~—~ “adventure is not fit to come into the mould of narration, yet, out of 

“regard to the wish of my friends, I will relate it.” 

THE YOUNG MAN’S STORY. 

Lzr it not be concealed, that from this period, about twenty years 

your atom-like slave lived as a soldier. One: day, in company with 

some faithful friends and similarly minded companions, I went to 

visit a fruit garden.” In it was a tree taller than all the rest ; its 

dates hanging in clusters, like moist confections,, delicious, full of 

juice, sweet and full-flayoured, but, from the Sreat-height, the hand 

of no one’s power could pluck the fruit. No person having yet had 

the boldness to climb the tree, its produce was free from the devasta- 

tion of man. 

VERSES. 

Re It was a date tree of tallest growth. ic: 

From whose size the garden received honour. 

i. Every cluster of its fruit was a storehouse of sweets, 
From which the crow and paroquet seized a treasure. 

As your slave, in the exercise of swarming trees, especially the date, 

the cocoa nut, and the palmyra, had attained the utmost agility, and my Ses 

friends esteemed me famous in this art, all of them at once laying the 

hand of avidity on my skirt, said, ‘“‘ Under the auspices of your kind- 

“ness, we hope that we shall taste the rare and richly flavoured 

“ dates of this tree, and also have the pleasure of beholding how you 

“can ascend so lofty a stem, whose head reacheth the battlements of 

“the sky, and of whose fruit none hath yet eaten but the soarers of 

“the air. It must be by miracle, for what power has humanity to © 

“scale the turrets of theHeavens ?” Though I turned myself aside 

from this request, begged in every mode to be excused, and evaded 

the trial, my friends, out of extreme longing for the dates, would not 

withdraw their hold from my poor person. At length, in spite of 

>  disinclination, I tucked up my skirts like a running footman, and 

drawing up my sleeves, in the manner of a magic acting rope-dancer, 

swarmed up this heaven-touching tree, which you might have styled 

E
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the ladder of the sky; while a vast crowd below formed a circle 
around the trunk, to admire my agility. 

When I had reached the top, from its towery height, the tallest ~ 

and lustiest men who stood below seemed to my sight as infant 

children, and sometimes my sight was lost half-way. The crowd 

began to form alarming conjectures in -their minds concerning my 

safety. In short, having gathered some clusters of great beauty, 

richness, and fragrance, I put them into the skirts of my vest, and 

threw others to my friends below ; when suddenly, a black snake with 

a white hood tinged with yellow, of great thickness and length, from 

whose life-destroying glance the gall would melt to water, and the 

stoutest heart dissolve like salt, appeared among the leaves and darted 

towards me, devoted to death. A trembling seized my whole frame 

at the sight ; and from dread at his monstrous figure, my joints and 

members seemed as if they would separate from each other, and the 

bird of life would quit the nest of my body. Should I throw myself 

down, reasoned I to myself, the spiritual soarer will half-way in the 

descent break her elemental cage ; and if I stop here, this heart- 

melting serpent, which resembles a divine judgment, or sudden 

calamity, will devour me in an instant at one morsel. Both theseare” 

grievous ; but what is still more afflicting is, my becoming a mark 

for the tongue of mankind, who will say, “The foolish wretch, a 

‘slave to gluttony, sacrificed his life for a few dates.” O God of 

heaven ! thus to die, and stamp by the manner of my exit an evil fame 

~ on the records of time ! What a soul-afilicting difficulty has fortune 

brought upon me, weak and helpless creature ! In short, while I was 

meditating, the blood-devouring serpent reached me, and folding 

himself around me, hung from my neck like a wreath, distending 

his jaws, full of wind and venom, close to my mouth ; and fixing his 

dark, poisonous eyes upon my face, began to dart out his tongue. 

From affright, my senses now deserted me, so that to describe my 

alarm and despair is out of the power of relation, and cannot be com- 

pressed into the mould of expression : my haigeven now stands erect at 

the recollection. Such a dryness seized my joints and members from 

terror, that not the least moisture remained in my body, and the blood 

became stagnant in my veins. My nails clung so closely to the trunk, 

that you would have said they were the fingers of the chinar* grow-  - 

ing from the tree. A vast concourse of people stood around below, 

* I believe the oriental plane, ae 

°
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whe beat together the hands of distress, and from despair uttered cries 

and shrieks, which reached my ears in horrible sound ; while my 

-  kinsmen and friends, setting up the exclamations of lamentation, in 
despondency scattered dust upon their heads. 

At this crisis, a well-looking young man, of tall stature, mounted 

on a horse, without a saddle, and accompanied by a servant carrying 

a bow and two or three arrows, came to the place, and enquired the 

reason for the assemblage of so great a concourse, and their outcries ? 

Some of them informed him. pointing me out to him with their 

fingers, The youth, having examined my situation, and the folds of 

the serpent round my neck, said, “ Are there here any of the nearest 

“kin to this death-devoted person ?” Upon which my brethren and 

relatives present, who were shedding the tearse of regret at my 

condition, replied, “Yes ; what would you Say tous?” The youth . : 

continued ; “It must be evident and clear to all, that death already 

“sits upon the forehead of yonder unfortunate, whose escape from 

“calamity by means of human wisdom seems improbable, if not 

“impossible ; yet, if laying hold on the strong cord of resignation, 

* “and the firm handle of divine goodness, you will give me leave, * 

“trusting in him ‘who is all-powerful to deliver, I will sheot an arrow 

“through the body of the blood-devouring snake, and try the predes- 

“tination of this death-seized youth. I am a perfect judge of distance, 

“and in the skill of archery a professor. I can hit the foot of an ant 

° “in a dark night ; and should they hang a grain of mustard by a 

“single hair, I should not miss it a hair’s breadth. My skill in this 

“art is such that I cannot express ; for the direction-point of the ~ 

“arrow in the bent is in my power. The Almighty exalted the 

“standard of this science in the habitable quarters of the globe for 

“me, and in this art the drums of celebrity sound in my name on the 

“plain of the seven regions. As an instance, at present I shall not 

“miss, and at the first aim so bring down the head of yonder serpent, 

“that even the wind of the arrow shall not reach the face of the 

“young man, or an injury happen to a single hair. However, as 

“ divine decree rules all things, and Providence acts for itself, I am 

“apprehensive that the matter may turn out contrary to my wishes, 

“and you in that case, fixing your hands on my skirts, may accuse 

‘ “ me of shedding his blood.” 
The whole concourse now, with one voice, exclaimed, and said, 

4 “ For the delivery of the young man there can be no remedy but this.
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“Tf he has a predestination of longer life, from this happy policy he 

‘will obtain a recovery, and the arrow of prayer will reach the mark __ 

“ of acceptance ; if not, he is already placed in the jaws of fate.” My ‘ 

kinsmen resigned themselves: to my destiny, and consented to the 

young man’s shot. 

The youth (may the mercy of God attend his soul !) took the auspi- 

cious-omened bow in his grasp, and placing an arrow on the cord, 

prayed the Almighty to direct his aim for my sake. Then, like a 

magician practisca im sorcery—no~not magi¢-like, but altogether 

miraculously, drew to the shaft, and, aiming at the eye of the serpent, 

let fly. 

° VERSE. 
e 

The heavens exclaimed, Well! and the world, Bravo ! 

The point of the arrow, like true policy, reaching its mark, brought 

the head of the serpent to the ground ; and this exclamation from the 
crowd ascended to the skies, “ Praise be to the Giver of life! He 

“cannot die whom Hx destines to live, though he seemeth dead, 

“God is potent over all things.” * ; 

The point remained in the jaws, and the young man laying his 

arrows aside, advancing, took up the head of the serpent, phich 

suddenly moved ; and, as the cup of the hero’s age was become flowing . 

over, seizing his lip with its mouth, closed its envenomed teeth. The 

~ noble youth, angel-like, fleeted to Paradise in the twinkling of an eye ; 

and the head of the snake, like a paper-catching fish, + remained 

fastened on his lip. 

Again burst forth the exclamations of all ranks assembled. Over- 

whelmed in the shoreless ocean of amazement, they afresh acknow- 

ledged an omnipotent Ruler; convinced, from the various schemes 

and differing designs of the ever-existing God, (to the court of whose 

glory, the messenger of man’s penetration has no admittance) that 

weak human nature has no means of diving into his councils. 

While they were engaged in adoration and lamentations, I, having 

offered up thanksgivings and grateful prayers to Almighty God, as 
jae ee ee eee 

* A verse from the Korén, much quoted by the Mussalmans as a proof of 

predestination. 
++ What this means I cannot affirm ; probably, a bait made of coloured paper in 

the form of a small fish, ai 

.
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fervently as.in the power of man, descended from the tree, and follow- 

ing the corpse of that shrub of the garden of paradise, attended it to 

"the unavoidable resting place. Having performed the offices of wash- 

ing and enshrouding, I committed it as a treasure to the earth, and 

resigned it tothe mercy of God. From the grave I repaired to his 

house, and, agreeably to the customs of the age, comforted his family, 

observing the usual condolences. I remarked to them, that in this - 

decaying edifice of mortality, from such a certain, though afflicting 

event, no one had any escape, nor could lamentation or sorrow produce 

| any other alleviation than the resigned calm of submission. 

After the duties of condolence were fulfilled, I remained a while at 

the house. There I beheld the daughter of my preserver, like a moon 

of two weeks, clad in blueish coloured robes, as mowrning for the death 

of her father. Whole constellations of stars; which, however, were 

but passing meteors, flowed from the recesses of her eyes. The 

| amiable sobbings of her breast drew sighs from my heart, and her curly 

/ tresses became snares to my soul. The week, in which the family 

was immersed in sorrow, with me, from impatience and anxiety, 

passed slowly as seven years, ; 

“When they had thrown off the robes of mourning, artd folded up 

the carpets of sorrow, observing the usual compliment of sending 

variety of confections and sweetmeats, different meats and perfumes 

at several times, I by degrees established and confirmed the bands of 

, intimacy and connections of friewdship ; till at length, the customary 

approaches to a union took place, and the interchange of sending rarities - 

and valuables was performed between us. After this, having disclosed 

my wishes, I requested to Jay the foundation of unanimity, and tie the | 
knot of matrimony. Her mother, for some time pretending impedi- 

ments and disinclination, at last, attending to the calls of our friendship 

and intimacy, strung the precious gem of the casket of purity on my 

marriage thread. 

From excessive joy that such a Hoori was become my companion, 

and so beautiful an angel the partner of my bed, my heart expanded 

; as the blossom of the rose, and, from swelling exultation, I could not 

contain myself in my vest. I used my utmost endeavours to win the 

approbation of her heart and gain her love ; so that at length the 

loadstone of my soundness attracted her soul, and the beloved in turn 

became the lover. Among our relations and mutual intimates, the 

account of our attachment and regard for each other became the sub-
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ject of remark, and, by degrees, the theme of conversation among 

' high and low throughout our vicinity ; so that, at last, the true love 

and cordial friendship of my wife reached the highest pitch, She — 

exceeded me in every respect; and in the duties of attention, sub- | 

mission, and chastity, bore away the ball of superior activity. 

Some time thus passed, and the basis of our unanimity and affection 

seemed firmly settled, when lo; one night, about twelve o’clock, while 

the drums* of the imperial palace were sounding, I chanced to awake, 

and on looking around, found not my wife in bed ; but supposing that 

she might have risen on some necessary household occasion, and 

sleep overpowering me, I laid my head again on the pillow, and sunk 

to rest. The same circumstance, however, occurred again the fol- 

lowing night; when my doubts of her virtue became somewhat 

roused, and on the third night the same happened. Long did I 

distend my eyelids in the path of impatience for her return, when at 

the very close of night, nearly upon the crowing of the cock and the 

call of the Muezzin to the prayer of dawn, the tread of her feet \ 

reached my ears, and the creaking of the house-door in opening and \ 

? shutting was plain. This time my suspicions became confirmed, and 

the rent oftriminality appeared clearly in the vestment of her purity.” 

My heart became set upon unravelling this enigma, and anxious 

impatience possessed my soul. 

One night, in order to loosen the knot from the proceedings of the 

unworthy woman, and find out the "mystery, I sat up, and would not 

5 recline my head to sleep. I saw clearly, that from my wakefulness 

the tokens of gloom appeared on the countenance of the star-slumber- 

ingt wretch, and with winks and nods,{ she tempted me to repose. 

As I had gained knowledge of her unworthy designs, out of policy I 

laid my head upon the pillow, and pulling the quilt over it, began to 
make long breathings, like one fast asleep. The black-visaged§ 

woman, innately wicked, when she supposed me, like her own star, 

locked in slumber, without delay arose from bed, and clambered over 

our court wall. I got up also; and concealing a short sabre under 

* The nobat, or royal band of music, which plays at every third hour during the 

night and day. The nobat is also allowed to the higher ranks of nobility ; who, 
however, without an especial permission, cannot use it within the distance of 
twenty-four miles from the imperial palace or camp, 

+ Wicked, deserted by her better stars. . 
} An expression for toying and dalliance. 

§ That is, vicious. . f
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my arm, and veiling my head in a cloth, followed her. The evil and 

abominably acting jade, with swift pace, took her way towards the ; 

r country. About the distance of two miles was a grove of tamarind 

trees, under which was a hermitage.. Within it a kalendar thick- 

necked as a buffalo, pounding Bhang,* and every now and then twist- 

ing his whiskers in anger, sat waiting for her by a fire he had kindled. 

She went to him, and I stood close to the hut, under the concealment 

of the trunk of a tree. 

The kalendar,} instantly on her arrival, rose up ina fury. With 

the club, which was the instrument to pound his bhang, having softened 

her back and sides, he beat her most severely, and with cruel violence 

dragged her by the hair out of the hut. My wife, opening her 

mouth in apology, said, ‘“‘ Though I have certainlye offended, yet my 

“ fault only proceeded from inability ; for my evil-starred and black- 

“fated tyrant to-night was wakeful. When sleep overtook him, I 

“hurried running to your presence. Pardon, then, this involuntary > 

“delay, and cover my crimes with the veil of forgiveness.” After 

some time the ferment of the kalendar’s passion subsided ; and having 

admitted the vicious and naturally base woman within the hut, he 

scattered the ashes of sin on the head of his fortunes, and made her, as 

well as himself, abominable in the eyes of both worlds. 

At sight of such wickedness, the fire of agony inflamed my whole 

frame, and the trembling of rage shook my body. While I was in this 

state, the kalendar came out, and advancing to the tree behind which 7 

I stood, sat down. As I was perfect in the exercise of the sabre, I i 

struck it with all my force at his neck, cast his impure Head like a 

ball to the earth ; and ascending the tree, remained hidden among the 

leaves. When, after this, a short interval had elapsed, my black- 

famed wife coming from within, called to the kalendar. No sound 

arose, because the headless fowl could not crow. When she advanced 

nearer, beheld his head fallen from the body, and his blood flowing in 

currents,-at such a sight, the flames of grief seized upon her wicked 

mind, and she returned terrified into the hut. From therice, however, 

pee Sa nt LY ee ee 

* The Bhang is a species of hemp, the juice of which intoxicates, and is much 

/ used by the Asiatics, both to drink and mix with their smoking tobacco. Itis 

pounded in a wooden mortar. » 

+ It is said that the kalendars, and other faquirs, frequently abuse the austerity 

of spiritual guidance, by intrigues with their fair disciples. 

+ Answering to our proverb of ‘dead men tell no tales.” 

.
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she speedily reappeared, bearing in one hand a keen scymitar, and in 

the other a light. i 

Now, like a maniac, she began to search every part of the grove, ~~) 

that she might wreak her vengeance on the perpetrator of the deed. 

She was 60 filled with rage and fury, that had an hungry tiger met 

her she would have attacked him. When she could find no trace of 

the murderer, she returned despondingly ; and having wrapped the 

corpse in a mat, took it upon her shoulders, and carrying it about the 

distance of two miles, cast it into a watercourse, from which, sorrow- 

ful and gloomy, she retired towards the city. 

Hastening swiftly homewards, I reached my house before the adul- 

teress could arrive, and went to bed, drawing the quilt over me as 

before. When the abominable wretch came in, she thought me asleep, 

and, her mind being saflsfied on that point, sat down in sullenness on 

the edge of the bed. When the darkness of night was past, and 

morning began to dawn, rising up, according to my usual custom, I 

employed myself in offering up my prayers. My adulterous wife had 

seven brothers, professed fighters, and strong as Isfindiar,* but wholly 

ignorant, unlettered, and without the least shame or sense of family 

honour. Eeom dread of these blockheads, I could not immediately 

chastise my wicked partner, but resolved to bring it about by degrees ; 

and, having insured my own safety, to put her to death. Out of 

policy, and the exigence of the times, I betrayed no knowledge of the 
= late event, and let not the least hint of it pass my tongue. 

re My wife constantly, like the afflicted for the dead, was immersed in 

gloominess and sorrow, and privately fulfilled the offices of mourning. 

At length, one day, when I was preparing for my devotions by the 

customary ablution, there stood in the court a small vessel of water, 

near which my wife sat upon a stool. J requested her to reach it me ; 

upon which the treacherous wretch arose with much unwillingness. 

With atfected delicacy stretching out her hand, she immediately with- 

drew it, exclaiming, “It is so very heavy, I cannot possibly lift it.” 

‘ Without consideration, from my tongue this exclamation involuntarily, 

like an arrow from the bent of chance, escaped ; “ At all events it 

“cannot be heavier than the cursed kalendar’s body.” 

Instantaneously as this observation was uttered, the flames of the . 

woman’s anger blazed on high ; and her colour changing, the moisture 

* The son of Gushtasp of the first dynasty of Persia. From his great strength 

he was entitled iron-bodied, but was killed in combat with the famous Rustum, 

.
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‘of passion appeared upon her countenance. With wonderful agility, 

she fetched from within the same kalendar-killing sabre, and before 

~ I could look around and prevent it, like lightning darting upon me, 

with all her force aimed a stroke at my face. Before I could adjust 

my dress (like Euclid finishing his sketches) these strange figures and 

‘odd characters became stamped upon my visage. At length I over- 

powered the cursed demon; and having tied her hands behind her 

back, sent for her brothers, and informed them of the disgraceful * 

adventure. I then gave up all domestic concerns, and estranging my 

heart from dependence on worldly affairs, chose freedom from care 

like the sosun.* Having robed myself in ashy-coloured habiliments, 

I entered into the order of devotees, and have never since shewn my 

face among the followers of fortune. The brothews of the infamous 

woman, having consumed her in the fire of thir rage, dispatclied her 

soul to the infernal regions. 

, r 
‘O my prince, the divine Framer of the Universe hd ordained 

sovereigns for the benefit of the public, and selected their sacred 

persons from the mass of mankind, for the protection of the people 

- entrusted to them by the Creator. It is not then befitting that they 

should sacrifice their religion and hearts to the moles, dimples, tresses, 

and eyebrows of this frail sex, whose composition is deceit and cun- ae te 

ning, and from whose rosy cheeks, to be gratified with the perfume 

of constancy is impossible; nor should they thus make themselves 

pointed at by the finger of man for such weakness and folly. 

VERSES. 

Confide not in the sex, for woman is as chaff, 
Which the wind scattereth in every direction. 

Woman, like the grape, is in infancy innocent ; 
When unripe, blushing; when ripe, immodest.+ 

* RICHARDSON translates it the lily. 
+ In his imitation of this chapter, Dow has changed the greatest part into a story 

of his own ereation ; and.there is but a faint resemblance of the original in the 

adventures of the young man after his marriage. 

fe 

- 

.
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CHAPTER VIII. 

STORY III. 

¥ Ayoruer courtier thus introduced the following heart-ravishing 

charmer of history on the sopha of relation. 

In a certain city there resided a handsome and accomplished young 

man, who had upon his cheek two scars‘like the letters Laum Aleph, 

one indented into the other. He now and then visited and amused 

me with his brilliant jests and smart repartees. J asked him one day, 

“ How he had recbived,these wounds ?. whether on the field of battle 

“in the line. of the courageous, or in an encounter with assassins in 

“the street ?” requesting him to explain the mystery to me. The 

, youth, blushing very much, remained for some interval silent ; after 

which, lifting up his head from the collar of reflection, he said, “If 

“you will from kindness withhold this importunity, it will be agree- 

N “able, because the circumstance is not fit to be spoken of, but 

“ proper to’be concealed.” From this, denial, and his blushing, 1m: 

curiosity for the unravelling of this mystery was tenfold more ardent ; 

so that becoming more impértunate, I repeated my entreaties beyond 

allreason. But the youth, as before, remained silent. He wouldnot . 

open his lip to speech, or suffer the fish of reply to swim in the sea 

= of utterance on this subject. However somuch I increased my 

demands, he redoubled his excuses 3 which added to my curiosity in 

such a degree, that I became restless, the reins of patience fell from 

my handg, and my impertinent teasing rose to a pitch higher than can 

be imagined. At last the young man sawno resource left for himself, 

but lifting up the veil from the face of the charmer of secrecy, and 

ushering her into the assembly of narration. He then began to weigh 

his stored pearls in the scales of delivery, as follows. 

THE YOUNG MAN’S STORY. .- 

Some time ago I chanced to go into the country, by way of amuse- 

ment, with some friends. Suddenly from the edge of a forest appeared 

_ an antelope, playful as the swan-like eyes of ogling damsels, untamed 

:
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and: self-admiring. She fearlessly approached nearer to us, brows- 

ing the verdure and flowers. Sceing this, I, with the speed of the 

western gale, made suddenly towards her ; when she, with the rapi- 

dity of lightning, taking the way of tke plain, began. to bound on the 

enamelled green. TI also, giving full rein to my wind-speeding courser, 
pursued after her ; and being soon separated from my companions, 

shortly entered a wild, where the stent of population had never 

. gratified the sense of expectation. From. the violence of his running, 
and the intense heat, large drops of moisture, like falling meteors, 

trickled from my gale-equalling and crescent-shoed steed, which made 

the surface of the ground appear like the heavenly expanse, full of ; 

fixed stars. Accidentally, his feet sinking into a hollow, he fell upon 

his head, and I, like a ball put in motion by the force of a mace, was 

r hurled. headlong from the sky to. the earth. “T felt exquisite torture 

| from the blow, and feared that the foot of life had sunk into the pit 

of death, and the veins of existence been torn asunder ; but as my me 

share of borrowed animation was yet remaining, I eseaped with a 

bad sprain. When, with a hundred painful efforts, 1 got up, and f 

tried” my strength, I found not in myself sufficient ability, without 

trelp of another’s hand, to reach my saddle. Remediless¢I lay some 

time upon the ground, and endeavoured to collect myself; till at 

length the globe of my head, which, like the concave of the sky, 

nesounded, recovered its usual tone. 

At this crisis, a matron of advanced age, whose strength the weak- 

ness of years had subdued, and whose back was bent with debility, 

like the arched eyebrow of the moon-like damsels, the. thread of the 

pearls of her teeth unstrung, and upon the surface of whose forehead 

time, like the breeze upon water, had waved wrinkles, advanced by 

the aid of a staff. From excessive feebleness, her feet yielf@a to the 

unevenness of the ground, and she advanced, sinking and rising like 
the dying gale. I, at view of her figure, was overwhelmed in the 

? eddy of amazement, and became mueh alarmed ;. for in this wilderness, 

the haunt of wild beasts, to meet in which the human form never 

entered my imagination, and where lion-hearted heroes would tremble 

like the reed, what business could a female with? such debility and 

i feebleness have ? I thought she might possibly be a ghole,* disguised 

? in this form ; or a demon, who had taken this shape; but that, any- 

tr. * An eyil spirit, said to hunt forests and burying places. »
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how, her person was not free from mischief. When she came nearer, 

from my great dread I arose to compliment her, used much ceremony, 

and flatteringly entered the path of soothing and adulation. 

The venerable matron, whert she observed my condition, advanced 

tenderly like a mother ; and shewing a sympathy and compassion : 

beyond expression, enquired my situation. Upon which I, who was 

sunk into the pit of distress and bewildered in the labyrinth of amaze- 

ment, nor could anyhow turn my face to escape, from her invaluable - 

kindness collected my senses, and fixing the hand of hope on the veil 

of her. good offices, informed her of my adventure. With all my 

heroism and valour, I begged help in my sad condition from the age- 

bowed dame, ‘and requested her to be my guide in escaping from this 

frightful desert, a8oundjng in destruction. 

The matron, who, in resolution and firmness of mind, was superior 1 

toa hundred heroes, like the brave of humane disposition, took ‘me i 

* by the hand, and, like Khizzer,* becoming my guide, and freeing me < 

from that wilderness of gloom, conducted me to the fountain of safety. 

In that dreary wild, this aged dame possessed a cottage, constructed 

with neatness, elegance, and soul-refreshing beauty, on the border of 

a stream, whose pellucid water was as the fountain of Khizzerto 

the parched lip, and Tunseem and Kosir} inferior to it in sweetness. 

She had erected a structure of reeds, which glanced the smile of 

superiority on the palaces of Cesar and Fughfoor.{ In view, was a 

spot like the plain of Paradise, and* fragrant and delightful as the 

garden of Trim. Variety of flowers were blooming in it, and 

melodious birds sat on every spray. ‘ 

, VERSES. 

Dujevar, Me tpiess in that charming spot, lowed a delightfally iaetelatreetm 
The air was pleasant, and the verdant branches of the trees were laden with fruit. 

* A prophet mentioned in the Koran, whom some of the Mussulmans say, was 
Phincas, some Elias, and some Saint George of England ; and others that he was 
Vizier either to Keikobaud or Feredoon, aneient Persian kings. He is said to haye 
drank of the water of immortality ; and oriental romance frequently introduces 

him as appearing to assist the distressed and bewildered traveller. 
+ Rivers in the Paradise of Mohammed. 
tt This general designation is given by the orientals to the emperors of China, 5 

i like that of Pharoah to the ancient Egyptian monarchs; in like manner as Euro- 
peans style the Othmaun Emperors Grand Seignior, or the Sovereigns of Hindus- 

tan Great Mogal, without their existing titles ; and as all the sovereigns of Golconda, 
Beejdpore, Berar, Bieder, and Almednuggur, in Deccan, were called Koottub, 

* Adil, Ummaud, Bereed, and Ahmud Shawee, from the first founders, “
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The meandering brook, among the fresh herbage, 
Appeared as liquid silver on an emerald surface. 

— The newly sprung verdure, moist with the dewdrops, * 

Seemed as pearls pendant on boughs of enamel. 

To this paradisical spot she brought me ; and, after the manner of 

liberal hosts, generous and kind, engaged in the duties of entertain- 

ment and rules of hospitality. . Whatever of eatables and drinkables 

she could procure, she prepared ; and, in the manner of the benevo- 

lent, letting loose the parrot of speech in the sugar-cane plantation of 
eloquence, said, “Although this widowed cot cannot be worthy of 

“the abode of such an honourable personage as yourself, yet, ashy 

“the happy auspices of your ennobling footsteps it has been distin~ 

“suished, and my consequence thus increased in ¢he world ; if, out 

, “of compassion to the humble, you should honour the cottage of this 

“ desolate widow for a few days, and place your foot upon my eyes—” 

VERSES. m 

. “ Shouldst thou sit upon my head and eyes, 
‘1 shall rejoice, for thou art gentle.” . 

a + P . 
T, who had just escaped from such alife destroying wild, and haply 

reached this heaven-like abode, and been refreshed from the countless 

hospitalities of this heroic female, received new life. Having, in grati- 

tude for such unhoped for blessings, offered up, with all the fervour 

in my power, proper thanksgivings and prayers at the throne of the 

Bestower who looks not for return, I prayed for the virtuous and 

devout matron. . 

Although my heart was much troubled by absence from home, and 

separation from my friends ; allured by the temperature ofsuch an 

! Trim-envied spot the clearness of the streams, the freshness of the 

verdure, and the fragrance of the flowers and shrubs, I took up my 

- abode in this heaven-like place. The virtuous matron having spread 

* her sujjadeh* in a recess of the garden, employed herself in her devo- 

tions to the Almighty. I was wrapt in wonder at beholding the conduct 

of this pure and truth-discerning woman, who, in the weakness and 

imbecility of age, chasing separation from mankind, and in search of 

the divine Unity, (for which retirement is indispensible) sat on the 

couch of resignation. : 

* A small carpet, which the Mohammedans reserve to pray upon, i
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When that glovious worshipper the sun had: descended into the 

_ temple of the West, and the expanse of the world was illumined by 

the radiance of the moon, a beautiful maiden, whose-musk-like tresses~~ 

fluttered in artless ringlets around her roseate cheeks, on her head the 

wreath of enchantment inclining fancifully, and the dark curve of her 

eyebrow expanded as the aspect of the virtuous, advanced. She 
brought with her a heifer, more exactly proportioned than the musk- 

deer. The matron, when she perceived her, shewed the signs of glad- 

ness in her countenance ; and having gone to meet her, kissed her 

forehead, and seated-her on a reed-woven. musnud, far more delicate 

than a thousand coverings of silk brocade. She then produced her 

hermit-like provision, and having milked the cow, gave part to me, 

some to the beautéful maiden, and drank a very little herself. As I ; 

sat in this hut with the ‘angel faced damsel, without the intervention 

of a curtain, and beheld her fascinating charms without a veil, my 

heart was entangled in the snare of her dark tresses, and the bird of 

my soul became a captive in the net of her glossy ringlets. From \ 

excess of anxiety, sleep the whole night wasa stranger to my eyes. * 

When the virgin*.of the heavens, having drawn from her face the 

dark veil of night, was ushered with dawning splendour on the cours 

of the world, according to custom, the rose-cheeked daughter having 

arisen, took the cow to pasture ; and the matron, sitting alone upon 

- her sujjadeh, was employed in her devotion. 

/ I advanced towards the mother, and without ceremony enquired the 

reason why, in such advanced age and infirmity, she had retired from 

. society, taken up her residence in this sequestered spot, and habituated 

herself to. solitude ? I also asked whose daughter was the charming 

maiden her companion ? The angel-minded matron opened her lips { 

in reply, and said, “ My son, Tama woman who, regarding God as \ 

all in all, have estranged my heart from the enjoyments of a perishable ] 

« world, and fixed the contemplations of my mind on thé"sole Supreme. } 

“ As virtue was no longer beheld among the sons of this age, I from =~ 

“necessity quitted their connection ; and, disgusted with populous " 

“places, chose my abode in this wild.” 

VERSES. 

« In the world I perceived no constancy. : 
“No one can expect fidelity from the inconstant. 
«J have left off depending on any intimate, 
“ Sufficient for me is union with the mer¢iful God. 

‘The sun is feminine or masouline asit suits the metaphor of orientals. :
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P i “This maiden ig my son’s daughter. Her father quitted this 

£ Fe t “perishable world in the vigour of youth, and her mother is also 

a 4 departed to the regions of eternity.” 

, Treplied, “My kind mother, from: the influence of thy gracious - 

} “ aspirations, the divine grace has befriended me, till now wandering : 

e “in the mazes of guilt ; and I wish, in order to attain the virtues of 

“true piety, to follow your example, and never after this to behold 

“the scene of population. By your gracious and auspicious society, 

£ “haply I may be blessed with the rewards of futurity. I hope, out 

: ‘ of favour and compassion, you will take me by the hand, and adopt 
“me as a son ; also according to the laws of Islam give me in marri- 

4 “age this blooming shoot of the shrub of purity, as by such a favour 

; “ you would exalt the head of my honour to the sumpnit of the heavens. 

“ Her marrying is a duty indispensible, and according to divine com- 

“mand, the performance ‘of it binding on your trust. To use the 

u “means of its accomplishment is proper. Distinguish me by the 

u “union, because another man cannot be found of such fidelity and 

, " “attachment. At present the feebleness of age has visited you, and 

“life is drawing to its close. I will serve you day and night asa 

“eommon and obeying slave, and bow the head of submis$ion to your 

“ orders.” 

r |) The good matron, having tinged the fingers of the bride of my 

; request with the Hinna* of acceptance, and adorned the aspect of the 

. charmer of my wishes with the bloom of gratification, made me rich 

: in the treasures of delight, by the band of union with that invaluable 

yl pearl of the ocean of beauty. After some days, the marriage ceremce~ , 

nies and nuptial rites being accomplished, she honoured me with a seat 

on the same couch as that radiant moon. Long did I abide with i 

f happiness of mind in that wild, the envy of the rose-garden ; and 

: * quaffed delight in the blissful company and society of that Hoori- 

" formed charmer. 

= « The modesty and purity of this brilliant pearl of the sea of beauty 

and delicacy were such, that left her charms should be injured bysa 

iE glance from the resplendent beams, she would not walk in the enclo- 

ne sure of her house in a moon-light night. From bashfulness and 
; he modesty, she would not look in my face with boldness and freedom. As 

ps erm 
| ? * A leaf, which pounded is applied to the soles of the feet, the palms of the hands, 

t ee and finger ends, which it dies of a bright red. 

bas ‘
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God had united in her an amiable disposition, beayty, and Sivguc, si 0 i : 

bestowed upon her personal and mental perfection, I coulil searcply © €.] 

contain myself from exultation, and esteemed an instant of ley society — 4 

superior to the rule of seven,climates, or the command pr gedit) 

habitable quarters of the globe. Doubtless there cannot ¥ snes ‘ 

a higher blessing than a beautiful wife, jasmine bodied, r: Weasen is f 

as the moon ; gentle, good humoured, and cheerful ; undcisiwading _a 

her duty, skilled indomestic management, sensible, benevolen’, alernek 

with the ornaments of purity, and graced with the jewels o! vinitn. 

VERSES. Ree, fl 

A handsome, cheerful, and virtuous wife ay i 
Can makg the poor man happy as a King. . 
Is all thy day wneasy, be not afflicted, a 
Shouldst thou at night have a sympathizer in thy bosom. j 
Him, the partner of whose bed is his friend, a 

On him God has looked with an eye of mercy. ~* 

When a beautiful wife is virtuous, f 
Her husband enjoys paradise while beholding her. te Bld 

; He only tastes terrestrial felicity, Se 
Whose beloved is in mindly union with himself. = 

s » 

At length, after some years, the angel-dispositioned matron, having ¢ 

quitted this vain world, retired to the mansions of eternity ; and 
having cleared her vest from the defilements of this sinful al ode } x 

gathered the fruits of bliss from the branches of Tooba.* 1°: the i 

separation of that gracer of the throne of female perfection, fay con! a 

tion became sad ; and without her estimable presence, the (i scring iu 

* SALE, in page 127 of the preliminary discourse to his excellent swt yw bajly fe 

literal translation of the Koran, describing the Mussalman account of )) i Wes i 
speaks of the tree Tooba. A tall 

“They fable that it stands in the palace of Mohammed, though @ pji\n-h oF i! “i 

will reach to the house of every true Believer ; that it will be laden wi!) pouieura- a 
nates, grapes, dates, and other fruit of surprising bigness, and of te :tod Aylown + 

to mortals ; so that if a man desire to eat of any particular kind ¢ CL, wygll * 

immediately be presented to him ; or, if he choose flesh, birds ready ¢ \¢<0 will be j 

set before him according to his wish. They add, that the boughs of ‘§{¥trco will 

spontaneously bend down to the hand of the person who gathers its fruits, all ani bith a 

will supply the blessed, not only with food, but also with silken garmertsend pate, . 
to ride on ready saddled and bridled and adorned with the richest treyipines, whic é | 

¥ will burst forth from its fruits ; and that this tree is so large, that a per £60 Yaa 

on the fleetest horse would not be able to gallop from one end of its sliad@ite the Ne 

other in a hundred years.’ SALg quotes as his anthority the celebrete Ceninic Ve 
tator JELLAUL aD Dien Roomi, author of the admired Masnavi. ite ag) 

oe 2a ad 
a 

\ 2 , 

pee
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sm ei ; 
, hy iggpor th avadise-like garden of this heavenly spot became irk- 

so Someta any find. Remediless, unable to bear the residence, according 

+ i0 My former habits, I repaired to the haunts of man; and quitting 

a ae Sadie y Mor the city, engaged in general society. 

P ‘9 abvoaits of my necessities, in order to procure a maintenance, 

i vines: ind spensable to the strugglers on this earth (and in this 

wabhi of cates, without exertion a livelihood cannot be attained), I 

paid’ y alir ations to persons of rank ; and having procured a house, 

a plaeiil b: i: shat sun-like beauty, the envy of the Hoories. I hired a 

‘ Vvirkwous wAicon as an attendant upon her, for the management of 

ieeersary a/airs. As, in consequence of former duty, the bands of 

comhechon i the way of service obtained proper confirmation under 

: A aoverno) of the city, now and then leavieg my wife in town, in 

feliasec onthe watchfulness and fidelity of the old woman who was s 

*itPuSicd With our household matters, I went to the country ; and on 

F weOibit of much business, not finding opportunity of return till late, 

passe! soine nights abroad. 

ab Ore day, according to custom, having taken leave of my wife, I 

; was going ov a journey to a certain village, when the old woman came 

wp io me and said, “I am an aged matron, of excessive feebleness 

aallicb ily, so that I cannot properly take care of your house, or 

F Seouking i charge of its security. It is fitting that for this 

} * yr pds8 eju should appoint another more alert than myself, and 

“exeusé po, for the crisis demands it.” 

I. gi “ple man, as I had the fullest confidence in the honour of my _ + 

} vite, 210 > derstanding the mysterious remarks of the old woman, 

‘ ho ¢ oul ot have spoken more plainly with decency to the experi- 

Ee J ahee }, Vegarded her desires to be released from the charge of my house, 

het as tlie inierested evasions of policy ; and having soothed and conciliated 

ifs hex, proeecded on my business. The next time when, having prepared 

‘ | miyebnseyonce, I was setting out upon a journey, the old woman 
fe finding a@ alone, said, “Stupid man, perceivest thou not the tillage 

bh Seis ‘ seh honour, how it has been trodden down by the feet of 
ae PMehaihs cattle ? Dost thou not know, that woman in her nature 

Pe Ge Bolo)? However she may apparently be graced with the orna- 

Y ae bi modesty and jewels of purity ; still to use proper caution 

ag aud Wise prevention, is becoming honour, and incumbent on wisdom.” 

ie a ky, VERSES. 
ee * Be not confident in woman because she is chaste. 

Piet .. The ass is safest tied up, tho’ the thief be thy friend, 

j of : & 

yee : f :
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From hearing this remark, the bird of understanding fled from the 

nest of my brain; the flame of indignation filled my mind, and . 

madness, from the fumes of passion, overcame my reason. I exclaimed, | 

“QO! pious matron, inform rhe of the account of facts, and what | 

“is the business ? Perhaps the lightning of calamity has fallen on | 

“the storehouse of my honour ; and the crystal vase of my credit 

“and reputation, having struck against the stone of disgrace, is dashed i 

“to pieces!” The old woman replied, “Foolish youth; I have 

“ performed my duty, and observed the claims of service. Expect : 

“not from me farther connivance, nor defile my vesture in my old - 

4 “age with dishonour ; but in any way that thy reason may direct, 4 

“guard thy property against the hand of robbers.” is 

From this ocetfrrencg, for a time I remained motionless as a body ‘e 

void of animation, and confusion overpowered my faculties, There 

was no retreat, or pretence to remain. Remediless, having reclined | 

my head on the collar of reflection, I had recourse to policy, when at 

this instant, from the cabinet of my heart it was thus suggested, that { 

having taken leave of my vicious wife with an undisturbed counte- a 

nance, I should pursue’my journey. I did so; and speeding quickly a 

from the sfght of my people, hastened through the city, and alighted 

ina garden. Here, like the maniac, with extreme pangs of rage and 

excess of grief, so that every instant my soul melted with the heat of A 

agony, and my heart bled, I passed till evening, a day more gloomy \ 

than the night of mourning. That day to me seemed formed of a 

thousand years, or as if no night was to follow it. 

~~ At length, when dusk had spread her dark mantle over the face of 

the horizon, I quitted the garden on foot, oppressed, bemoaning my i 

lost enjoyments, and lamenting my honour, having concealed my face, 

after the manner of a beggar, in a coarse wrapper. Thus disguised, 

I reached the back part of my own house, and stood at the foot of the Jat 
wall, listening at every sound from within. At length it clearly ie 

appeared, after a short interval, that mischief was awake|and welfare 

sleeping ; evil alive, and good expired. From excess of fury, the i 
world was dark to my eyes, and trembling seized my frame. Having 

climbed the*wall, I entered in such a manner, that the sound of my feet 

could not be heard. = 

In the area of my house was a clump of tall trees, whose leafy 

branches formed a thick canopy. Into one of these I ascended, and , 

gat concealed, to watch the actions of my impure. In the centre of L. i
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my garden was a chubbootree * of much elegance, taste, and beauty. 

Upon this I saw spread a magnificent carpet, candles lighted, and that 

my wife, with al! her purity and virtue, was busy in the path’of 

criminality and scandal. Reclining like the vaunting peacock on the 

bosom of her paramour, with a thousand smiles and glances, she 

. was pouring the wine of enjoyment into the cup of invitation. 

Near her sat a-faithful and attached handmaid, who repeatedly 

supplied the circling goblet. The season of toying was warm, and 

the cup of kisses and embraces overflowed. ‘The breeze of desire had 

torn asunder the skirt of her chastity, like the vesture of the rose ; ‘ 

. and vice had shed the dregs of criminality on the couch of her purity. 

“ Gracious God!” said I to myself, “with such bashfulness, modesty 
“ and delicacy, that she would not look at the moen with freedom, 

“ or open her eyes fully to the sun, is it possil"le she can thus repose 

“with this impudence and wickedness, with all ‘fondness, on the 

“bosom of a stranger, and outdo him in quaffing the goblet! She 

“has no relic of constancy, or trace of shathe. Behold the distance 

‘from that (her former conduct) to this, how far !” e 

When part of the night had passed, and repeated draughts over- 

come the understandings of these wicked wretches, the infamous 

woman, rising up, retired to a corner of the garden. The waiting 

maid also followed the impure, but the drunken gallant remained. At 

this instant, regarding the crisis of opportunity precious, I descended 

: with rapidity from the tree, and advancing unperceived to the chub- 

bootree, snatched the sabre of the fate-devoted wretch from before i 

him, and at one stroke brought him to his end. Having then laid the - “ 

blood-stained weapon across his breast, I hastily remounted the tree, | 

and sat down in my hiding place. 
The wicked woman now returned, but beheld the carpet stained! 

with the blood of her infamous gallant, the reeking sabre lying on his 

+ breast, and himself extended at his length in the sleep of annihilation. — 

At this sight the fire of despair seized her frame, and the flames of 

indignation raged. With great fury, having taken up the sabre from 

the wretch’s breast, and given a candle to the servant, she began to run 

about the garden in every part like a frantic person. It appeared from 

* A terrace, or platform, common in the courts and gardens of Asia, on which 

people sit to enjoy the cool of evening, and often sleep upon it. Over it is 
frequently pitched. an awning, to keep off the dews, in India and Persia called 
Shawmeéna, or night-canopy.
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the manner of this ill-starred woman, that had she met the white 

demon, * from her inward rage and fury, she would have encountered 

him like Rustum without hesitation. When she could not find the 

trace of any one, being disappointed, she returned, and throwing down r 

the sabre, stood for some time confounded, like the overpowered with 

grief ; then ordering her attendant to bring a large wine-jar, she cut 

the body of her wicked gallant, into pieces, and putting them into the 

jar, buried it in the garden. After this, having mourned oyer him 

with doleful cries, she retired to a dark chamber, and I went away by 

the mode I had entered. 

When the Aflatoont of day, the sun, ascended from the yat of the 

east, and the light of morning shone from the horizon of the world, I 

returned to my house, where I found my wife bound in the captivity 

of grief, and fettered indhe chains of sorrow. I said toher, “O thou, 

“+o whose purity and love my heart and soul are a fit sacrifice, whence 

“appear these signs of sorrow and afiliction on thy rosy cheek, and 

“why is the sun of thy aspect eclipsed by mourning ?” She replied, 

“ Thy absence yesterday involved me in grief; for how can J, who 

“ cannot bear for theé to be from me an instant, endure the separation 

“of a wholg day ?” Gracious heaven, thought I, what hypocrisy ! 

Sitting all the night so warmly in pleasure and mirth, playing the game 

of love with my rival, and now breathing the incantation of deceit, and 

mocking me with such idiot alluring speeches ! In short, that day 

: passed over, and the next she was still more sullen and melancholy, Y 

Upon which I said, “ What cannow be the cause of thy sorrow, as 

a “we are together, the gratification of society in our power, aud the 
** cup of desire overflowing with the wine of enjoyment ?” 

She replied, “ Last night I beheld a frightful vision, by which I am 

“alarmed, and know not its interpretation.” I asked her, saying, 

“ Tell me what you saw in your dream, that all this gloom of melancholy 

« dwells upon your aspect ?” She answered, “I saw thee standing on | 

“the shore of a stormy ocean, and a monstrous Afreet{ bent on 

“murdering thee. You threw yourself into the waves, and the 

« Afreet followed, overpowered, and was proceeding to assassination.” 

Treplied, “Be not sorrowful or sad, for its interpretation is remark- 

“ply fortunate. The Afreet was my accursed enemy, and my diving 

* Deo Suffeed, celebrated in the Shah Namah as subdued by Rustum. 
+ Plato, who by the orientals is said to have liyed in a cask, instead of Diogenes, 
tf A fabulous eyil spirit,
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“into the sea signified my obtaining aid from the blessed Khizzer. 

“ His overpowering me meant, that Khizzer, having divided him in 

“two with the sabre of punishment, should thrust him into a wine-jar, 

“and lay him in the earth.” i 

My wife, instantly on hearing these words, glowed with rage, and 
rushing upon me with fury, seized my dagger ; with which, as I lay 

unapprehensive on the carpet, she made two cuts on my cheek, and 

said, “ Alas ! that yester-night thou escapedst from my hands.” When 

I saw that with violence and force she was bent on my destruction, aq 

started up, and wresting the weapon from her hands, despatched her , 

to the infernal regions at one blow ; also sent the faithful handmaiden, 

out of gratitude fo the attachment she had shewn in the service of her 

mistress, along with her to the place she had merited. 4 

: ee gr . 

O my prince, for the love of women, who are created as evil spirits 

in the shape of humanity, and whose forms are as talismans placed on | 

the treasury of cunning ; to rush into the wilds of madness, and quit 

the pleasures of fortune, and delights of life ; to relinquish fame “and 

honour, character and religion ; and, with such vexation and unmanly 

solicitude, to seek the gratification of desire ; must at length end in 

being involved in the torture of their inconstaney and pangs of their 

want of faith. : 

VERSES. 

From the eunning of woman the heart of the hero is divided. une 
Great indeed is the artfulness of the sex. 

The art of woman disgraces the honourable man. 

By the deceitfulness of woman the wise man is ensnared.” 

——>—__. 

“CHAPTER IX. 

‘ STORY IV. 

) A rourTH companion having caused the pleasing-tongued parrot of 

L speech to diffuse the sweets of eloquence, said, The acquainted with 

the secrets of the records of time have thus delivered down, that there 

* This tale is omitted by Dow
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~was a monarch in the island of Serendib,*’ who had placed the steps 

of his throne on the loftiest battlement of the heavens, and the points 

3 of his crown touched the summit of the Fukuddein. He had two 

viziers, one named Dustoor Yemeen,t and the other Dustoor Yessar.f 

Unexpectedly, the prince of some islands, who had always submitted 

his head to the dominion of Serendib, from pride in his dignity, state, 

and numbers of his dependents and troops, having strayed into the 

path of unworthy design, exalted the standard of error in the plain of 

-rebellion, and having encroached on the frontier of the kingdom, 

extended the hand of oppression upon the property and honour of the 

: inhabitants. i 

The monarch of Serendib, at the call of*expedience, appointed’ 

Dustoor Yemeen, with an army anxious for revenge, in order that, 

having hastened to the frontier, he might extinguish the world-scorch- 

ing flames of rebellion by the water of the sword, and with the hand 

of correction rub the ears of the crooked minded enemy like parchment. 

The lady of the vizier, in the absence of her husband, daily, from the 

pain of separation and chagrin of solitude, was embosomed with regret, 

and became the companion of sorrow. In thousands of sighs and 

lamentations her time, night and day, she passed. At length, one o! 

her faithful attendants, attentive to the rules of fidelity and regard, 

sympathetically said, ‘‘ What reason can there be for the queen of the 

“world, notwithstanding her plenitude of riches and possessions, and 

“abundant goods and enjoyments, to be imprisoned in the hand of 

Se “gloom and melancholy ? and what cause is there to diminish like 

“the moon the sun-envied beauty with the Mahauk§ of sorrow. This 

“world is not a place in which you should employ precious but 

“uncertain life in melancholy and regret, or let the smiling rose of” 

“your pleasures wither and fade in the sun of grief and despair. In 

“this city is a goldsmith’s son of exceeding comeliness and beauty, ) 

“ and all air and grace, before whose radiant face the gold of the sun 

‘would sink lower in value than brass. The rose, from envy of his 

“ delicate mouth, would wish that it again might shrink into the bud. 

“ The rumour of his beauty, like the. fame of eloquence, has gone to 

“the quarters of the globe, and envy of his perfections in the colours 

“ of day has reached all nations. ‘ 

* Ceylon. ; 
++ Minister of the right hand. 

ft Minister of the left hand. 

§ The days of the moon’s declension from the full.
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VERSES. 

SS “ Kn idol, from seeing whose form and graces 2 
“The devotee would wear the zinnar* for a hundred years. 
“Your best plan is, that having admitted him’ to the retirement of your company, 
“You should relieve your heart from this life-wasting melancholy.” 5 

The lady, on hearing this melody,, like the nightingale, having 

expanded the wings of curiosity in search of this flower of the garden 

of beauty, drew the veil of purity from the face of her condition, e 

and deviating from the centre of innocence, ran heedless into the 

four quarters of guilt. In order to attain the means of grati- 

; fying her wishes, she requested help from the favourite attend. 

ants on the carpet of her confidence. As this affair, on account of 

the negligence of agents, did not receive speedy conclusion, and the 

season of desire was extended to intolerable length, the fire of 

love (having blazed from the grate of her heart,) charmed her, like 
the moth,+ into the flame of impatience. One day, therefore, when 

deprived of reason, as is sometimes the case with fanciful ladies 

resembling angels, having turned her thoughts to the adornment of 

_ her person, she put on her most costly robes, and graceg@ her neck 

and ears with ornaments of pearl. 

VERSES. 

Her eyebrows with black she tinged ; 
Her glances in magic she instructed. 
Under her eyes the enticing soorm4t she drew ; 

She sketch’d a smile with the point of the uttecb§ pode es 
She gave the lily the glow of the argwaun; || 
To the tulip she gave the quality of the cane] * 
The silver cypress she hung with pearl. 

, Her head and bosom she adorned with jewels. 
On the moon$ she placed a chain of stars. 

Under the guidance of her wicked attendant, like the rosebud, 

having covered the robe of her own chastity and the honour of her 

* The string worn across the shoulders, as a sacred badge, by Hindus. 
+ The circling flight of the moth round the flame of a lamp, and its frequent 

destruction therein, is by all Persian writers used to exemplify the impatience and 
hazards of love. 

= Powder of antimony introduced under the eye, is supposed to give it strength 
and lustre. = f 

§ A sort of bodkin used to introduce the soorm4. 

|| A species of rose ; painted her cheeks, ; 
This expression I cannot explain, . 

% Her head, ,
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husband, she went to the Bazaar, and having come to the skilful gold- 

smith, delivered him some valuable jewels, and desired that assoon  _- 

as possible he would set them into a tasteful bracelet for thearm. In 

the course of conversation, as if by chance, throwing aside the veil 

from the face of the sun, she cast one inviting look upon him. The 

goldsmith instantly, on viewing such a beautiful “object, burnt with 

the fire of astonishment. Carried away by the flood of distraction in 

the raging waves, he became insensible to himself and his friends. 

* After a long time, emerging from the depth of stupefaction, he reach- 

ed the shore ef recovered sense. With ardent desire, once more a 

piercing look the arch-bowed charmer glanced. He beheld a beauty 

formed for love, that would rend the veilof a world’s purity, and 

exclaimed: - $ ue 

“Ah! destroyer of the peace of peris and of men, now that the 

“wealth of my heart has become the prey of thy cruel looks, 

“and the reins of my power have fallen into the control of thy keen 

“piercing eye-lashes ; for God’s sake, be not unmindful of the duties 

“of compassion, nor exercise coyness ; but tell me what is thy heart- 

“alluring name, and where is thy soul-delighting abode ? 

VERSES. 

“ Who art thon, for I am the slave of thy name ? 
“Tam, tho’ unpurchased by money, your slave.” 

mao The lady, playfully smiling, and imitating the deceptions of Samri.* 

‘took a small mirror from under her arm, and having soiled the face of 

it with black paint, placed it for an instapt before the heartless lover 

then scattering some leaves of the tar tree on water, said ; “My 

“abode is a strong fortress, and a citadel lofty as the highest heayen, 

“in soaring to which the eagle would lose his power of flight, and 

“the Simourgh + shed the wings Of strength half-way in the attempt, 

“Do not, then, vainly rush on death, or place thy foot rashly in the 

“jaws of the crocodile. Measure not imprudently the path of madness, 

“and, like Mujjetiou, rush not into the desert of public exposure. 

“The atom cannot touch the stirrup tassels of the sun, or the moth, 

“fly to the battlements of the heavens.” Thus she spoke, and took 
the road to her own dwelling. ¢ 

* Supposed by the Mussulmans to be the person who made the golden calf, and 
by magical tricks drew the Israelites to tolatry. 

+ A fabulous bird of eastern romance. 

.
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The goldsmith, in whose heart the soul-wounding dart of love for 

’ that moon-attracting sorceress, had pierced to the shaft, sunk down on 

\. the ground of impatience, and, in the excess of anxiety, throwing 

aside his implements, he hastened to his house, and prepared anew, 

in the market of reproach, the shop of insanity.. His wife, when she 

+ beheld his face, which was wont to appear as the resplendent sun, or 

the blossoming rose, now become pale as gold leaf unburnished ; and 

perceived the reins of his senses fallen from the hand of prudence ; : 

from her quick penetration, guessed that the dart of love from some | 

ogler had reached the heart of the young man, and that the curved 

eyebrows of some beauty had cast her simple husband into distress. 

q Love is a precious gem, which, like the rays of the sun, to shut up 

in the obscurity ofs secrecy, is out of the circle of possibility. On 

every heart, on which a beam of the light of its Beauty shines, the 

mirror of sense it deprives of the reflection of understanding. The 

company of it (love) leads to distress and wildness ; and knowledge 
of it is associated with solitude and wandering. Its paroxysms 

sometimes will drive a man into ignorance of himself, and sometimes 

with the beasts of the desert cast the lot of acquaintance. The vessel 

of its banquet, except of the salt liquid of tears, gives no juice to the 

bowl. Its rose-bush receives nurture from the seven-branched 

fountain of the eye, and its breeze causes flowers upon flowers to 

blossom in the culture of the heart.* 

The artful wife, from the manner of her simple husband, guessing 

the truth of his situation, by wheedling and coaxing, prevailed upon 

him to remove the cover from the jar of secrecy, and poured the wine 

of his inmost thoughts into the cup of relation. He declared his love 

for that cruel moon of beauty, Sameri-minded, and disclosed the 

account of her enigmatical conversation. The cunning wife, by her 

keen penetration, solving this riddle into a favourable meaning, asked 

the heartless man, saying, “ Hast thou formed any idea what the soul- 

ff * doubt not but the aliove rhapsody has appeared nonsense. In such style 
however the orientals describe loye, both divine and human, and the European 
reader is often confounded amid a cloud of metaphors, the beauty of which his 
mind cannot possibly taste, or comprehend the meaning of. We have however as 

i absurd flights of language in the devotional rayings of some enthusiastic Moravians 
and other fanatics. Héfiz, Sadi, J&mi, and all the Persian Poets abound too 
much in mystic and unintelligible rhapsody, the contemplation of which has 

driven many a holy dirvesh mad! My author, Indéyat Ullah, I fear, will be found too 

obscurely figurative in many passages. 

H
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“enticing damsel meant by the strange actions which, under the 

“obscurity of mysteriousness, she made use of?” The goldsmith 

f veplied, “ ‘The hand of my comprehension has not in the least reached ~~ 

“the stirrup of its design.” _ The wife exclaimed, “Ah! wanderer 

“in the maze of folly, the mirror meant the light of day, and the 

« soiling it with blacking signified night, which is the concealer of 

“lovers. Scattering the leaves of the tar* on water, shewed that in 

“the area before that cunning Peri’s house is a stream of water, on 

“the margin of which grows the tar. While it is day, then, search 

“ for the habitation of thy mistress, and find out the spot. Under 

“the veil of night, who is the giver of light to the enjoyments of 

“lovers, convey thyself to the mansion of thy beloved.” 

The goldsmith, by direction of his wife, having hastened into the 

path of search, after nfuch fatigue reached the wished-for spot ; and 

on his arrival it appeared, that it was the palace of the vizier. When 

this became clear to him, he began to ruminate, saying to himself, 

«For me of mean note to hope attainment of my desires in such.a 

“ splendid mansion, can in no way accord with reason, nor is it in any 

“way possible. Undoubtedly it must have been an impostor, who, 

“having egsnared my heart and faith; has led me fainting on the vexd 

“ of desire, aside from the path ef hope, and betrayed me into the 

“vapoury mist of error.” 

Returning from the place in “the utmost despair, he came to his 

own house, and related the result of his search to his wife. She, 

who in wisdom and knowledge was superior to her husband, exclaimed, 

«“ Ah! heartless, simple man, it may chance that the goblet of thy 

« wishes may in that palace be crowned with the wine of enjoyment, 

because the dignity of love is too great to be confined, like rank 

* consulting policy, within rules, or to run in search through by-ways 
“ after propriety or equality of condition. In the sovereignly potent 

“court of love, the crown of the monarch and the cap of the beggar 

“ pear the same price. Te makes no distinction.between the robe of 

“© Khussru, and the hempen vest of Ferahéd. With him ancestry 

“is of no consequence, and there no distinction prevails. Your best 

“measure is, that to-night again, sitting on the ground in «thy 4 

“ beloved’s path, you wait in expectance until from the unknown world » 

“ the success of thy undertaking shall take place, and the dark night @ 

« of despair be changed to the shining morning of hope.” 

SORE * The date tree.
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: 
VERSE. 

< Of many a lock to which there was no key an opener hath suddenly appeared. 

When the bride illuming the world, (the sun) throwing over her 

~ headin the darkness of night a civet coloured veil, hastened from: 

bashfulness at the keen oglers of the azure canopy, into: the retired 

chamber of the west, the goldsmith, by consent of his wife, speeding 

to the abode of his charmer, seated himself in a corner ; and, like the 

Nergus, extending his eyes around, waited the rising of the moon of 

his mistress’s beauty. Unfortunately, from the profoundness of his 

reveries, sleep, the portion of misfortune, overpowering the heart~ 

broken man, added insensibility to his folly. Whem half the night 

was past, the intoxicated with the wine of beauty, namely, the vizier’s 

lady, into whose soul the arrow of love for the goldsthith had pierced, 

unable to control her passion, having left the haram, coquettishly 

: advanced, and beheld her foolish lover, neglectful of his object, 

subdued by the sleep of forgetfulness, and unworthy the success of 

vigilance. She beckoned to an attendant, who slipped some walnuts 
into the bosom of that distinguished in the region of folly, and, 

turning back, retired into the haram, 2 

; VERSE. 

Frequently riches are in his path, to which a man uninformed loses the way. 

When the globe-warming sun beamed rays of light from his 

eastern cavern, the goldsmith having awoke from sleep, repaired Pe 

sorrowful and gloomy to his house ; and the wife, by his disappointed 

manner, guessed that his hand had not gathered the rose of enjoyment, 

or the fragance of hope refreshed his sense. Having wiped his head! 

and face from the dust, she enquired his adventures, and: said, “ What 

has been produced from the womb of chance ?” He replied, ee ya Se 

“night hath conceived nothing except hopelessness and despair ; 

“and, excepting vain expectation and anxiety, from my sleeping 

“ fortune, no consequence occurred.” The wife, opening to him the 

portals of encouragement and consolation, said, “ Be not allied to 

gloom and melancholy, but put on fresh raiment, that ease may 

“occur.” When the young man untied the bands of his vest, the 

walnuts fell from his bosom on the ground; upon which the wife,. 

thrusting her fingers towards his senseless face, said, “ O thou 

“ simpleton, doubtless thou didst reach the abode of thy charmer, but
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“ike thy own evil star, from negligence having fallen asleep, 

“ becamest insensible that wakeful prosperity attended thy pillow. a 

“ When she found thee stupid, she slipped the walnuts into thy 

“ bosom, as if to say, As yet thou art an infant in the field of love ; 

“ pretend not to fight ; but play with walnuts. However, to-night go 

“again to the abode of thy mistress, and be cautious that sleep does 

“not overcome thee.” : 
When the bride of night, having put on her black veil, gave 

tidings of enjoyment to lovers, and refreshed the sensations of the 

desponding with the odour of her amber locks, the goldsmith’s son, 

full of hope, and yet trembling with apprehension, reached the abode 

. of his mistress. With a heart swollen with desire, and eyes full of 

expectation, he again sat down in the same corner, till at length the 

gale of hope began to wave, and the gate of prosperity was opened to 

his fortunes. The angel-formed Hoori enchanting lady (apparently 

like the proud peacock, fascinated with its own beauty, but inwardly 

‘wasting and consuming) having opened a door, came out. When she 

supposed the entrusted with the watch, and the charged with the 

commission of vigilance were overcome by the fumes of sleep, regard= 

ing the oppertunity as a providential victory, she snatched the hani 

; of the goldsmith, and introduced him without interruption. Unluckily,. 

from the intoxication of desire and gladness, she attended not to the 

fastening of the door, but commanded her confidential attendants to 

renew the preparations of festivity, and begin afresh the dance and 

a the song. A jasmine-fingered damsel poured rosy wine into silver 

vases, and made the circulation of the glass, like that of the heavens, 

unceasing. The signs of gladness and tokens of delight became 4 

apparent on the aspect of the lovers. Now one, from the spring of 

the other’s beauty, gathered with the eye the flowers of admiration, 

and drank at the sweet fountain of the lip of the water of life. 

* VERSES. 

Moderation deserted the hearts of the lovers ; 
The intoxication of bliss turned their heads ; 

The desire of the heart seized the reins of caution ; 
Patience flitted from their minds like the arrow. 

In this situation, when the lovers dreamt of nothing but pleasure, 

and even the lips of the cup at their intoxication smiled like the rose- 

bud at the breeze, fate on the couch of happiness scowled, and fortune 

poured the wine of disappointment into the cup of enjoyment.
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VERSES. 

Mischance blighted the leaf of joy ; 
| Fickle fortune assailed the gate of prosperity. 

| Suddenly, the commander of the evening guard, who is the king of 

\ night, in patroling the city, came to the vizier’s palace, that he might 

awaken the sentinels from the slumber of negligence. He beheld the 

guards everywhere sleeping, and the gate, like the eye of the lover, 

? wide open. Astonishment filled his mind, and he for an instant mused 

on what might be the reason, that at such an hour, when night had 

hung the curtain of darkness on the face of the world, the gate of the 

vizier’s palace should be unclosed, and why the guards should be so 

negligent ? Feeling it his duty to explore the cause and unravel the - 

knot of mystery, he advanced, and found all the s¢ven portals, like 

the hand of the benevolent, widely expanded.* He guessed that vice 

certainly was wakeful in this contention, and therefore entered the 

haram. At a distance he perceived that the goldsmith, having extend- 

ed the hand of plunder, was stealing the gems of the vizier’s honour, 

and, from his poverty, esteemed as precious the possession of such a 

treasure, At sight of this circumstance, the flames of wrath blazed 

n his mind, and rushing in without delay, he loudly exchaimed, “ O 

“heedless wretches, unmindful of God! what flame of evil is this, 

: “ which you have kindled in the storehouse of your existence !” 

The goldsmith instantly, on this occurrence, fainted away with 

dread ; and the vizier’s wife also turning aghast, let fall the crystal 

of happiness, and shed the wine of felicity from the cup of her fancy | ‘i 

on the ground of despair. The lady made a signal to an attendant, 

that she should present a large sum of money to the officer, and 

entreat him, that departing not aside from the path of sympathy, he 

would observe the customs of indulgence to venial faults. The officer 

did not in the least attend to the gold, and would not usher the 

request into the place of acceptance. He then dragged forth the two 

desponding wretches in the most disgraceful manner, (may such never 

again happen to lovers) and with humiliation, greater than which 

cannot be imagined, confined them in the prison. 

: The lady, when she saw that the door of hope was on every side 

shut up, and the business extended even to the destruction of her 
existence, remained like a dot in the circle of apprehension. As much 

as she coursed the steed of reflection in the plain of contrivance, no 

end appeared to the expanse of despair. As she had heard, from the
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conversation of her idiot gallant the goldsmith, something of his wife, 

and in some degree obtained information of her wit and ingenuity, 

she therefore made signs to an attendant, who of penetration and 

judgment had an ample share, that with the utmost speed conveying 

herself to the goldsmith’s house, she should throw into it a bowl, 

this being done, the goldsmith’s wife, from her quick penetration, 

instantly guessed that the bowl.of the two lovers had fallen from the 

battlement, and fortune unfavourable, cast a difficult impediment in ; 

the way of the two broken-hearted. Rising with all speed, she open- 

ed the door, and beheld a woman veiled waiting the echo of her bowl ; 

of whom she enquired, saying, “ At a season when fowls and fish are 

“at rest, for what cause and in such hurry art thou come ?” The hand- 

maid informed hex of the distressed state of the two unfortunate 

wretches, and disclosed the particulars of the accident. 

The goldsmith’s wife, when she understood this intricate case, 

perfumed some wet sweetmeats with musk and amber, put them into 
the bowl ; and having tied up a sum of money in a corner of her veils 

hastened with the utmost speed and celerity towards the house of 

mourning. Having invoked blessings and praises on the keepers of 

the prison, she besought their permission to enter, saying, “TI had a 

“ favourite object, and made a vow, that when the gem of desire’ should 

“come into my hand, I would give a treat of confectionary to the 

“imprisoned. God, under the auspices of the fortunate aspirations of 

“such virtuous personages as yourselves, favoured by heaven, having 

- “conducted my design to success, I am now come, that I may 

& discharge the obligation of my vow.” When she had finished her 

speech, she laid the money she had brought at their feet, and the 

keepers, highly gratified with the present, immediately allowed her 
to enter. 

The artful wife, with many flatteries and soothing words, passed 

under the very beards of the half intoxicated fools, and hastened into 

the prison. Having distributed her confectionary to the different 

prisoners in their turn, she came to the two sovereigns of the regions 

of love and beauty, who, like the moon and mercury, had met in the 

mansion of inauspicious conjunction. The vizier’s lady (taking the : 

hint) swift as the light-footed breeze, rising up and seizing the bowl 

from the goldsmith’s wife, with her handmaid, passed (unsuspected) 

to her own palace. The goldsmith’s wife sat down in her place as a 
prisoner by the side of her husband.
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When the queen enlightening the world, (the sun) having left the 
mansions of the east, had ascended the gilded throne of the heavens; 

~ the officer of the night, exulting and rejoicing, hastened to the 

presence of the other vizier, with whom, as the minister had enter- 

tained some disgust against his colleague, he hoped the discovery of 
his family disgrace would give him credit. We related all the 

particulars, The noble vizier, astonished at the circumstances, at 

first refused his assent, and said to himself, “ How can the occurrence 

“ef such an improbable event have belief? Certainly the magistrate 

“ of the night must have fallen into a great error ; for how could it 

“be possible, with the existence of the state attendance, the dread 

“of the power of the vizier, and the numbers stationed round his 

“palace, that a mean goldsmith should venture onsuch a business ?” 

However, as the officer, being resolute in &sseveration, renewed his 

declarations, the vizier with some of his confidential attendants 

repaired to the prison, and commanded that they should bring before 

him the minister’s lady and the adulterous goldsmith. 

When they were brought, the goldsmith’s wife uplifted the ery 

of oppression, and complaining of the injustice of the magistrate of ‘ 
he-night, exclaimed ; “ In an age of the impartial justige” of such a 

“virtuous sovereign, and a vizier like thyself the emblem of disin- 

: “terestedness ; when the wolf is a shepherd, and the thief a watch- 

“man ; to us, the helpless preys of cruelty, a hardship has occurred, 

_ “at which the eyes of the planets are astonished, and the heavens 

“trembling for their own safety. In short, last night, my husband 

“and myself, according to known custom, reposed on the bed of 

“refreshment. ‘The drunken magistrate, forgetful of God, rushing } 

“suddenly upon us, without accusation, crime or guilt, dragged us 

-“out by the hair, and binding our hands and necks, like murderers 

“deserving death, with iron fetters, placed us in the cell of the 

“ dwellers in prison, and afflicted us with various tortures.” 

VERSES. : 

“0 powerful prince, if thou affordest me not redress, 
‘ ““'l'o thee there will be a day of account. Think of this.” 

t The vizier having engaged in obtaining the proper information, 

when he found the woman’s declaration worthy of credit, and the filth 
of oppression apparent on the vest of the weak magistrate, was highly 

enraged at such an improper act of that officer ; and having released
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the goldsmith and his artful wife with thousands of apologies, commit- 

ed the chief of the police for the crime of insufficiency, with many 

reproaches and humiliations, to prison. Thus did the goldsmith’s ~ 

wife, by the invention of such a wonderful trick and astonishing 

deceit, free these two desponding lovers from such a life-endangering 
snare. 

VERSES. 

Such is the work of affectionate (virtuous) woman. <. 

The art of woman is beyond all bounds.* i 

————_— 

+ , CHAPTER X. 

STORY VI. 

Awnortuer of the loyal companions of the prince, having advanced 

the swift-paced steed of eloquence into the plain of speech, repre- 

° sented, that through preservers of traditions, and the historians ol 

secret, events, it was thus related. 4 if 

In a certain city there was a middle aged man, of good figure, by . 

profession a soldier ; who possessed the goods of life in abundance, 

and lived in perfect ease and affluence. His time, night and day, he 

4 passed in the joys of company and delights of society, but refrained * 

from intercourse with women. Shunning the dangers of matrimony, 

he quaffed the goblet of celibacy, and drank the liquor of the wine- 

store of single life. Thus in all delight and enjoyment he passed a 

careless life in reputation ; till after a length of time, when the star 

of his fortunes was descending from the altitude of honour to the 

depth of disgrace, an officious friend, who was preparing (unknow- 

ingly) a thousand evils, intruded on his time, and seeing his ease and 

affluence, said to him in privacy, “ My friend, the chiefest of all 

“blessings which God has bestowed on man, is the society of woman. 

“No solitary delights can equal it ; nor do all the other pleasures of 

“the world exceed those of female company and conversation. With ~ 
. “all your wealth and enjoyments, to deprive yourself of this happiness ; 

* Dow has given the outlines of this tale, filled up with more colour of his own 
than language of the original,
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“and to waste your precious youth, which has no return, in single- 

“ness, and to quit the pleasing scenes of the world in disappointment, 

“true wisdom forbids.” 
The young soldier replied, ‘My kind friend, though thy sweet 

“speeches give delight to the palate ofthe mind, yet, as women by. 

“nature deviate from the arduous path of rectitude; and the rose of 
“their composition is void of the tinge and scent of constancy, I have 

“avoided connection with this fickle race, and have dissolved the 

“treaty of association with the sex. IfI now should venture upon it, 

“TJ dread lest some unwelcome or dishonourable occurrence should 

“ happen, which might cause me disgrace among men, and the stores 

; “of character and reputation, which in so long a period I have 

* collected, should be destroyed in the twinkling of an eye, and the 

“remains of life be spent in lamenting my hogour.”® 

The companion replied, ‘‘ My honourable friend, what unbecoming 

“ idea is this, that has possessed thy mind ? Not all women are desti- 

“tute of the ornaments of constancy, or the graces of virtue ; for 

“beneath this azure dome are numbers, by the auspices of whose 

. “ purity the pillars of the world are kept firm. If thy idea was just, 

me {and all men who are hastening upon this earthly plain, (many of 

“ whom compared to thee, are much wiser) having kept there chambers 

“ destitute of the gleams of the marriage lamp, had been averse from 

r “ the sublime command, the connecting bands of the world would be 

} “ dissolved, the threads of offspring, and descent be broken, and the 

® “race of man in a very short time be at an end. Certainly this 

“fantasy is wrong, which has been impressed on thy imagination. 

«By no means admit such an unworthy idea, and remain not deprived 

“of-such an inexpressible felicity. Now, whilst the flower of thy 

“Cage in the garden of life is moist with the water and glow of man- 

“hood, and the autumnal blight of grey hairs has not found admission { 

“to the rose-bush of thy existence, perform thy duty ; otherwise, 

“when opportunity shall have passed from thy hands,,thou wilt be 

“ashamed ; and howmuchsoever thou mayest clap the hands of 

“regret together, it will not relieve thee.” 

; VERSES. 

“The value of opportunity, if the mind comprehends not, j 
“ And remains inactive, great is the mortification : 

“Tt will collect for its future hours.” 

I
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The officer, by the temptations and enticements of his friend, being 

led aside from the path of security and repose, fixed his resolve to. 

marry ; and, after much search and many enquiries, took a daughter 

seven* years old, from a virtuous family, and of honourable descent, 

into the bands of wedlock. Having selected some matrons of virtuous 

dispositions, the perceptions even of whose fancy the odour of vice 

had not reached, he instructed them that night and day they should 

lay before her lessons of integrity, propriety of conduct, modesty and 

caution ; and so represent to her the deformity of vice and unbecoming 

actions (engaging in which would lead to evil) that their enormity 

should impress her mind, and she fearfully refrain from them. When 
. the duennas,} by giving necessary admonitions, teaching her praise- 

worthy accomplishments, and setting before her proper rules of 

conduct, had directed her to the paths of duty, by the happy example 

of good company, and repeated traditions of the celebrated for virtue 5 
the mirror of her mind, being prepared to receive virtuous impressions, 

became the reflector of good qualities, and the source of meritorious 

actions. 

The husband, on beholding the ornaments of her virtue and graces 

of her fideligy, was filled with joy and exultation ; and resigned his 
heartlike a ball to the mace of her amber-scented looks. He drank the ' 

wine of life from her gentle bosom, and from the tree of her soul- 

ravishing stature, gathered the fruit of hope. Fondly supposing his 

past age a vapour, he fancied her pleasureable company a new life. e 

The wife, who as yet was innocent of the arts of woman and the 
es wiles of the sex, for some time fixed her heart on the love of her | 

husband ; and with sincere affection and tenderness attended to his . 

commands. When he beheld her beauty accompanied with modesty, 

and her smiles indicating the constancy ofa friend, his heart and 

life fell asacrifice to her lovely manners. Esteeming a moments 

absence from her asa great affliction, he willingly enchained his soul 

in the fetters of her love. 

After an interval of some years,’on a pressing occasion, a journey 

became necessary. By force yielding his mind to separation, he 

proceeded on his expedition. In thé days of absence, daily did he 

torture the bird of his heart in the fire of grief, and shed a deluge of \ 

* The females of Asia marry before their teens, The same idea seems to haye 
possessed this and WycHERLEY’s Old Bachelor. 

+ Elderly women to guard the young ones, 5 y
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tears from his eyes. By every gale of spring, his message was to 

q refresh the garden of his beloved. The hope of her company, like 

. the western breeze, became the means of unfolding the rose-bud of 

his heart. 5 
F It happened in the absence of the young man,,that one day the 

{ wife, at a time when her mind was heedless of the snares of love, and 

her heart unreflecting on the anxiety of.her husband, having ascended 

the terrace of her house, suddenly met the eye of a handsome youth. 

Having drawn the veil of modesty over her face, she descended from 

| = the terrace ; but the experienced gallant, when he saw the musky 

fawn, gave his heart in pursuit, and commissioned an old woman, 

f that, in any way that might offer, she should ensnare the timorous deer 

P of the plain of beauty and loveliness. The artful wretch having 

\ found her dwelling, entered it in the disguisé@ of a seller of flowers, 

¥ and making cheap bargains an introduction to confidence and esteem, 

i repeatedly obtained the honour of admission ; till at length she made 

4 deep the impression of intimacy. By degrees, after discoursing on 

a various subjects, she at last slipped in the mention of her object, 

by and impudently set forth the ardent desire and languishment of her 

employer. 3 
L The wife, foe to continence, at first, though she signified displeasure, 

J and avoided listening to such speeches ; yet, from constant repetition 

, and renewal of declaration, at length gave ear to them, and was 

' , silent ; till at last losing her modesty, she became estranged from the 

, ways of grace, and fell into the path of error. She now began to 

accept presents of curiosities, listen to declarations of love, and flat- 

fy teries became grateful to her mind. She accustomed herself daily to 
) put her head out of the windows, to walk much on the terrace,* and ; 

¢ with her crescent-like eyebrow to give the wink of invitation to her le 

st gallant. When the wine of desire was fermented, and the sea of love 

rose in waves, not satisfied with a go-between or messages, she " 

admitted the lover into retirement ; and, without the hindrance of an. 

* The houses in Asia have flat roofs terraced, surrounded by parapet walls some- 

what higher than the human stature, on which the inhabitants sit to enjoy the air, 

and often sleep at night. When women go upon these terraces, their coming is 
announced by a loud ery from a domestic, requesting the male inhabitants of loftier 

. houses to keep within doors, which is generally done. In the description of a good 
} woman by Persian authors, however, seldom frequenting the terraces and not 

sitting near a window, are reckoned among the virtues ; which shews that assigna~ 

tions are sometimes made from them, in spite of walls and lattices,
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intruder, having quaffed the wine of joy, blighted the rs Fake ’ 

husband’s honour under the heat of the sun of wickedness. Ti oe f 

in the course of one week, her obligations to her husband aésen ted hi r 

remembrance ; and esteeming the regard and love of sd mat y yeas 

as nothing worth, ‘she with all unconcern, drew forth) he Wine: 6f on 

pleasure from the kindly stores of her new friend, and daily, d nigh E > 

from the garden of his company gathered the flowers of delight. © ne 7 
‘A long time had passed in the above manner, when /ii Husbamee, 

returned in safety from his journey ; but, from the pain abgenots: - 2 

from this impure woman, his body was as the waning mo. \id only = < 

the shadow of his former self. In his frame there was 1» Sireugi 3m 

nor beauty in his aspect. The colour had fled fromhisuuce tesy | 
cheek, and life depended in his body on a single thread. Vie Yengus i 

of his eye, from the anxiety of his mind, had assumed a javiidices. . 
When he beheld again the beauty of his beloved, he reached 4uc shove Mg 

of hope from the stormy waves of afiliction, and escaped % ib were ; 

: from the whirpool of despair. The perception of his hee Hecoutia i 

the odour of delight, he with transport clasped his wife in Sabra, 74 x 
Prostrating the forehead of humility on the dust of grati we, Bi a3 

offering up earnest thanksgivings, he said, “To God be et aha  s§ 
; “praise, that my eye at sight of thy beauty has again rece.gfed Uighh, 9 § 

‘and the star of my fortunes, having arisen from the depth Fideape i a 4 

“has regained the ascendant of delight. The happiness of ‘liy soricty o 7 
“is once more my lot, and the season of absence and vexai fad pists y a 

. “Tf, for the remainder of my life, I should detail the anxiety #n4 som ow : 

“which occurred to me during separation, I could not represtyi the s 

“tenth part.” : o 

‘ VERSES. “ i 

“1 am he, who stretched my eyes in sight of my beloved. é : ‘i 
r «« How can I express my gratitude to thee, sae” ® 

“<Q deliverer, cherisher of thy slave ? bs & ‘ 
“<The anxiety which possessed my soul from the sorrow of abssy 3S ss 

“To describe is impossible, but in prolix detail.” = oe 

Y 2 
The wife, who had experienced the transport of a new partner, and & 

quaffed from the stores of love the wine of desire, regarding the arrival f 

of her husband as a dart in her side, said in her heart, “ Weul! that 

“he had fallen headlong into the gulf of annihilation, and =gver re- \ 

“turned in safety fromthe desert of travel !” As much as {lic hus 

band caressed and shewed fondness, the wife signified discust, eo
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\staé=jo¢ tae sherbet of his company tasteless. The fatigues of his 

see iy and the anxieties of absence had reduced his health, and 

i? f f nes HB ation for the worse taken place in his countenance ; so that 

; si= Goi) sot bear to see him. Added. to this, as her wishes to quaft 

t £10 Gig ©? delight from the stores of her lover’s company, and to 
4 isd 5% roseof satisfaction from the tree of his society, were notnow 
Bi pital alle. she became divested of patience. The fumes of madness 

y ©bi ice +6 ner brain, from excess of passion she sunk on the ashes of 
¢ veanlions At the instigation of Satan she formed a vile scheme, and ; 

7 yi Oy “tec » monstrous artifice. ; 

‘ics the called her nurse, who was admitted to the retirement of her 

t scoypte Oho said, “I am tormented by my unfortunate luck, for God 

he) ue Bilt ed me with two dreadful calamities ; one, estrangement from 

my ihe = *p cious society of my beloved, and the other, the sight of the 

; WY sedi: visage of my husband.” 

KS VERSES. ° 

Ly 5 © A angel has hidden his face, and a demon gloates on my beauty. 

a " = My eye is tortured with amazement, for how monstrous is this? 

ee Sh Ratresent, though how to gain the daily felicity of my lover's 
i a) com®pny, policy teaching wisdom hath not given a direction, or 

Pi ae scinipd out the exact road, yet I perceive, that from the source of 

£ & yee éaity & ray has fallen on my mind, and enlightened it from the other 

i e yori. With much art, pretending myself ill, I will feign a life- 

I * vesting complaint, and at length, with utmost effort, acting the last 

es igoiije:, during the struggle of death I will request, that only thy- 

Baa f self¢he\, be employed in enshrouding and burying me. After this, ‘ 

fe: “in chi/\usk of evening, when to prepare the requisites of unavoidable = =~ 

ae ae © iveyel ‘he bridegroom of day shall have sunk into the grave of the | . 
= ‘Seve 1 the leila* of night dishevelled her locks over the face of the 

eee stu ourning, I will so hold in my breath, that my husband shall 

ae hip ©. rave deserted this vain world. After my burial, when all 

j Ta ejumed home, my soul-delighting friend, having opened my 

j 7300/7 th all speed, can take me out of the coffin, and hasten with 

zi ‘Sa: i distant city, where, to the.end of our lives, we shall, to the 

Poe Pee ie f our wishes, enjoy an ample share of the felicity of each 

““oMfier’Society. In the retirement of leisure, without the interrup- 

fs Kae a * The moon. 

a. gaan See
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“tion of an intruder, we can scatter the roses of delight, and quaff the 

‘wine of pleasure from the goblet of bliss. It is proper that thou & 

“explain this glorious scheme and immortal victory fully to my lover, ~— ] 

‘ “that, not being heedless of such unthought-of felicity; he may watch 
“ the opportunity.” : | 

To the wicked nurse the above speech appeared worthy of approba- 
tion ; and she uttered praises pn the superiority of her pupil’s under- p 

standing, the strength of her mind, and the penetration of her judg- ‘é) 

ment. She gave intelligence to the gallant ; who, esteeming it as an ba 

important blessing and high attainment, from excess of exultation, 

threw his cap to the sky. The vicious-minded and deceitful wife, { 
after two or three days confinement on the bed of pretended infirmity, | 

with much dexterity panted upon the couch of extremity. With , 

monstrous artifice, giving to her situation the semblance of the 

expiring lamp of dawn, she began to count her respirations, % 

and, as if expecting her last breath, according to declaration, }] 

made net will. Having given repeated instructions for the width 

of her tomb, she so held in her breath, that to distinguish between fg 

her and a corpse was not in the power of the professors of wisdom wn 

and knowlegge. In short, when her impure executor, the nurse, : 

having buried this wicked wretch, returned to the city, the bride- i 

gfoom of the heavens had sunk into the grave of the west. The 

gallant, who was concealed in a corner of the burying ground, with a 4 

crow and spade instantly darted out, and not giving Munkir* and ‘ 

Nukkeer the opportunity to question, snatched the black starred | 

woman from the grave ; the opening of which having properly closed, , 

he divided into the night, and conveyed her to another city ; where EM 

ti) both having arrived at the height of their wishes, devoted themselves ca 
| 4 

. * The Mahommedans believe that when a corpse is laid in the grave, it is , : 

received by an angel, who gives it notice of the coming of the two examiners ; 

which are two black livid angels, of a terrible appearance, named Munkir and f 

Nukkeer. These order the dead person to sit upright, and examine him concern- 

ing his faith as to the unity of God and the mission of Mahommed. If he answer { 

rightly they suffer the body to rest in peace, and it is refreshed by the air of para- ” 

dise ; but if not, they beat him on the temples with an iron mace, till he roars” . 

out for anguish so loud, that he is heard by all from east to west, except men and e 

genii. Then they press the earth upon the corpse, which is gnawed and stung by re 

ninety-nine dragons with seven heads each ; or, as others say, their sins will become 

yenomous beasts, the grievous one stinging like dragons, and the others like 

Serpents; ciroumstances, which some understand in a figurative sense,-—Vide 

SALz’s preliminary discourse, page 101. z *
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to sensual enjoyments. At the husband’s-mansion, the nurse having 
prepared all the ceremonials of mourning, hypocritically performed the 

~~ customs of condolence, practised the forms of sorrow, and loudly set 

up the screams of lamentation. i . 

The artless-minded husband, ignorant of the wiles of women, as he 

had devoted his soul to the love of his wife, from this heart-distress- 

ing event, withered as the grass, rubhed his face with ashes, and 

throwing a black dulk* over his shoulders, took up his abode with 

eternal grief. Courting estrangement from his relations and friends, 

and choosing his residence in the burying-ground, he became in his 

life-time allied to the grave. Day and night, from his eyes flowed 

scalding tears, with which he washed the dust from her grave. His 

food was sorrow for his love, and his companion the tomb of his 

beloved. In ashes-stained robes, like Mujenoongbare-headed and bare- 

footed, he wandered round the graves. Except with the tomb of the 

infamous woman, he chose no connection. The hearts of relations 

and strangers were tortured at his distraction and misfortunes, and 

friends and enemies alike pitied his forlorn condition. 

. By chance, after some interval, a Choree+ seller’s wife of the same 

r city, and who knew the woman, for some cause being disgusted with 

her native place, removed to the town in which the wicked 

wretch had chosen her abode ; where, to exercise her calling atlél 

gain a livelihood, having set up a shop, she became employed in her 

trade. Ona certain day, according to the rules of bracelet sellers, 

she walked through the city. By chance, in passing the door of the 

wicked wife, she cried her wares, and a handmaid coming out, called - 

her to her mistress. The bracelet seller, on sight recognized her, 

and, from excess of astonishment, for an instant was silent. She 
examined her person, and when the suspicion of doubt was removed, 

said, ‘ O virtuous lady, who hadst removed the robes of existence 

“from the confinement of this perishable abode, to the immortal world, 

“and tulip-like left the scar of affliction on the heart of thy husband, 

“and haying driven him from the path, of sanity, hast made him like 

* A garment worn by Fakeers. It is a piece of cloth slit in the middle, and put 
i over the head and shoulders. 

+ Choree are bracelets made of glass, and beautifully lacquered. Some dozens 

of them are worn at once from, the wrist half way up the arm. They are very 

cheap and often break, for they cannot be taken off for a new set. The Choree 

sellers and dealers in flowers, generally old women, are said to be much employed 
a in managing intrigues, as they are admitted with their wares into the Harams.
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“ Mujenoon, a wanderer in the desert of madness ; how is it, that 

“thou hast come a second time from the cave of annihiliation into the 

‘plain of existence ? For God’s sake, speedily inform me of thy ~~ 

“wonderful story, otherwise, from excess of suspense, the fumes of 
“ madness will seize my brain.” The hypocrite, pretending ignorance, 

made her not in the least acquainted with the affair ; but, accusing 

the bracelet seller of frenzy and delirium, drove her from the house. 

The bracelet seller enraged, as, from vicinity, she had some know- 

ledge of the husband, hastened to him. At first, in the way of 

sympathy and condolence, she enquired after his health ; then shortly 

mentioned the beauty, fidelity, and tenderness of his wife. The 

husband instaatly dropping a shower of tears from his eyes, weptat the 

mention of his wife, and renewed his distraction at her name ; when 

the bracelet seller said,#‘Ah ! simple man, thy wife is alive and well, 

“enjoying the society of her gallant. Into his mouth she pours from 

“her ruby lip the sherbet of eternal life, and scatters heaps of moistened 

“nusseruns into his bosom from her delicate person. Why foolishly 

“sittest thou like a snake, coiled upon this heap of dust ? Why 

“ torturest thou thyself on the fire of sorrow, and collectest upon thyself 

“ alone the froubles of the four quarters of the world? Arise from 

“the earth of despondency, cleanse the vesture of thy condition from 

this filth, and, if thou canst, devote thyself to the service of God, 

‘the only pure.” 
The husband was enraged at this, and said, “‘ Woman, stranger to ; 

“ good sense, what madness-mingled nonsense is this ? If satire has 

“ possessed thy-mind, yet what applicableness has ridicule and irony 

“ to one like me, whose bosom is pierced by the sword of affliction, 

“and his heart scorched with the flames of sorrow? It is not befitting 

“thee. How is it possible that a wife, (may her soul repose in the 

“highest mansion of paradise!) whose members by this time have 
“become a heap of dust, and her bones the graye hath devoured— 

“ how is it possible, that she can play the game of incontinence witha 

“ gallant,or how quaff the wine of enjoyment, unless Jesus, having 

“« descended from the skies, has breathed upon her decayed remains ?” 

The bracelet seller replied, ‘“‘ Why dost thou, who hast no know- 

“edge of the tricks of women and artifice of the sex,accuse meof ~~ 

“ falsehood ? If thou wishest that the truth should be disclosed tothee, . 

“and this mystery become revealed, instantly arise and follow me, 

“and, without the interference of another, enlighten thy eyes with
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“the beauty of thy wife.” The husband from this occurrence be- 

came overwhelmed in the sea of astonishment, and under the guidance 

~ of the bracelet seller reached the place where his virtuous wife dwelt. 

Without delay entering the house, he beheld her seated on the 

musnud of pleasure, in all the richness of attire, jewels and ornaments. 

At sight of this disgraceful situation, the husband being wrapt inamaze- 

ment, the goblet of his brain became void of sensation, and he stood 

like a pictured figure by the side of his wife, motionless and silent. He 

could not determine whether such strange events were passing in a 

vision, or clearly beheld by him in a state of wakefulness. At length, 

he addressed the faithful and pure-robed lady, saying, “ O thou, who " 

“ from this antique repository of dust, having taken up thy clothing 

* (bundle) hadst placed it under the earth of repose how hast thou 

“ issued forth from thy clayey mansion, and from the, stores of the 

“water of life, how hast thou drank twice of the cup of existence ?” 

The artful wife did not in the least attend to the questions of her 

husband, but set up the ery of oppressed innocence, exclaiming—* O 
“ Mussulmans, my neighbours, hasten to my relief, for a maniac 

’ “having entered my house is attempting my life.” People now ran 

“from all quarters, and having formed a circle round the husband, were 
preparing to punish him, when he by persuasion of his eloquence 

prevented the hands of the crowd from doing him any injury, and 

remained secure from the evil designs of the hypocritical woman. He 

now informed them of the state of his circumstances; after whith 

intelligence, all putting the finger of astonishmient’ to their lips, 

s remained silent. In the twinkling of an eye the story was rumoured 

abroad, and small and great (all ranks) uttered execrations against 

such an arch-deceiver. ‘The affair was now referred to the sovercign 

of the country ; and after the usual tortures according to the rules of 

justice, the hidden mystery became apparent.on the face of day, and 

the infamous adulteress was stoned for her wickedness, according to the 

Divine law. The nurse also was exalted to impalement, and despatched 
to the infernal regions. The husband, out of shame, deserted society ; 

and having retired for the rest of his life to the desert, (where he 

spent his days in worship of the Divine Unity, and in the path of 

fe truth,) before death made himself as it were dead.* 

* * This tale is omitted by Dow. 

‘ i
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CHAPTER XI. 

STORY VII. 

ANOTHER of the well-meanjng courtiers, the eloquently melodious 

f nightingale of speech, on the rose-bush of this wonder-depicting 

narrative, made to sing in these strains. 

_ In the widely cultivated region of Bengal, was a monarch in the : 

: perfection of youth and vigour. In him outward beauty was 

mingled with. internal accomplishments, and the eloquence of his 

oratory gave grace to the brilliancy of his'wit. From his kindness, 

affection was impressed on the hearts of his friends, and from his 

wrath; terror on the minds of his enemies. He had taken to the 

nuptial couch a damsel of fourteen, whose aspect, like the moon at a 

fortnight old, shone in the sky of beauty ; and regarding her society 

as the relish of life, he strove to observe the rules of true love. 

From the stores of her company he quaffed the wine of delight, and 

from the gxcessive intoxication of his passion, made his heart a- 

sacrifice to every ringlet of the infidel side-locks of that magie-draw- 

ing idol. The artful princess, from excessive vanity in her beauty, 

constiintly behaved with coyness, and kept him bound in obligation 

fer her lovye-exciting smiles. Out of cunning, magnifying the high 

importance of her own chastity, she practised consummate art in the 

management of her illustrious husband. 

The prince one day sitting in his chaste harem, looked over some 

choice pictures, which had received the finish of beauty from masters 

of nice touch, and limners possessing the pencil of Mani. This idol, 

mistress of art, sorcery-skilled, was also seated by him. It happened 

that the portrait of a handsome young man appeared among others. 

The princess, the form of whose person had been impressed on the 

journal of existence in characters of art and deceit, and whose compo- 

sition was formed of the mixtures of dissimulation and the leaven of 

hypocrisy, ‘instantly threw her veil over her face. The king upon 

this cireumstance, being filled with surprize, said, “In this palace, Ni 

‘where no stranger is present, and the admission of an unentitled* 

“person cannot be supposed, what can be the reason for drawing the 

* That is, without the degree of kindred admitted to the’ women’s apartments.
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“veil over thy countenance?” The cunning dame replied, “O 

“Beloved of Egypt,* my bashfulness arose from the picture of this 

> stranger, whose gloating eyes you might fancy are on the gaze. 

“ Modesty seized the vesture of my heart, impulsively I hid my face, 

“and was not willing that even the semblance of a strange man’s eye 

“should present itself to mine.” The king, on beholding the purity 

and chastity of his wife, being pleased beyond measure, became 

entirely confident in her virtue, and his reliance on her fidelity and 

* imocence, from one, grew toa hundred fold. i 

When some time had passed in this manner, the king one night, 

as usual, was reclining on the pillow of repose, butin a dozing manner 

with his eyes half closed, and the gentle queen sitting on a corner of 

* the bed. Suddenly, a tabby cat, having entered gt the door, and 

made two or three springs near the bed, rose up in the form of a 

beautiful woman. The queen, pattern of virtue, having embraced her 

with great ardour, uttered many compliments, and seated her by her 

side. Supposing the king overcome with the fumes of sleep, without 

delay opening the lock of speech, she enquired the reason of her 

coming ? The dame, after dhe manner of ambassadors, sharpening the 

“tongue of message, said, “ Thy sister, after expressing the usual desire 

“and affection, represents, that to-night thy niece, quitting the 

* chamber of celibacy, will with good luck and felicity be ushered on 

“the bridal throne. Though all the requisites of festivity have been 

“prepared, and the assemblage of good fortune with all auspicious- 

“ness and joy has found a happy connection ; yet, without thy 

‘estimable presence, they can have no brilliancy, and all the ladies 

“being desirous of. thy fortunate interview, wait thy honouring 

“arrival. 

VERSES. 

“The wine, the musicians and flowers, all are prepared ; 

“But festivity cannot be had without my beloved—Where is my beloved ?” 

“Tf, observing your former kindness and usual favour, you will 

“bind them in obligation, it will be highly acceptable ; if you will 

“illume the gloomy chamber of the wishes of expectants with your 

“ mirth-conjoined approach, it will be esteemed of importance. The 

“ youth also, in the bond of whose love is the heart of the queen of 

* A name given to the patriarch Joseph in oriental poetry.
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“the world, and concerning the taming of which wild one of the forest 

“ of affection and regard, before this, the hint was given, has to-night 

“fallen into the snare. The sparkling wine, rosy-coloured, which es, 

“ gives the crimson tinge to mirth, is eager to be poured out. The 

“melodious gurgling, like the nightingale, sits upon the crystal ” 
“ branch.” ji 

The angel-resembling queen placed the finger of compliance on her ; 

eyes, and shewing much delight and satisfaction, exclaimed, “ Since 

‘a night which I have sought for in a thousand matin prayers has _ 

“arrived, the dawn of wakeful prosperity has gleamed from the 

. “horizon of my desires, and the garden of my friend’s wishes has 

* yeceived freshness from the wavings of the gale of enjoyment ; nergus 

“like, should I gasten on the foot of my eyes, it is allowable. Added ' 

“to this, the attainment of the auspicious company of the glorious 

“youth, who has plundered the wealth of my heart, and to whose 

“amber locks my soul is captive, will be a cause of twofold happi- 

“ness. How acceptable will it be for two objects to be attained by 

“one smile ! With such happiness and delight, God has not blessed 

“my lot with any evening equal to this,«nor has night ever before 

“assumedsuch a love-inspiring form, on each dark lock of whi 

“thousands of musk-bags of Tartary are lavished. It must be this 

“night which the retired name The night of Kudder.* As, on 

“ account of the king’s sleep my heart is at rest, I will by the assis+ 

“tance of my wakeful fortune convey myself in the twinkling of an 

“ eye to the paradisiacal assembly.” Having said this, she dismissed 

the messenger. 

As the place to which.the queen intended going was distant six 

hundred miles from the king’s palace, he became involved in the depth 

of astonishment, and the treasure of comprehension dropped from his 

hand, how this demon in angel’s form, in one night’s journey, could 

travel such a distance beyond the reach of human ability, and how ~- 

return. Even allowing that she could mount the charger of the 

western breeze, still it could not be conceived accomplishable. Atall 

events, resigning his foot to the path of discovery of this mysterious 
See eee 

* The night on which the Korén is said to have been brought from the highest 
to the lowest heaven, from whence it was revealed in portions by Gabriel to 

Mahommed. The Mussulmans havea superstitious belief, that the anniversary of 
this night spent in devotion is highly acceptable to God, and all requests made in 

their prayers, if faithful, will be granted by Heaven; but the divines are not 

agreed as to the day of the month Ramazén in which the Koran descended.
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business, and the development of such a strange miracle, he guarded 

his limbs from motion, and like one in sound sleep began to snore. 

~~ The queen, from whose hypocrisy the devil himself would have run a 

journey of a hundred years, forthwith dressed herself in royal robes 

and princely ornaments, and took uncommon pains in adjusting them. 

Then calling the vizier’s wife to her, they both together tumbling a 

*_” little upon the carpet, became transformed into tabby cats, and leaping 

out of the palace, hastened from the city. The king also, at the 

» same instant, having risen from the bed, followed the cats. 
Tn the environs of the city was a tree of wonderful size and height, 

its foliage thick, and its branches as it were touching the sky, into 

which the two cats ascended. The king embracing the trunk, fixed 

his feet in the upper fibres of the root. All at onge the tree began 

to shake, and moving from its place, mountéd rapidly into the air ; 

then, in the twinkling of an eye, becoming fixed again, ceased from 

motion.* As the sound of trumpets, drums, and flutes, nowreached the 

ears of the king, he supposed that the marriage-feast and assembly of 

joy was here prepared. Instantly quitting the trunk of the tree, he 

ma retired to a little distance. The two cats, having descended, ran 

F towards a city, and the king followed ; till at length thay reached a 

palace, where all ranks were assembled innumerous crowds. The cats 

! went into the harem, and the king satdownin the assembly on a corner 

of the carpet, where no one, from his being a stranger, took notice of 
him. His attention was wholly bent towards the return of the cats, 

lest they should escape, he become a wanderer in a foreign country, and 

on account of the want of conveyance ora guide reach not again his 

own dominions. 

When half of the night had elapsed, a young man, bearing a wreath 

of flowers in a tray set with jewels, entered the assembly ; for such 

was the usage in that country, that they first cast a garland of flowers 

over the shoulders of the bridegroom, and then taking him into the 

private apartments, performed the marriage ceremony, and the usual : 

shuggoon.} It happened that the bridegroom was deformed and ugly. 

The youth entrusted with the wreath, not thinking it fit to introduce 

such a mis-shapen wretch into an assembly of Hoories, and toseat him 

f on the throne with the angel-formed bride, intended, that having 

* This account resembles the transformations and manner of travelling of our 

northern witches, though rather more convenient and safe than a broom-stick. 

++ The word means consulting omens ; but in what manner done, I am ignorant of.
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chosen a handsome youth from the company, he would throw the 

wreath upon his shoulders, and, having introduced him into the angel- 

like assembly, perform the customs of the shuggoon and the usual ~~ 

ceremonials. It happened that the elegant form and beautiful counte- 

nance of the king struck his view ; and, without hesitation, casting the 

wreath upon him, he took him by the hand, and begged him to arise, 
The king, who from fear of, the escape of the cats, trembled like a ~ 

mouse, regarding the wreath of flowers as a coil of blood-devouring 

snakes, was confounded, and overwhelmed in the abyss of astonish- 

ment. As, however, he had not power to refuse, remediless, haying 

submitted his neck to the commands of fate, he arose from the assembly 

of safety, and resigned his footsteps to the jaws of the crocodile, namely 

entered the royal apartments. 

Here he beheld a c@ncourse of Hoories and Peris met together ; 

on every side heaps of the Nussereen and Nusterrun,* of the flowers i 

and shrubs of beauty blooming, and smiles and glances, like the leaves 

of the rose in spring, waving over the surface of the carpet. In short, 
they seated the young king on the throne ofhonour ; and, according to the 

custom of the natives of Hindustan, resembling paradise, tied round 

his arms agwreath of pearls and jewels, like the chain of the Pleiades-= 

All the Hoori and Peri-like ladies formed a circle around him, as 

clusters of stars round the moon. ‘They now performed the shuggoon 

and customary ceremonies, according to the rules and usage of their 

tribes. 

The king, sinking into the eddy of wonder at the artifices of the 

sky, sat in perfect silence, but involuntarily gazed on the wisdom- 

disturbing charms of the renders of patience and judgment. In- 

wardly did he give laud to the Designer free from fraud or deceit, 

who, witha handful of dust andsome drops of water, had formed such 

wonderful figures on the pages of existence. In this situation, his eye 

* There is nothing more inexplicable to a translator of Persian, than oriental fruits, 

trees, plants, and flowers, and the metaphors in which they are involved. The Nergus, 

Nussereen and Nusterrun, seem to be synonymous ; yet they are sometimes 

differently compared. The Nergus, which Meninski and Richardson translate 

Narcissus, in metaphor, is said to be all eyes ; and the Sosun, which they give as 

lily, all tongue. Till such time as some oriental traveller shall give us exact draw- Xe 
ings 4nd the native names of natural produetions, Europeans cannot possibly taste 
the full beauty of oriental figures. In India, where I studied, it was in vain to ask 

explanation, as the tutor was as great a stranger to the gardens and groves of Persia 
as myself, though imagination of its justness made him glow with rapture at what 

he could not comprehend. ‘
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fell on his own chaste wife, who in a retired part of the room, with 

the vizier’s lady and some other rose-cheeked dames, quaffed goblets 

~ of brilliantly sparkling wine, and in the intoxication of the grape and 

the rapture of delight, clasped her lover in embrace, shedding from her 

moist lips the life-giving freshness on his mouth. At length 

arising, she advanced near, and looking at the king earnestly, said to p 

the vizier’s lady, ‘‘ The Eternal hath so.formed alike the countenance 

“ of this young man with that of the king, that you would fancy he 

“was my husband.” However, from the fumes of intoxication, she 

did not perfectly recognize him, and the great distance of her own 

country was also the means of doubt and cause of disbelief. Satisfied 

with this expression of wonder, she retired again towards the youth , 

who was the sovereign of her heart. = 

The king, on hearing her exclamations, with all his valour and 

fortitude, from dread of his wife, had nearly quitted his mortal 

frame. Being at last dismissed from the private apartments, he 3 

hastened into the assembly of the men, and employed himself in 

thanksgivings to the Divine preserver ; resolving, should he arrive 

safely from this danger in his own dominions, that he would without 

itation or delay despatch his wife to the pit of the lower regions. 

When the blush of earliest dawn had appeared, the two cats having 

come from within, passed swiftly by, and the king hastily followed 

them. As before, by means of the magical tree, he reached the envi- 

rons of his own capital ; and, with the utmost speed having gained 

his palace before the arrival of the lightly-minded cats, affected to 

slumber on his bed: on which, soon after, the queen also lay down 

towards the edge. 

When the gleams of day were shed abroad, and the roses of morn- 

ing waved on the branches of the horizon, the vicious wife employed 

herself in the usual household affairs ; but sléep overpowered the king, 

as the fatigue of being awake all night and the stretch of watchful- 

ness on the proceedings of the cats, had wearied him out. From the 

neglect of proper precaution and foresight, which are incumbent on ‘ 

the wife, the chain of pearls remained upon his silver-like arm ; and 

3 when his eye unclosed from sleep, from heedlessness (that enemy to 

man) he did not think of concealing it. Accidentally the queen’s 

eye fell upon it, and the guesses of the night were changed to certainty, 

His having been at the assembly appeared beyond a doubt, which  . 

became distasteful to her mind ; and as the cat was now let out of the
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bag, she became furious, and said to the king, “ What means this 

“bracelet of jewels on thy arm? Perhaps thou hast unknown to me 

“ ascended the marriage throne with a new bride ?” 

The imprudent prince, withdrawing his foot from the path of policy 

and the route of propriety, instantly lighted up his countenance with 

wrath, and said ; “ A truce with affected sorrows (whine not, swal- 

“ow thy grief) and preparing for hell, expect the recompense of thy 

“actions.” The infamous woman, when she heard these exclama- 

"tions, becoming thoughtful on her own condition, andtimagining delay , 

in this matter would be the cause of her own destruction, having 

placed the foot of boldness on the carpet of foresight, breathed a 

_ charm over a handful of pebbles, and with hastiness threw them into 

the king’s face. Jmmediately upon this transaction, becoming deprived 

of human form, he wa$ changed into the shape of a peacock with golden 

wings, and, like the groveling-minded, began to peck the ground 

with his bill. ‘ 
When the entrusted with the offices of State were not for two or 

tliree days distinguished by the usual honouring audience, they 

represented by means of the confidential persons admitted to the 

Harem, thas; ‘“‘ May the cause of not giving public audience, and keep~ 

“ ing us servants deprived of the honour ofpaying our gratulations, be 

“ only that of mirth and pleasure ! Many public affairs, however, from 

« this circumstance, are bound in the knot of delay, and urgent ex- 

“pectants waiting. If, for an instant only, by the splendour of the 

“auspicious aspect, they would illume the night of the desire of the 

“resigned, possibly, it may not be inconsistent with State policy.” 

The wicked queen, as if from the king’s mouth, in answer returifed ; 

“ As in some degree illness has attacked our gracious person, at 

- " present the hurry of giving audience and transacting business, our 

“ head will not bear. Itis proper that all. the officers of government, 

“ engaging in prayer, beseech the throne of the Divine Restorer for 

“ the health of our august person.”* : 

3 * An Asiatic prince generally appears in audience morning and evening daily. If 

this is discontinued it is sure to create much alarm ; not so much, however, from 

‘ anxiety in the courtiers for his health, as to make their bargain with, or secure g 

themselves against the dislike of his successors. Notwithstanding our boasted \ 

civilization, much of this shameful impatience was witnessed during the memorable 

illness of our own gracious sovereign and the regency business, though European 

+ courtiers, especially Englishmen, haye not such urgent causes for fear at the com- 

mencement of a new reign.
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The loyal subjects and well-wishers to the king, on hearing this 

event, becoming involved in sorrow, returned home ; but the vizier, 

* -who was graced by the jewels of fidelity and integrity, and the tablet 

of whose mind was stamped with the impressions of true attachment, 
was grieved above all. As he intimately knew the disposition of the 

king, he by his penetration divined, that being deprived of the robes 

of understanding, he had become afllicted with such a fatal illness, 

that the reins of his own will remained not in the grasp of his power, 

» and that he had’no ability to manage hisown affairs. At all events, 

the intelligent vizier having returned home, out of policy having 

flattered his wife with soft speeches and sweetening expressions, 

prevailed upon her, that having gone to the royal Harem and obtained 

knowledge of the king’s situation, she should inform him of it with- 

out disguising any particular. hs 

The vizier’s lady instantly repairing to the palace, on account of 

the confidence she held in the esteem of the queen, was, without the 

trouble of expectation, informed of the mystery ; and returning home, 

acquainted the vizier of the circumstances of the affair. The minister on 

this account was much afflicted, and said within himself, “It is 

‘befitting that royalty-minded servants, in a time of difficulty and 

“ season of distress, should sacrifice their lives in the service of their 

“patrons. If J, cherished by the bounty of this family, at sucha 

“ crisis do not perform the duties of attachment, and deliver the king 

“ from this life-hazarding calamity, how can I return the obligations 

“ of protection and favour ?” After this, having bound the sash of 

resolution fast round the waist of his heart, he speeded on the foot of 

remedy ; and having, by the guidance of instructive policy, procured 

a peacock, went to the palace-gate, and sent in this petition. 

“ At this time, when the enemies of this prosperous house are 

“ afilieted with bodily sickness* I have heard, that a peacock is the 

“means of amusing the august mind of the king. As this ardent 

“ follower in the path of sacrifice is deprived of enjoying the felicity 

“of the auspicious looks, and debarred from the enlightened presence, 

“he wishes that he may kiss at leastt the foot of that peacock which 

“ is ‘the cause ofrecreation to the exalted mind. If for an instant they 

* The orientals in enquiries after a sick friend,,do not say ‘I am sorry Senate 

as we would, but, I hear that his enemies are afflicted. 

+ Europeans will sometimes caress the lap dog or monkey of a great man, though 
he stinketh ; which makes this address not appear on consideration quite so 
absurdly unnatural, : 

K
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“ would send it out, the head of the honour of this life-resigning 
“servant will reach the heavens.” 

The queen paying respect to the rank and high office of the vizier, ~ 

at the instigation of weak policy, without attention to the rules of 

foresight and caution, sent the peacock to the vizier. He, regarding 

this as a most important acquisition, instantly sent in that he had 

brought with him, and conducting-the transformed king to his house, 

' spoke thus to his wife. “O thou, by whose smiles my heart and 

“soul are fascinated, and to whose eloquence my property and trea- + 

“sure is a sacrifice, as our star is now favourable, the king has fallen 

‘alone into my hands, for I have brought the peacock by artifice i 

“from the royal Harem. If thou hast the art, send forth the breath 

“ of skill, and regtore the king, whose elemental form has been changed, 

“to its original state, that, according to my own wishes, I may obtain 

“from him the royal edicts, and becoming co-partner with him in 

“ dominion and treasure, take half of this extensive kingdom into my 

“own possession. Then, advancing the foot of honour higher than 

“the rank of vizier, I will beat the royal drums on my own account, 

“and place the crown of sovereignty on my head ; and thou also wilt 

“be among the most distinguished princesses of the age.” A, 

The vizier’s wife, though avidity of superfluous wealth and com- 

mand of patronage tempted her, and she had lost the reins of prudence 

from her hands ; yet, as she was a confidant in the secrets of the 

queen, wished not to give up the claims of friendship. She therefore 

said to her husband, “ I will undertake this affair, on condition that, 

“after the attainment of thy object, having again clothed the king in 

“the likeness of a peacock, I may deliver him back to the queen,” 

“ The vizier, rejoiced at these tidings, apparently consented to the 

terms of his wife, but within himself resolved to seat the king on the 

throne of safety, when once delivered from the desert of enchantment. 

Accordingly, at the instant when the sovereign was freed from such 

a calamity, he with the utmost celerity having drawn his keen sabre, 

separated the head of his wicked wife from her body, and struck her 

dead on the ground. 

The king, who like one afflicted with a fit had regovered, having 

opened his eyes, gazed round on all sides, and stood astonished. At ‘ 

length he enquired of the vizier, saying, “ What is the cause of my 

“having descended from my palace to thy house, and how came thy 

“wife into this horrible state ?” The wise vizier informed him of the
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circumstances of affairs from beginning to conclusion ; when the king, 

<i having praised his loyalty and: attachment, asked him for counsel 

eoncerning his conduct. The vizier replied, “ The measure most 

“advisable is this, that before the queen can gain intelligence of 

“matters, thou shouldst convey thyself to a place of security ; 

“because, if thou shouldst again come into her clutches, (which may 

“God avert!) a second escape would*be impossible, and my head 
“would also full a sacrifice in the affair.” E 

+ The advice of the vizier appeared most acceptable to the king ; and 

travelling by night, accompanied by him, he in a short time, having 

passed his own dominions, fixed his abode in a certain capital ; and 

Having clothed himself in the habit of a devotee, sat down in the cell 

of retirement. After some time, the ruler of* the country having 

obtained information of the august nature and” condition of the king; 

sought alliance with him, and gave him his daughter in marriage. 

Though the king had great dislike to a fresh connection with women, 

yet, from the impulse of Divine will and eternal decree, the affair was 

completed. 
Sometime after the marriage, the king was sitting with his princess 

in a court of the’ palace playing at dice, when suddenly a kite 

Hovering in the air, began to descend directly over his head, and 

fluttering its wings, began to scream.. The new wife having looked 

at the bird, said, “ Aught knowest thou, O king, who this kite is, and 

what is her meaning in this fluttering ?” The king replied, “ I know : 

“nothing, but that it flies as birds usually doin the air.” The lady 

exclaimed, “ This is not a kite, but thy former queen ; who, haying . 

“ disguised herself as a bird, is come with design to kill thee, nor is 

“there any how an escape for thee, but by my means.” The king at 

this event becoming overwhelmed in the abyss of astonishment, 

trembled with fear for his life, and calling his vizier, acquainted him. 

with the circumstance. The vizier said, “ Do not in the least, O my 

“sovereign, admit alarm or dread into thy mind; but ask the 

“ princess’s aid to destroy the kite.” The queen now said, “ O wise 

“vizier, it is incumbent upon me to accomplish this business, for she 

“who designeth the king’s death is also my most inveterate enemy. 

“ Speedily, I also having ascended in the form of a kite, will convey 

« myself to her, when, after contending with our beaks and talons, we 

* shall fall to the ground close to the king, who then exercising the 

“utmost agility, must beat her to.death with a club ; but that he may
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“ not through mistake injure me, know, that the distinction between 

“us will be a difference of colour in our wings and feathers, She is % 
“ all black, and I shall be mottled with black and white.” The king 

esteeming this as an unexpected blessing, seized a club, and stood in 

ambush waiting the opportunity. At length the queen, being trans- 

formed, attacked the kite, and, in the manner above mentioned, fell 

with her to earth. The king with great joy arose, and said to the 

vizier, “ Must I strike the black or the mottled?” The vizier replied, 

«Hast thou not heard, that the sandy haired cur is brother to the 

“jaekal? Though thou hast escaped the jaws of the crocodile, still 

“ thou hast fallen into the fangs of the wolf. The wisest measure is 

“ to kill them both, in order that thou mayest be wholly seeure from 

“the villainy of g{ race more revengeful than the wolf or serpent.” 

The king, accordingly,*from the hint of the minister, despatched both 

the impure wretches to the lower regions ; and having escaped such 

dangers, for the future refrained from the society of women. He sat 

down in the cell of resignation and recess of abstinence ; and, during 

the remainder of life, having employed himself solely in the worship 

of the Most High, by means of penance gained future felicity and 

true glory.» . ~ 

pete 5 

CHAPTER XII. 

STORY VIII. 

Tne Vedast readers of mystery, and abstruse explorers of tradition, 

haye thus written this choice narrative on the pages of relation. 

In the city of Benares, which isa principal place of adoration to the 
Hindu idols, there lived a young Brahmin, the tablet of whose mind 

was void of the impressions of knowledge, and the sleeve of his 

existence unadorned by the embroidery of art. He had a wife 

eloquent of speech, who, in the arcana of intrigue, exalted the standard 

of professorship. In the school of deceit, she could have instructed ; 

* This tale is also omitted by Dow. : 

+ The four mystical Books of the Hindus.
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the devil himself in the science of stratagem. Accidentally, her eyes 

raceting those of a comely youth, the bird of her heart took its flight 

in pursuit of his love. , 

As, during the presence of the Brahmin, the enjoyment of her lover 

had great impediment, and the flowers of delight from the shrub of 

fulfilment, to gather equal to the wish of her heart, was not possible ; 

in order to obtain her desire, she beeame resolved to remove her ~ 

husband, and exercised her invention how to bewilder him in the 

mazes of travel. One day, when the innocent Brahmin with all 

fondness, clasping this ill-famed woman in his arms, wished that from 

her gentile lips he might quaff the wine of endearment, the wife, from 

stratagem, steeping her forehead in vinegar (looking sour) turned 

aside from his embrace, and hypocritically displayjag on her coun- : 

tenance the signs of dissatisfaction, damped the sweet sensations of 

the wretched man with sour looks and frigid coldness. 

The Brahmin, who was ignorant of the arts of women, from this 

conduct becoming astonished, enquired the cause of her sadness ? ‘The 

wife opened the pages of delusion, and said, “ Why should I not be 

“ dissatisfied ? And how should I not fall into the depths of regret, 

“when this very day a woman of equal rank with ours,ein a place, 

“where all the ladies of our tribe and acquaintance were assembled, 

“without hesitation, having lengthened the tongue of taunting, said, 

“© thou who countest such pre-eminence, that thou wishest thou 

“shouldst be distinguished above all women in brillianey of com- 

“prehension, elegance of expression, and witty effusions, why dost 

“not thou instruct thy husband, who is void of the graces of eloquence 

“and learning, and without any share of science or knowledge? No 
“Brahmin’s child, just beginning to learn his alphabet, canst thou find, 

“(though thou shouldst search among the tribe) of such total 

“jenorance and stupidity.” This speech, like a dart, pierced my 

“bosom, and, as a dagger, penetrated my heart ; for truly, what sort 

“of life dost thou lead ? For me to be a widow, and expend my age 

“in the cell of celibacy with disappointment, would be-pleasanter than. 

“thy being my husband, and that the women of the city should thus 

sf pierce my bosom with their life-destroying taunts, and scorch my 

“soul incessantly over the fire of scandal.” In short, she played off 

upon her simple husband, such emulation-stirring speeches as these, 

with a hundred artful graces ; and brought the glow of feeling for 

his honour into motion, ’
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The unsuspecting man, not having in the least explored the path 

of real truth, that very instant girded up firmly the skirts* of search 

after science ; and preferring exile to his home, and labour to ease, 
from eagerness to acquire accompMshment, measured the path of toil. 

Jn every city and town where he heard of a learned Brahmin and 

distinguished expounder of the Vedas, having obtained the honour of 

waiting upon him, he was gluddened by the felicity of lighting the 

Jamps in the assembly of instruction; and in order to attain 

accomplishments, and acquire learning, having submitted to various 

humiliations,+ in a short time he became enriched by the comprehension 

of the four Vedas. ; 

Having been honoured in the: service of professors all-skilful, he 

attained the abswuse sciences and distinguishing arts ; and having 

graced himself with the excellencies of knowledge, and acquired an 

ample share of literature, he sounded the drum of celebrity. With 

great joy and exultation, having returned, he reached his home. 

As it happened, one third of the night had passed, when the 

Brahmin, having entered his home, met his wife ; who, from motives 

of policy, pretending gladness and joy, having warmed water, washed 

his feet, afd with respect and attention seated him on the Koorseef 

The gallant of the wife, according to usual custom, haying prepared 

the chamber of delight and being anxious for a meeting, waited her 

pleasurable approach. At this time, his messengers announced the 

Brahmin’s arrival ; and he at this being much mortified, sent to the wife 

this message. “The requisites of delight and sources of pleasure are 

“all prepared. Itis now proper that thou illume the chamber of hope 

“ with the radiance of thy beauty.” The wife, in answer, said, “ My 

“husband after a long interval, has returned home from travel; my ~ 

“ coming at present is therefore next to impossible ; nay, cannot any 

“how be accomplished. Policy demands, that this evening thou 

“excuse me ; and, not esteeming the commission of this fault 

“voluntary, forgive it.” : 

“The youth on hearing these words became melancholy and 

displeased, and with earnest entreaty returned a message to this 

effect: “In the hope of thy life-endearing company, a delight- 

* The foot travellers in Asia gird their long skirts round the loins, that they may 

not impede motion. Hence the scriptural expression of girding the loins, : 

+ The pupils of the learned Brahmins perform many menial offices for those sages. 

{A sort of low chair, broad enough to sit as the Asiatics do, upon their hams,
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“exciting feast has been prepared. The Chung* vibrates with desire 
“for thee, and the wine ferments in the bottle. If thou art true to 

~~ “the rules of constancy, by any mode that thou canst, cast thy 

“ cypress-fascinating shade over thy lover, and extinguish the flames 

“of his anxiety with the life-giving water of thy presence, or the © 

“condition of your impatient expectant will be distressful, and exist- 

“ence become the plague of his soul. It cannot be among the rules 

“of love and regard, that thou shouldst disappoint a lover in the 

“height of expectation, or render him despairing at the point of hap- 

“ piness. 

VERSES. 

“Hasten, for without thy presence, f 
0 soul illuming taper, in the assemblage of love®, 
«There is no spark of brilliancy or cheerfulness.” 

The wife, when she. became informed of these circumstances, not 

being able to endure the vexation of her lover’s tender heart, and 

esteeming the ease and approbation of his mind preferable to all 

things, placed the finger of acceptance on her eyes, and said ; “ Give 

— “not way to melancholy and vexation, nor irritate thy mirth-loving 

“mind with the nail of sorrow: For by some mode I will convey 

“ myself to thee, and, like the Nergus, hasten on the foot of my eye.” : 

After sending this message, having considered awhile, she opened 

the pages of deceit ; and having selected a fresh stratagem, said to her 

husband, “ To God be praise and thanksgivings, that thou art 

“returned in health and safety, and reposest from the labour of travel 

“and the toils of pilgrimage ; also, that the eye of my expectation is 

“enlightened with the rays of thy comeliness, and that the flames of 

“‘troublous absence, and the torturing heat of separation, are allayed 
“by the water of thy company. I am grateful to my own stars and 

“fortune. Doubtless thou hast attained an ample portion of all 

“sciences, and acquired a rich share of accomplishments ; but I 

“yequest that thou wilt relate to me the particulars of thy learning, * 

“that a doubt in respect to one science, which I have in my mind, 

“maybe done away, and from this apprehension my heart gain 
“perfect satisfaction. I trust that thou hast a thorough knowledge of 

“this science, though others may be wanting.” 

The Brahmin, with all exultation and vanity, said, “ O my fellow-
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“self and sharer of my griefs, sorrow not now, for I have learnt the 

“four Vedas, and am chief of learned professors.” The wife 

exclaimed, “ Woe is me, if thou hast not learned the fifth ~ 

“Veda.” The Brahmin replied,“ Why, woman, it has been 

“ascertained by the most learned Masters and Pandits, that the Vedas 

“are four ; wherefore then sayest thou there are five 2?” The woman 

instantly on hearing this speech, beating the hands of mortification 

against each other, cried out,“ What an unlucky fate is mine! 

“ Surely in the volume of decree happiness was not affixed to my 

“name but in the Divine records the impression of disappointment 

“stamped on the pages of my lot. When thou wert wandering in 

“the maze of pilgrimage, day and night involved in melancholy and 
“ sorrow, I had a hope, and lived on the perfume* of our meeting ; 

“ trusting that ‘ne dey thou wouldst return, and deliver me from 

“torment. Now thou art come back, my hope is changed to fear, 

* and the links of enjoyment broken. 

VERSES. 

Alas, my cruel star has produced misfortune ! 
The horoscope of my fate hath brought forth evil.” 

x XM 

The Brahmin, being distressed at these wonder-exciting words, asked 

what could be the cause of all this despair and apprehension ? On 

which the wife replied, “ The ruler of this city hath a difficult case 

“before him, the solution of which depends on the Tirrea Veda ; and 

* to-day they have taken all the Brahmins to his awful court. As they 

“are ignorant of the fifth Veda, they have been imprisoned by order 

“of the sovereign ; and it is decreed, that if during the night they 

cannot solye the problem, they shall to-morrow be dragged through 

“all the streets of the city, with a thousand insults and humiliations, 

“to execution. Certainly they will to-morrow convey intelligence of 

“thy arrival, and thou wilt also be one of them ; while I, who in the 

“ garden of youth have not yet unfolded one of my thousand flowers, . 

“hearing, like a tulip, the scars of separation from thee in my bosom, 

“must sit in the gloomy cell of widowhood.” 

The simple husband, with all his attainments of knowledge and 

science, swallowing the deceit, on hearing the above, fainted away x 

from fear, and fell like the lifeless on the floor. The attful woman 

* Alluding to herself being pure as the Peris, a fabled race, so delicate, as to 
exist only on the odour of perfumes,
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‘| hastily threw rose-water in his face, lifted his head from the ground, 

PAA. and said, “ Comfort thy heart, for a remedy has occurred to my 

"i “mind, which doubtless is a suggestion from the Divinity. While as 

i “yet no one is acquainted with thy arrival, once more quit this 

“unlucky city, and fora time reconciling thy mind to the pain of 

“travel, and leaving the thorn of absence in the bosom of such an. 

os “unfortunate being as myself, acquire the fifth Veda. It may happen, 

? “that by this means thou mayest be graced with all perfections and 

2 “ excellencies, and rise superior to all the learned thy cotemporaries.” 

i The ignorant Brahmin, unsuspectful of the arts of woman, notwith- 

standing the fatigue of walking, the lonesomeness of his journey, and 

the pain from his yet blistered feet, having left his house at midnight, 

again undertook the labour of pilgrimage ; and his.vicious wife, by ; 

this stratagem, hastening to her paramour, matle warm the assembly 

of wickedness. 

The Brahmin, about the rising of the world-illuming planet, having 

reached the environs of a city, sat down sorrowful on the terrace of a 

draw-well, to*which by chance soon came five women from the town. 

>, They saw that the rose of the Brahmin’s cheek was withered and 

parched by the burning sun of sorrow, and his heart, like the bud ofa 

flower, compressed and blighted. They enquired, “ Whence art thou 

“come ? whither art thou going ? and on what account art thou in 

“the perplexity of grief and melancholy ?? The young Brahmin 

* disclosed the circumstances ; and as they possessed perfect skill in the 

Tirrea Veda—on hearing his story, they expanded their mouths in 

laughter, for they guessed that his wife was an able professor, and, in i 

S order to follow her own pleasures, had committed the simple man to 

the desert of pilgrimage. Taking pity on his forlorn condition and 

ignorance, they said,“ Ah! distracted youth, and poor wanderer from 

“the path of knowledge, although the Tirrea Veda is as a stormy sea, 

“nay, even a boundless deep, which no philosopher can fathom by the 

¥ “aid of profound wisdom ; yet comfort thy soul, for we will solve thy 

‘ “ difficulty, and expound to thee the mysteries of this science. 

; The Brahmin, on hearing ’this becoming joyful and delighted, with 

\ all ardour committed himself to the tuition of these acute professors ; 

and expanding his speech in thanks, said,“ God hath dispensed 

y “to me good luck, in that I have reached your presence, and found 

i “repose from the persecution of the skies.” The learned dames now 

_ agreed, that cach day one of them, taking this disappointed in the 
re L
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3 road of understanding and lost to the world of wisdom, y sed a 

. should engage in the proper instruction, and disclose to hiri ine: mye p39] 

teries of the Tirrea Veda ; so that in five interviews, the areaile 6f 4 

‘this science should become fully explained to him. i . | 

peas: a 
eee 

LESSON L ¥ wig g 

One of the five ladies, on the first day having condugtad ie: «| 

measurer of the path of folly to her residence, and pretending (ate <4 

» was her sister’s son, introduced him toher husband and metheeii- : 

Jaw ; and having appointed him an apartment, spread it witli @irpets 

and pillows. ‘Then, having got ready an entertainment, she Sei fort 

various sorts of gatables and liquors. When the bride-groom of nial 

had cast a dusky vell over the face of day, the wife, wader som 

pretence, asking leave of her husband, came to the Brahmin alread: 

plunged in the sea of astonishment. Having by her sof) speecht 

made him unreserved, she said, “ Regarding opportunity ay provioas, 

“course the steed of pleasure in the plain of delight, @nd strike 

“ball of enjoyment with the mace of my amber-perfumed Wels 5 1gr pe 

“ valuableeage, like the water of a stream, passeth useless away. ie 4 

The Brahmin, who was guiltless of such actions, became boufoun et o 
from excess of shame, and said,“ Ah! woman, stranger? to virtag i 

“within this hour thou calledst me thy sister’s son, and doy ‘gear ie 
“me thus. Excuse me, for I cannot by any means engagt in sions, ; 

“ wicked action.” The woman replied, “Thy safety lies 1 ~ulimis 9 

f “sion to my commands; make haste, and idly stop not of tl road 

“for there is danger in delay, and it is hurtful to the traveller.” 

The Brahmin, who was inexperienced in vice, and had neve: Ute 

» the sweets of forbidden love, still made the laws of religion md Be 

function an excuse, and requested to retire. t ha eager ff 

The lady, who was a professor of her own studies, thought within ie ae 

herself, that this stranger, dull of apprehension, who, notwithistenaiic e Le 

all her advances and endearments, had deviated from the pai of her, if \ 

wishes, would fall into the maze of disappointment. “Wei,” paid” | 

she, “therefore can I do, that he may not defeat his own Views ?” Yq 

Remediless, she, from policy, esteeming reproof necessary, hayibg 

assumed a frowning look, exclaimed, “Ah ! thou devoid oi. yinhne, i 

“ forgetful of God, what vice and wickedness is this, that mnugh £ 4 

“console thee with tenderness and love, like my own chililren, and ;
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haveealled thee my sister’s son, who ought to be as my own; yet 
A ‘thou wouldst by force and violence stain the skirt of my purity with 

iy “the sin of error, and thus fixest on my collar, at the instigation of 
i) * che deviland from the bent of thy own evil mind, the hand of impor- 

I “unity.” She then loudly cried out, My housemates, hasten to my. 

% “yclief, for in the hands of this youth I am cruelly tormented.” 
Ay ‘he women from every quarter rushed into the apartment ; upon 

which the Brahmin, alarmed at such an artifice, fainted away with 

rs apprehension. The lady instantly oversetting a dish of riced milk, 

ie which she had prepared by way of refreshment, shed it on the ground, e 
a i and said, “O my sisters, this youth, “who is my nephew, and who 

ne ufier an age of absence has arrived here, was drinking some riced. H 

Br t Ik, when all at once a chill struck his heart, apd he fainted, so 

Bh b Lat I know not what may be the consequeifce, or how he can be. 

|) . “vevived.” Having said this, she shed tears. The ladies brought 

Wer a medicines, comforted her, and took leave. 

© 3 Tae Brahmin now opened his eyes, and said to himself, “I have 

fe af ~ “yaysed through an intricate maze, and escaped from a great danger.” 

ba 7 ‘Pee sorcery-practising woman exclaimed, “O thou inexperienced 

om “sien, calamity hung over thee, but it has passed away. Speedily 
\ $550k ©. hy, therefore place the head of obedience on the line of my com- * 

Be Apts and vary not from what I have ordered, or this time thou 

© alt not save thy head, but wilt become involved in a life-destroy- 

©iiy danger.” The Brahmin when (except through compliance and 

# ibn jission to such an artful jade) he saw no way to safety, remediless 
aye up himself to resignation, and placed his neck under the orders 

stiny. The woman then said “Ah! thou dead-hearted crea- 

b ‘ (ye, this is one section of the Tirrea Veda, in which I have in- 

eh “sipucted thee ; be cautious that thou errest not again ; but, regard- 

Fr “ine any way that I shall direct thee as the path of thy wishes 

; eagerly pursue it.” 
4 ves VERSES. 

“i With wine the Sejjaddeh* stain, if the Peremughaun commands thee ; 

Y © #oy the traveller cannot be ignorant of the modes and customs of halting-places. 

004 journey, whatever comes to the pilgrim’s hand is clean, 

i = A small carpet or mat, which every Mussalm&n should keep from pollution to 
Ai say bis prayers upon. 

x + Se Witt1AM Jonzs, in his quotation of this verse, translates it ‘ Master of the 

Peasi ;' but it certainly means the head of a convent. Probably in the time of 

‘ {40g wine was chiefly sold by Greek Monks in the Mussalmén territories. 

pe ; ° 
3 i ;
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When the Moogh* of the sun arose from the temple of the east, the 
amply-wiled dame dismissed the Brahmin, that he might repair tothe _ | 4 

draw-well ; and she also, according to usual custom, took a pot to i 

fetch water, and acquainted her associates, who were assembled at the q 

spot, of the occurrences of the evening. Y 
| 

Moar ean . i" 
i 

LESSON IT. * 

® Avwornen of the five ladies being now charged with the Brahmin’s: 

tuition, conducted him to her house, and said to her husband, | 

“ To-day the wife of a certain green-grécer having in a company | 

“ of city ladies praised her husband, said,‘ Although his good quali- d 

“ties are beyond the reach of calculation, and his accomplish- 

“ments exceed the power of relation; yet one of his unrivalled 

“seats is this—He milks a cow with his eyes blindfolded, 

“and does not shed a drop from the vessel.’ I could not contain } 

“myself, and said. ‘This is not a matter worthy of praise, or { 

“such boasting, for my husband also, ina much superior way, can @ ~, 
. ‘perform “this feat.’ The green-grocer’s wife denied my assertion, | 

“and I grew warm in repetition of it ; till at length a wager was laid 

“between us. I am now just come home and this young man is the 

“arbitrator, I trust, that this instant, in his impartial presence, ac- 

* cording to the abovementioned mode, thou wilt milk the cow, and ; 

“not make me ridiculous in the eyes of my towns women.” ’ 5 

The perfectly wise husband exclaimed, “ This is no difficult mat- | 

“ter, for which thou hast admitted all this anxiety into thy mind. 

“Surely, my abilities cannot be inferior in this business to those of a 

“ sreen-grocer, a paltry seller of herbs, that I should permit thy 

“humiliation before women of the same caste and rank.” The 

deceitful woman, upon this, exulted like the rose from the western 

gale, and in an instant blindfolding the eyes of her inwardly blind § 

husband, gave into his hands a vessel, and tying a cord about the feet 

of the cow, made her stand before him. She then beckoned to the 

Brahmin, who quickly advanced, and studied the second section of the | 
Tirrea Veda, ° 

When she had finished her instructions, she untied the band from 

* Priest or Monk, . 

. (4 

i
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her husband’s eyes, kissed his hands, and signified joy and satisfaction 

beyond measure. The husband was still more rejoiced, that he had 

executed such a difficult affair blindfolded. The cunning wife 

exclaimed to the Brahmin, “ Now thou hast beheld the cleverness of 

: “my husband :” And the conceited dotard, from pride in his own 

wisdom, smilingly lent an ear to his own praises, and requested 

impartiality of the arbitrator. From excess of delight, he swelled 

/ within his vest, nay, could scarcely be contained within it. ‘To make 

short of the story, the fascinating woman dismissed the arbitrating 

Brahmin. e 

The following morning, when the golden-zinarred* Brahmin of the 

heavelis arose from the temple of the east, the five women attended 

at the draw-well, and the pure-vested lady, havingsrelated to them 

her stratagems and successful artifices, became the object of praise. 

LESSON III. 

On the third day, one of the five dames, who by her wiles would 

‘have drawn his claws from the devil, having beer entrusted 

with the care of the Brahmin, took him with her, and having placed 

him in a lodging, went to her own house ; where, after a short in- 

terval, she feigned to have an excruciating pain in her stomach, and 

said, “Shortly the bird of my soul will quit its elemental cage. I 

‘ “know not whether disagreeing food hath excited wind, or during my 

“eating some evil eye hath made an impression ; + but somehow I 

“am weary of life” Unremittingly, from deceit, rubbing her hands 

over her stomach, she twisted her nose awry, and changed counte- 

nance, The husband, who truly loved her, was much alarmed ; and, 

being at a loss for a remedy, said “For an instant lay hold on the 

“ strong cord of patience, while Igo to the hospital, and procure a 

“medicine from the physician.” The cunning dame replied, “Do 

“not go away, for thy presence is a comfort to my heart; but 

“place a curtain{ between us, that I may send for a female 
ee eee 

a “eA string worn by Brahmins over the shoulder, as a badge of their caste. 

++ The orientals have a superstitious idea that the eye of an envious person 
occasions disorders. 

{ Itis common in India to hang a thick cloth "or curtain across a room, if 

the master of the house remains, when the wife is visited by females. 

‘
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“ neighbour, who in this complaint has perfect skill” The husband 
immediately prepared the curtain, and sitting on the outside, employed 

himself in prayers for the recovery of his wife, who sent word to. 

the Brahmin, that covering himself with a long veil, he should enter’ 

as a woman. 

: The Brahmin, now without dread, speedily entered, and in a proper 

manner (physician like) engaged in prescribing for her complaints ; 

which having relieved, he retired to his lodging with the blessings 

of the husband. The wife, at ease, sang forth the praises of her good 

neighbour, and vowed gratitude to her, before her husband ; who also: 

joined with her in the proper thanksgivings, Next day, she repaired 

with the Brahmin to the well and informed her companions ef hez 

adventure.” e 
° ESE 

LESSON IV. 

Tue fourth lady, through dread of the arrow of whose cunning the: 

warrior of the fifth heaven* trembled in the sky, like the reed, having 

bestowed her attention on the pilgrim Brahmin, despatched him to-an 

orchard ; aid having gone home, said to her wise husband, “I have 

“heard that in the orchard of a certain husbandman, there is a date 

“ tree, the fruit of which is of remarkably fine flavour ; but what is 

“yet stranger, whoever ascends it, sees many wonderful objects. If 

“to-day, going to visit this orchard, we gather dates from this tree; 
“and also see the wonders of it, it will not be unproductive of amuse- 

ment.” In short, she so worked upon her husband with flattering 

speeches and caresses, that nolens volens he went to the orchard, and 

at the instigation of his wife, ascended the tree. At this instant she 

beckoned to the Brahmin, who was previously seated, expectantly, im ; 

a corner of the garden. 

The husband, from the top of the tree, beholding what was not 

fit to be seen, exclaimed in extreme rage, “Ah! thou shameless 
“ Russian-bornt wretch, what abominable action is this ?” The wife 

making not the least answer, the flames of anger seized the mind of 
the man, and he began to descend from the tree ; when the Brahmin * Ki 

+ * Theplanet Mars. , 
++ The Asiatics have a very contemptible opinion of the Russians, especially o? 

the females, whom they believe to be void of common modesty. Our early Euro- 
pean voyagers have expressed the same idea.
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with activity and speed having hurried over the fourth section of the 

_  ‘Tirrea Veda, went his way. 

; VERSE. 

The road to repose is that of activity and quickness. 

‘ The wife, during her husband’s descent from the tree having 

arranged her plan, said, “ Surely, man, frenzy must have deprived thy 

“brain of the fumes of sense, that having foolishly set up such a cry, 

“ and not reflecting upon thy own disgrace, (for here, excepting thy- 

self, what male is present ?) thou wouldst fix upon me the charge 

“ of infidelity ?” The husband, when he saw no person near, was 

astonished, and said to himself, “certainly, this vision must have 

*€ been miraculous.” 

The completely artful wife, from the hesitationspf her husband, 

guessed the cause, and impudently began to “abuse him. ‘Then in- 

stantly tying her vest round her waist, she ascended the tree. When 

she had reached the topmost branch, she suddenly cried out, “O 

* “+hou shameless man, what abominable action is this! If thy evil 

“¢ star hath led thee from the path of virtue, surely thou mightest have 

{ -(in secret ventured upon it. Doubtless to pull down the curtain of 

modesty from thy eyes, and with such impudence to conmnit such a 

“ wicked deed, is the very extreme of debauchery.” 

The husband replied, “ Woman, do not thus ridiculously cry out, 

“but be silent ; for such is the property of this tree, that whoever 

“ ascends it, sees man or woman below in such situations.” ‘The cun- 

ning wife now came down, and said to her husband, “ What a charm- 

“ ing garden and amusing spot is this! Where one can gather fruit, 

“ and at the same time behold the wonders ofthe world.” The hus- 

band replied, “Destruction seize the wonders which falsely accuse 

“man of abomination!” In short, the devilish wife, notwithstand- 

ing the impudence of such an action, escaped safely to her house ; and 

the next day, according to custom, attending at the well, intro- 

- duced the Brahmin to the ladies, and informed them of her worthy 

* contrivance.* 

_-~ lesson bear$ to Pope's January and May, and to one of Fontaine’s tales. Indyat 

in Ullé acknowledges his having borrowed it from the Brahmins, from whom it may 

2 have travelled through some voyager to Europe many centuries past, or probably 

having been translated into Arabic or Persian, been brought by some crusader, as 

were many Asiatic romances, which have soryed as the ground work of many of our 

old stories and poems,
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LESSON V. 

Tne fifth lady, (from whose cunning, the devil would own there 

was no escaping) of this assembly of frail ones, having instructed the 

Brahmin in some magical terms, went to her house ; where having + 
feigned madness, she began to talk at random. The Brahmin, agree- 

ably to her instructions, taking a book under his arm, soon appeared 

at the gate of the house, and said ; “I ama most wise philosopher 

“and skilful physician, and can cure all illnesses that afflict the 

“human frame, in the most speedy manner.” The husband being 

informed, conducted the physician within ; and having complimented 

him with the utmost respect, placed him in the seat of honor, and 

showed him the patient. The learned physician having most artfully 

felt the pulse off the ehaste dame, said, “This woman is free from 

bodily ills ; but a powerful evil spirit hath taken possession of her, so 

“that I know not whether the unhappy sufferer can escape with life 

“ from his hands.” : 

The lady’s relations, instantly bursting out into entreaty, hung upon 

his vest, and said, “O noble Sir, this difficulty may be overcome by - 

“thy gracjous favour ; for God’s sake have pity, and do not at once— 

“plunge us into despair.” The physician replied, ‘‘ Though it is 

* long since I have left off such studies as this, and therefore do not 

“defile myself with mercenary views ; yet compassion for the youth 

. “of this woman, and your distress, overcome me, so that I will 

“ attempt her recovery.” 

He then commanded that they should sweep and cleanse the house 

throw ambergris into the fire, and spread the floor with flowers. JDhe 

eminent physician then ascended the musnud of learning, and having 

set fire to some perfumes with p&per, applied the smoke to her nose, 

and uttered some magical speeches. The evil spirit (the woman) now 

all at once exclaimed, “Ignorant wretch, take not vainly trouble upon 

“thyself, for I cannot conceive how such a clumsy bird as thou 

“ wilt reach the battlement of the sky. They call me Kirnaus; a - 

* hundred thousand genii are under my command, who dare not. move 

“an hair’s breadth from the boundary of my authority. .“I have 

“made many coxcombs like thee quaff the sherbet of death. Have ~ 

“ compassion then on thy own precious life, and escape whilst thou | 

_ ‘hast a foot to carry thee, or I will order my forces to destroy thee.” 

From hearing these expressions, a trembling seized all present ;
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but the physician said, “I am not such a one as thou hast supposed ; 

“ give not thyself up to vain conceits ; if thy future safety is desirable, 

“instantly release this innocent woman, or I will confine thee ina 

“bottle,* and burn thee in the fire with a thousand tortures.” In 

short, much of this sort of altercation passed between the physician 

and the evil spirit, till at length the doctor, for that day withholding 

his hand, arose and said; “This is a, difficult case and a’ dreadful 

“calamity ; I must undergo great mortifications and much trouble to 

« master it.” The relations of the woman fell at his feet, and said, 

“With such compassionate behaviour and important favour, thou wilt 

“make us all thy willing slaves. Do as is proper for this unhappy 

«woman.” ‘The physician, having comforted them, took leave. 
On the following morning, when the golden egg of the sky appear- 

ed from the womb of the horizon, the peréectly%killed physician, 

i having coloured over some pigeon’s eggs with saffron, and put part of 

the blood of a white duck.into an earthen pot, came to the house, and 

ordered it to be placed, covered up, over a fire, while the household 

formed a ring at a distance round the woman. When the pot boiled, 

: the wife cried out, “I burn, I burn, for God’s sake forgive me, and 

~ ~~ again I will never attack this woman ;” Upon which the physician 

said, “If thou wilt promise and swear, I will forgive thee.” 

The woman now whispered a new device into the doctor’s ear, who 

commanded, that having taken the pot from the fire, they should bury 

it in the earth ; upon which the spirit (the woman) exclaimed, “ Now 

; “perform the religious ceremonies; array me in new and delicate 

“clothing ; perfume me with costly essences ; and, having placed 

“me and the physician in a mohaffé,t throw over it an embroidered 

“covering. Then call in the most melodious singers and musicians, 

“and let four persons lifting the mohaffi on their shoulders, carry “us ne 

“four times round the court of my house.’ 

The physician said, “Such state as this belongs only to royalty. ; 

“these poor people cannot accomplish it, so give up such impossible 

EE et 

* The Asiatics believe, that by abstinence and particular prayers, evil spirits may 

be reduced to obedience and confined in phials ; as was the Spanish Devil upon Two 

ee Sticks, who doubtless came from Arabia, 

+ A close litter, used chiefly by women, and covered often with velvet, broad , 

: cloth, or silk richly embroidered with gold and silver, sometimes intermixed with 

pearl and precious stones. ‘Tne frame also is sometimes of silver thickly plated 

oyer the wood, but always beautifully lacquered. . 

M
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“ ceremonies, and make the business more easy.” The spirit replied, 

“Doctor, thou well knowest, the plan of every person is according to _- 

“his genius.” 

When altercation had passed all bounds, the wife’s friends effected 

the necessary preparations ; and the physician entering the mohaffa, 

was ensuared in the lady’s dark tresses, each hair of which was fit for a 

ransom for the musk-bags of China, and moved his lips as if in 

prayers, while the husband and others his relations lifted the vehicle 

on their shoulders. The doctor then let down the curtains round the 

mohaffa ; the bearers of the machine marched round the courts, as 

directed_; while the musicians and singers followed them performing a 

concert. 

The doctor at éengthlifting up the curtains, commanded them to 
set down the carriage. “The artful wife, who was herself the contriver | 

of this business, now stretching her eyes, gazed around, as if astonish- \ 

ed, and with a modest voice exclaimed, “ What means this sense- 

confounding assembly ? and why am I in this mohaffi?” All with 

one voice, but most loudly the husband, cried out, “ All is for thee,” 
and related particulars. The cunning wife, when she had lent an ear 

to their story from beginning to end, pretending ignorance, said, acs 

* Gracious heaven! I know nothing of the business.” In short, the 
virtuous physician, having been rewarded with a sum of money and 

effects for his services, was dismissed with a hundred compliments.* 

peer eere er ee ' 
* The belief of possession by evil spirits still prevails in India. I once saw a 

person said to be possessed ; and it may not be unamusing to the reader to know 

the circumstances. 4 

One afternoon, I wasawakened frommynap by aloud ery of Bhoot hye, Bhoot hye, 

(the evil spirit is here) from all my serv@its. I left my room, and saw outside the 

court the sweeper, a female, tearing her hair, her eyes rolling, foaming at the mouth, 

and running wildly about, exclaiming, ‘‘I will destroy you all.” I supposed her to 

be in a convulsion fit, or suddenly seized with madness. I ordered her to be 

brought into the house ; but on the servants and myself attempting to seize her, she 

jumped into the midst of a thorny bush, and was much scratched, but seemed insen- 

sible to pain. At length we brought her into the house, where I had her held down, 
beat pretty smartly with my hands the soles of her feet and palms of her hands, 

applied Eau de Luce and burnt feathers to her nose, but without effect. The spirit 

still exclaimed, ‘‘ I will destroy you all.” 

* My Moonshi (Persian tutor) now begged leave to try his skill. He began by ask~ 1 

ing the spirit its name? It replied, ‘My name is Peer’Khén ; I was killed in battle 

“on this spot, and my tomb, which stands near this house, has been polluted: . 

~ “unless you kill a cock over it, erect a pole, and light eyery night a lamp, and
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The following day, when the bride of the sky arose from the 

mohaffé of the east, the artful lady conducted the Brahmin to the well, e 

and related to her ‘companions the wonderful adventure ; on which 

they applauded, and allowed her superiority in the mysteries of the 

Tirrea Veda over themselves. ‘The five ladies, who might be reckon- 

ed the five senses of cunning, now dismissed the Brahmin, and said, 

“Thou hast now attained a full knowledge of the Tirrea Veda, its 

’ “depths and difficulties ; also, how well instructed thy chaste wife is 

“in the science, and for what she has made thee a wanderer in the 

“road of pilgrimage.” Q . 

The Brahmin, full of obligation for their kindness, hastened home- 

wards in all anger and rage, twisting his whiskers in passion, Ina 

short time he finished his journey ; but on his arfPval, not shewing ; 

the least attention to his wife, the guileful dame, from her penetrat- 

ing judgment, guessed what was the cause of his looking so furiously. 

For the present, at the instigation of policy, she lengthened the string 

of her newly-taught bird, and submitted her neck to whatever he 
ordered, like an humble slave. 

= When the sun as a bridegroom retired to the chamber of the west, 

i the wife’s gallant, having heard of her husband’s return, sent her the 

following message :— 

“The sincerity of regard, and truth of thy affection and attach- 

l “ment to me, can only be proved by this, viz. that to-night thou glad- 
“ den the sorrowful cell of thy ardent, lover by thy presence, and give 

“light to the eyes of the expectant with the rays of thy beauty. 
“ Come soon, and be the life-comsoler of my mournful heart.” 

The wife replied, “ Although my heart, like a miser eager for te ~ 

“repeat a Fateah, (a prayer, being the first Ghapter of tie eoken)t willtdeeeae 
“you all.” 

The Moonshi gravely promised to comply with this demand, when the possessed. 
sunk for a few moments into a state of stupor ; then opening her eyes, faintly asked 
(for she wasmuch exhausted) what had been the matter, and why she was seratched,. 
&e. We informed her, and I accused her of imposition ; but she affirmed she was 
ignorant of what had passed. It was in vain that I remonstrated with the Moonshi, 
&ce. What the spirit had directed was performed. uJ 

I must remark, that a battle had been fought on the spot, which was near the 
provincial capitalof Midnépore. here was also a tomb, as the possessed described, 
near my cook-rooni. It was a lonesome situation, and surrounded by a wood, I 
suspected that it was a trick of the servants to make me move to quarters they liked: 
better. The spirit, however, never plagued us again after its request was complied. 
with, One and all denied any artifice in the business. ,
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“treasures of Karoon,* is anxious for the felicity of thy soul-delight- 

“ing enjoyment ; yet, as the unfavourable volutions of the sky are 

“never in the same position, to-night, the attainment of the happiness 

“‘of the glorious presence is impossible. Vexed as Iam at my inyo- 

“Juntary fault, yet I trust in thy kindness to cover it with the 

“mantle of forgiveness, and for this ene night to submit to the 
; “ disappointment.” 5 é 

The gallant would on no account accept of this excuse ; but, fasten- - 

ing the hand of importunity om her skirts, said, “The case is, that 

oO “ without thee I value not life, and the bird of my soul is tortured on 

“the fire of love ; so that shouldst thow to-night disappoint me of thy 

“ company, I will plunge a dagger into my breast,-tear out that heart 

“ over which I hffve nq power, for it is thine, and at once obtain an 

“ eternal separation.” 

The wife, as she dearly valued the repose of her lover, remediless, 

consented ; and when her husband was asleep, leaving her confidant 

to supply her place by his side, after putting out the lamp, went to 

her paramour. The Brahmin, after some time waking, felt an 

inclination to make it up with his wife ; and getting the better of his : 

vesentment, having with kindness and softness spoke some soothing 

words, expected that she would return his fondess by suitable expres- 

sions. This, however, did not happen, as the confidant, fearing the 

disclosure of the stratagem, and the breaking of the stitches of her 

work, spoke not a word. The Brahmin again, out of endearment, said, 

« Thou hast always hitherto been lavish.of smiles and inviting blan- 

“ dishments, and were wont to behavetwith unreserve, and to fascinate 

Z “we by thy soul-delighting speeches. How is it that to-night thow 

« utterest not a word, and wilt not make harmonious the nightingale 

“of thy melodious voice ? Where are thy graces fled, and where 

“thy wit ?” : 

The woman, as it was not politic for her to speak, continued silent ; 

upon which the Brahmin, whose heart had been already scored like 

. the tulip; with anger at the unbecoming behaviour of his wife, and 

wwas tormented now afresh at her supposed sullenness, lost all patience. 

Rising up in gréat fury, he snatched a sharp knife, and without delay _ 

cleared the page of the face of his wife's deputy of the character of 

her nose. The unfortunate confidant became thus distinguished in 

hoards, Supposed to be the same as Dathan, &c. recorded in Scripture.
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veward of her fidelity, and, in return for such life-resignation and 

> services to her principal, found exaltation and such high honour. 

True it is, that every good action has a recompense, and every evil 

deed a punishment. However, as she felt that she had fully performed 

her duty, and clearly evinced her genius and’ fortitude, she courage- 

ously held her peace, and bound her face up in her veil. 

The Brahmin again went to sleep, and towards the close of night, ™ 

his wife returning from her lover, asked her representative what had - 

passed ; who replied, “Alas! my nose has been sacrificed to thy 

“friendship.” The artful woman having dismissed her hastily, and 

deferred apologies for the accident to another time, retired into a 

corner, and began thus, ina whining tone, to pray. “O thou, to whom 

“all secrets are known, and to whom in the darkMess of night the 

“actions of every one are clear as in the light of day ; if thou 

“knowest that the skirt of my condition is clear of the filth of error, 

‘‘and that my foot hath never strayed into the path of sin, then favour 

“me with compassion, and deliver me from this disgraceful injury, 

“0 thou beholder of all things, restore my nose.” After some pause, 

raising her head from the: ground of lamentation, she rendered melo- 

dious the nightingale of her voice with the following strains:— 

VERSES. 

Though every single hair‘of mine was a tongue, 
And I should utter with each stanzas in thy praise, 

I could not string the pearls of thy merited thanksgiving, 
Or express the smallest part of thy obligations upon me, 

The Brahmin now awoke; and when he heard the prayers and 

thanksgiving-effusions of his wife at the throne of the dispenser of 

events, instantly arose, and brought a lamp that he might behold her 

face, and see whether her nose proved the truth of her words, or not. 

He found it on examination unhurt, became overwhelmed in the mazes 

of astonishment, and ashamed of his evil action. He now bent his 

neck under the load of regret, began to beg pardon, falling down at the 

feet of his chaste wife, whose miraculous purity he adored with reve- 

rence ; so that now regarding her as worthy of confidence, the model 

of virtue, and pattern of good actions, he in future freed her from the 

reins of his control. * : 
urns Sci) eee 

* The circumstance of a confidant’s losing her nose T remember to haye met with 

§n some old English tale, but the book I do not recollect, Now in his paraphrase of
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CHAPTER XIII. ; - 

‘ CONTINUATION OF 

mn THE HISTORY OF JAHANDAR. 

. Wnewn the publishers of scandal on women, and the exposers of 

female dishonour, had exercised the steed of narration on the course: 
of prolixity ; the wellawishers of the State and friends to the empire, 

who had the pages of their hearts impressed with the characters of 

loyalty, and the dgblets of their foreheads graced by the prostrations of 
fidelity ; supposing the the arrow of contrivance might have reached 

the target of completion ; went into the presence of Jahandar Sultan, 

to examine his state of mind: Anew they expanded the portals of 

advice, and shedding the valuable gems of remonstrance on his lap, said : $ 

“© high born prince, notwithstanding some particulars of the evil: 

“nature and innate crookedness of women have been explained to thy 

“ enlightened mind ; how lamentable is it, that asovereign of sublime 

“knowledge, of perfect wisdom, and profound understanding, such as 

“thou art,—(the fume of whose glory has gone from one extremity of 

“the globe to the other, and from the dread of whose world-subduing 

“sabre the sovereigns of the earth tremble like the reed)—becoming 

“ distressed by love for woman, from whose nature nothing can be 

“expected but treachery and deceit, should be stigmatized throughout 

“the habitable regions, for low genius, sensibility of mind, and weak- 

“ness of intellect |” 

The prince, as he was intoxicated by the prudence-consuming wine 

of love, and overcome by the fumes of the world-inflaming beauty, 

gave no attention to the admonitions of the wife, nor adinitted, as of 

the Tirrea Veda, has departed very wide from the original, and inserted a sixth 

Tesson, (that of the swing) which is not injthe Bahfr-i-Dénish. It was my design, on 

yeading over my translation of this chapter, to have omitted it altogether, as the 

descriptions of intrigue seemed too. free: but, on revisal, I judged it might be 
rendered admissable by striking out a very few seritences. This has been done. = 

The 'Tirrea Veda was probably originally written by some Hindu of inferior caster 

wu as a satire on the Brahmins ; and Iwasinformed, that the asking one of those privi- 
leged and sacred personages if he has studied the fifth Veda, is often done by wicked: 

wits, when they find him ignorant and insolently proud of his high caste.
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‘any weight on the scales of his mind, the clear gems of advice, or the 
princely pearls of remonstrance. On the tablet of his mind the 

flourishes of caution made no impression, and the aspirations of the 

charmers* had no effect ; but remonstrance and reproof rather proved 

the cause of increase to his love, and addition to his passion. 

VERSES. , 

' Love accords not with the cell of repose. 5 

‘To it, pleasing is scandal and the path of reproof, 
From reproof, the pangs of love begin afresh ; 

From publicity, love becomes more violent. 

Reproof is the magistrate of the bazaar of love ; 

Reproof is the polisher of the rust of love. 

Remediless, the counsellors and advisers, having grawn the stroke 

of confessed inability over the pages of their subject, withdrew their 

hands from endeavour. ‘The state of affairs, through the attendants 

at the feet of the throne of royalty, and the informed of the secrets of 

empire, reached the audience of the king ; when the most skilful 

. physicians being appointed, strove all in their power to ease the 

sorrows of the prince’s mind, according to the rules of “science and 

: —medical Atle Their attempts, however, met no success, not was any 

advantage obtained. ‘True it is, that in every heart where the heaven- 

exalted sovereign of love hath taken up his abode, and, waving the + 

sky-measuring standards of passion, hath sounded the drum of madness 

through the four regions of elemental composition, wisdom has no 

predominance. From the presence of the guardian of prudence 

what can ensue, but that he should fall into the deluge of insult, and 

be discomfited before the champions and world-destroying forces of 

the ficld of calamity ? Surely, love is a stormy ocean, and wisdom 

only as the resistance of chaff. Love is a world-destroying tempest, 

and wisdom the faint glimmering of a lamp. The wound, which from 

the envenomed spear of madness has becomea gangrene, cannot obtain 

healing from the salve-spread lint of skill ; nor can the shrub which, 

cherished by the fountain of love in the heart, hath put forth the blos- 

som of maddess, be blighted by the autumnal chill of prudence. ~ 

VERSES. 

Love is as a thousand fame: in ardour ; 

Wisdom only as a thousand shreds on water. 

*The pretended conjurors of Asia, by breathing upon a patient, affect tho 
power of curing all maladies,
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When the fires of love are kindled, 
They consume the wise man and his wisdom. 

When love charges with his steel clad force, * 

He makes the gall of armour-vested heroes dissolve like water. 

Love is a despotic sovereign of sovereigns, without the toil of war. 
Love is the irresistible conqueror of princes. 

He forms his canopy of misery. ‘ 
He rides upon a blood-stained steed ; . 

He ornaments himself with'the blood of wisdom ; 

He adorns himself with the chains of madness. 

When the king heard this relation from the wise men of his court, 

the capital of his heart became a prey to the forces of despondency and 

anguish ; and the stores of his mind were scorched by the life-destroy- 

ing lightning of sorrow. Having summoned all the learned attend- 

ants on the thyene of, empire to a select conference, he formed the 

assembly of consultation, and asked a remedy for the prince’s disorder ? 

All agreed, that to attempt his recovery by advice or remonstrance, 

was like beating cold iron, or measuring air with the hand ; because, 

the affair having passed beyond the power of control, and the arrow 

of Divine will being shot from the bow of decree, it was impossible to 

struggle with destiny, or oppose Providence. True it is, that no hero 

has a shiefd against the arrow of fate. It was therefore noy advisable 

for his majesty, that he should plan how the prince might gather the 

* rose-bud of his desires in the garden of enjoyment, and how the shrub 

of his wishes might put forth the blossoms of completion in the grove 

of attainment ; in short, that the father of Bahrawar Banu might con- 

sent to @ union, and grant an alliance between the rose-tree of the 

garden of beauty and the cypress of the margin of the river of royalty. 

When the well-wishers of the throne could point out no other 

remedy for the healing of the prince’s heart, than the enjoyment of 
Bahrawar Banu, the king, having deeply reflected on the affair, 

enquired of his wise and faithful viziers the means of accomplishing 

such a difficult business. They, after attaining the happiness of kissing 

the steps of the imperial throne, according to the custom of the swim- 

mers in the sea of ceremonials, thus represented. 

“Tt appears accordant with wisdom, and agreeable to policy, that 

“a prudent ambassador shall hasten to the presence of the father of 
“the concealed within the screens of purity and honour, with pre- 

“ sents worthy of this ever-glorious State. Let him also carry letters 

“expressive of regard, and solicitous of connection. From his own 
“ policy-directing understanding, which is the lamp to the path of
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“attainment, and from the reflections of his profound judgment, let 

“him, agreeably to the circumstances of time and the mode of his 

“reception, introduce remarks intimating the object of desire with 

“eloquence and grace, so that anyhow the pearl of desire may be 

“strang on the thread of enjoyment, and he may get the clue of attain- 

“ment into his hands.” F ' 

The king, thinking the wise opinion of his faithful ministers most 

approveable, commanded his Mercury-penned secretary and light- 

displaying amanuensis, that he should in elegant language and grace- 

ful style draw upon the thread of narration the precious gems of rhe- 
toric, and the costly pearls of expression of his wishes: and that he 
should give free rein to the zephyr-fleeted steed of the’pen in the plain . 

. of oratory and elegant composition. The megic-composing scribe, 

according to the orders of the fortunate king, having with the 

adornment of his fancy given new force to the night-hued tresses of 

. expression, introduced his beauty on the perfumed expanse of the 

page, and thus made melodious the eloquent nightingale of his pen on 

the jasmine shrub of delivery. ‘ 

° 

THE LETTER. . 

“ After offering up praise and thanksgiving to the Eternal, Creator 

of the world, in attempting to delineate whose attributes, the pen, 

from inability, becomes divided, and loud thanks to the Chief of the 

Missionaries,* in the wide expanse of whose praise, eloquence is 

abashed at its own want of expression ; and next, having waved an 

offering of the flowers of gratulation and blessings nurtured by the 
water and air of friendship and union, and blossomed in the garden of 

alliance and mutual interest over the court of the divine assembly of 

the monarch in glory, like Feredoon and Kie Khoosroo (of fortunate 

: aspect, adorner of the throne of empire and good fortune, giver of 

splendour to the crown of royalty and dominion, gracer of the assembly 

of magnificence and command, exalter of the standard of conquest and 

- victory, strength of the arm of power and prosperity, gnomon of the 
astrolabe of dignity and command, index of the volumes of exaltation, 

flourisher ‘of the edicts of truth, monarch of powerful star, victorious 

* Mahommed. : 

i Nie
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in war, chief shrub in this emerald-coloured garden) giving reins to 

the swift courser of the pen of friendship in the plain of explanation, 

it becomes represented.* 

“ Although during so long an interval, according to the modes and 

customs of the reverencers of mere appearance, correspondence by 

‘letters or ambassadors, which is a mean of impressing the characters 

of friendship and agreement, and a medium of binding the knot of 

: sincerity and alliance, hath not taken place outwardly between us ; 

yet internally, which well-informed minds alone regard as the founda- 

tion of action, the rules of truth and sincerity, and the fundamentals 

of friendship and regard have been observed in the most perfect 

manner. Our august mind has been wholly bent on the blossoming 

of the buds of Ktndly intercourse, and the expansion of the flowers of 

friendly connection. Our liberal attention has been uniformly directed 
to that establishment of sincere union and confirmation of true alliance, 

which forms a congeniality of souls and internal agreement, which the 

acquainted with the nature of truth and informed in sacred mysteries, " 
call friendship ; and than which, in both worlds, a nobler connection 

cannot exist. Doubtless, similar ideas must have been reflected on- 

the mirror of the enlightened mind of your Majesty, exalted as the 

~ heavens,sand resplendent as the pleiades, whose soul is the source of 

the rays of sincerity and kindness. However, as our business is with 

the multitude, who judging merely from appearances, have no opinion 

of their own on reality ; therefore the mind, venerating concord and 

friendly to agreement, of this dependent on the Divine throne has 

become anxious, that the regulation of the connections of alliance and 

unanimity, and the confirmation of our mutual friendship and intimacy, 

may be made appear to the inhabitants of the world, and the extent 

of our sincere regard. be known as publicly as possible by all ranks, 

in order that the high alliance between our two august families may 

be preserved until the dissolution of night and day, and remain a rule 

of conduct to all future glorious sovereigns. r 

; “Jn consequence of the above important considerations, the chief 

of a noble family, famed for loyalty and attachment, head of faithful 
So ee 

* In Asiatic epistles, epithets similar to those marked by parentheses, as above, 

sometimes fill a whole page of a complimentary letter, before you come to the 

conclusion of the opening sentence. The same nonsensical involution occurs in 
all the royal edicts, patents of nobility, and State epistles of the oriental world, and, 
in the latter their omission would be regarded as a high affront.
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servants versed in sincerity, founder of the edifice of life-resignation, 

fully acquainted with our inmost designs, who, from his infancy to the 

. season of youth, has been nourished under the shade of our bounty 

and fayour, and been educated in our august presence, which is the 

trying touchstone of the gold of ability, has been despatched to the 

court of your Majesty adorning the throne of empire, in order that, 

without the mediation of a second person, he may represent the ac- 

counts of our friendship and regard, as he was honoured with them in 

our heaven-like court, and deliver a charge* which was entrusted to: 4 
his oral communication. 

“ There is hope, from the: august disposition of that centre of the 

circle of majesty and royalty, that, having tinged the fingers of the 

bride of our request with the Hinndt of assent, they will give with the: 

friendly moisture of bounty and kindness, lasting fresfiness and bloom 

to the garden of unanimity ; that, having cleared away the damp of 

estrangement from the mirror of the heart with the polish of benevo- 

lence and condescension, they will render us bound by obligation and 

pledged to gratitude. By this means they will in this unstable world 

: bestow durability on. the-edifice of friendship, by a new security and 

improved construction. ai 

“To the adorners of the chief seats in the assemblies of wisdom, and ‘ 

the explorers of the walks of the Garden of Knowledge, whose illumin- 

ed minds are as the mirrors reflecting truth, it is not unknown that, 

on all the productions of creation, on the pages of formation, and tablet 

of discovery; a more approved figure from the pencil of the depictor of © 

F Divine decree, (which is the contriver of all forms of existence,) has. 

not been portrayed, than Friendship, as most praiseworthy in all 

' yanks of men. Now as this connection among the common degrees of 
mankind is productive of a thousand benefits and advantages, it is 

F evident what good consequences must ensue from its confirmation be- 

tween heaven-exalted sovereigns and princes of sublime rank, who - 
Seen ee ee 

* Requesting the princess in marriage. ; 
+ The leaves of a shrub, which bruised is applied to the palms of the hands, and 

dies them red. It is frequently used by all Asiatics; and before marriage, the 

application of it is made with particular ceremonies both by the bride and bride- 
groom: Dr, Russell, in his History of Aleppo, describes the leaf, its preparation and 
mode of application. Itis esteemed not merely ornamental, but medicinal: and I 

have myself often experienced in India a most refreshing coolness through the whole. 
habit from an embrocation, or rather plaster, of Hinn4, applied to the soles of my; 

feet, by prescription of a native physician. The effect lasted for some days. .
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are the prime of creation, and select productions of being, and whom, 

after the prophets (to whom be all respect) the Divine creator has dis. 

tinguished above all created beings and things. 

“Our reason for descanting on these felicitous subjects, and our : 

object in displaying the above beneficial illustrations, is, that should 

any conceited secretary, ignorant of the rules of prudence, and void of 

the treasure of wisdom, (whose sensations have no feeling of the soul- 

delighting perceptions of friendship, and to whose view the portals of 

truth have never been expanded, but who esteems being employed in 

such important affairs a mean of displaying his own abilities) enter 

upon criticism, and, vesting himself apparently in the robes of loyalty, 
to'which in fact his discourse is inimical, represent the beautiful aspect 

of the charmer of this important request, which is the living Leila,* 

aceeptable to ouf hearé, contrary to truth——Your Majesty may, not 

suffering your gracious mind to be displeased with such ignorance, 
examine it with your own just penetration and innate judgment, in the 

retired chamber of your own pure mind, and view it with impartial 

eye and truth-desiring view ; so that, in a proper manner, the degree 

of her charms reaching the place of disclosure, the specimen of her 

world-pleasing beauty may afford unbounded delight to your heart. ~~_— 

“It may have reached, the hearing of the reflected-upon by the 

rays of your Majesty’s vicinity, that in a region dependent upon the 

empire of your friend, some of the borderers (who for generations 

had bowed their heads under the line of submission, and who, like the 

medial dot, removed not from the circle of obedience and subjection) 

at the instigation of some short-sighted leaders, in whose brains the 

fumes of pride and vanity (which are the basest of human imperfec- 

tions) had arisen, having gone astray in the mazes of error and mistake, 

had risen in rebellion. Supposing high mountains and difficult passes, i 

almost inaccessible, their refuge and shelter, haying extended the 

hands of rapine on the treasure and goods of the inhabitants of the 

neighbouring cities, they rushed into the path of their own destruction. 

“ As the care and protection of mankind, (the committed charge 

and trust of the Creator) and the punishment of factious schemers, was 

incumbent upon our august genius, we detached a powerful army of 

our gallant soldiery, under the command of one of our distinguished 

. generals. The Divine auspices, favour, and bounty, have ever attended 

* The heroine of a Persian love poem.
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. 
the standard of our government, and the gale of victory and success hath. 

constantly waved the flags of our prosperity. Ina short time, the rebels 

-- beeame so trampled under the feet of our host-defeating heroes, and 

crushed by our gallant forces, as to become examples to other eyil- 
minded wretches. The strength of our heaven-supported government, 

and assurance of the divine assistance to the standards of our august 
family, made heartfelt impressions on all mankind. ‘True it is, that 

whoever girds up the loins of enmity in false pride, and rivalship 

against the chosen of the throne of the Supreme and the exalted in 

the courts of God, that sin becomes the destruction of his life, and he 

falls quickly, like a wrongly directed arrow, to the ground. 

“ At the instigation of friendship and regard, the above amicable 

sentences have been penned. If it is the Divine will, the connections 

of alliance will attain fresh regulation, and the fountations of amity 

new strength. 

“We hope that your Majesty, who adds splendour to the aspect of 

royalty and prosperity, regarding the customs of friendship and union, 

will relate to this dependent on the divine throne, who is innately 

anxious for alliance, accounts of your august welfare; the intent of 

-your wishes and high designs ; the glory of your throne, public and 

private ; the modes of administering justice ; the punishment of the 

leaders of faction and contention; also, an explanation of the Jaws for f 

- security of your empire, religious establishments, and prosperity of 

your subjects ; the extent of the rays of your bounty to mankind, 

and of your protection to religion ; likewise, the victories and successes 

which may have attended you, apd are the chief graces of royalty and 

empire. Farther, the light-footed steed of the pen has not found per- 

mission to proceed on the plain of prolixity. ¢ : 

“ May the Sun of Empire and Success, and the Luminary of the 

splendour and good fortune of your Majesty, favoured by the divine 

court, continue shining in the sky of permanence and firmament of 

eternity !”* 

* The aboye epistle seems to have been copied from those of Akbar, written by the 
celebrated Abou Fuzzul, and is exactly such an one as an emperor of Hindustén 

would send to a brother potentate on a similar occasion in the present day. The 

translation is as literal as possible. 

Of this letter, and the whole chapter, Dow has given, what cannot be called more 
than a faint outline of the original,
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CHAPTER XIV. 

Tue ambassador, being dismissed from the king’s presence, became 

arduous in the path of travel ; and, using expedition in his journey, 

ina short time obtained the honour of audience. According to the 

customs of the versed in ceremonial, and the rules of the acquainted 

with prudence, he presented the royal letter, with a present of valu- 

ables and rarities ; and, after the proper compliments, delivered his 

commission. The Sultan, when he was informed of the purport of 

the request, reddened with anger ; his colour changed, and the marks 

of displeasure appeared upon his countenance. He pushed the hand 

of refusal against the breast of the envoy, and would not by any 

means comply with his petition. 

VERSES. 

The arched bow of his eyebrows was contracted ; 
* From the fierceness of his look, the speaker trembled. 

So angrily he darted his eyes at the messenger, 

5 That his brain was confused at their ardent glances, ac ee 

The attendants on the carpet of prosperity, on observing the change 

which took place, in their sovereign’s manner, were alarmed, and 

stood mute as painted figures ; while the ambassador, turning pale g 

from excess of mortification, bound the burden of hopelessness on the 

camels of despair. The very day of his arrival,(more uneasy to the 

unlucky envoy than that of his death) a learned secretary, by order of 

the king, drew up a reply to his master’s letter ; with which return- 

ing towards his own country without the object of his wishes, he paced 

the road of disappointment. 

THE REPLY. : 

« After land and thanksgivings to the pure Eternal, and praise and 

reverence to the Prophet—To the sacred mind of the adorner of the 

garden of royalty, (president in. the assembly of empire, recliner upon 

the cushions of sovereignty, gracer of the throne of dignity and 

power, giver of splendour to the crown and throne, introduction to the 

volumes of learning and knowledge, chief link in the chain of command,
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4 principal band of the ties of dominion and heroism)—Be it known, that 

sd the garland of sincerity and regard, namely, their epistle perfumed 

) -with friendship, every word of which was as a newly-coined ‘phrase* 

! on the page of learning, having made its honouring descent in a most 

F) auspicious period, when various delights and pleasures employed 

: us—rendered happy our august mind, The expressions respect- 

ing the rules of friendship and regard, so well written, had the 
honour of perusal, and the charmer of message,t to introduce whom, 

Y the eloquent tongue of your ambassador was necessitated, found admis- 

; sion to the chamber of our sublime andience. : 

“ Praise be to God, this obliged by the divine Majesty has, from 

. his boundless favour, gathered ample stores of the flowers of know- 

‘edge, and numerous garlands of the blossomseof prfidence, into the 

lap of his condition. According to his high genius and expanded 

mind, under the heavenly direction, he is distinguished by the inspi- 

ration of truth and information. . Watching, therefore, strictly as an 

enemy, his own foibles, he makes constant remarks upon his own 

proceedings, public and private, in the volume of observation, hoping 

; for pardon ; and is not to be ensnared by the fool-deceiving expres- 

sions of self-interested persons. Distinguishing between falsehood 

and truth, he does not engage in any matter that may prove the 

occasion of shame, and especially of ridicule, among mankind. 

“Tt becomes the high dignity of monarchs of heaven-like station, , 

who should be examples to the world, and whom the Creator has dis- 

tinguished among its inhabitants in the circle of being as central 

points and protectors of thé public, that in every affair which they . 

meditate, they should, like compasses, draw the line of consideration 

. around the plan, and having weighed its propriety and objections in 

the scales of argument, then commit to the flight of execution the 

i, eagle of performance. Should they themselves not possess a sufficient 
portion of discriminating wisdom and clear judgment, then, having 

\ joined to their own ideas those of their ably-reflecting viziers, they 

i should seek assistance from their advice ; and, agreeably to their 

Pe opiniow, display upon the pages of appearance the plans of high 
4 design and important object ; so that they may be applauded, and no 

: difficulty or hindrance occur to their completion. To boast of 

* This sentence is meant as a satirical remark on the pompose style of th 
A emperor's letter. 

i + The request of family alliance,
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unaccomplished plans, or commit them to the pen, wisdom direciy “Y 

not ; and, doubtless, no consequences but shame ‘can accrue fron ™ 

such cohduct.* May the ever-existing God afford you the gracé cf d 

rightly-guiding wisdom ! and may the sun of your royalty shing in 

the firmament of perpetuity !”+ sy. y 

fe 

CHAPTER XY, ne 

Wnuen the ambassador, without the object of his mission hayitig 
returned in mortification and sadness, obtained the honour of kis‘iny J 

the carpet of the kingef kings, and presented the denial-portray i1g 

letter, inimical to alliance, before the attendants on the steps of fhe 

imperial throne ; the sovereign, on account of the characters of 

gratification not being impressed om the tablet of his desires, and the 

deviation of the father of Baharawar Banu from the straight path oi 

friendship, became exceedingly sorrowful, and inexpressible ang wish: 

on this accgunt afflicted his mind. Calling, therefore, the prince t¢ 4 j 

private audience, he informed him of the state of affairs ; and agai ] 

opening the portals of admonition, offered arguments against tlie ill 

effects of obstinacy and persistence in such a difficult business ‘and 

» hazardous undertaking. He hoped that, having heard them with the 

ear of attention, he would lay aside his design, and quit sucht) 4 

dangerous scheme : but, as the sea of passion agitated the prince, and 

. the wine of love fermented in the still of his heart, the precious Wine 
of advice had not with him-the value of a grain of barley, nor had jhe 

remonstrances of propriety more effect with him than wind. Balke f 

denly raising his head from the knee of sorrow, he exclaimed: | 

“The just observations and gracious admonitions of your Majesty hi 

“all merit to be impressed on the tablet of my heart, and to be wrift)” 

“ten in characters of gold ; but it is necessary to know, that lgye |, \ 

“is all contradiction, and at perfect enmity against worldly wis in. ~ ‘| 

_ “Like Mujenoon, I have yielded the reins of self-control into &: qi 

“guidance of madness. What profit then can remonstrance 1 ‘a 

“and what ease can wisdom afford me ? - % 

* This allndes to the boasts of victory made in the emperor's letter. pak 

++ Of Dow’s imitation of this, I am constrained to make the same remark asta 
Jast chapter. t
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£ , VERSES. 

fee + “Seek not admission for advice into my brain, 
Stee % “For that recess is filled with the sound of the Chung and Rubbaub.”* 

He _ Inshort, the inward distraction and mental disorder of the prince 

: i “ passed all bounds ; so that, Mujenoon like, love wresting the bridle of 

4 ~— patience from the palm of his command, made him a wretched 

a wanderer, bewildered in the mazes of search. Remediless, and de- : 

Es _.. t@emined upon exile from his family and country, he chose poverty 

\ a ‘bel re royalty, and gave the preference to wretchedness over the 

rs) we Po mand of a world. He esteemed toil better than repose, and 

ny - ‘Pilprimage than home. Casting off the crown of royalty from the 

| b-211 of prosperity, he assumed in its room the cap of a fakeer ; and 
©! Waring the silken robes from his delicate form, pus on the coarsest 

a  @euaent. His sun-resembling face, more gentlé than the rose, he rub- 

a ' “hen over with ashes ; and with tortured heart, and tear-flowing eyes, 

5 “jim quest of his beloved, with the foot of desire and pace of search, 

| measured the desert. : 
ij VERSES. 

o How pleasant is love, that when he plunders, ( 
The monarch can put onthe vestment of the beggare! | 

a eo Does he ease the head of the king of a crown ? ‘ E 

Ge aise | Let him assume the dulk,} and he will confer Royalty. 

_ 4it sight of the prince’s unhappy state, lamentations issued from the 

ibe : of all, and high and low shed the tears of regret. All ranks, 

}( ing together the hand of sorrow, bit the fingers of amazement. 

P wiki echo of sighs reached the skies from every blade of grass in the 
a ob and the moanings of the afilicted people ascended to’ the 

> pete vault of heaven. The pillars of the State and chiefs of the 

& eo) atry, on hearing this soul-distracting event, becoming overpowered 

a x) 2) the wine of regret, without delay hasted to the presence of the j 

., ~~ pri ice, and, with a hundred agonies and pangs, shed tulip-coloured 

* - i¢@<s from the goblets of their eyes on their venerable cheeks. Again 

| Miwoducing advice and entreaty, did they implore his relinquishment 

i 1s Bat such a soul-terrifying resolve. The prince, wandering from the 

ae 7 ision of sanity and understanding, having emitted from the fiery 
Rs ae ‘ss of his heart the ease-consuming sparks of sorrow, kindled upon 

* oe * Musical instruments. 

the dress of a Dirvesh, 
4 Aha The Dirveshes are called also shéhs or kings, as being sovereigns of 

1 i223)" passions, 

ie a . 0 

re * ; 
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his tongue, as in a lamp, the life-destroying flames of desire. Having | i 

poured forth his heart like grain, bit by bit, from his deluge-flowing : 

eyes down his cheeks, he said :* i 
“OQ! ye wise men, since the dispensers of Providence have from ‘ 

“the table of the nine dishest of heaven decreed my food to be the 1 
“blood of my heart, and the portrayers of Divine will have drawn 4) 

“on the tablet of my forehtad the figures of ill fame, and my fate ie 
“must be the sorrows of love and the vexations of pilgrimage, 

“ how can I try ta obtain repose and lay hold of the reins of reputation? 4 

VERSES. : { 
“Since my destiny is, that I must drink the blood of grief, a | 
“ How, alas ! how should I quaff the wine of enjoyment ? 

“To erase the characters of fate, from the shining paper, with the h i 

“penknife of contrivance, and to struggle with Divine command, is in ae 

1 vain to human nature, which is bound in the chains of subjection, 

“Cand confined in:the enclosure of imbecility. Now that madness | 

“tortures my brain, and desire has rent the robes of patience, what 

“room ig there for advice and remonstrance ? This is rather a ‘ime 

“to soothe and assist me. If then you can, withhold not your fayour, oe & 

“but help tae from your hearts ; or else withdraw your hands from 

; “metand my affairs, that.I may commit myself as I choose, in the path 

“of search, to the thorns and rocks ; plunge the adamant of calamity. 

“into my entrails, and pierce my heart with the point of despair, 

“For me, the ground. of my beloved’s path is a sufficient bed, and for , 

‘a soft pillow, the stones of my mistress’s abode will suffice. | " 
VERSES. : a | 

7 *« My satisfaction can only be where my love is: 

*T would try my utmost to reach her abode.” \ 

‘Having spoken the above, he laid hold of the strong handle of 
sresignation, which is the best mirror for shewing the reflected charmer 

of attainment, and reclining on the staff of Divine compassion, the a 
surest support to wanderers in the path of distress, bound the burthen W 

‘of design on the camel of desperation, and became, like the western } 

breeze, intent in the road of travel. The parrot, who was the 

the mystical and incoherent ramblings of eastern devotees, as well as lovers. The 

translation is literal, so that I hope the reader will excuse nonsense not my own. 

++ Some divines among the Mussalméns say there are nine, others, seyen 
heavens in stories one aboye another, The word for story and dish is the same in 

the Arabic, rs * 

4
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intimate confidant of the assembly of fidelity, he carried with him. 

Several of the loyal courtiers, who had their brains fresh moistened 
with oil of violets and almonds,* at such a crisis, regarding it as 

impiety against the faith of sincerity and.constancy, and apostacy from, . 
the religion of truth and fidelity, to turn aside from: the road of ac- 

companiment ; in order to prove their duty and attachment, and enjoy 

the felicity of acting right, seeking hongur in the glorious attendancs 

upon his stirrup, joined in. the praiseworthy expedition.t 

—_2—_—_ 

CHAPTER XVI. ? 

Wuen the prince, devoted to despair, like Mujenoon, at the despotic 
eommand of cruel love, who in every quarter hglds tffe hearts of illus- 

trious monarchs enchained in the locks of moon-faced Venus-browed 

damsels, and dependent as Harutt in the well of their dimples, like the 

* Meaning, Isuppose, gratitude. The.allusion proceeds from the custom. of 
presenting perfumed oils and essences to guests. ¢ 

++ In Dow’s imitation of this chapter, a scanty sprinkling of the original metaphors, 

_with many of his own, forms the composition ; and’I rather susptct le called our 
song of Mad ‘Tom to his assistance. e 

 Harut and Marut, some say, were two magicians or. angels, sent by God to teach 

men magic and to tempt them; but others tell a longer fable, 7. ¢. that the angels 

expressing their surprize at the wickedness of the sons of Adam, after prophets had 

heen sént to them with divine commissions, God bid them choose two of their own 
number to be sent down to be judges of the earth. They pitched upon Harut and 

Marut, who executed. their office with integrity for some time, till Zohard, or the. 
. planet Venus, descended and appeared before them in the shape-ofa beautiful woman, 

bringing a complaint against ler husband: though others say she was a mortal 
female. As soon as they saw her they fell in love with her, and endeayoured to 

; prevail upon her to satisfy their desires ; but she flow up again to heaven, whither 
the two angels also returned, but were not admitted. However, on the intercession 
of a certain pious man, they were allowed to choose, whether they, would be punish- 
ed in this life, or the other. They chose the former, and now suffer punishment in 

Babel, where they are to remain till the day of Judgment. They add, that if a man, 

has a fancy to learn magic, he may go to them and hear their voice, but cannot 
see them. # 

This story, Mahommed took from the Persian magi, who mentioui two rebellious 
angels of the same name, now hung up by the feet in the territory.of Babel ; and the 

Jews have somewhat like it of the angel Shambozai, who haying debauched himself 

with women, repented, antl by way of penance hung himself between heaven and 
earth—Vide Sate’s Korén, page 20, May not the apocryphal story of 
Susanné and the two elders have given foundation to this tradition ? In the mode of 

penance, that of the Hindu banging hy the feet from a tree (which is common,) 
has some aflinity to the punishment of Harut and Marat,
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Gul Peaddeh,* withdrawing his mind from the garden of repose, 

mounted the steed of toil ; having advanced lis foot in the path of 

labour, and regarding as light the difficulties of the desert, he in » 

‘i short time measured a considerable distance, and, like the moon, with 

unceasing velocity, in a few days travelled over a long space. At 

length, a broad lake opposed his progress, the opposite shore of which, 

like the boundary, of grief fpr a lover’s absence, was undiscernible. 

Such was the raging of the waves, that even the fish fainted at their 

_. fury, and the rocks were divided by the force of the dashing surges. 

As, without a vessel, to cross this red sea-resembling ocean, was out +. 

of the circle of possibility, the prince (his lip parched in ths road of 

search, his heart anxious for the fountain of love, and who wished to 

borrow wings frgm the roamers of the air, and, soaring like them, to 

reach the desired counfry) now became depressed, and from excess of 

despair began.to gasp like a fish on the strand. 

The parrot, who in the firmament of friendship soared on the wings. 

of sincerity, was vexed in heart at his affliction, and said, “O thou 

wanderer in the wilderness of toil, and lost inthe maze of pilgrim- : 

“age, now that thou art thyself confined in the iron cage—of 5 

“ distress, and captivated in the mournful snare of love, to keep me _ 

“ still imprisoned is not advisable. Nay, it is even politic that, approv- 

“ing not of the confinement of a faultless and sincere slave, such as I 

“am, having loosened the chains from my wings, thou shouldst liberate ; 

“me from this iron fortress,+ that I may spread the plumes of endea- 

“your, and fly to all quarters.in search of'a remedy for shy case, until 

“T may grasp the tablet of desire in my talons. Possibly, the difficulty- 

“opening key may come to hand, and thy search’reach its object.” 

The prince replied, “Ah! my sympathising friend, thou knowest . 

“ that, in this distressful journey, what alone can support my heart ~ 
“ond for an instant lighten my sorrows, is thy company and conversa~ 

“tion. I dread, lest when freed from thy eage, and roaming on the 

““ wings of liberty in the air, the love of thy fellow-parrots should 

“seduce thee from thy attachment to ‘me and the instinct of desire 

“towards thy natural friends and fellows, speaking the same language, 

“ divest thy mind of inclination to associate with me. If so, the pain 

“of thy desertion will be added to my afilictions and trouble.” 

“# What dower this ia I know nob) Iesiguifies walling rose or flower, It may be 

the sensitive plant, a : 

+ His cage,
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The parrot answered ; “Though certainly the assertion of a poor 

“)ird like me is not in general deserving confidence, (and indeed, to 

“expect return from a liberated songster is not {he maxim of the pru- 

“dent ;) yet, know and consider, that the depictor of the volume of 

“ contrivance, has not drawn all objects similar in this plan of creation ; 

“nor has the Mani of omniscience in the arzung of beings, sketched 

“with the pencil of design all his portraits after the same likeness. 

“However, praise be to God, who has moulded the composition of 

“this humble soarer from the clay and water of constancy, and planted 

“nothing in the tillage of my mind, (who am at best only a handful 

“ of feathers) but the seed of fidelity. 

VERSES. 

‘TJ do not think I should remove my head from the line of attachment, 
“Though, like the reed,* they should separate me*joint by joint. 

“JT promise solemnly to your highness, that until you attain from 

o the ocean of search the pearl of your desires, and acquire the object 

“ of your wishes, I will not leave your gracious presence ; but, inces- 

e “santly stretching the wings of endeavour in faithful service, will 

“regard the approbation of your heart as the means of gaining the 

“applause of my Creator. ° 

VERSES. ‘ 

“T haye no asylum but at thy threshold ; 
; “ Where can I lay my head but at thy gate ? 

“Tf the skirt of my declaration should prove interested, may the 

Divine power, who created parrots with green vesture and red bills, 

“in the judgment of ,the resurrection, cause me to rise again 

“accirsed and black as the raven! and may he, in this present? 

* confined state of existence, render me tormented in the claws of the 

~ €)lood-shedding and executioner-like cat. No other reason for these 

“ declarations pervades my heart, but sincere wishes and anxiety for thy 

' “welfare. My earnest desire is, that having been the source of im- 

portant advantage, I may satisfy the claims of thy bounty upon me.” « 

The prince, regarding the professions of the wise bird as worthy Of 

credit, released him: from his cage and said ; ’ 

VERSES. 
“To the man of honotr nothing is more binding than a promise. 

«Pix the hand of fidelity on the skirt of promise, 

* The Egyptian reed, of which the Orientals make pens, grows to a great length 

in joints like the cane. It is called Kullum, Hence the Latin word Calamus, 

‘i :
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« And strive with all thy might not to rend it. 
¢ Be cautious that thon break not thy promise, for life, though precious,. 
“Tg nothing worth if stigmatised by breach of faith.” 

The parrot instantly soared aloft, and skimming through the air, 
glanced his eye over every quarter of the country. At length he 

perceived a cottage, lowly like the minds of the humble, and small: 

like the eyes of the Tartars. He alighted on the branch of a tree near. 

it, wishful to know who was the owner, and why he had chosen his 
habitation in such a wilderness. He beheld a hut formed of reeds, 

the door of it expanded like the forehead of the virtuous, and its in-- 

side clean as the minds of the innocent. Within, sat an old man, 

bowed down with age, reposing in an ashy coloured vest, like the de- 

voted to contemplation of the Divinity and searchers of religious truth. 

He had spread the Sujjadeh of,abstinence, and was employed with all 

fervour and devotion in the Tusbah and Taleel.* The glow of sincerity 

shown upon his brow, and the light of true knowledge beamed upon 

his open front. His heart was delivered from the blandishments of 

the world. A white beard round his expressive countenance, appear- 

ed as shining rays about the sun ; and from his ashy-stained foreheadt 

the light of truth darted as a Iamp from the veil of a shade.t __-— 4 

VERSES. 

He was as it were a garden blooming in a desert, andasa sky obscured by dusty mist, 

Ho had retired from mankind, aud was thin as the threads of his religious habit. 
He had no object but devotion ; or intent, but that of pity. 

i The lightning of his eye was a lamp of hope, 
And his morning aspirations favourable to future bliss. 

The parrot, when he perceived the tablet of the dirvesh’s aspect 

clear as the polished mirror, immediately began to talk ; and in the 

* Counting his beads, and repeating the attributes of God. The Muschi 

use, like the Roman Catholics, a rosary of beads called Tusbah, or implement of 

praise. It consists, if I recollect aright, ninety nine beads; in drooping which 

through the fingers, they repeat the attributes of God, as, “O Creator, 0 Merciful, 

O Forgiving, 0 Omnipotent, O Omniscient, &c. &e.” This act of devotion is called 

'Paleel, from the repetition of the letter L, or Laum, which occurs in the word 

‘Allah, (God), always joined ts the epithet or attribute, as Ya Allah Khalick, 0 God, 
the Creator ; Ya Allah Karrim, 0 God, the Merciful, &e. &c. The devotees may be 

seen muttering their beads as they walk the streets, and in the interval of conyersa- 

tion in company, The rosaries of persons of fortune and rank haye the beads of 

diamonds, pearls, rubies and emeralds. Those of the humble are strung with berries, __, 

coral, or glass beads. ° 

++ Dirveshes rub their faces with ashes, as the emblem of mortification. 

+ When placed (as in hot climates the natives sit at night) out of doors, the lamp 
is surrounded by a shade of gauze or glass, sometimes of silver pierced with holes, 

like our stable lanthoras, 

.
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manner of the acquainted with the rules of compliment, uttered strains 

of gratulation. The good-hearted hermit, from the sweet eloquence of 

the bird, glowed with zealous admiration of the works of God ; and, 

like Solomon,* attending to his condition, enquired hissituation; saying, 

* “O emerald feathered soarer, eloquent as Jesus, from whose roseate 

, “beak the living water of eloquence distils, what affair art thou engag- 

ed in ? and in whose search hast thou extended the wings of desire ? 

“for from’thy soul-delighting words, the scent of truth and constancy 

“pervades my sense.” 

The parrot replied, “O Adorner of the garden of divinity, and ac- 

“quainted with the mysteries of sacred love ! since the reflection of the 

“beloved object of this tired wanderer can be best seen on the world- 

“ displaying mirror of thy gracious mind, whaé occasion is there for 

“thy servant's engaging in impertinent detail ? 
“Tt is not necessary to speak our wants in thy august court. 

‘ «The sorrows of none can be unknown to thy enlightened mind. 
“ Though the heavenly sun is the eye and lamp of the world, 
“Yet the bestower of light on it, is the dust of thy feet.” 

The dawn-like minded sage, having by his internal light developed 

~ the mysteries of the parrot, commanded him to bring the peince to his 
presence. And the bird, exulting with joy at such felicitous tidings, 

laughing and caw-cawing} like the cockatoo, conveyed himself at one 

flight to his master. His crimson beak, like the rose-bud at the waving 

of the zephyr, seemed to blush with a brighter glow. 

The prince, who from despondency and weariness being bound in 

sorrow and distress, had his eye fixed on the path of his parrot, 
smiled in hope at his lively manner of approach, and impatiently 

demanded his adventures. The joyful bird, having informed him of 
the circumstances, became his guide to the hermit, immersed in the 

wine of unity, whose auspicious meeting was the key of the gates of 

attainment. The prince, whose every hair was bound in obligation to 

the kindness and fidelity of the parrot, without delay hastened to 

* Solomon is said to have understood the language of birds, who, when he travelled 

flocked together and formed ashade oyer his throne, which was placed upon a 

carpet of green silk large enough to hold all his forces. On his right hand stood the 

men, and on the left the genii. The wind at his command conveyed the carpet 
whereyer he pleased, while the army of birds sheltered all from the sun. Sale’s 

Korén, Vol. 11. page 223, The French must haye taken the idea of their invading 
baloon from this fabulous tradition. 

+1 trust this coinage of a word may be forgiyen me, as I could not find one to 
express the caw-caw Of the original, a 

‘
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obtain the felicitous interview with the Jesus-like dirvesh. When he 

arrived near his bounty-giving threshold, and his view was gratified 

by the sight of his enlightened countenance, having performed the 
customary obedience of disciples, he advanced, and seating himself on 

the earth before his door, (which was asa collyrium to the eye of 

hope) expressed his wants in the following verse :— ‘“ 

*" vERSE. 
The sea and mountains are in my path, assist my design, O virtuous sage !”” 

The dirvesh replied, “ O fortunate youth, praise be to the Lord of 

“the universe, who is the dispeller of the difficulties of his servants. 
“Be faithful, for faith is the opener of the portal of attainment. 

“Depend upon the strong hold of the sacred ‘prayer in the Koran 

; «(we submit éurselygs to thee, we entreat help of thee), for, except 

“God, there is ao true helper to beseech, and, excepting him, none x 

“can help. Plant the foot of hope on the strong bridge of resignation, 

« for it is the safest passage of our objects. Go alone, for solitude is 

“a secure path to enjoyment. Shut thy eyes to every other object, 

“if thou desirest to meet thy beloved.” 

The prince, agreeably to the orders of the Khizzer-like dirvesh, _ 
having dismissed his domestics and attendants, closed his eyes upon 

his own existence. When he opened them, he found himself with 

the parrot on the other side of the lake. 
VERSES. 

The mirror of holy dirveshes, alone can reflect the object of the prayers of kings. 

Princes are indeed the Kiblahs* of prayer, but the reason is, their submission to 

the venerable religious. 

Though the passage of the stormy lake, and the company of the 

wise and eloquent bird was a source of pleasure and gratification to 

the prince’s heart, and the gentle converse of the feathered poet gave 

ease to his mind; yet, from solitude and deprivation of the accom- 

paniment of his domestics in such a boundless desert, he became 

overwhelmed in ‘a sea of despondency, and, like those who have lost 

their way, plunged in difficulty. As desire after the country of his 

beloved forcibly impelled him, and love guided the reins of his mind, 

like Mujenoon, he measured the wilderness. From deep distress, 

tears of crimson hue bedewed his cheeks. He heedlessly trod over — 

sharp thorns and pointed rocks. Relying on the divine favour, the 

eonsoler of those who sit in the darkness of the night of confusion, 

* The temple of Meced is the Kiblab, or point of prayer to the Mussalméns ; as 

* * the east is with Christians in the west as the point of the holy sepulchre. 

‘
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and the guide of lonely wanderers in the wilderness of error, he made 

~ the nightingale of speech melodious in this verse : 

VERSE. 

‘ If the flame of Toor* will not aid me with a single ray, 
Alas ! What remedy can I oppose to the darkness of night ? 

“When the prince, his lips parched in the sands of affliction, and 

overcome by the fumes of frenzy, in this dreadful wilderness, (at 

whose horror even the wild and savage natives were panic-stricken) 
had proceeded some fursungs on a road which had no resting-place— 

suddenly, an old man, whose body from excessive weakness appeared 

‘bowed like a waning crescent, but whose forehead peamed with the . 

light of devotion, advancing from a straw huf, said to him, * Thou 

“hast done mea kindness, and brought good fortune with thee, by 

“casting the shadow of royalty over my humble dwelling, Two 

‘ “days have elapsed since I expected a guest, and have had my eye * 

“stretched upon the road. .God be thanked that my desire is ac- 

e “complished, and that thy gracious approach has gladdened my eyes.” 

The prince, regarding this occurrence as an omen of g8od fortune, 

accepted the company of the old man, and partook with him of what 

he had ready ; the delicacy of which brought to recollection the 

miraculous meals of Jesus. When refreshment was afforded him from 

weariness and hunger, he entreated the old man’s assistance in the 

fttainment of his object. The dirvesh replied ; 

“Unfortunate young man! Before this about thirty years, I out of 

“eurfosity travelled over the regions of the globe, and surveyed with : 
“the eyes of observation the good and the bad of the universe. When 
“T became fully acquainted with its concerns, having cast from my 

“mind all desire for its vanities, I withdrew my feet within the skirt 

“of retirment ; and departing from the confines of population, took ' 

“up my abode in this wilderness. I have now no object in view but 

ee my Creator, nor do I concern myself with the affairs of men, thou 

“must excuse my interference in thine. MHowever, since thou hast 

“advanced thy foot in the path of love, every dew-drop of which is 

* “as a burning ocean, shrink not from trouble, but boldly rush on 

“through the fires of affliction and toil. Throwing aside ‘cautious 

* The mountain in which Moses saw the burning bush, f 2 
: Pp . 

.
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“policy, be satisfied with the preparations of resignation and self- 

“devotion, taking poverty for thy guide, and solitude as thy — 

“ companion. 

: VERSES. 

“Love is no trifling play ; offer then thy head, O heart! 

“For the ball of loye is not to be stricken by the mace of vanity.” 

As the gale of bounty waved not on the rose-bud of hope from the 

point of the secluded traveller, and from the cup of his genius no drops 

of assisting cordial reached the throat of the prince, he became involy- 

ed again in the sea of perplexity, seeing no path to’ the object of his 
. search, wandering in the maze of disappointment, and tormented by his 

unlucky stars. ‘Love af first appears pleasing, but at length it becomes 

full of difficulties. His lip parched with desire in the misty yapour 

of deception, and his heart devoted to death, he uttered the 

following strains :— 

VERSES. 

From whence this love arose I know not, from which every vem and artery aches 

with pain. 

I have but one life, while a thousand lightnings of destruction flash around me. 
* Ah! how shall the humble grass escape on a blazing mountain? 

Why hast thou assaulted me, O Calamity? and what hast thou insambush for me, 
O Fate? 

‘What armies hast thou brought to destroy me? 
‘The custom of what region is such unequal attack ? . 
0 Planet of my fortunes, I burn I burn; 

i, Haye some compassion on my tortured breast. 

The parrot now said, “Ah! thou chief of the afflicted in thé path 

“ of love, whose every step requires a sacrifice of life, and at whose* 

“every advance it is necessary to offer up a head resignedly ; this 

“murmuring despondency is unbecoming thy character. The brave 

“in the path of distress, the firm amid the tortures of sincere love, 

«esteem every drop of blood that flows from their agonizing breasts 

“as the promising fruit of attainment. In love, fortitude is required. 

* Steel then thy heart. Never open thy lip in complaint and lamenta- 

“tion, nor let thy tongue vibrate, like the idle bell, with useless  * 

“moans. For a while lay fast hold on patience ; while I fly abroad 

in search of relief, and, amid the darkness of perplexity, explore an 

outlet to deliverance.” When he had said this, the parrot hasted 
. ; 

‘ ‘
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towards the four points of search, to find out a remedy for his master ; 

who, becoming somewhat cheered, took up his abode with the hermit, 

till the return of his bird. As the sage was wholly occupied by his 

penances and devotions, he conversed but little with the prince ; but 

the heart of a Sharok* who:was one of the inMabitants of the hut, was 

touched with his sorrows, and courted his society with sympathy and 

gentleness. Undertaking to divert his melancholy by amusing tales, 

he in some degree cased the wounds of his impatience, by the balsamic 

unguent of consolation ° 

a 

CHAPTER XVII. « 

Tue wise Sharok, having rendered’ melodious the sugar-billedi 

‘ nightingale of his tongue in speech, said, “ Know, O my intelligent 

' “prince, that Iam an experienced bird, who have seen much of the: 

“caprices of the world, and the strange vicissitudeseof fortune.. 

“ Whenever I have beheld the flame of devotion. arising on. the gale of 

“true piety, I always saw, that at length, through. the kindly 

“moisture of boundless mercy, the: flowers of hope and shrubs of 

« enjoyment became expanded. and: flourishing. Though the devious 

“moving skies, being for a time inimical, may keep thee fettered in: . 

“thq path of adversity, yet be not heart-shrank, like the blightedi 

“rose-bud.; for Divine mercy can afford. thee relief, and the perfume- 

“ of success may yet be conveyed to the perception of thy soul. 

: VERSES. 

“Say to the rose-bud, Be not uneasy at thy confinement, \ 

*For thou wilt soon be released by the breath of dawn, » 
A “ And the wayings of the zephyr. 

“According to the sacred declarations, sorrow-and joy are: ; 

= inseparable. Behind every misfortune follows relief; and after 

* confinement, deliverance. Doubtless, the end of trouble is ease, and- 

“the guide to repose is labour: 

* * A bird resembling a steer. In India it is called Miné. 4
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VERSE. F 

“The abode of pleasure in not to be attained without toil. 

* Moreover, it is necessary, shouldst thou attain the object, which 

“at present is the caus@ of affliction to thy breast and distraction to 

“thy heart, and again repose on the pillows of ease and enjoyment, 

“that thou esteem refraining from four points as most incumbent 

“upon thee and religiously binding. First, temember that it is not 

“prudent to introduce from the recess of speculation any important 

“measure upon the plain of action, without the serious consultation 

“of experience ; in order that, like the merchant’s daughter, thou be 

“not subjected to the hazards of chance and the calamities of 

“fortune.” ‘Thg prince asked, what the adventure of the merchant's 

daughter was ? when the Sharok replied as follows :—* 
« 5 

" ee 

CHAPTER XVUI. ae 
. 

STORY OF 

THE MERCHANT’S DAUGHTER. 

+ THERE was a destitute youth, who took up his abode ina certain 

city, about which he strolled in search of that mere suppcré for 

which human nature has no alternative. From ywant of acquaintance, 

the inhabitants of the city attended but little to his petitions ; and 

though he requested to be entrusted with the meanest offices, and 

engaged in the lowest employments, he could not succeed ; which occa- 

f sioned him the sharpest distress. After a long time and tedious interval, 

a charitable old man, by trade a confectioner, commiserating his 

* Of this chapter Dow only gives a faint outline. 

+ Dow thus begins this tale. ‘In a season of hostility, when grass grew in the 
‘public markets, and the owl built in the chimney tops, &c.” His author never saw 

*a chimney top in India or Persia. He has in the remainder of this story taken still 
greater liberties of deviation from the original, of which very little appears; and 

has introduced into ita vision, borrowed’ either from the Spectator or Ramblers 

(I forget which) where the deity allows every one their wish, ke, 4
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- poverty, entrusted him with the charge of lighting his stoves, and 
. supplied him with bread as a reward. The poor wretch, regarding : 

this as the highest blessing, exerted himself with the utmost diligence 

in his office, in hopes of encouragement ; and the old man, impressed 

hy his unceasing attendance, and strict fidelity, at length introduced 

him from the confinement of meanness into the ample space of distinc- 

tion. Appointing lim his foreman, he epmmitted to his direction the 

management and control of his household affairs, and presented him 
with a.suit of handsome raiment. 

When he was grown sleek and comely from good living, he began to 

give himself airs, assumed consequence ; and thinking himself even 

superior to his master, presttmed to put himself on a footing with the 

head of the trade : who being enraged, complained of jis insolence to 

his employer ; saying, “‘ Thou, notwithstandin® thy respectable situa- 

“tion and claims of caste, hast never yet set up pretences of equality ; * 

“how comes it then that thy deputy, (who but yesterday was only a 

“lighter of thy stoves) puts himself on a footing with me? I will 

“not draw the pen of forgiveness over his crifmes, until, being convin- 

t “ ced of his improper conduct, he lay hold of the stirrup of entreaty. 

“7 regard it incumbent upon thee to reprove him. Take care, then, 

“or thou shalt not be secure from my displeasure.” The good old 

man made excuses to his chief, pleading the ignorance of the youth ; 

whom he called to him in private, and honoured with the costly pearls 

of admonition ; saying, 

“My son, dear as life, to vaunt thyself on equality with thy supe- 

“iors, and to imagine thyself, notwithstanding thy low origin, of 

“ consequence, is a clear proof of ignorance ; for vanity will not attain 

“thee the pillow of dignity. Unless thou canst produce all the requi- 

“site proofs of honour, never again presume to behave so haughtily 

“and unbecomingly, for the displeasure of our chief cannot be 

* profitable. : 

VERSES. - 

“T inform thee, that the aged spéak from experience, 

“Take care, my son, and before thou art old listen to advice.” 

é The ungracious youth, according to the maxim, that the innately 

vicious are attached to no one, having seized this occasion for a 

means of rupture, obstinately togk the money of dismission in his 

palm, and breaking the chains of long kindnesses, and the just clainis
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of the old man to advise him, committed himself to the highway of 

: ingratitude. He retired into the quarter of the merchants, and after — 

some days, becoming from distress seated in the dust of poverty, 

* knocked at the door of beggary. By lucky chance for him, the 

daughter of arich merchant, admiring his handsome figure, without 

proving his intrinsic value on the touchstone of experiment, or 

weighing his merits in the scales of trial, tied herself to him in the 

knot of marriage. Sometime after the union, the vain young man 

haying uttered many speeches on the high descent, dignity and wealth 

of his family, urged his wife to accompany him to his own country. 

The lady’s head became filled with the desire of visiting the lands of 

her husband, of presiding over his household, and laying the founda- 

tions of ease anel luxury ; but above all of continuing to enjoy his 

personal charms. She asked her father’s consent through some friends; 

* but as her requested met not with acceptance, she rashly, in the dark- 

ness of night quitting her paternal mansion, accompanied her husband 

in travel. After a journey of some days, having passed over a long 

tract, they reached a wilderness, where the scent of population greeted 4 

not the perception. The wife now exclaimed, “ What spot can this be, 

“where mankind, like the pheenix, is unseen. From thirst, my throat 

“is dried up, and my tongue almost incapable of utterance ; for God’s 

« sake direct me to some water, for my soul is at my lips.” ‘i 

The young man replied, “ Despair not, and for a little longer cast 

“not patience from thy skirt. ‘Near this is a spot very populous and 

“flourishing, abounding in all sorts of fruits, and every desirable 

“production. Through every quarter of it flow rivulets, cléar as 

“Sulsubbeel and Tunseem,* on the banks of which are gardens of 

“flowers and shrubs fragrant and blooming, so that you will esteem it 

“as a model of paradise and the abode of the blessed. There is the 

“residence of my parents. , We shall soon reach it, and repose from 

“fatigue of travel.” 4 

The wife, pleased by this description, though she had scarcely the + 

4 power of motion in her limbs, made shift to advance. When some 

‘distance was measured, a miserable village appeared in sight, whose 

wretched huts presented themselves to view. The wife exclaimed, 

“ Ah husband, this village has neither garden, nor orchard, nor stream. 

“Surely it must be the habitatiop of barbarism, which to civilized 

¥4 * Rivers of Mahommied’s paradise, pa
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* man must give a thousand disgustful sensations.” ‘The young man, 

replied, “ Woman, it has greater beauties and perfections than I have 

“already mentioned ; why dost thou, who hast not seen it, foolishly 

“extend the tongue of audacity against it ?” 

In short, the young man having seated his wife at the foot of a tree 

continued ; ‘According to ancient usage among our tribe, all my : 

“relations and friends will come to meet-thee with drums and trumpets ; 

“and haying presented to thee robes and valuable jewels, will conduct 

“thee with all honour and: respect to our dwelling ; where, having 

“prepared a costly feast, they will spend the day in music and banquet- 

“ing till the evening. Stop therefore a few moments under this tree, 

“that I may inform them of thy approach.” The wife, captivated by 

the soothing speeches of her husband, sat down, and he speeded with 

swiftness towards the village. * 

An hour had not elapsed, when the sound of drums and trumpets 

struck the ears of the wife, and she perceived at a distance a crowd 

of men and women advancing, singing and dancing. The unfortunate 

woman now became impatient for the promised jewels and ornaments, 

and anxious to meet the females and relations of her husband’s family. 

At length, some savage-looking men, of stern aspect, and butcher-like 

minded, ran up, and seizing her, tore off her clothes, and stripped her 

naked as the dead arising to Judgment. Her cries and lamentations 

had no effect. At length, having tied her with cords, they shaved her 

hair, and having made a sort of scaffold of bamboo, hound her upon it 

extended at full length. All the company now returned towards the : 

village, excepting two archers with poisoned arrows, who remained 

in a, asif expecting prey. The poor woman was nearly exhaust- 

ed by pain and terror, and lay on the scaffold almost without sense or 

motion. ~* } 

In half an hour after this, a ‘monster-like bird, of immense size and. 4 

wondrous form, which struck the beholder with panic, descended from 

the air. His wings appeared as the shadowy branches of a vasp tree, 

and his beak like the trunk of an elephant. From the horrible noise 

of his screams, the bird of sensation deserted the nest of humanity. 

"Seizing the fate-devoted woman in his beak, he soared aloft. The 

cords with which she was bound burst asunder easily as the spider's ~ 

web, and the scaffold being rent in-pieces, fell to the ground. : 

The two concealed archers now let fly their poisoned arrows, which 

‘ '
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lodged in the wings of the monster, but without disabling him. The 

bird had soared, probably a hundred fursungs through the air, when 

he became faint from the effect of the poison, descended towards the 

earth, and at length alighted on an island. Tis weakness increasing, 

he loosed the woman from his beak, and at the same instant let fall 

; from his mouth an emerald of oblong shape, of such beauty, size and 

. Justre, that you would suppose-thé most skilful Japidaries and expert 

polishers had with all their art cut it into elegant form. No sooner 

: had he done this, than the bird of his life deserted her cage, as if the 

emerald had been his last breath. , 

The unfortunate woman, wearied and exhausted, remained for some 

time senseless ; but at length being somewhat revived, found herself 

alone upon a deSert isJand, her body clotted with blood, no friend or 

consoler near, and destitute of food. She however retirned thanks 

*to God for her escape from the monstrous bird, took up the stone 

(which indeed had been the cause of all her miseries), and, weeping 

and wailing, walked feebly enwards, in order that she might find 

some place of repose, and be secured from wild beasts. 

When she had proceeded, according to guess, about two farsungs, 

the golden-winged bird, the sun, had reached his western nest, and 

night hung her sable mantle over the horizon. ‘The helpless female, 

through fear of her life, crept into the hollow of a rock, and was ¢on- 

cealed. At this time, from excess of hunger, she became aitlicted 

- with painful craving. The cold air, damp dews, nakedness, aud the 

D agonizing pain of her wounds, afllicted her ; while solitude and 

forlornness made her condition deplorable beyond measure. Al! night 

did she lift up her hands in prayer at the throne of the Reliever of 

Wants, who is the saviour of those in peril, and Redresser of the 

complaining, beseeching deliverance from the whirlpool of despair 

é and sea of distress ;—but no signs of the acceptance of her petitions 

appeared. 

When the heavenly bridegroom, having arisen from the bosom of 

dawn, threw a veil of light over the world, the forlorn and wounded 

female, having quitted the cave, proceeded, rising and sinking like the _ 

dust of the road. About mid-day, when the world-illuming orb had i 

reached the ‘zenith, the intense heat, fatigue, and pain from her 

o wounds, were intolerable, and her agonies beyond expression. Yet, 

though her soul and body were pierced by the sword of afiliction, and 

.
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no signs of relief appeared, so that she longed for death, she resigned 

herself to the Divine will, and, resolved in feeble hope to crawl 

¢ onwards till the separation of the thread of life. 

At last she arrived on the shore of a great lake, and fell down, 

: worn out with fatigue ; when a monstrous serpent of enormous size , 

; and thickness, suddenly advanced towards the water. Such was its 

E length and breadth, as not to be seen aj once by the beholder. In 

e darkness of colour, hardness of skin, and irregularity of form, it ap- 

ig peared like a huge mass of black rock. From its motion, the circum- 

: stance of its having animation appeared, otherwise, you would have 

if fancied that it was a mound stretched on the shore of the lake. The 

woman, whose hope of life was cut off from fortune, and who wished 

to die, seated herself on the tail of the monster, faintly supposing that 

by his conveyance she might pass the lake, aifd reach an inhabited 

country. ‘The serpent, from his vast size, did not feel her weight, and 

swimming over the lake, landed on the opposite coast. 

The woman descended from ‘the tail of the monster with the utmost 

caution, and stopped awhile that she might offer up thanksgivings to 

the Divine goodness, the only healer of wounded minds. ‘ When the 

serpent was departed from sight, she again advancing het feet in the 

road of toil, walked onwards. Scarcely had she proceeded a farsung, 

when a charming spot, of inviting beauty and fragrance, appeared. 

You might have styled ita part of paradise extended on an earthly 

plain. (Clear streams of deliciously tasted water flowed on every side, : 

. like those of Sulsubbeel. Groups of various flowérs were in smiling 

bloom and heavy laden fruit trees cast a kindly shade over the 

surfa.9 of the ground. The adorning zephyr had spread a soul- 

i delighting carpet of fresh verdure, on whigh the purveyor of 

/ Providence had placed a divine collation of fruits in every variety. 

i “a VERSES. 

A parterre lay concealed in the lap of every blossom.* 

Every leaf appeared as illuminated. 
Waving the goblet of the full blown roses, 

The intoxicated nightingale uttered strains of mirth. : 

\ Each parterre to the eye of the beholder seemed as am enamelled 

f pavilion, shining like erystal. ‘i 

re , The drops of dew on the fresh-grown verdure, appeared as moist 
a pearls sprinkled oyer emeralds. ik 

rm * Alluding, I fancy, to the numerous seeds of each blossom, 
K Q 
* 6
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The wearied female, who was agonized by the pangs of hun:te; 

now satisfied her craving appetite with the delicious fruits ; attcr’ a 

which she sunk into repose under the shade of the trees, on a be § of} 1 

silky verdure, which was softer than velvet of a double pile, a a at 

last found solace from the fatigues of travel and the torture of farjue. | 

After the refreshment of a long sleep she arose ; and sitting o! the 

mossy eushions of ease, regaled herself awhile in viewing the flowers 
and shrubs of this heayen-formed garden, which, far as the prospect > 

extended, presented an expanse of verdant herbage, fragrant blossyms) idl 

soul-refreshing rivulets and bowery trees. ie oe 

While thus engaged, suddenly advancéd a numerous troop of says & : ; 

who dispersing themselves through the groves, ascended the trees. auf 

began to pluck down the fruit, ripe and unripe. On beholdins :hb 1 
garden of paradise thus filled with mortals, the woman became ap) req 

hensive of some new and worse misfortune than she had yet endvyed 

Having ascended a tree, and concealed herself among ihe thick sh 

foliage, she sat down, but was so overcome with dread, that a univefss! 
trembling seized her frame. - ie be nt 

Suddenly,a Meimoon of superior size, who was distinguished as chief, ‘ 

of this sayage nation, came under the tree, and perceiving the woman ) 

between the branches, began to skip ang dance with pleasure. - How 

then commanded one of his attendants to seize and bring te him ce 

- unfortunate captive in the talons of calamity. The accursed Meimog, a 

i throwing his armsabout her neck, drew her to his bosom, and he zn f & 

i kiss and embrace her. At this heart-melting event, she shrunk Hic 9% 

! plade of withered grass, and all. colour fled from her counte ~.6c% 

When the savage beheld her thus alarmed, he treated her with gey ile, . f , 

ness ; and having led her to his home; dismissed his followers. Haiiz 7 q 4 

presented his captive with different viands and fruits, he used alli bis | 

endeavours to console and pacify her fears. Moistening the roots of héghs > 4 

in clayey water, herubbed the mixture over her whole body, which in, ane 

instant was healed of its sores, and soon covered with a new skin” ‘ 

* more delicate than before, so that her form appeared in perfect lustre. 4 

and beauty. Though she thus found relief from her bodily hut Hk a 

. still her mind was deeply wounded by being obliged to associate wit pel 

the savage, and life became to her as a prison ; for a conection wii! # 4 
hateful objects is most afflicting to the soul. % a 

Whe sayage was not for an instant neglectful in guarding and takivg ef 

‘ ‘ i
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tang. Of prize, who at length becoming pregnant, brought forth 

ij igs 5. gn he, supposing love for “her children might gradually 

- efaove | disgust to himself, became sure of her remaining with 

a dima © tow ventured to leave her in charge of his hut, went upon 

e . higitine excursions, and often passed many hours of the day abroad. 

if “he, 1, at the instigation of policy, pretended affection for him, 

ars and “sed his caresses with seeming pleasure and satisfaction ; 

¢ while rdly she waited for an opportunity to escape. 

a Bric me time had elapsed in this manner, the savage, perfectly 

a oavmeedef her affection towards him, and casting from his mind all : 

: igidn, (yent upon a journey of some days to a distant part of th 

d, leaving the woman in charge of the house with her childrer 

? Regadice the. opportunity of his absence as preciqus, she wandere. ‘ 

on e¥éry ‘f 1arter, to €xamine the paths, and mark a way for escape. 

AGU tance of two fursungs she came to the sea shore, which, 

om verialla appearances, she perceived had been visited by shipping. 

Jeerjoy et this circumstance, she’ returned for the present to the 

hat jaf h savage mate. At every favourable opportunity she | 

~s aire the strand, in hopes of seeing a vessel ; and looked to the | 

ivige co. dness, svhichsismehs iGonsolenohthevtouoni uate oymeel: ae 
es & be Sélainment of lier wishes. x ide alien ae et er ei 

c ae 7 ee i proved the dayentng of her saeeascy teu 
ie a eH est Coat @ sch shore; phe beheld 2 ship ate distance, Davin’ sae é 

‘ ic 2 e : whieh tho chew (havire gate ready ae Heibtg iy. Be e 

a ae am Sep wclion. ane il her’ stile aes a ape Se 
ot : ip mire iy appre Mepsion of dicay pontihent, shea nedens aia i 

PRR LP Zo Woe bd exclaimed, « (80 AE eee, ae 
a is Sep eee OF God, persecuted by the strokes of adverse fortune” 

ad to and fro by the mace of ill luck, tormented by an 
{co§@: te star and unprosperous planet, having experienced ad- 

& from unpropitious fate, and am now a captive in this blood- 
sing wild in the hands of a savage. For God’s sake, have 

tie ; ym on my wretched situation, and, *with merey and feeling 
‘ \4or the )olpless, afford me deliverance from the whirlpool of calamity, \ 

and & }me under the shade of your bounty.” 

The \s crew, not in the least attending to the petition of the 
} ator tt woman, assented not to her request, but replied, “ We 
. Sire i he and have a valuable capital on board. At this time
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orce ; thus barring the door of hope to her agitated bosom. On this 

afilicting occurrence, the flames of despair raged in the mind of the 

woman, already half-consumed by the fire of sorrow. Like the op- 

pressed by calamity, scattering dust upon her head, she rolled herself * 

upon the ground as a bird half killed, and shedding scalding tears 
from her eyes upon her glowing cheeks, exclaimed— 

“Though you fear not me, yet fear God. Permit not all this 

“eruelty to such a helpless wretch as I am, for in fact it is an injury 

“to thyself. Dread that period, when, at the throne of a Divine Jwlge, 

- “J shall ask judgment, and complain of thy oppression.” 

z The captain of the ship was e!armed, and impressed by this speech, 

and commanded the wretched female, so long astranger to the path of 

repose, to be brought into the vessel. Being now relieved from her 

f distresses, and in a place of safety, she gave ethank$ to God, and sat 

down silent in a corner, her heart being at ease. The crew weighed 

anchor, and just as the ship was getting under weigh, the savage a, 

peared on the shore with the two children in his arms, attended by a 

numerous hostjof his fellows. The sailors, when they beheld the 
hl mairltitede Af ths cavace:, fre Tread »wardiee I Ww 

rving y g¢ lest they should thro 

gud subject her again to tt ot t Vagos t 

ees : res. fey they are a Sia wat Sits q 
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favourable sailing, at the instant when the golden vessel of the sun, 

quitting his anchor, was whelmed in the whirlpool of the west, sud- _ 
. denly, from the point of Divine anger, a contrary wind arose ; which 

- snatching the sails of control from the hands of the pilot and sailors, 

in a few hours carried the ship two months passage out of the desired - 

course, and whirled it into the eddy of destruction. 

“VERSES. 

¥ Fate will bear the vessel where it chooses, 

Though the pilot storm and rend his clothes. 

: Though the crew, lifting up their’ hands in prayer to heaven, made cl 

. earnest petitions to the aweful throne of the Divinity, acceptance was 

not impressed on the tablets of their fate, nor did any sign of 

compliance appear. Decree was not to be changed. Suddenly a 

monstrous fish, like a vast rock, whose bulk and strength cannot any 3 
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devotion ; then, having recovered herself, she advanced onwards, aitd 

began to hasten on the wings of speed, in hopes that she might 

'
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conduct herself to g cultivated spot, and be gratified by the sight of r 

population. Far she journeyed, but no other object appeared in view 

on her right and left, except a wild waste and frightful desert. 

Weariness overpowered her limbs ; but, as here was no desirable place 

of repose, She despondingly proceeded. At length she reached a 

piece of water, of transparent clearness, over whose margin grew 

numereuswpmeeiiaden with fruit, the shade of which, with the lightness 

re bheaiv. ) the Moisture of the verdant grass, and the bloom of the 
all monde. her new life. Having refreshed herself with the 

ie jae? st, sheila “own to repose, when sleep overcame her, and casting 

i Fe mnie over her eyes, relieved her awhile from the vicissitudes of 

= the world. When she arose,*she proceeded timidly, left in this 

wilderness a new calamity should befal her. At lengt{: she perceived 

under some trees a band of human figures, at sight of whom the rose= 

bud of her heart expanded with the gale of rejoicing, and she 

advanced towa ley Nee t and okie bit, 

When she anpro% DERI eheltefosty men and wom 

who, like Adi Aug Qe, were asked, exeeptiny from a sight coystlug 

zy ‘of leaves 1 theitown Sts Lhey tm bi ALES andthe 

eyes were intent only on the per OU Ste thre itive ih) Vile 

*. >} toastate of mortification and peiance Tey guard? hy irc nee | 
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‘ army ce farinesepiapigh' of gis neti oe ‘ Ris my aoe v if 

and herbs; as one” ee SRN Pas gt eh tie Os ire scot 

f appointmepnaimprop@neton toh..." Aigo S's ae ee ise 17 un 
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. _ from tho A Maeve ea gg piitiemace 5: he! ok 

Py nan, they Deckonedy and pol bod oupeyy“aeF « certain path, which ih 
ho “4 aha) pursue: %, Speedily a grove of hautifui trees struck her view, ¢ 

e Re ae meccry Pest transparent fountain, which might‘be said to 

age 1S MESA H rom ee reae. of Kousir.* Quits horder was a but of reeds, 
Ne RAD o8e: sahil i ne a the floor stood an earthen pet_upon a 

clay stov With pie utter at blazing. Seeing thé place empty aad the 
pot boiling (t oHidios all sights the most gratifying), she entered it . ‘ 
with all eagerness, “and lifted up the cover, but found gnly a few 

Jgaves strewing in water. More desponding now than ever, from excess ; 
of weakness, she fell down, fainting under the shade of a tree. ; 

‘ * Ono of the vivers of Paradise. ===*~*~C~S*~*S~S*S
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" When a short interval had elapsed, a personage of shining coun- 

tenance, and aspect brilliant as the sun and moon, stood before her. 

The dignified looks of this quaffer of the wine of unity, and diver 

: in the sea of divine research, so overeame the woman, that trembling 

seized her frame, and she lost her recollection. The heawenly youth, 3 

inWardly enlightened, without her opening her lips in speech to relate 

her story, was acquainted with the secrets of her soul, and all her 

adventures. With compassionate gentleness, laying his hands upon + 

her head, he eased her fears, and commanded her to shut her eyes.” “i 

She obeyed his orders, and on opening them, through his life-saving ~~ 

Kindness, enjoying deliverance from the mazes of adversity; foun i 

herself on her father’s threshold; and after the experience of such 

numerous misfertunes and occurrence of so many calamities, arrived 

at the asylum of repose. : 

; Tt is clear, my prince, (continued the Sharok) that, had not the 

merchant’s daughter, (without trying the intrinsic value/of the young 

man’s merit on the touchstone-of experience, or proving the justness 
of his claims to dignity by proper enquiries) bound herself in the knot 

& ene A 
of matrimony, she would.not have becomea butt for BP arrow of 

calamity, of a target for the darts of misfortune. 
r : 
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“CHAPTER XIX, oe 
“ell e 

: STORY OF 

THE PRINCE OF GEELAUN, AND THE KING MOUSE. 

: : . ~ 
Ancient historians have related, that in past times, owing to the 

vicissitudes of fortune and the revolutions of the skies, in a wilderness _ 

. :
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on the confines of Geelaun, a Mouse being seated on the throne of 

empire, extended the shade of his command over all the wild beasts : 
and reptiles of the vicinity. A fox being entrusted with the important F 

; office of his prime minister, exerted the utmost activity in conducting 

and regulating the affairs of his kingdom. 

Bagh (3 ae VERSES. ‘ 

ie ys Giese heaven! with such a vizier, ald such a monarch, g 
a wn Id not the empire be wel! governed ? 

Oe eau Pitre ot tho cause why heaven protects the insignificant, 
| gy pee Ror erour is a moans without a cause apparent, 

[Ps ay ah 6. caravan passing through the wilderness, a camel 
ee se velo nging to the Kafilla sill4r,* through fatigue and weakness being 

exhausted, sunk under his heavy burden, and was left behind in the 

desert. When he had forgotten the strokes é@f his driver, and the 

_ painfulness of his pack-saddle, having grazed on the verdant forage of 

Divine merey, in a short time he grew fat, and began to look sleek. 

The fox having obtained intelligence of his situation, represented it to 

+he monarch mouse, saying, 

#In the dominions of your majesty, a camel of broken mahar,} — 

“delivered from the burden of the pack-saddle, has taleen up his 

“abode ; and in that part of the wood particularly appropriatéd to | 

~~ “the royal use, commits depredations on the trees and fruits of which a 

aes your majesty delights to eat. Whatever pleases his taste, without i 
4 “fear or dread, he devours. Without your majesty’s permission, his Se 

“ establishment in these dominions cannot accord with the dictates of 4 
‘ policy@#iPecause, if such a strong and bulky animal should long , 

Pig's ie at his pleasure, in process of time he will grow powerful, 

i “an pthc fumes of self-conceit and vanity curling in his brain, he may | 
pe eaten aL che design of wresting the empire from your majesty’s 
x Ki : * gases pio), and extend the hand of rebellion on the royal domains. 
iy a is d ye Plt a time, to repress him will be arduous; for when contention 

y me ht Front of med her eyelids, to plunge her again into slumber is _ 
P ey we3 seen dingy difficult. It is therefore advisable that your majesty ] 

- “summon him to the presence, that in person being threatened with 
“the royal displeasure, he may be terrified from such unbecoming ~ a 
“conduct. If, by the direction of his lucky stars, he should bow his 

* Chief of the caravan. 

i + A bridle formed of a stick passing through the nostrils, to each end of which 
a cord is tied. 

R
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“head in humility and submission to authority, your majesty having 

“linked him in the chain of your dependants, may distinguish him by 

. “favour ; for, to draw ower such a powerful animal to the royal 

“service is highly beneficial to your interests, and may prove the 

“ cause of respect and awe for your authority. If, from foolish pride 

“and empty-conceit, he should Jook with a vaunting eye upon his bull & 
“and strength, and deviate from the right path of a and j 
“liege obedience, now (as he has not acquired much power, or q 

“conspired with the factious) it will be proper for the royal wisdom. i 

“to plan the extinction of rebellious flame, and by degrees to overturn ay 

“ the basis of his existence by stratagem ; in order that it may be ‘ 

“apparent to the world, that opposition to superiors, and placing the 

“feet in the péth of enmity to princes, is to court self-aestruction 

“and plunge into the gulph of ruin. 

VERSE. : 

“Mo oppose the will of the monarch, is to wash thy hands in thy own blood.” 

The king mouse, approving his prudent vizier’s advice, commande 

be sda he camel ; and the fox undertaking the busines, 

ee ? ye ark { cunning having drawn the mahar of obedience 

ee a sh the *the camel, conducted him to the imperial cours, 

%. Ehe ® le saw only a mouse, was not impressed with his 

My ils » off again without notice ; upon which the little” Be 

aes y king, feeling 43 front as a cause of degradation in the eyes ofhis ~ 

ig : a THOT ane «ants, thus addressed the fox : 

ee pose although thy advice is doubtless always founded 

: { od sitachment, yet notwithstanding thy wisdom and 

b. Be policy, \ffair has turned-out contrary to the laws of pro- 

“priety. As the form of our gracious person is somewhat diminutive, 

“though the penetrative of mind and judges ofintrinsie worth may | 
“ conceive the dignity of our nature, yet the worshippers of ed 

“ance, judging only from outward objects, are not endowed with such 

“happiness. The stupid camel was not worthy of the honour of ad- 4 

“mission to our presence,and the bringing of him to our court was ; 

5 “ departing from the circle of prudence. Perhaps he might unseeing 

“have had some dread of us in his mind, but now it has vanished in 

“an instant, pride is increased in his bosom, and the unreflecting 

“ partizans of faction have now the means of disturbance and rebellion.” 

The fox replied, “let not the heart of your majesty admit alarm
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“from this unlucky accident, for though this beast is strong, and from 

Maze, “his crooked nature has strength in his neck, yet, agreeably to the 

“axiom that every overgrown body is a fool, he is unendowed by 

“wisdom. Hence it isthat an infant, putting the mahar through his 

“nostrils, leads him where he pleases. With all his strength, his 

: “heart is cowardly. By God’s will, I will speedily subject him to: 

REE: sia Wimiedee anthority, and seat him-on the knee of submission in 

| A i ee ‘i your dependants,” 

ies ws I pet x fe eal with content of mind roamed through the 

§ aes? pices, id lived in perfect ease and satisfaction, while the fox was 

I Ke. dathy: Bingiahiag the cords of deceit, and laying snares to entangle him. 

At a camel one day out of greediness, the vilest of all % 

faults, lifti © up his head, browsed the branches of 4 tree, and, the 

string of hismahar entangling in them, his head remained hanging. 

i The unfortunate beast began to cry out; when the fox, learning his 

condition, acquainted thé monarch mouse, who, rising from his throne, 
f advanced with joyful exultation, Ascending the tree, and sitting on. 

st the branch near the camel, he Renna, addressed him, saying ; 

Fy “Happy beast! that feastest thus on delicious fruits,” ‘The fox next 

exclaimed, “Ignorant wretch, such is the consequence of thy dis- 

“obedience. Hadst thou bowed thy head in submission to his 

“majesty, and sought an asylum under the shade of his protection, 

“thou hadst not this day, with such disgrace and helplessness, been 

“taken captive in the snare of adversity. There is now no other 

“alternative but to lay thyself resigned on the dust of annihilation.” 

is The camel now from his great folly and cowardice, began tp ery 
oe a .. asad said, . Though great crimes have been committed by me, . 
i ag T poy ely yardon for my faults. With inward fidelity, I pros- : 
rae ; ie piven msc ae majesty’s throne, and seek refuge under the 
S ae shad ey bounty. If, covering my offences and 

ae Lf errors thothe Mintle of forgiveness, they will deliver me from hig 
a ae calamity, and receive me under the shadow of their mercy, it will . 
BER ot be deviating from their august virtues.” 

ee The mouse, having honoured the request of the camel with assent, 
4 torn in pieces with his teeth the rope of the mahar entangled among 

the branches, and relieved him from his distress. The stupid long- 
necked animal, having returned proper thanks, bowed his head to the 

authority of the little long-tailed, short-necked sovereign, ahd, witly
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i . = 
all his bulk and superior size, submitted to the mouse ; feos ‘ 
swelling exultation, could scarcely contain himself ia his if a 

ordered the camel to grazeall day at his pleasure, and, at ni tieard A 

ing at the presence, to guard the royal apartments. ; 

Some time after this, the woodcutters of the prince 0° & ui; 
seeing the camel in the forest without an owner, seized ané aus Ze 
him to the prince’s stables; of which the fox being inforin™, a = 
ed the affair to the sublime audience. he little hero of hia 9 
vicissitude was enraged at the occurrence, and thenext day, iB aA 
woodeutters returned to work, addressed them from his lk iy a 
“Without any cause of dispute, tolay the foundation ofe i | 

. “ contention is unbecoming a noble mind, and a | ; L 

f “ Wisdom dictages, that your master return me the cam@@@ernd f 

“ shedding the blood of the innocent. If thisis not ¢ one, 
“himself as insecure from my vengeance, let him prepare f 5 

“T will not by any means depart from my claim.” The w ey bt 
were overwhelmed with astonishment at this terrific address [hom Mie - I 
mouse, which had not the least accordance with his nature ; and, ag a : } 
miracle, represented it to the prince ; who laughed at it as a-ridielt & & 

ous, and forbade his courtiers to talk of it. / ; r 4 

When intelligence of this reached the king of the mice, he addsea® | 

ed the fox, by way of learning his opinions; saying, “It e:nnot be : 

“anyways consistent with the institutes of dignity and commar? o 7 

“submit to these affronts ; therefore, our wise resolve is takes te oh : 

: “together the commanders of our forces, and prepare iv ‘lie be ‘ 

“manner for this important undertaking. Having collected tie ‘dani : 

# “site§ for warfare and defence, we will march to battle.” 3 a 

according in opinion with his majesty, an army so vast, thi Bc & 
its numbers the most subtile arithmeticians confessed ae 2, Wee ae =f 

pable, soon surrounded the imperial throne. The whole pipes she 3 

country was covered with mice. f F 

i‘ ‘First of all,-by direction of the vizier, it was resolved tovslermiic) |. 4 

the treasury of the enemy, and carry off all his money, This «45% ae 

ed in ashort time ; so that nothing remained inthe vav'is of ih os 

prince of Geelaun, but torn bags and mouse-eaten chesis; while Bc 

the treasurers had not the least suspicion of the theft. This impont 

ant object being happily attained, the king commanded his vizier t 

look out for some son of man graced with the jewels of al ee > <
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a4 ; on him the further operations of the war, and raise an 

sag e ils for his majesty’s service. 

a a distressed soldier of fortune, with his brethren and 
i aging If hic bame is search of employment peceed 

= i ier 3 imbers oF 4 

Pith go 1D 1 
# Seen ov thint I uld hayedeie fy - hi 

ey set i cat, lost his powe 

SSF Doct thes eotekenreets SHddeviyye € t 

5 e i SM olordyet hy 

a Bs hging t noted i Piawitesit cet it 

ee Ske sS * YT ¥ nid equine. 

ee ty, enter int y ‘ hom roi 

tapralh, vesiameet % RY. 

\is star fortunate. Through the mediation of the ‘mouse, he 

yas ininodicéd to the whiskered monarch ; who agreed to allow him 

ase, fer e-deeding his hopes or deserts, for which he signed an im- 

a imedinte cor! lon his secret treasures ; and having conferred upon him 

she iyt ‘station of generalissimo, recommended the fimost speed 

1 Joeying fo) 2es, and collecting stores of war. is 

The  flicer immediately wrote to all his friends and comrades of his 

idventure, observing, that ata time when virtue and liber- 

ity} ad deserted from among mankind, encouragement and generous: 

phat vere only tobe found in the service of the king of mice, 

+, vossessed immense secret treasures and buried hoards of wealth. 

4 3% Seminded men who are naturally the slaves of money, regarding 

eee tS «tunity of acquiring it as most precious, now collected from 

~ 49°48 ts; s0 that in a short time a great army was embodied, and 

ae “isites for offensive operations in readiness. 

) "f the mice, attended by his motley host, turning the reing 

oie j against the Prince of Geelaun, now marched from his . 

‘sifpiss 2-928 capital, and sounded the drums of valour in the field of 

ey. ‘Ibe prince, whose ears till now were filled with the cotton of 

pineness, opened his eyes at the noise ofthe drums from the heavy 

stupor of negligence, and having summoned his ministers and generals 

to an assembly of council, consulted with them on the extinction of 

the flames of disturbance, saying “ Though in this mansion of vicissi-
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“tude strange events occur, yet such a ridiculous one as the present 
“is very vexatious. To be engaged against a mouse is truly dis- 

“honouring. However, having considered well what is necessary to 
“be done, let us form our plans.” ‘ 

The council represented, that since the enemy had beaten the drums 

of war, there was no remedy but to light up the flames of bactle. Upon a 

which the prince, ordering out his troops, conimanded his stores to 

be opened, and the sums necessary for warlike disbursements to be 
issued ; but when the gates of his treasures were unfolded, the paths of 

his hopes became obstructed, for, not a vestige of the jfolen money ~ 

remained. Remediless, having for the present satisfied his troops with 

promises, he, marched from his capital, and planted the standard of 

war in opposition to his enemy’s on the field of battle. | 

When the golden mouse of heaven had descended into te eawz of 

the west, the king of the mice commanded his body-guards to execute 

a secret expedition which he had committed to them. ‘The army of 

mice, more numerous than swarms of pismires, or flights of locusts, 

having in the night entered the cnemy’s camp, gnawed to pieces with 

their teeth the leathers of the stirrups, the reins of thé bridles, the A 

parchment of the drums, the bow-strings, and, in like manner, what- i 

ever they found made of leather or cloth. Having completely finished 

their designs, they returned triumphant to the camp of their sovereign; 

who, at this important crisis, drawing out his human allies in line 
of battle, marched at their head, and commanded them like heroes to 

display their valour. 
The spies of the prince informed him of the motions of the enemy 

to surprise his camp; upon which he commanded the heralds gnd 

generals to prepare the various divisions of the army, and make ready ' 

for battle. The troops, on hastening to-form, were confounded at the 

damage done to their saddles and weapons, and panic-stricken at their 

forlorn condition. The bands of the sovereign mouse, regarding the con- 

fusion of the enemy as the fore-runner of victory and success, charged 4 

with furious valour, and in an instant made whole squadrons a merciless 

sacrifice to their sharp sabres. The survivorsregarding escape as most 

precious, measured the road of flight, and saved their lives by dis- 4 

honour. The prince, with much difficulty and disgrace having escap- 

ed from the field, shut himself up in his citadel; leaving all his 

effects, tents and royal equipagean offering to the plunder of the 

conquerors.
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When the warrior of heaven, with golden scymitar, arose from the 

borders of the skies to subdue the world, the prince, out of humility 

having despatched an ambassador, requested, that without the seizure 

of his country, he might be received under the shadow of protection ¢ 
and the king of mice, notwithstanding his meanness of nature, agree- 

) ably to the axioms of the liberal, practising the laws of generosity and 

displaying magnanimity, sent back all the plunder, and said; “ Our 

“motive for kindling the flames of slaughter was not the conquest of 

our dominions, but restoration of our camel.” 

The prince esteeming this demand as most auspicious, having capa- 

risoned the camel in gorgeous housings, trappings set with jewels, and 

asilken mahar, despatched him to the presence of the king of mice ; 

and opening the doors of apology, made many excuseg in order to ob- 
tain pardon of his faults, which was granted. ‘Phe king of mice, hay- 

ing returned victorious and triumphant to his subterraneous capital, 
, dismissed his human auxiliaries with satisfactory rewards ; and the , 

camel, as before the war, was allowed to forage at large in the wilder- 
ness, having the highest rank of nobility conferred upon him by his 

ii sovereign ; who from his unexpected success, exalted his head to the 

summit of the skies, and notwithstanding’ his shortness of neck, from, 

self opinion and pride, acted as if cats were not in existence.* i 

: If the prince of Geelaun, at first not contemning the mouse, had 

} prepared to eradicate the cause of quarrel and repel his enemy, by a 

very little attention, the blaze of disturbance might have been ex- 

tinguished, and all this disgrace and humiliation would not have 

happened to his fortunes. Had he chosen to quench the fire of en- , 

mity by the waters of conciliation, that depended only on a single 

eamel ; or if he had bent his attention properly to the destruction of 

his enemy, one cat would have effected the object. As he deviated 

from the maxims of the prudent, (who advise that an enemy should 

never be despised) and pursued the paths of negligence and self-con- 

ceit, he suffered the evil consequences of such conduct, 4 

VERSES. 7 

Be anenemy humble or powerful, contempt of him is a great error. 

* Dow's paraphrase of this tale, though containing very little of the original, i8 

cortainly superior to it in invention and entertainment. He concludes it by 
making the fox vizier shut up the monarch mouse in a cheese, while he usurped all 

power to himself. 

-
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Despise not an inferior opponent, for thou mayest be conquered if thou 
watch him not narrowly. : ‘ 

The scorpion isa more dangerous enemy than the serpent; for the one is 2 
secret, the other an open one. 

Thirdly, my prince, (continued the Shdrok) never disclose thy 

secrets to a woman ; that, like the merchant’s son, thou mayest not be 

involved in everlasting regret. The prince enquired the story of the 

merchants son, and the Shardk related the following tale. 

pega 

; CHAPTER XX, i 

° e —_— . 

. STORY OF ’ 

THE MERCHANT'S SON AND THE PEBIS. 

Tr is related, that in a city of Hindustan there wag a merehupi 

jwho had a son in the bloom 6f youth. ‘The young man one day, owing 

> to his inexperienced years, in argument with his father, having loosen. 

ed the bridle of respect from his hands, was impertinent beyond 

measure, and passed the bounds of discretion. From his improper 

i speeches the anger of the father became raised, and, in the warmth 

of passion, he drove him from his house ; which the son, in the stub- 

born intoxication of youthful folly and false honour, haughtily 

‘quitted; and choosing the life ofa Kalandar, rubbed his face over with 

ashes, and committing himself to wandering about the world, measur- 

ed the path of travel. 

On the first day, however, ashe was but little accustomed to the 

hardships of travelling and the inconveniences of absence froin home, 

_ before he could reach a stage, he became tired, and the impressions of 

weariness affected his limbs. Desponding, he quitted the high road, « 
and reclined himself at the foot of a* tree, on the margin of a piece of 

water. 

At the close of day, when the world-illuming sun, having finished 

his course round the globe, had retired to his western abode, four 

doves alighted from a tree on the edge of the water, which proved to 

be Peris, who had taken upon them the form of those birds. Having
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how assumed their natural shapes, they laid aside their vesture, and 

employed themselves in sportive bathing. ‘The merchant’s son observ- 

ing this, advanced softly, and taking up their garments, hid them in 

the hollow of a tree, behind which he sat concealed. The Peris, after 

a short interval ascending from the water, became much distressed at 

the misfortune of losing their clothes, ‘and ran on every side mourn- 

fully in search, till at last they beheld the young man, whom they 

besought with prayers and entreaties to return their garments. 

Whe youth did not meet their petition with acceptance, but said, 

“ Till such times as my object shall be satisfied by you, it is impos- 

« sible that your request should receive compliance.” The Peris re- 

plied, “If thy wishes depend upon us, we will not withhold our 

“assistance.” Upon which the youth continued, saying, “ My de- 
“sire is, that one of you should consent to°live with me as a 

“companion, and agree to the union of marriage’. The Peris 

answered, “ Rash young man, as the Almighty Creator has formed 

“ our bodies of fire, and your’s of water and clay, with such difference 

“ of natures, how can the knot of union be tied? Giveup these un- 

easonable desires, and depart from such unattainable wishes, for 

“ they never can be satisfied.” iia : 
The young man, not in the ‘least attending to their eloquence, 

pressed his desires, and became more importunate for the fulfilment 

| of his demands. Pointing to one of the Peris, much handsomer and 

younger than the rest, he said, “ Resign this angel tome, and I will 

“« give up the raiment of the rest.” The Peris, on account of their dis- 

tressed situation, having consented, took leave of their sister ; who, 

vemediless, and distressed at separation from her companions, as well 

as the calamity of being compelled to associate with one of a different 

nature, shed floods of tears. They strove to console her, saying, 

Since this sentence upon thee has been entered in the volume of 

“ Divine will; what remedy is there, and what can we do in the affair ? 

“ Allowing that we should all be taken captive, what good would it do 

“thee ?” 

The young man having thus gained the Peris by his stratagem, 

gave up the raiment of the rest, who fled away. Having adorned his 
captive with rich clothes and valuable jewels, he regarded her com- 

i pany as the chief good of life, and studied to gain her affections night 

_and day ; withdrawing not his eyes for an instant from gazing on her : 

% heart-rayishing countenance, and laying aside all business but that of 

y § ‘
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Tove for her charms, he unremittingly quaffed from the cup of pleasure 

i the wine of delight; and, gathering from the rose-bush of her beauty the 
flowers of rapture, like the nightingale, exulted with ecstacy, and, as 

that bird when fascinated, made his tongue melodious with the follow- 
ing strain:— 

ve RSES. 

Make my eup sparkle, © cupbearer, with the brilliancy of the wine; 
Tell the minstrel that fortune is favourable to my desires. 

In process of time, the Peri also, from constant association, was 

attached tothe young merchant, and placed her foot in the path of * 

regard and her head on the carpet of affection ; till at length she bore 

children, whengiuman customs began to please her. She now seemed 

to enjoy the acquaintince of her husband’s female relatives and neigh- 

bours, and engaged in the management ef domestic concerns with a 

cheerful countenance. ‘The young man now cast from his mind all 

doubts of ber affection, and his heart became assured of her love and 

attachment. 

It chanced after a period of ten years, that misfortunes assaulted 

: young merthant, and his property became exceedingly reduced. Re-« 

mediless, in order to gain a livelihood and find out means of subsis- 

tence, having made préparations for along voyage, he submitted his 

mind to the pangs of separation, and committed the Peri to the care | 

ofan aged matren, whom he regarded as deserving of confidence. To 

her in private, having pointed out the spot where he kept the Peris’ 

original raiment buried, he revealed the important secret of his adven- 

ture ; and having repeated his admonition to use proper caution in 

guarding her charge, placed the foot of departure in the stirrup of 

trayel, and persued his journey. 

The Peri, now become the partner of sorrow, would often com 

plain to her old domestic of the pangs of absence, and in the agony of 

grief utter expressions of regret ; which the matron believing real, 

used endeavours to console her mind, and would say, “ Consent not to 

«dim thy moon-like aspect, the envy of the sun, with the wane of 

“ sorrow ; or, like the moth, consume thy heart and life inthe blaze 

“ of the lamp of despondency; but take courage, for the dark night of a 

“ absence will soon come to an end, and the bright dawn of interview 

“ eleam from the horizon of Divine bounty.” 

From the occufrences of Providence, the Peri, having one day
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‘3 bathed, was drying her amber-scented tresses with a corner of her veil, 

¥ when the aged domestic, being struck with her dazzling beauty and 

j numerous charms, opened her lips in admiration and praise. The 

' Peri npon this exclaimed, “ Ah! nurse, though you think my pre- 

“ sent charms great, yet had you seen mein my native raimenf, you 

a “ would have witnessed what beauty and grace the Divine Creator has 

“ bestowed on Peris ; for know, that we are among the most finished 

} Aes © nortraits on the tablets of existence. Jf, then, thou desirest to be- 

hy fold the skill of the Divine artist, and admire the wonders of crea- : 

* tion, bring the robes which my husband has kept concealed, that I 

«may wear them for an instant, and shew thee my native beauty, the 

“like of which no human eye, but my Lord’s, hath gazed upon.” 

These fool-ensnaring remarks tempted the nuse oul*of the circle of 

that prudence and caution requisite to a distinguishing judgment ; so 

that she instantly arose, and taking the robes out of the hole, presented 

them to the Peri, who eagerly put thenron, and, asa_ bird escaped 

from a cage, expanded her wings, and having exclaimed “ Farewell,’ 

soared aloft towards her native regions. Though the matron, like 

ex the afilicted by some sudden calamity, scattering dust, upon her head, 

. uttered loud entreaties and complaints, they had no effect upon the 

! liberated Peri; fora bird who has broken the snare will never return 

| to it. fs 

! When the-merchant’s son, returning from his journey, reached his 

house, and found no signs of the rose of enjoyment ontgthe tree of hope,. 

but the lamp of blissextinguished in the chamber of felicity, he became 

as the Peri stricken,* a recluse in the cell of madness. Banished’ 

from the path of understanding, he remained lost to all the bounties 

of fortune, and the useful purposes of life. 

‘i a It is clear (continued the Sharok) that had not this rash deviator 

iF from the road of wisdom entrusted the precious gems of his secrets to 

% the old nurse, he would not have sullied the head of his fortune with 

s the ashes of adversity, or shed the clear water of his enjoyments 

on the ground of disappointment ; neither, having given such a shaw- 

bauzt of good luck from his hands, would have become a wanderer in 
s the wilds of calamity. 

eae Fourthly, if by chance, prosperity, greater by comparison thar 

* That is, possessed by an evil spirit. en ROE 2 
es +The Royal Faleon,
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’ that of another, should become thy lot, be not self-secure of its con- Ay 

tinuance, that, like the young thief, thou mayest not lose the tredsure 4 

of thy life in the plain of destruction. The prince enquired the story N 

of the Thief, and the Sharok related as follows.* ’ 

—_—_e——_ 

CHAPTER XXI, ; 
, ? ° wo 

STORY OF : 

THE THIEF. ‘ 

: Tue depictors of occurrences, and expounders of the characters of 

events, have thus drawn the flourishes of the following curious his\ory 

on the chapter of relation. 3 : 

In an empire of the regions of the world, there was a kiny, ii 

z whose mind a fondness for jewels, like love for the sun in the disiy | 

atom,t was strongly impressed. A sight of a clear ruby, like the j 

fumes of sparkling wine, would fill his soul with rapture ; and he re- "eq 
garded pearfs as more precious than the teeth of ruby-lipped mailens © 

with rosy cheeks. On this account, having collected together all the 

_ jewels in his treasury, he would frequently place them at once in his | 

view, that he might have the pleasure of examining the particulary rf 
beauties of each., The officers entrusted with the cave of them, by ve- 

peatedly carrying them from the treasury, unpacking and repackiae 

them daily, were unable to bear farther fatigue, and often from th: 

weakness of human nature, (on which failure and omission are atten 

dant,) shewed a slowness which subjected them to reproof, and occa- 
sioned dissatisfaction in the king’s mind. In order, therefore, to on- | 

joy his wishes without the difficulty of labour and interruption of ’ 
trouble, he commanded the goldsmiths skilful as Samri and perfect in ; 

their art, who had given exquisite specimens of their elegant work- a 

manship in gold and jewelry, that they should make a fish of gold, 

elegantly shaped and nicely formed, on which should be set the 10s —— 

* Dow has contrived to mingle this story and that of the Thief, following next, ; 
in one, with only here and there a sentence of the original. ath 

+ To understand this figure, perhaps it may be necessary to request the reader te ‘ 

observe the beautiful inclined column caused by the sun’s rays of particles on aust | ; 
ina room, in which every variety of gem seems to float in constant motion, e 2 sei 

ead
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Oe precious jewels, and the clearest pearls selected from the -royal 

<% tre: sures, the prime rarities of the mines and ocean. What a fish ! 

. {vas in itself an inconceivable treasure. The scales were composed 

* | of -ubies and pearls, and its fins of diamonds and other precious stones. 

f Bt A\| creation, from the moon down to a fish,* was captivated by its 

> upparalleled elegance. The ocean shrunk into the sand from envy 

; ee its beauty, and the diamond mines sunk still lower at view of its 

o rillianey. Its splendour made the Pigges of heaven dive into the 

' ea. voce Of humiliation, and the fish of Kousir and Tunseem+ acknow- 

er Ee iedee their inferiority. From the water of its own Drilliancy, 

ie “es “i: wanted not the streams of Paradise; and as by its beauty it 

1 ca: ivated the hearts of heroes like Alexander, it had no occasion for 

i ‘he yountain of Khizzer.t In short, the fame of it, like the liberality 

ee he king, reached the extremities of the globe, and, like his im- 

. ial glory, pervaded the world. 

4 A thief,—who was a professor in his art, and by his consummate 

Aa ‘cil in robbing could steal the golden race of the sun warm from the 

| @  eavenly crucible, filch the ruby from the reins of Sol ere it could 

: 4 reach the womb of the mine, snatch the liquid pearl from the Nei- 

‘t sane! before it could enter the shell of the oyster, and draw up the sign 

Bee Pisc2s from the seven ccerulean seas,—having intelligence of the fish, 

Z iu érder to prove his superiority in thievish art, and shew his prowess 

/ 4 "iw kaavery, formed the resolution of stealing it. Fixing the saddle of 

ee ' wtdit on the steed of resolve, he coursed over the expansive plains of 

, bi _ ecoiiitivance. Having measured the royal palace with the line of con- 
Bn Fy tplation, he marked well the place where to enter, and where to make 

i he is\seape. 
k: \\hen the golden fish of the sky had dived into the fountain of the 

< __ west and night exalted her sable canopy over the world, this celebrated 

ha _. traveller of darkness, taking with him his implements of robbery, 

a ye pac'd round the fortress, in order to try the alertness of the guards 

_ ~~ sn, wakefulness of the sentinels. Everywhere he heard repeated 

rf + the ery of “ Take care !” and on all sides resounded the watch-words, 

¥ : ey 12 vigilant, be watchful.” He therefore necessarily sat down in a 

if corer, waiting for favourable opportunity, till at length the secrets 

2) 2 © \ pun in the text ; Mah signifying the Moon and a-fish. 
ie * Rivers of Mahommed’s paradise. 
, i ) The fountain fabulous of the water of immortality. 

os g. Showers, whose drops falling into the oyster, are supposed to generate the pearl. 

oR
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of the heart of darkness began to be revealed, and the adorner of time | 

bound over the sable head of night a gem-hespangled fillet of lucid 4 
dew-drops ; or, in other words, half the night had passed away. The \ 

sentinels now, from the dimp of the dew and the coldness of the air, j 

having drawn their cowls over their heads, between sleep and waking a 
pronounced their challenges, faintly as the sound which murmurs from 
an empty vessel. . 

At this crisis, the conrageggs thief, extending himself on the ground ¥) 

and winding on his belly like the serpent, reached the walls of the: 

fortress. Having unfolded from his wrist a long kummund* twisted 

and entwined as the curly tresses of the fair, he threw it over the bat- 

tlements, and with the agility of a rope-dancer swarmed up to the para- 

pet, from which he let himself down into the fort. Having entered 

5 the sleeping apartment of the king, he beheld him reposing on the 

couch of prosperity, and, like the planet of his enemies, immersed in 

sleep. A lamp stood on the floor, and the fish (on account of which | 

the thief had mounted, as it were the ladder of the skies, and descend- | 

ed again to earth) lay under the pillow. A hand-maiden, beautiful as 1 

the Peris, was gently rubbing with her hand, soft and delicate as the eg 

rose-leaf, th® king’s feet.+ advancing lightly, the thief concealed himself 

behind a curtain, till sleep had oyerpowered the damsel, and reclining 

her head, she sunk to rest, Gently snatching her veil from her 

: shonlders, he covered himself with it, and performed tie same office for 

, fhe Sultfn that she had been engaged in. When ashort time had | 

elapsed, the king turned himself on his side, when the thief seizing the i 

opportunity drew the fish from under the pillow, and quitting the for- 

tress inthe manner he had en taped, escaped unobserved through the 

midst of the drowsy guards. 

As the fish, from its length, could not be concealed under his arm —- 

in day-light, and the gates of the city were yet shut, the cunning 

thief thought within himself, dnd said, “At this season, when night + 

“ affords privacy under-her sable mantle alike to the robber and those 
“who keep the vigils of prayer, not to finish my undertaking and keep 

“the precious fish in the town, is to wash my hands in my own * 

“blood. The king must soon find out his loss, and the strictest 

* A rope with a hook or ae at the end, 

‘+ The Asiaties in general, have a domestic to ruby and pat the feet while they 

sleep. They say it promotes circulation. ( ‘= 

. 

. . . oh
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“search will be made ; the city gates will not be opened, by way of 

Pe “ preventing escape, and Imay be caught with my fish in the net of 

“destruction. Supposing, however, that on the smile of dawn, they 

_ “should open the gates, in the light ofday to attempt conveying 

“ such a prey as this, which is as well known by its brillianey to the 

* world, as the moon, is departing from the circle of prudence.” 

Having at Jength formed an artful stratagem, he wrapped the 

Ne fish in the veil, which he had taken from, the damsel, as a’ reward for 

Zying her office, in the form of a shroud over.a dead infant, and 

covered it with wreaths of white flowers stolen from the house of a 

gardener. After the manner of those afflicted by sudden calamity, 7 

with all violence and clamour raising his voice in mournful exclama- 

tions, he came to the city gates. The guards enquired, saying, “ Who 

“ art thou ? and on whose account dost thou lament ?” To which he 

answered, “Iam a poor wretch, without property, of empty purse, 

Y “ persecuted by the fickle skies, and ruined by cruel fortune. I had a 

son, who prattled sweetly as the paroquet, who was as a nightingale 

“giving the melody of a garden to my lowly ‘hut, and who made the 

~~ blighted buds of my desponding heart to blossom into the flowers of ~ 

( “ cheerfulness. This night he died of the small pox, and Teft me cap- 

“ tive in the snares of grief, and my heart scared like the tulip by the 

7 “ wounds of sorrow and despair. As I was unable to procure the re- = 

“ quisites for laying out and enshrouding after the manner of my re- 

“ations and equals, I became fearful of the taunts of my enemies 

“and sneersof my acquaintance ; so that I was anxious at a silent 

“hour, like the present, to lay himin the grave, and commit him to 

“repose in the cradle of the tomb,gn order that my relations and - * 

“friends might not be informed of my poverty, and that my heart, 

—__ “already torn into a thousand pieces by the death of my child, should 

“ nob be pierced with the scorpign sting of ridicule, which would be 

" “ an aggravation of my sorrows, and add the scandal of the malicious 

“to the poignancy of my grief.” 

One of the guards, ‘agreeably to his surly nature, beginning to- 

growl like a cur, said, “ At this midnight hour, to open the gates of the © 

“city walls without the orders of the magistrate to such a poor wretch 

“as thee, can be of no advantage. Sit down quietly, therefore, till 

“the dawn of morning’; refrain from thy nonsensical lamentations, 

“ and do not unreasonably disturb our delightful repose. Unless thou
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“desirest a sound drubbing, do not, like the frantic, make such a 

* bawling.” The thief for an instant, heaving a cold sigh from his in- : 

flamed heart, sat down to wait the attainment of his wishes, but 

immediately after, bursting into louder comptaints than ever, raised : 

* such a clamour, that the guards all together abused him, and opened c 

upon him the portals of reviling and threats. The well-experienced 

thief, bowing himself before. them with humiliation and entreaty, be- 

gan to pray for mercy, and said; “Ah! ye light walkers on the 

“shore of cheerfulness have compassion upon me involved ines 

“whirlpool of grief and sorrow, and avoid the tormenting path of the 

" “afflicted, who have the pangs of despair impressed in the footsteps 

“oftheir souls.” At length, the guards, when they saw that unless 

they opened thegates, and got rid of this troublesome interruption, it 

was impossible to enjoy the sweets of sleep from his clamorous voci- 

feration, remediless, let him through and dismissed him. 
As it happened, another most skilful thief, intimately versed in the ] 

mysteries of chicanery and professor of the cheating art, having 
formed a love connection with a loose woman who lived near the 
gate, was enjoying her company, when he heard the feigned lament-— 
ations of hig brother robber. From his experience he guessed the 
cause, and followed after him unperceived, before the guards could 
shut the gates. The guards enquired what was his calling, and why : 
he wanted to goout at sucha time of night? He replied, “ The 
* person who has now just gone forth in such sorrow is my brother. 
“ His son, whose innocent prattling brought to mind the chatter of 
“*the paroquet, has in tender infancy taken flight from this narrow, 

i . “perishable world to the expangive regions of eternity, leaving the 
“ wounds of sorrow in the hearts of his father, and me his lamenting 
“uncle. I go, that I may share in my brother’s sorrows, and assist 
“him in burying my poor nephew.” By help of this artful story, having 
passed the city gate, he followed the first thief. ? 

The first thief went directly to the place of execution, where he 
5 saw three robbers upon the stakes impaled, and a fourth stake void, 

close by. From this last, having counted a few paces, he buried the * 
fish in the earth, and fetching a stone clotted with blood from be- 
neath one of the pales, placed it as a talisman upon his treasure, that 
he might without difficulty know the spot. «The thief who had fol- 
lowed, while the first was employed in digging the hole and burying
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the fish, having swarmed the vacant stake, seated himself upon it. The 

first thief, when he had finished his business, by way of strict observ- 

ance again *eame to the stakes, where he now saw alsoa man upon 

the fourth. Astonished and amazed at this circumstance, he said | 

within himself, “ Within a short interval, [certainly thought I saw 

one pale void, how comes it that there isnow a man upon it ! but T 

“may have been misled by my eyesight at the first view, or my me- 

“ mory may have failed me.” Alarm still filled his mind, and he 

~ exercised his wits to obtain certainty and cut the knot of such a 

mystery. First he felt the breast and temples of each criminal, that 

he might distinguish if they breathed, and find out the living from .the 

dead; but they all proved alike to his feel, without the least difference. 

Overcome with surprise, he considered awhjle ; then advancing to 

the suspicious stake, and holding for a full quarter of anhour the thief’s 

nose, tried his breath; but the artful rogue so held it in, thatit would have 

been impossible forthe finger of Plato to perceive the motion of his veins. 

The first thief, after hé had used all this trial and caution, according to 

the axiom, that the sword is the last resource, drawing a’short sabre, 

struck it with all his force at the cheek of the secgnd, who shrunk 

not a hair’s breadth, or moved the least, though he received a severe 

wound, The first thief now discharging suspicion from his mind, be- 
came eased of apprehension, and self-secure from mischief, went his 

way. ‘ 

When the first thief had taken his departure, the other descended 

from the stake, and going to the spot where the jewel-formed fish was 

buried, dug it up, and become overjoyed atthe acquisition of such a 

treasure. Having congratulated hiffself upon” his own penetration, 

sagacity, and firmness, he deposited the fish in another place, and 

= retiring, bound up his wounds. 

When the fish of day, arising from the ocean’s depth, enlightened 

the surface of the globe by the rays of its sparkling gems, he returned 

to the house of his mistress ; who observing the gashes upon his face, 

enquired the cause. The courageous thief, resolved to keep his secret, 

did not admit her into the path of knowledge, or commit the mystery 

to his lips, but said, ‘Ask no questions, and procure a surgeon that 

“he may assist me in the cure of my wound.” The prostitute having 

called her attendants, who were of her own profession, said, “ During 

“the long space that you have kept alive the glow of love, has any 

. {
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* one of you had a surgeon as your gallant ?” A smiling-faced dam- 

sel, advancing with nods and glances, replied, “I have for my lover a 

* surgeon of the highest skill and knowledge in his profession.” The 

mistress, having thanked her with condescension and kindness, desired 

" her to fetch the surgeon ; who being arrived, examined the wounds of 

the thief ; and having ‘performed his operations, praised the courage 

and fortitude of his patient. + 

In the course of the day, the thief who had stolen the fish from the_ 

royal bed-chamber, to satisfy his mind and take proper precautidue, 

revisited the spot. He saw that his prize was carried off by a flood, 

allthe exertions he had used scattered to'the winds, and that the thief 

he had wounded on the pale was vanished like the phenix. Rage 

enflamed his bosgm, and he became like a fish, floundering in the net 

of destruction. Gloonfy and desponding, he returned to the city like 

one distracted, his back bowed under the cruelty of fortune, and retired 

; to his lurking place in a state of despair. Reclining his head, like a 

ball in the curve of the mace, upon his knees, he employed himself as 

the melancholy mad, in forming useless conjectures and idle fancies. 

At length he heard a great noise, and the following proclamation Sc 

was made :“ A thief last night stole the king’s fish set with jewels: 

“ Whosoever will recover it, shall be distinguished by the royal 

“ favour, and may take the pheenix of riches in the snare of attain- 

“ment.” Upon this, the mournful thief again hastened to try his for- 

tune at the royal palace, and being introduced to the gracious audience 

by the chief magistrate, first entered the asylum of pardon, and then, 

having related his adventures from beginning to end to the confidential 

attendants of the imperial presence, said, ‘‘ The wounds which I in- 

* flicted on the face of the truly-skilful robber will be the means of 

‘his detection, but let the world-commanding order be issued, that I 

“may be admitted wherever I may think fit to search for the ill- 

“starred wretch, so that no one be a stone in my path, or stop my 

** progress.” The king commanded the judge of police to afford him 

every assistance, and set him at liberty. 

- The thief now began to examine all the streets and alleys, and 

wherever he saw a surgeon visiting patients, insisted on accompanying 

him in his rounds. After some days he followed the right person to 

the house of the prostitute, where he beheld his rival reclined upon a
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princely couch, and drinking wine, which is the most abominable of 

. all actions. His wounds were getting better, and fast healing. 

Having made a low obeisance, he expanded the tongue of complimen- 

tary gratulation, and said, “A thousand praises are due to sueh a 

“ magie-performing thief as thou. Mother earth glories in such an’ 

-“able son. Without exaggeration I may say, that the eye of time 

s “hath never beheld a more able professor than thyself in the mysteries 

i “ of filching and arts of roguery.. ‘Through thee the thieving trade 

— has become renowned tliroughout the world, and in thy person the 

“science of cheating distinguished over the globe. True it is, that 

“science receives credit from the abilities of the professor, as the dia- 

“mond its full lustre from the skilful polish of the jeweller’s hand. 

r “« Now, then rise up, and! take the trouble: jyst to visit the paradise- 

“like abode of ‘the king of kings, for his Majesty expects thy. noble 

“ approach.” a 

The eminent thief, who saw that there was no remedy but to com-- 

mit himself to the: path of truth, replied,“ Praise and thanks be to 

* God, that such an able teacher as thou, so distiguished in art, the 

“ guide of thievery, and instructor of rogues, who eanst fix thy ladder 

“upon the highest heaven, and steal from the crucible of the firma- 

“ment the glowing metal of the sun, hast extended thy tongue in 

* my praise and’ proved’ the gold’ of my skilt to be pure, on the touch- 

“stone of impartiality. How great is my fortune !’ iow glorious my 

“ success ! how auspicious my stars!’ However, generosity and liber+ 
“ ality dictated, that till the healing of my wounds and'recovery from: 

“my hurts, having exercised thy noble nature, thou shouldst, after 

the manner of the benevolent, have given me quarter.. Then, by~ 

“ the guidance of my stars and direction of fortune, having arrived at: 

“thy presence, I should have gained the treasures of felicity, and} with 

“ thy approbation, taken the fish to our gracious sovereign. Since, what 

“was incumbent on a generous nature and worthy a noble mind has 

* not been performed, what can I now do, but lay my head at thy feet ? 

** My skill has made fortune draw her sword against me as the object 

« of her envy, and as I am invincible in the field'of knavery, time has 

* doomed ‘my blood to stain the point of the pale.” Having finished 

his speech, he arose, and’ accompanied by death, having come to the 

Sultan, delivered up his prize, and’ was_instantly executed. 

7 ° '
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To the experienced in the field of knowledge, who (having measured : 

the depths and heights of events with the foot of trial) have reached < 

the place of conviction, it is clear, that if the second thief, not being 

selfsecure from the vengeance of the first, had chosen a distant asylum, 

*he had not consumed the store-house of his life in the fire of annihilation. 

7 VERSES. 

if thou hast done evil, rest not self-secure against danger 5 > . 

For retribution is a natural consequence. 

ee 

° , CHAPTER XXII. f 

: CONTINUATION OF 

THE HISTORY OF JAHANDAR SULTAN. ; 

Wuen thediviae assistant intends that he will conduct the objéet of 

. his resigned servant to success, without his using exertion or endeay- 

. ours, he prepares for him the necessary means. Of the justice of this 

observation, the following is a proof. When the parrot, being des- 

patched from the presence of the prince adorning the musnud of 

pilgrimage and bestower of dignity on the court of travel, (Jah4ndar 

: Sultan) had expanded the plumes of genius, and, soaring on the wings 

of search in the air of endeavour, took flight in the path of enquiry, in 

a short time he reached a forest, the ground of which, from its beauti- 

ful greens resembling enamel, smiled with scorn at the verdure of 

paradise. . . ; 

In this heaven-like spot were seated two brothers, waiting for au 

arbitrator to decide their disputes and adjust their differences. In 

hopes that some person would appear accidentally and fulfil their 

wishes, they had their eyes turning to the four points of hope ; the 

reason for which was this. 2 

Among the effects left by their father were four articles ; the division 

of them was the cause of dispute and means of a contention, which 

could not impartially by themselves be décided. The first was an old 

fakeer’s cloak, stuffed with cotton ; the second a corden satchel ; the 

* '
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third a kallandar’s bowl ; and the fourth a pair of wooden clogs: appa- 

‘ rently of trifling value, and to sight sceming as the effects of poverty 

i and distress ; yet, in fact, the forty treasures of K4roon, in comparison 

with them, were not worth a lump of clay. From the cloak, all sorts 

of rare clothes, and the curious manufactures of every region of the 

world, with the most precious perfumes and essences, could be produced 

in any quantity desired, and at any tima In the same manner, from 

* the satchel, at the desire of the possessor, came forth unparalleled 

) diamonds of the clearest lustre, the most beautiful pearls, and every 

precious gem, which under the azure sky, is produced on the face of 

‘ being, from the ocean and mine. From the bowl, which was full of count- 

} Jess bounty, nay, was a river of Divine mercy, issued, without the delay 

) of expectation, at the wish of the owner, all sorts of elibles and drink- 

' ables, both common and rare, which the Divitte purveyor has spread 

upon his variegated board. The wooden clogs in travelling over the 

earth, resembled the throne of the blessed Solomon, swifter than the 
wind. Whoever had them on his feet, if he wished to go from the 

eastern to the western extremity of the globe, ore notwithstanding 

i, * the distance, to the place desired in the twinkling ‘ofin eye. 

i . The parrot when he obtained knowledge of the above ctrcumstances, 
fluttered with joy ; and then, spreading his wings in the sky of ex- 

ultation, at one flight conyeyed himself to the presence of the prince, 

and received the honour of an interview. Having given an account 

of the properties of the curiosities, and the situation of the young 

men, he said, “ At this crisis, when you have an important business 

“occupying your princely mind, along journey of great peril and 

“ difficulty in agitation, and the point of desire unknown, it isadvisa- | a 

“ble for your highness to seize by any means .these goods, each of ci 
is “which to obtain elsewhere in the whole habitable globe, is withoug . 

“the verge of possibility ; for, by their means, you will without 

| ak “ trouble reach the country of your beloved. Though in the office of 

“sovereigh guardian, to become sullied by the crime of dishonesty 

“« cannot be consistent witht he laws of religion or morality ; yet, accord- : 
; “ing to the urgency of political exigence and necessity of demand, it 

“cannot be approved by regson to give up such unhoped for divine 
BR favours which solely from the particular bounty of heaven have been 

“sent from the world above.” 
The prince, whose bosom fermented with impatience, like new wine 

* in the vessel, ‘on the representation of the wise bird, proceeded to the
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place without delay, and arrived after travelling three nights a0 ia 
The young men, whose eyes had been long stretched on ‘he 4 f 

expectation, regarding his arrival asa fortunate event, ‘cried ihe ; 

arbitration of their dispute to him. 

The prince considering for a little time, said, “ As oft Sah 

“the dice,of thought on the tables of consideration and rhyance . 

“* no better mode occurs than this. I will let fly two arrows fom » 

“ bow on opposite quarters, one east and the other westwari', a4 ;/ace ’ 

“ the effects in dispute at an equal distance between thon go tke © 

“ground. This done, let each of you at the clapping 0° ay hands a i 

“yun to a different point ; and whoever soonest bring mea RaW, et he 

*¢ him take for his share without hindrance the two things he likes best, 

“ leaving the other to his brother.” : j 

This mode they both‘approved ; and all being’prepared, ran ofl is seize 

their separate arrows ; when the prince without delay puting on th 

cloak, throwing the satchel over his shoulder, fixing the boty! ‘1m bi 

girdle, and stepping upon the clogs, wished himself at ihe city Pe 

Meenou Sowaud, * the residence of the princess Baharéwar Guy 

By permission of the Almighty, to whose omnipotence the midst cite & 5] 

cult things Bre easy, he found himself in the twinkling of an eye at, a 

the gates of the city, having in an instant, without trouble or déagen, 5 

passed a distance of many thousand miles, which he could not o yBriwwiee 

have journeyed in years. The propitiously winged parrot, like che 

phoenix ominous of prosperity, sitting upon the fortunate head of the 

prince, also arrived with him.t ‘ tS 

Sale —_—_——— ’ 

F CHAPTER XXIII. % 

‘ Waen Jahfndér Shah in the disguise of a fukeer, arrive4 thus %% 

the city delightful as paradise, and was going to enter it, # oand ci vl “ 

king’s guards, having laid hold of him, hurried him away io tie roysi ; 

palace ; for, it was an anciently established custom of the happy kine % 
ee eee - 

* Regions of paradise. 

+ Dow’s imitation concludes here. » 

/ 

{ Lf
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4 om, that whenever strangers arrived, whether in the equipage of dig-. 

y ty or tatters of beggary, they were instantly conducted to court, and 

i savulned by officers, who represented their condition to the ae 

»n th2 heaven-like assembly, and frequently the king would interro- 

gute ‘hem himself, as in this instance he chose to do. 

: When the wise Sultan, with intent to explore particulars, cast the 

ook of penetration upon the countenance of this traveller in the path 

4 ‘i \o-e and wanderer in the plain of fascination, notwithstanding his 

; A@lacdar’s disguise and beggar’s dress, he perceived that his air and 

- wiervers differed from those of the meanly born, and saw the star 

) of dicnity and rays of grandeur beaming upon his forehead. With 

; ‘sign d surprise therefore he said “ Whence came this uncommon 

f ‘kellandar ? and why has he wandered to my capital en Aras 
> prince, withdrawing the veil of silence from the damsel of * 

if speech, introduced her into the assembly of narration, and in the man- 
icy of the informed in the rules of compliment and the skilled in the 

i cexem mials of politeness, thus represented. “I am immediate heir 
i “ © the erown and ring of the paradise envied regipns of Hindustan, : 
cat “sr was tenderly cherished in the cradle of royalty gnd high fortune, 
Pe * As all affairs are bound’in the kuot of Divine will, agréeably to its 
lS 4 * everlasting decree and the motions of fate, desire of submission to z 
Pe ‘the shrone emblematic of benevolence'took place in my heart, and 
it * the wish to serve your imperial majesty possessed my mind. Inevita. 
Et “bly impelled, I removed my affections from my own family, and + 
he ' coording to the verse (to me, being thy su pplicant, is preferable to 
Os yalty) choosing the station of a kallandar before that of a prince, I 

a estrenged my mind from power and command. Regarding the perils 
% “of he road and fatigues of travel as light upon myself, I hastened 

fe: Te rds amid a thousand unlooked for felicities. Praise and thanks 
ka God, that the glorifying interview and blessed meeting with) 

uy sacred majesty has taken place, and that after the endurance of 
: ins nerable toils in my journey, the happiness of kissing the most 

; “spa 1 carpet has been obtained. Now, perhaps, the high bounties 
- en’ liberal favours of your majesty may repay my sufferings and 

n Se exic 
a VERSES. 

* Unless the beaitty of the holy K4bé* gratified the weary pilgrim, . a he soul of the heart-traveller would be consumed in its burning desert.”
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The deeply-judging and wise Sultan, when he had heard 4 

the approved eloquence and well chosen expressions of the prince eY 

in the above speech, was convinced of his accomplishments in y 

the graces of courtly behaviour and polite manners. The com- { 

ing of the ambassador, his bringing the letter containing assur- 

ances of regard and friendship, and delivering the message request. { 

ing a union with Baharéwat Banu, now recurred to his mind ; andy | 

from the wild air, distracted demeanour, and pensive manner of the *, 

stranger, he was convinced by whose charms he had been induced to R 
disguise his princely person asa kallandar. Policy-consulting prudence, } 

however, would not permit his owning himself acquainted with the 

mystery, or declare it openly. Plunging therefore into the sea of 
feigned disbelief, and knocking wilfully at the gate of ignorance, he 

i exclaimed, “ Drive from my august presence and royal palace this 

“ insolent and lying kallandar, who, in order to enhance his value and 

«inerease his consequence and importance, has set forth a tale contrary 
“to probability. With design that he may obtain credit and reputa- 

“tion in the sightof man, he has embroidered the sleeve of his con- a 
< dition with the deceitful flourishes of pretended rank. As his folly, 7 

«however, Ts greater than his hypocrisy, he has not perceived, that ‘| 

* “his lies, before the bright lamp in the chambers of penetration and 

“ judgment, could beam forth no splendour.” 

Though the Sultan, thus permitting the garb of the noble-minded 

» and high born prince’s condition to be sullied by the dust of scandal, 

drove him from his heaven-like company, yet privately, he appointed 

: _ jntelligent and prudent officers, who could distinguish reality from ap- 

pearances, in order, that-being constantly informed pf his proceedings, 

and watching his behaviour and employments night and day, they 
might report his conduct constantly to the imperial ministers and con- = 

fidential attendants at the world-commanding throne, without neglect- ~- 

ing the most trifling point in their intelligence. i 

ean llc 

CHAPTER XXIV, aie 

; 
Wuen Jahandar Shah had quitted the palace, he unexpectedly met 

* in ashy-coloured raiment, with marks of grief and sadness impressed 

upon his countenance, Hoormuz, the son of his father’s vizier, who ee
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. had taken the habit ofa fakeer. The prince, surprised at his appearance 

+ in so distant a country, said, “ Wherefore hast thou fixed the place of _ 

“thy abode in a foreign region, and among a strange people, and 

} “courting absence from thy family, preferred to affluence, wretched- 

} “ness and poverty ? From what motive hast thou: esteemed as light 

; “upon thyself all this vexation and trouble ?” : 

Hoormuz, agreeably to the maxim thas the frantic haying nothing 
to do with prudence, without regard to the rules of precaution, laying 

- open the secrets of his heart, replied, “ The king of this .country 

“hath a daughter named Baharawar Banu; a daughter didI say? she 

“is a conspicuous planet in the sky of beauty, a precious pearl in the 

“sea of perfection. The world-irradiating sun gained his splendour 

from the glow of her cheek, and the moon, from its exalting reflec- 

«tion, her light. From report, I fell, unseeing, Mke a fish, into the net 

“ of her amber-coloured*locks, and being hurled from the reposing 

“place of sense into the wilds of madness, my soul dissolving like wax 

“in the fire of love, I could find no means of attaining my wishes. No 

“sensation of hope has gladdened the perceptions of my heart, and from 

‘the-failure-of my unhappy stars the cup of my dfsires has not been 

“crowned with the wine of enjoyment. But whertfora do I com- 

_ plain ? She, like a cruel turk, disdains to lead such mean prey as me 

“ captive at her stirrup, and regards a condescending look at such a 

“ poor wretch grovelling in the mire of the wilds of distraction, as 

“ lessening the dignity of her beauty. 

VERSES. 

“* My life wafted in hope that the desireof my heart would be attained but it was not. 
«T was tortured with this foolish expectation, but it was not gratified. 

“Jn the hope with rapture to kiss her ruby lips, what blood has my heart not shed ? 
aise “put, alas! in vains 

“To thee, however, my prince, be congratulations, for this phoenix 

“ of the firmament of glory will without endeavour fall into thy net. 

“Tt is long since she has lost her heart at the game of thy love, and 

“ now she soars abroad in the wide expanse of desire in search of thy 

“affection. I know not whether this blooming rose may have heard 

“ thy auspicious name from the western breeze, or if this radiant moon 

« may have beheld thy sun-like aspect in a dream. Inform me how 

. “thou hast fallen from the couch of prosperity on the dust of misfor- 

“tune, how sunk from the throne of royalty on the lowly mat of pover- 

U
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oat ty, and wherefore thou hast preferred the cap of a mendicant to the _ 

ge herown of monarchy.” i i a 

"The prince at first, on hearing of the captivation of Hoormuz in the 

love of Bahardwar Banu, the ensnaring of his heart in the curly tresses 

of that Hoori-like enchantress, his insolent attempts in the path of search [ 

,and his sitting on the ground of frenzy, was tortured with the fire of 

jealousy. But from the grateful tidings, affording hope, that the 

seeds of mutual affection were springing up in the soil of his beloved’s 

heart, and that through his favourable star the shrub of regard for him — 

had taken kindly -root in the garden of her mind, his anguish was Bie 

allayed. Not admitting Hoormuz into the confidential recess of his 

scorets, he left the city, and took up his abode in the favourite garden * 

of Bahavawar Banu, hoping that possibly the zephyr might waft the 

perfame of his charmér to the perception of his soul. Like the wretch- ; 

ed pilgrim and lowly mendicant kindling a ftre with the flame of his 

heart, and sprinkling the ashes of passion on his countenance, he added 

glory to the operations of love. He sifted drops of blood and fragments 

of his liver from the seven searced sieve of his eyes on the lap of his 

condition. From Ye crimson tears, his eye-lashes, like-the ruby. 

Buddukshawn, b&came the envy of the Pleiades and the coral branch. 

With longing for the company of his love, he scattered the dust of 

serrow over the head of his fortunes. Day and night, the companion of. 

his solitude and friend of his confidence was the fancied image of his 

charmer. The ruling desire of his mind and object of his hear; 

was the company of his mistress. A confidant (to whom he might 

utter the secret of his soul and complain to him of his sorrows) 

excepting the parrot, who was indeed a prudent friend and sympathia- 

ing companion, he had not, Before him, therefore, he would at times 

throw out from his burning breast thousands of the sparks of sorrow, 

recount the anguish and distress of his soul, and entreat his assistance ~~ 

to explore a remedy. for his case, and success to his affairs. 

The parrot, as he was a wise and most intelligent bird, when he be-. 

held the prince overwhelmed in sorrow and captivated in the talons of 

grief, approached him’ in the path of sympathy and condolence, with 

comfort-exciting speeches and ease affording arguments ; saying, “ O 

“thou chief of distracted lovers, and first in the chain of the hopeless 

“ enamoured, because. for a few days the scent of enjoyment reaches 

*The gardens of the great in Asia haye generally cells for fakeers attached to them,
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“not the pesception-of thy soul from the grove of hope, and the rose 

» “ot thy wishes in the garden of thy heart does not glow with the 
“tinge and fragrance of attainment, plunge not thyself into the 

“caverns of despair or the wilds of disconsolateness, nor rvshly+ 2 
“withdraw the hand of reliance from the mercy-yielding skirt of 

“Divine bounty. Knhowest thou not, that the sound of, Despair not. 

“ of the mercy of God,;* is heard througheal! his works? At last, the ‘ 

“ tender bud of thy hopes may expand frgm the gale of enjoyment, 

“and the tree of thy wishes bring forth the fruit of completion. 

' “Tt is the ancient custom of fortune, and time has long established 

“the habit, that she at first bewilders the thirsty travellers in the 

“ path of desire, by the misty vapour of disappointment ; but when 

“ their distress and misery has reached extremity, suddenly relieving 

“them from the dark windings of confusion and error, she conducts 

“them to the fountains of enjoyment. Thou alone hast not explored 

“the paths of hopeless love and distraction, or invented the habits of 

“ madness and frenzy. Many high-born princes and glorious kings befor 

s “thee, have exalted the standards of extravagant pore on the plains of 

~~** the world, and sounded the drums of frenzy in the field of insanity. 

“ The adventures of each of them form a body of events a&tonishing to 

“the understanding ; and even hearing the dangers and . distresses 
“which occurred to them in the intricate mazes of love, is enough to 
“ make the gall of Rustum-hearted heroes dissolve into water. Eyen & 

, “tenth of the tenth of them has not yet reached thy ears ; but these 
“ personages at length. obtained the pearl of success from the deep 
“ocean of toil and difficulty, and, after many, dangers and numberless 

- © perils, they gained their. desires.” : : 
The prince replied, “ O my grief dispersing friend, I wish thou 

~ “wouldst inform me’of the histories of those quaffers of the wine of 
« the stores of love, partakers at the board of ardent affection, and 

“ strugglers in the stormy ocean of despondence ; also of the hazards 
“and disappointments which happened to them in such perilous travels, 
“ Relate too their deliverance from the gloomy state of, despair, and 
“their arrival at the object. of their wishés.” 

The parrot, regarding fanciful tales, heart-attracting anecdotes, and 
memoirs of lovers, (that would in listening to them, amuse the mind, 
eee iets ie bik ih Osralonk wate.t BS 

* A line in the Korgn. '
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and from the flavour of which the palate of the heart might obtain 

gratification) asa means of calming the anxious breast of the prince, £ 

determined, that until the appearance of the mistress of his hopes and the 

‘unfolding of the blossoms of his desires he would every night narrate to 

hima soul-delighting history. He trusted thus to assuage his frantic 

mind, and give healing balsam to the wounds of his bleeding heart, to 

amuse him by variety, and ‘preserve him for the present from the 

dangerous paroxysms of insanity. ee 

ee — 

CHAPTER XXY,° 

- ——__—_—_ 
e 

HISTORY OF 

THE PRINCE OF FUTTUN AND THE PRINCESS 
. Fi 2 

\ MEHER BANU. 

Historrans bave related, that in the city of Futtun there was a 

monarch of heaven-like power, the steps of whose throne the highest 

skies kissed, and the sun, like a slave, bore the badge of his commands 

upon his shoulder. He had a son, beautiful as the orb of light, about 

whose roseate cheeks the downy freshness had newly put forth, and 

round his face had just appeared a dusky line, as the halo round the 

moon. His stature was as a vigorous shrub shot up in the garden of 

youth, and fortune had gladdened the aspect of his stars with the water 

of prosperity. 

VERSES. 

His person was elegantly formed, like the vigorous cedar. or 
The wild cypress, with all its freedom, was his slave. 

Wis two ruby lips, when smiling, shed sweets, and his mouth ,in conversation 

diffused delight. : 
# When laughing, he scattered rays of light from the Pleiades. 

Salt from his wit most pungent flowed. 

Agreeably to royal genius, adopting the customs of Kaioos and Heiko- 

baud,* he spent most of his time in the chase, and frequently amused 

himeelf with fishing. When mounted to pursue the game upon his 

| * Ancient Persian kings.
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wind-footedaharger, Baharam* of the sky, from dread of his arrow, fel} 

'@- like the ghore to the earth ; and when he took aim, the lion of the 

heavens sunk into his net. As he wason a certain day diverting him- 

self with fishing, suddenly a boat appeared at a distance upon the wa- . 

ters, but the rowers invisible. The prince, astonished at the motion 

of the bark without hands, ran towards it, and as he approached nearer 

‘ ’ saw a princely barge, most elegantly shapetl and set over with valuable 

jewels, covered with a splendid awning, and its deck spread with the 

richest carpets. You might have supposed it a resplendent crescent 

appearing from the horizon of the heavens, and with celerity proceed- 

ing on its course. In it, was a moon of fourteen years with an aspect 

like Luna in the full, sitting alone, with a thousand splendours and - 

glories brilliant as the sun. Her looks were as moistenéd musk playing 

over a moon of fourteen days, and her eyebrows like two amber shades 

over the cheek of the Ubber+ inclining. With the keen glance of her : 

piercing looks, she ensnared the fish of the waters, and, with the kum- 

mund of her enticing ringlets, seduced the world-illuming sun from 

the azure citadel of the heavens into captivity. . 

a VERSES. ! ied 
Gentle as the early spring of Paradise, she glided lightly as the breeze over the : 

cultivation. 

Coyly looking, yet not with arrogance, all other fair ones seemed before her earthly, 

but she formed of light. . 

Her lip resembled the leaf of the moistened rose filled with sweets. 

Her eye was like the Nergus asleep, but in its repose disturbance lay concealed. 
Earth and sea adored her as she passed. All nature waited her commands, 

The prince in an instant, from her keen glances, fell half dead like 

a fish into the net of her musk-like tresses, while the bark darted swiftly 

as the breeze over the waters. His attendants, who were employed 

in fishing, had not seen the causer of his distressed situation, which 

| ~ —~on_beholding, they supposed to proceed from the excessive heat of the 

j ~ sun, and sprinkled rose-water upon his face. When no relief accrued 

j from that, faneying him possessed by a demon, they had recourse to 

learned men, not knowing that he was smitten by a Peri. Deeply as 

the skill of the wise tried for a remedy, they remained in the maze 

of helplessness, no favourable change appeared in his condition, but 

he rather became worse ; so that at length all agreed in opinion that 

he was distracted. The king, much grieved at this, consulted philoso- 
haa 

+A flower, but what I know not.
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phers and wise men ; but much as these explorers of truthggnd specula- 

tists in wisdom tried medicines according to the recipes of the eastern e 

and western schools, the hand of skill did not in the least arrive at 

. the skirt of hope. Their applications had no effect, nor could their. 

fingers count the pulse of his condition. True it is, that the pain of” 

love cannot be cured by the medicines of the physician. 

When no means of relief appeared, and all the faculty laid their hands. 

upon the ground of inability, the heart of the:king, in sorrow for his 

son, burnt like a grain of suppund on the fire of despair. In order, if ~ 

possible, to procure a remedy, he issued a proclamation, that “ who- 

“ ever could extinguish the flames of calamity in the mind of the 

“ prince, should be rewarded by a fourth part of the revenues of the 

“kingdom.” ‘(his declaration was published throughout the empire ;: 

in consequence of which every person extending the hand of endeavour 

according to his ability, explored the path of search after a cure. 

The prime vizier’s son, who in the season of childhood had been 
the school-fellow and companion of the prince, and in every way en- 

; joyed his confidence since their manhood, on hearing of his melan- 

choly state, Tas to visit him. He beheld the roses of his cheeks — 

faded, and tie seal of silence fixed on the casket of his mouth, and 

that, a stranger to himself and friends, he lay restless on the bed of 

delirium. 

The vizier’s son, having felt the pulse of his situation with the 

finger of skill, removed all persons from the chamber, and in privacy 

enquired his condition, saying, “Ah! my dear prince, lift up the 

“ cover of concealment from the urn of secrecy, ‘and lay open thy 

“)eart. Tell me, from the bow of what infidel’s eyebrow an arrow 

“hath pierced thy breast, and what éruel spoiler. hath plundered the 

“treasure of thy understanding. Should she be the Venus of the 

“heavens, I can bring. her down headlong to. the earth; or if a. . 

“winged Peri soaring in the firmament, by the charms of my skill, . 

‘T can place her in the phial of thy control. 3 

VERSES. 

“Though she be as a spark hidden in the flint, I can force ker out like the steel.’ 

“Be she as a bird and should mount the air, my talons can seize her in her flight.” 

When the words of his friend struck the ear of the prince, he in- 
stantly opened his eyes, and having related his adventure, requested 

his assistance. The vizier’s son, having girded fast round him the:
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girdle of consideration, said, “I have from the age of infancy planted 

“ the shrub of thy service in the borders of my heart, and strewed 

“ the gems of my life in the path of thy ransom. While the gold of 

animation shall remain in the purse of my body, I will not withhold 
“my head from thy service, nor depart an‘hair’s breadth from the 

“Tine of thy authority, in whatever thy wisdom shall command.” : 

The prince, from such friendly assurances and sympathising en- 
eouragement, found much relief to his bursting heart, and arising 

from the musnud of faintness, said ; “ My plan is, in any way that 

“ offers, to convey myself to the country of my charmer. If, by the 

“ assistance of my stars, a union with her cau be obtained, it is well; 

“if not, to resign life as an offering in the path of a beloved object, 

“ig perferable to the sovereignty of the seven regiong of the globe.” 

The expedition being settled, the prince, accompanied by his friend, 

taking a sum of money and some valuable jewels, placing the hand of 

hope on the strong cord of resignation, and choosing exile from his - 

country, departed, without signifying his intention to others. He 

pursued his route, eagerly as the breeze, along the banks of the lake 

* where the gilded crescent of the full moon of the sky of fascination 

' had darted along the firmament of swiftness. Agreeably to the 

maxim, that the resolved on travel dread not precipices or caverns, 

winding the paths of mountains and deserts, he made light of the un- 

evenness of the road and inconveniences of the way. In the soul- 

melting wilderness, in place of refreshment, he fed on longing for his 

mistress, and with naked body, weepitfg eyes, and tortured heart, 

* harried onwards. 

The prince and vizier’s son had advanced, in the manner above 

described, some distance, when they pereeited from afar a person 

hastening on the wings of speed, as if striving to join them. When, 

‘after much endeavour, he came near, the vizier’s son said, “ Who art 

“thou, what is thy profession, and where goest thou in such haste ?” 
He replied, “ Iam a fisherman, who frequently caught fish for the 

“ kitchen of the king, and now that our prince, choosing exile from his 

“ country, wanders on the banks of the river, former obligations urged, 
“that, taking leave of my family, I should attend him. In my mind 
“is a very wonderful property, for, if traveller has passed either by 
“land or water six months before, I can without hesitation or trouble 
“ mark his track, know who and where he is.” 

. 

‘ * »
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The prince from this occurrence being enlivened with jhe wine of 

delight, regarded the arrival of the young fisherman as an important 

blessing, and said, “Knowest thou whether lately any person has 
passed over these waters?” When the fishérman had for a short time 

cast the eye of attention over the river, he exclaimed, ‘“ My skill in- 

“ forms me, that a bark without the help of rowers has passed along 

“with great swiftness.” pon this, the prince looking upon the 

young man’s company as an omen of success, already saw his cup over- 

flowing with the wine of accomplishment, and, in exerting the efforts 

of speed, became loose-reined as wind or lightning. ia 

When they had advanced a little farther, they saw a middle aged 

person running so swiftly, that the breeze could not reach him, who 

slackened his pace as he approached, and at length joined company. 

They asked him, “Whence dost thou come, and what is thy object?” 

He replied, “I come from the city of Futtun, and intend to accom- 

“ pany your party. Iam a carpenter, a master of my trade, and most 

; “ exquisitely skilled in the art of joinery. My chisel executes the 

“ work of the pencil of Mani, and the strokes of my axe laugh to scorn 

“ the images of Azor.* From a block of wood I can carve so beautiful 

“a statue, that she lovers of Khilje, like Ferhad, shall to it sacrifice 

“ the jewel of life ; and I can contrive such an elegant pavilion, that 

*  « the dwellers in the palaces of Paradise would hasten to (Towauf +) 

“adore it. I can, by the smoothing of my plane, so give the polish 

“ofa mirror to a board, that sugar-eating parrots shall open their 

“ mouths in praise. i 

“ But my excelling piece of workmanship, which the speculation of # 

“ mathematicians cannot reach, is this: Ican hew outa platform 

“from a piece of wood, which without the aid of feathers or 

“ wings shall soar through tho air like a bird, and in the twinkling of 

“an eye convey any one who sits upon it to the place of his wish, 

“though it be to the seventh heaven. At the period, when the prince 

“ like the resplendent sun, making his auspicious appearance from the 

“horizon of birth, illuminated the regions of the world with the rays 

“ of his glory, and reclined on the bosom of his happy-starred nurse, 

“as the globe-enlightening luminary on the breast of dawn, I made 

“ for him the royal cradle, and in reward, received such a great sum 

+ A ceremony performed by pilgrims of walking and creeping round the templo 
of Mecca. : ‘. 

° . 

: " ‘
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“that I beggme aman of opulence. At the present erisis I wish to 

ecco return the obligations of my lord’s bounty, and that, sharing in this 

hazardous journey, I may perform a service equal to my gratitude.” 

The prince, regarding the company of tlis skilful carpenter as most 

valuable, esteemed it'as.a means of obtaining the felicitous interview 

with his beloved, andas asure guide to the object of his desires. With ’ 

: the chisel of hope cutting off the inequalities of despondency, he ad- 

yanced on his journey, though the difficulties of the way and theintri. ~~ 

cacies of the paths were so great, that at every step they fell into the. 

i jaws ‘of the alligator of distress: on each movement, the waves of 

danger passed over their necks, and at each breath the tempest of peril 

howled around them. : 

The fisherman, like Noah, (on whom be blessing) beigg their guide, 

directed the struggler in the whirlpool of grief afd sorrow to the lost 

ark of safety, and his other two ‘companions followed his footsteps. 4 

For two days and nights had they trodden a burning desert, when 

they saw.a venerable sage, with white locks, and of stature bending 

like the violet, sitting at the foot ofa tree, employed in putting 

‘together the separated skeleton of a.cow, on which he poured water. 

Immediately on sprinkling the water, the various bloodevessels and 

members re-united, and the flesh and skin re-appeared on the decayed 

frame. The reality of the scriptural revelation (‘ See how I restored 

the carcase after it was separated ! *) appeared in the example of this 

wow to the astonished companions. By command of the Almighty Lord 

of power, one of whose peculiar properties is to raise the dead, life 

revisited the animal, and instantly standing up, she began to low. The : 

truth of the sacred text (“‘ All things live by water,”) was exempli- 

fied. 
___ Astonishment overcame the faculties of the travellers at sight of this 

miracle, and, from awe and veneration, they stood for some minutes 

motionless as statues on the spot. At length the vizier’s son 

__ observed to the prince, “Doubtless this enlightened sage is the prophet 

“ Khizzer, (on whom be blessings) who holds the water of life in his 

“palm. Surely thy stars must be watehful, and the happy fortunes of 

“ Alexander await thee, since in this mortal-devouring desert and 

" “ death-threatening wild he has met thee. Hasten, then, and ask re- | ~ 

“lief from his liberality ; prostrate thyself at his feet, as possibly he 

* A sentence from the Korn, ina chapter mentioning the miracles of our Saviour~ 

Ne 

¥ .
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“may take thee by the hand. Make the dust of his steps a collyrium , 

“to thine eyes, that the eye of thy star may beenlightened. Lay the = 

“hand of entreaty upon his sacred skirts, that he may relieve thee 

“< from the dark abode of sorrow.” The prince consented, and with 

all humility having represented the wishes of his heart, besought him 
r to confer the jewel of his desires. 

The reverend sage replied, “ O young man, from me, -enfeebled by 

- “age, who from excessive debility cannot move without the aid ofa 

‘ staff, what can be-afforded ?’? The prince exclaimed, “O thou 

“seemingly weak, byt inwardly strong, my object is not so fainily > 

“ apparent to thy mind that I need explain it. If perchance thou art 

* Jesus, 1 am certainly expiring in the path of search ; or art thou 

“ Khizzer, I am bewildered in the road of suspense. For God’s sake, 

“send me not disapp@inted away, nor withhold from an humble sup- 

‘ pliant the look of bounty.” : 

? The sage replied, “ I am neither Khizzer nor Jesus, but a frail mor- 

: “ tal, who has closed his door against mankind, who shuns the society 

« of men like the wild animals, and has cut off all connection with the 

“ busy ones of the world. Near this spot resides a venerable and 

“ noble-minsled ‘matron, proof against the allurements of the age, who 

“having shaken her sleeve over the goods of unstable fortune, and 

« seeking retirement from population, has fixed her abode in the wild- 

« erness, with a view to obtain future salvation. With her she has 

“ 9 virtuous daughter, of sentiments like Rabieh.* Both these heroic 

«females pass night and day in adoration of the pure Divinity, and - 

“ their dependence for support was upon-this cow, which suddenly a 

“ tiger killed, sothat famine sorely oppressed them,,and in order to pre- 

« serve life, they fed on the roots of trees and plants. The Almighty 

“had bestowéd on me this water which can re-animate the dead. 

« When in this blood-devouring desert, the distress of the two reeluses 

“had reached its height, and the patience of these ardent explorers of 

«* the paths of truth and recliners on the pillow of resignation had been 

“ proved at the throne of the All-merciful, it’ was revealed to me, that 

“TI should sprinkle the decayed and separated bones of the cow, who 

« would rise again into existence from the abyss of annihilation, and 

“pecome, as heretofore, the means of their support. Except a few 

“ drops of this water, I can afford thee no relief, which if wanting, J 

& will not withhold.” 

“+ K celebrated female devotes | among the Mohammedans, 

.
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The pringg exclaimed, “ Ah ! gracious sage, compassionate my dis- 

fo “ tress, and from thy bounty shed, like holy Khizzer, the water of thy 

* kindness on the face of my condition. Bless me by thy accompani- 

“ ment in this journey, and be my guardian and associate in difficulty 

“ and in ease ; for my heart assures me of success by thy auspicious 

“ presence.” ‘The venerable old man was moved by compassion, and 

having assented to his request, they propeeded to explore the mazes 

of travel. 

53 A I 

CHAPTER XXVI- 

° 
m © eae jee id e 

CONTINUATION OF & 

THE HISTORY OF THE PRINCE OF FUTTON AND 

y THE PRINCESS MEHER BANU. 

Wuen the prince, in company with the feeble-bodfed But heavenly- 

‘minded sage, had advanced some distance, he arrived at a forest, the 

air of which, like the vapours of the infernal regions, was loathsome, 

and its expanse abounding, like the plains of hell, in torments. The 

waters of itappeared as a boiling lake, from which every instant 
a ae = es Es ' 

offensive steams, assailing the-sense, distracted the brain. The trees 

were full of poison as the noxious stings of serpents; and the herbage, 

like snakes distilling venom. Hell burnt with the fire of shame at 

being put in comparison with such horrors, and the frozen zone was 

doubly chilled with scorn at-being likened to such a.region. 
ie ° 

+ : VERSES. d 

The reptiles in its caverns were scorpions and snakes ; 
The animals of its recesses were tigers and lions, 

The paths were obstructed by brakes of tangling briars, | 

And every step was hazardous from moving sands. 

\ The way was heaped with the bones of travellers, 4 
Hy So that the heart melted away through dread of meeting demons ; 

by And eyery now and then the chilling blast benumbed the passengers. 

At beholding this horror-creating scene, fortitude deserted: the
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. * ptince’s mind, and alarm ‘overpowered his’ faculties ; hig. companions 

also shook with dread, like the reed ; and from fear, large drops of a 

sweat trickled from their foreheads. 

The prince at length addressed the sage, saying, “ What place is 

‘this of such horror and peril, and why is it so dreadful, that from its 

“noisome vapour the fire of hell seems to shrink like water, and, in 

“ comparison with its terrorsy the tortures of the damned to diminish ?” 

The truth-discerning sage, who had travelled the globe, réplied, 

“ This quarter is the abode of an Afreet, * superior of his kind, named — _ 
“ Hullul, + of monstrous size, strength, and savage fierceness, who has 

‘ “ destroyed numbers, and devoured a world. In these parts every 
* city and village, from the rage of his cruelty, has become desolate ; 

« and the peopl of these countries, one and all, have been the prey of 

“his voraciousness. At present; should you explore through a tract 

“ of one hundred fursungs, you will not find a man round this unlucky 

“ spot, nor perceive a vestige of the stag or antelope ; for them, as 

« well as mankind, he has devoured. He often breaks his fast with 

“a tiger or a wolf, and can swallow an elephant at a morsel. Where- 

“ever you may look around this wild, you will perceive no signs of 

“ population®; for the bats and owls have taken possession of the 

“ cities, and ravens and crows occupy the gardens. To pass over this 

“‘man-devouring wilderness is impossible, unless the existence of this 

“impure Afreet be cast-upon the dust of annihilation.’ 

, _ The prince replied, “ Father, thou art certainly the wisest among 

ys ; devise, therefore, some plan by which this grievous impediment, 

“or rather mountain of calamity, may be removed from our passage.” 

« It is the regular custom of the Afreet,” answered the experienced 
sage, “during the fortnight in which the moon is increasing her 

“light, to employ himself in hunting excursions, when he devours 

* ol] animals and men that fall in his way ; but in the fourtgae days 

“ of her decrease, he sleeps without once opening his eyes. “tn this 

“ state he may be attacked, and easily hurled into the cavern of death; 

« but when awake, should a world confederate, to overcome him would 

“ be impossible.” 
When they counted the day of the month, they found that the 

moon’s splendour, being hidden in the mouth of the three-headed, 

* A species of demon. : 
; + Anglicé Devastation,
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serpent, Kept mortals in expectation of her appearance. The prince, 
Om regarding the remaining day as the new moon of his prosperity, and 

the sleep of the Afreet as the wakefulness of his stars, esteemed the 

ie opportunity precious, and desired assistance of his companions to 

destroy the cursed tyrant ; but no one dared to advance the steps of 

courage on the, plain of enterprise. Each pleading his profession, 

looked up to the vizier’s son, saying, “‘ Every one of us is distinguished 

“by a peculiar skill which he can exercise, when necessary, to 

_“ advantage ; but the defeat of an enemy particularly depends on the 

“ wise policy of'a vizier.” 

‘The vizier’s son perceiving that his declining the undertaking would 
be esteemed as cowardice and selfishness, resolved on encountering 

destruction ; and with all spirit and valour taking "spon himself the 

expedition, was dismissed by the prince. Beseeching the aid of Divine 

* protection, (the surest remedy to the afflictions‘of the wretehed, and 

restorer of the affairs of the distressed) and fixing the hand of hope i 

on the strong cord of resignation, which is the best guardian of the 

wanderers in the plain of difficulty and- peril, he speeded towards the 

field of danger. os 

When he had proceeded some distance, he beheld a palace, whose 

walls seenied to touch the clouds, and its battlements fo soar above 

the skies. From fear of the Afreet he struck into the surrounding 
woods, advanced cautiously, and having reached the gateway unper- 

ceived, ,entered with so light a step, that the sound of his foot 

penetrated not even his own ear. He now, however, trembled like 

the reed with fear, his bosom seemed to melt like water from alarm, 
his heart to divide, and his gall to dissolve away. 

Suddenly appeared in the corner of the court a beautiful damsel, 
delicate as the rose, at whose beauty a Peri would be fascinated, and 

to Whoge charms the hoor would sacrifice life. The heart burnt like 

a grain of suppund on the fire of her cheek, the dark mole of which 

overcame patience and understanding, and life and heart fell a prey to 

the, piercing glances of her eyes. The vizier’s son, at sight of the 
garden of her beauty, became confounded’ like the love-stricken 
nightingale, and he stood motionless as a statue. 

_ The cypress of the garden of excellence gracefully advanced near, ; 
‘and shedding from the ruby casket of her lips the pearls of speech, 
said, “Ah ! thou ignorantly devoted to death, knowest thou not,
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“that this place is the abode of a blood-devouring Afregi where the 

“bird dare not expand his wings, or the fly presume to hum ? a 

“ Wherefore hast thou placed thy feet in the jaws of the alligator, 

“and wilfully cast thyself into the snare of death, unless thou art ; 

“ satiated with life, and become weary of existence ?” 

The youth replied, “O thou angel-like fair one, I have a difficult 

“ object in view, and am engaged in a most important undertaking ; 

“but inform me, how thou (before whose spring-like beauty the rose 

“is of less estimation than the moon, and in comparison with whose __ 

“dazzling brightness, the moon is void of splendour) hast been : 

“ensnared into the company of this Afreet, and hast reconciled thy 

“heart to the society of such a monster. Alas! that the rose should 

“associate with the thorn; but apparently, thou hast a view to 

“Policy in such conduct.» The hoori-formed maiden, on hearing 

* these words, having dropped showers of moist pearls from her ~* 

ubber-like eyes on the roses of her cheeks, opened her lips in reply 

and said : ‘ 

“T was once a flewer in: the garden of royalty, and.as a choice pearl 

“in an imperial casket. My queen mother named me Peri-nuzzade,* 

“and my royal father had betrothed, me to a. youthful sovereign 

“ styled Manochere, who received tribute from powerful Sultans, and 

“ had wrested crowns from the heads of mighty princes. This Afreet, 

‘having first gradually devoured the inhabitants of our dominions, 

‘extended the hand of voraciousness upon the capital, and after some 

“time, when no human being remained in the city or its environs, 

“ entered the royal palace, where he despatched one by one to the cave 

“of annihilation the jasmine-faced,- silver-bodied maidens, who were 

“ wont to look with contempt on the sunbul-coloured Shunblead,t+ and 

“devoured the moon-cheeked damsels, who in the pride of beauty, 
“yegarded ihe globe-illuming sun as their slave, and esteemed the 

“nergus and the sosun as without eye or tongue.t At last no persons 

“ remained in the imperial haram but the Sultan and myself ; when the 

“ savage Afreet, having entered, seized him like a sparrow, and having 

* Anglicé, such as a Peri never hore. 

+ A flower. “ ' 

= The nergus and sosun are in Persian poetry compared with the eye and tongue: 
RicHarpson translates them narcissus and lily. Itis impossible for a European to 

discern the justness of the comparison, until we know the botany of Persia. 

.
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“despatched the nightingale of his soul to the gardens of Paradise, ‘i 

“ brought me by force to this life-destroying wilderness ? 

; VERSES. 

i * The ruinating hail-stones beat upon the garden, 

~ “ And not a leaf remain upon the rose-trees, 

: “The moon of royalty fell from the heavens, 

“ And the stately cypress lay prostrate in the grove. 
* Cruel fortune has humbled me in the dust, 

is « And the blast of autumn withered my opening spring. 

“Inform me now, wherefore hast thou sought thy own destruc- 

“ tion, and wilfully approached the maw of the dragon ?” 

i é 
ao ° 

CHAPTER XXVIE 

= . AAT TTT + 7 AI - 
i CONTINUATION ‘OF ! 

‘ ° ° 
THE HISTORY OF THE PRINCE OF FUTTUN AND 

“ 
; THE PRINCESS MEHER BANU. 

The Vizier’s son related his adventures, and informed her of his 

project ; when the princess, smiling, said, “ Alas ! thou blood-devot- 

“ed youth, thy weak ability never can accomplish so arduous a 

“ business ; for, who ever heard of the mountain’s removal by the 

“ efforts of a blade of grass? or of the elephant being tumbled to the 
“ earth by the strength of a fly ? Hasten then, while thou hast power, 

~~ “ and fly far off, nor vainly combat with death.” 
‘ The youth replied, “ Sun-resplendent princess, though thy heart- 

“ consoling adage accords with far-sighted caution, yet it frequently 

“occurs that, under the auspices of wise policy, great objects are 

“ effected by weak man, and the feeble ant, with the assistance of 

“stratagem, may overcome the mountain-sized elephant. If thou 

“ wouldst be my guide, arid point out the way, I may succeed in 

“ the undertaking.” 
The princess said, “His death can only be effected in the following 

“ manner ; if you can convey a black bee, whose wings and feet are
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: “ smeared with honey, to the Afreet’s nostril, it will ite) and he will 

“sneeze with great violence ; when, should the insect fall out, he o 

“ will instantly tear thee in pieces, or crumble thee to dust ; but” if 

“it reach his brain, and penetrate, he will immediately die.” 
The vizier’s son exclaimed, “ Fear not, for I dread not my own 

“death, and will attempt this adventure. If by thy auspicious 

“ contrivance the destruction of this villainous Afreet shall be accom- 

“ plished, I shall have freed the world from a calamity : on the 

« contrary, I shal] be a sacrifice to the safety of my patron.” Having _ 

said this, he committed himself to the protection of God, and =~ 

covering his head with the shield of resignation, proceeded to: the 

chamber of the monster. y 

On his entrance, he beheld a black demon, heaped on the ground 

like a mountain, witl? two large horns upon his head, and a long 

proboscis, fast asleep. In his head the Divine Creator had joined the 

likenesses of the elephant and wild bull. His teeth grew out as 

the tusks of a boar, and all over his monstrous carcase hung shaggy 

hairs, like those of the bear. ‘The eye of mortal-born was dimmed at 

his appearance, and\the mind, at his horrible form and frightful figure, ~ 

was confounded.* 

: VERSES. 

He was an Afreet, created from mouth to foot by the wrath of God. 

His hair like a bear's, his teeth like a boar's. 

No one ever beheld such a monster. 
Crook-backed and crabbed-faced, he might’ be scented at the distance of a 

thoysand fursungs. - 

His nostrils were like the ovens of brick-burners, and his mouth resembled the \ 
vat of a dyer. 

The vizier’s son, (though at sight of this mountain-like monster he 

shuddered at his hideousness) fixing the hand of hope on the strong — 
hold of Divine favour, bound fast the girdle of enterprise round the 

loins of valour, and by direction of the princess having taken up a bee 

from a plant, approached the face of the Afreet. For an instant, with ie 

the ken of examination and strict observanee, he watched the aspira-~ 

tion and respiration of this impure creature. When his breath came 

forth, from its vehemence the dust rose wp as in a whirlwind, so as 

to leave a chasm in the earth ; and when he drew it iv, chaff, sand, and 

pebbles, from thé distance of some yards, were attracted to his nostrils. 

The young hero, having smeared the bee with honey, placed it in
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‘the nostril ef Qhe Afreet at the instant of respiration, and, retiring to a 

-distance, concealed himself in a thicket. ‘The monster almost instanta- 

neously arose, and with a violence that made the hills resound, sneez~ 

ed, but without effect, as luckily the bee had penetrated his brain. 

‘Groans now proceeded from him, and writhing in agony, he bellowed 

so, that trembling seized the cow of the earth, * and the seven stories 

of the globe shook. After a short interval delirium seized him, and 

he began to run to and fro with frantic rage from excess of pain. on 

-every quarter, tearing up the trees, and hurling large pieces of the 

rock, till at length the basis of his life was overthrown, and the tree 

of his existence rooted up. 

} The vizier’s son, in thanksgiving for the accomplishment for this 

important affair, and the drying up of the waters of so dangerous a sea, 

having prostrated the forehead of humiliation &t the throne of the 

Almighty, speeded like the zephyr to bear the perfume of dawning 

success to the prince, whose bosom expanded at the joyful tidings, like 

the blossom from the wavings of the gale. Having embraced the 

vizier’s son, he kissed his hands and forehead, and going with him to 

the Afreet’s palace, first visited Peri-nuzzade, after which he 

Burveyed the mis-shapen monster, fallen like a rock* fram its base. 

Praising the courage and wise policy of the vizier’s son, he bowed the 

ead of submission in grateful thanks to the Omnipotent, who can by 

the weak ant humble the pride of the serpent, and scatter the brains of 

an elephant by means of the feeble fly. Taking with him the beautiful 

princess, who had come into his possession by such an unexpected 

z success and heaven-bestowed victory, he again measured the path of 
this designs. 

—_e——_ 

ni CHAPTER XXVIII. 

. CONTINUATION OF 

THE HISTORY OF THE PRINCE OF FUTTUN AND 

THE PRINCESS MEHER BANU. 

When the prince, having left this dangerous wilderness with victory 

' and success, had travelled some days’ journey, a great city, adorned 

* According to one Hindu tradition, the earth is supported by a cow. se 

w
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with magnificent buildings, appeared in view ; upon whigh, in hope 

that after such painful toil and hazardous passage through the perilous 

‘haunts of evil genii and wild beasts, he should once more reach popula- 

tion, he, like the flower, raised his head from the collar of gladness, 

and, as the turtle-dove in a grove of cypress, uttered the symphony of 

thanksgiving. Committing his steps to the path of expedition, he 

advanced speedily to the gate, through which he beheld a city of such 

extent and grandeur, that Canaan would have owned itself inferior to 

its smallest street, and, in comparison with its humblest edifice, the 

palaces of Cesar and pavilion of Nomaan* shrunk into contempt. The 

‘houses were elegantly arranged as the eyebrows of moon-shining 

-damsels, and the minarets justly proportioned as the stature of the 

beautiful of jugs height. The buildings of the squares accorded with 

-each other as the senténces of elegant prose ; and the shops were equally 

ranged as the measure of soul-delighting verse. Not the shadow, how~ 

sever, of a mortal struck the mirror of the eye, nor did any inhabitants 

appear. 

The prince, on perceiving these circumstances, became environed by 

‘the chain of alarm, and from motives of caution despatched his com+ 

panions to tfc different quarters of the city ; that, passing through thd 

markets and streets, they might explore the track of man. Much as 

they walked about, and examined all parts with the ken of search, they’ 

found every place, house, and window, like the eye of the blind, 

unblessed by the sight of human beauty : but, what was more wonder- 

ful, in each habitation and chamber that they entered, they found the 

richest effects. ‘Prepatations for festivity, the most elegant furniture, 

-eatables and drinkables, apparel, beds, culinary apparatus, &c. were so 

arranged, that you would have supposed the occupiers had only moved 

‘to different chambers of the dwellings. Upon this, dread seized the _ 

minds of all, and apprehension prevailed, lest the city might be the. 

abode of Afreets, or the'residence of Peris, and some calamity occur. 

: ‘They were confounded, and in great alarm returning, informed the 

(prince of the strange appearance of the city. $ 

The prince observed, “ Certainly the population of this capital must 

“ have been destroyed by the Afreet Hullul ; clearing, therefore, the 

“pages of our hearts from. dread, and the retirement of our minds 
“ from apprehension, let us examine the royal palace, as there, either
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“a ghole or Homan being may meet us.” When they entered the 

i edifice, they found it empty ; but the buildings were most thagnificent, 
and the gardens in high bloom and fragrance, so that, tempted by the. 

beauty of the place, the fine views and elegant pavilions scattered here 
and there, they walked on, till they came to a most splendid hall, after 

admiring which, they passed through shady alleys adorned with fountains, 

till at length they reached the royal harem. 

The princess Peri-nuzzade, now suddenly began to lament, after the 

manner of mourners, and shed scorching tears from the veils of her 

t eyes upon her pallid cheeks. The: prince, astonished at the sudden. 

4 change in her appearance, suspected that some injury had happened to 

r her from the fiery spirits that might have taken up their abode in these 
: desolated mansions, as he could not divine any other yeason for her, 

complaints, f 

The gentle princess, beautiful as Venus, though from the agitations 

: of sorrow and distress of grief she had scarcely the power of utterance, 

i yet regarded the dues of respect to the prince, and said, “ O chief of 

fs “royalty and dispenser of glory to the crown and throne, whose 
Pegg “ auspicious footstep gives dignity to the empire of the world, the 

& “cause of my emotion and lamentation is this. The shrub of my 

existence was nurtured by the air and water of this garden, where 

“ now, instead of the melody of the nightingalé and Azzar, the hooting : 

“ of the owl and scream of the bat greet the ear. In this heaven- 

“resembling palace was I cherished, amid thousands of endearments 

ft “and luxuries, on the couch of prosperity ;.but now, alas ! ruin batters 
* upon its walls and gates.. When the remembrance of all my former. 
“ enjoyments, the glory of my State and attendance, and of the Sultan 
« who, like the phoenix, spread the shadow of bounty over a world, oc- 
“ curred to my mind, and here I saw no traces remaining, the wounds 

“ oftmy soul opened afresh, and the flood of grief issued from my 
“ breast.” 

The prince upon hearing this. astonishing and afflicting narrative, 
accompanied by the heart-rending complaints of Peri-nuzzade, was 

much affected. Pouring over her unfortunate condition an offering of 

” pearly tears from the casket of his eyes, and impelled by a compassion- 
ate disposition, he used every means of consolation,. drying with his 
own hand the scorching drops from her glowing cheeks. He then, 

with great tenderness leading her to another quarter, endeavoured to 

1 «
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divert her sorrowful mind by turning her attention to the fi i 

various parterres, the wonderful paintings on the ceilings, th: 

earving on the arches, and the mosaic ornaments of the wit 3 Ce 

the apartments they passed through ; till at last, on entering « a 

chamber, they to their surprise beheld a beautiful youth in 1 t 

parel, and a crowr upon his head, reposing upon the bed of « : 

if just fallen asleep.. Peri-nuzzade, at sight of her beloved M 8 
in this condition, like the plaintive turtle-dove over the fallen eyprass 

heaved heart-rending sighs from her bosom, then shrinking a).js e 

her musky tresses, and wounded her roseate cheeks with the of 

despair ; till at length falling likea withered shrub upon the ¢’ ie ! 

became convulsed and groaned so pitesusly, that the nightin t ‘ j 

shocked at her gituation, and the rose-bud shrunk with sym { : 

her woes. " i ‘ ‘ 

VERSES. 3 

; ‘The sun so bewailed her sorrows, that the skies became sad at his gric i 
Bven the rock was so affected with her moons, that it reddened + ame 4 

cornolian. a 
Her veil was rent fo pieces by hor struggles, while the tears flowed down f 4 
Sometimes slfe was agitated like the rosebud, and now she fell prostr : 

shorn blade. 

The prince and his companions joined in her lamentation Hise 

the ery of mourning resounded through the doleful mansion. Ai icne*': 

the prince, recollecting himself, addressed the Messiah-like save, syiligy ; 

“ For heaveri’s sake assist this unfortunate struggler in the «ildics * if 

“ despondency, and with the water of life renovate the exhaus' 

“ of her hope.” : 

The virtuous and Khizzer-like old man, complying with (1c order 

of the prince, opened the cover of his phial, and having fi ver § 

_ the words Bismillah,* which are the talisman of the t suv: 

bounty, and the expanders of the portals of success, poured 3 ‘ayy iraps 

upon the head of the dead prince. Through the power «i the x : 

existing Eternal, Bestower of life, Creator of the world, wh 1a) 0h 

whirlpool of chaos cast all things upon the shore of existener, tlic ) ont 

instantly opening his eyes from the sleep of death, began to lo: nd aq 

‘When he perceived Peri-nuzzade, who stood like a lamp at edstde 

* In the name of God, i
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froin the impulse of astonishment, the nightingale of his speech became 

e Melo:lious with the exclamation of Subbaun Oollah!* and with excess: 

; xi }0) hurried from the path of sense, he was near being bewildered in 

the »azes of delirium, When on one side he saw the prince, who with 

i . ther persons stroked their beards in thanksgiving, he then ex- 

+e ovined himself, and perceived that the hair of his head and his nails 

s 4¢¢ Zrown unusually long ; but he could not account for it, or divine: 

® wonderful accident that had occurred. Remediless, after being 

i, hyp! ed in the disquieting ocean of conjecture, and disturbing sea of 

| i yee wation, he anxiously enquired what had happened ; when the rose- 

Fi for], peri beauteous princess, drawing aside the veil from the face 
i fc cents, informed him of every circumstance. 

i jaaochere with rapture clasped in close embrace the cypress of the- 

Ye eile. of beauty ; they both wept at the remembrante of their past 

re wust tunes, and from ecstacy of present bliss, which after somany . 

i win's they now enjoyed, scattered liquid pearls from the caskets of 

. heir syes at each other’s feet. Then bowing the foreheads of gratitude 

et before the prince, they thanked him for his inestimable bounty and . 
i deliverance: Manochere exclaimed, “O thou Messiah-like restorer of 

ag . ; it is clear that such obligation, as conferred by thy excellent 
eh “ solf upon me, sunk into the cavern of death, no one has ever experi- 

ae enced from the beginning of creation to the present time of this 

{ ent world. To repay such favour is beyond human ability,. 

oo igh I should sacrifice life in thy service. ; 

; VERSES. 
% * “Though every hair of mine should become a tongue, 
ne * And with every tongue I should speak thy praise, 
Aas “T could not string sufficiently the pearls of thanksgiving, 

oo: “* Or properly express my obligations. 

‘ like the world-illuming sun, out of condescension to the atom, 
Lh iho wilt gladden the poor hut of thy humble dependent for some: 
<n <'). with the splendour of thy presence, and by such high favour 
i tan: his dejected head to the summit of the sky of honour and dis- 

; ie * Eg-\'on, it will be as conferring another life in addition to that already 
§ - hes wed, and as unfolding the gates of Paradise to my exhausted. 
; Pah ; 

; _ “£ie prince, having honoured his request with acceptance, agreed to: 
Ay ‘ake some stay ; and Manochere regarding his assent as the highess 

i ee * Glorified be God 

| :
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favour, evinced his gratitude, and preparing afresh the accompaniments , 

of royalty, ascended-once more the throne of dominion? In a short Al 

time, this event being reported in the distant parts of his empire, such, | 

of his subjects as had escaped the depredations of the Afrect, in great ) 

numbers returned to the capital ; and having offered thanksgivings to ] 

the Almighty Preserver, who brings life from death, and death from. 

life, took up their residence, and renewed their former occupations. | 
The various parts of the metropolis were re-inhabited, and it daily 9 # 

advanced towards its former splendour. a 

ee 
CHAPTER XXIX. ' 

5 CONTINUATION OF 

THE HISTORY OF THE PRINCE OF FUTTUN AND 

THE PRINCESS MEHER BANU. 
Mucz as the princess Peri-nuzzade and her consort strove to divert Sie 

the prince by every amusement they could devise, he seemed to enjoy < ai 

none ; but with wet eyes and parched lips, courting solitude, lay like ; 

. the sand upon the sea-shore, watching for some intelligence of the bark 

of that enchantress, who had plunged his heart into the eddy of i 

uncertainty. At length, Peri-nuzzade one day respectfully approach- ] 

ing him, kissed his feet, and said, “ O thou, the dust of whose foot- 

“steps is asa refreshing collyrium to the eye of my soul, and to 

“ whom I owe duty and submission, I have a request to make, which, 
“if permitted, I will present.” 

When she had obtained admittance into the retirement of confidence, 

she sat down on the carpet of respect, and thus continued : “ Though a 

“ gardens of beauteous flowers and shrubs bloom fragrantly in thy j 

“view, and every means of festivity and delight is before thee, what " 

“can oceasion thy mind to be shrunk up like the withered rose-bud, fH 

“and thy heart to bleed like the tulip from the scars of sorrow ? If | 

“any wish or object lies concealed in the gracious bosom, inform ray 

“me ofit, that I may with my utmost ability endeavour its attain- « 

“ment. “My husband Manochere is also thy life-bestowed servant, 

“who will not withhold his existence in thy service, but willingly a 

“ offer his head a sacrifice to thy commands.” : " 

{ 

§
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‘The pripee, when he perceived her generous sympathy, convinced 

__ ‘of her sincerity, disclosed the secret sorrows of his bosom, related the 

arrival of the bark, the overwhelming of his heart in the deluge of 

love, his voluntary exile from his friends and country in the path of 
search, and his sufferings in winding the labyrinth of uncertainty and 

exploring the intricacies of doubt. -Peri-nuzzade, on hearing this 

difficult dilemma, after being for sometime immersed in thought, 

replied, “ Alas ! thou Sultan of the throne of madness, how can we 

“find out the name or trace of an unknown charmer, or explore her 

“habitation ? The undertaking is most arduous, and requires 

“ supernatural skill, for in it the foot of speed is useless. Seek, then, 

“the keys of patience, that the portals of success may be unlocked, 

“ for the wise have styled patience the key to enjoyment. Look only 

“for the favour of that God, who can bring férth from the conceal- ; 

“ment of mystery the object of desire.” : 

The prince, upon this, resolved to follow the advice of Peri-nuzzade, 

who girded the belt of friendship round the waist of her heart, and 

diligently sought a remedy for her friend. a much enquiry, she 

~~~ found out an eld lady, who was an experienced: professor in the arts 

of love, and had long carried the standard of superior#y. gt the college 

of profound skill in the mysteries and intrigues of amour and 

gallantry. , 
VERSES. p 

Tn tho path of love she was well experienced, 

For sho had been sometimes the beloved, and sometimes the enamoured. 

She could bring together the beloved and the lover. 
She could make kind a coquetish mistress. 

This dame she instructed to explore every path, and find out, if 

possible, some trace of the lady who had passed in the boat without 

rowers. 
The old lady, who was a perfect guide in the road of love, having 

received her instructions, followed the course of the river, till she 

eame to a city situated upon the bank, named Hussunabad,* in every 
street of which beauty was seen in numerous assemblage. Dimpled 

maidens, with a hundred smiles and glances, advanced on every side, * 

and in each quarter smiling fawns, self-fascinated with their charms, 

bounded in herds together. Here, after much enquiry, she found the 

; object of her search, clear as the sun, and understood that she was a 

* City of Beauty, 

.
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gem ofa royal mine, and moon of an imperial sky, named Mgher Bann; 
who, from her vivacity, often sailed in a boat alone, and like the sun, 

unattended, encircled the globe. Such was her beauty, that the 

moon might have borrowed radiance from her charms, and the rose 

fragrance and glow from the freshness of her cheek. 

The old woman now, having hired a house in the city, assumed 

the character of a seller of flowers, and by this means made acquaint- 

ance with the wife of a gardener who served the palace with nose- 

gays and garlands. Through her she was introduced to the princess, — 

and, being assured she was the beauty she had looked ‘for, speedily : 

veturned to her mistress, who informed the prince of her success, 

and réfreshed his sense ywith the odour of encouraging hope. With 

i rapture he utteyed the following :— 

: , 4 VERSES. 
For these tidings should I offer my life, it would be allowable, 

For such intelligence refreshes my soul. 

Although the prince (the goblet of whose soul overflowed with the 

; wine of desire) wishal, that at the instant, borrowing the feet of the 

‘western breeze, he might like the lover’s tear hasten in the path o: 

expedition, id ‘as the nightingale, soar on the wings of love in the 
air of Hussunabad ; yet Peri-nuzzade, having with much difficulty 

conducted the bark of his mind from the whirlpool of impatience to 

the shore of resignation for that day, consented that early on the 

morrow he should depart for the place of his intention. With much re- 

gret, the diver in the sea of love having submitted himself to remain, con- 
ferred valuable jewels in reward for the important services of the old 

lady ; who, like the Hudhud,* had brought from Saba of his desires wel- 
come intelligence of his Bilkees-resembling charmer. : 

In order to occupy his mind till such times as the Jonas of day should 

descend into'the belly of the whale of the west, he engaged in a fishing 

party. The very first cast, a fish of great size was caught in the net ; 

when the prince, pleased at so fine a prize, ordered it to be broiled 

on the spot, and wine to be set, asa relish to the treat. When the 

‘cook had. opened the belly of the fish, a khulkaul} set. with jewels . 

worthy of being a halo for the sun, fell out, like a dazzling star from 

* Supposed the Lapwing, and mentioned in the Korén to have brought Solomon 
ithe first account of the queen of Shebé. : 

+ A bracelet wore round the lower part of the leg, just above the ankles, ; 

. 
S .
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the sign Pisces. The prince, astonished at such an event, examined 

eagerly the brilliant gem ; but, upon handling the ornament, his pulse 

began to throb with sympathy, as a fish out of water, and the perfiame 

of ecstacy to regale the perception of his soul. He exclaimed, “ If I 

“ mistake not, this khulkaul must have kissed the feet of that moon, 

“which the sun is desirous of possessing as a source of new light ; 
“for, if not, why do the flames of rapture glow suddenly in my 

“heart ?” 

He instantly repaired to the old lady, and said, “‘ Knowest thou 

~ “aught of this khulkaul, so very valuable, that the rays of its brilliancy, 

“ like the moon, irradiate the surface of sight, or to what sun-res- 

.; “ plendent maiden it belongs.” The deeply-skilled matron recollected 

it at first sight, and lighting up her countenance with the rays of 

gladness, said, “@ thou active courser in the field of love, toss 

r “ the cap of joy up to the sky of exultation, for this is the khulkaul 

“ of Meher Banu ; and such unexpected good fortune forebodes that, 

“ina short time, the blissful enjoyment of that cypress of the garden 

“of beauty and elegance will be attained. To remain, therefore, 

“any longer in this place, is not within the circle of prudence.” 

The prince, by direction of the old lady, immediately taking leave 

of Manochere and Peri-nuzzade, without regard to provision for his 
journey, bound the burthen of travel on the steed of departure, and 

. hastened towards the country of his beloved on the wings of expedi- 

tion. Passing quickly’ over the distance, he soon reached the city 

of Hussunabad, with the old woman and his companions, and took 

up his lodging ina garden, disguised as a pilgrim. The experienced 

matron, as before, having set out her flower shop, displayed with 

fresh brilliancy the wares of artifice and goods of contrivance on the 

stall of cunning. With happy skill, and profound stratagem, having 

reared her ladder up to the battlement of the sky, she schemed to 
ensnare the moon into her hands. Having one day prepared a basket é 

of the freshest and most blooming flowers, she repaired to the gar- 

dener’s wife, with whom she had tied the knot of sisterhood, whom 

she requested to accompany her to the presence of Meher Banu, in 
order that she might offer a peshcush of nosegays and wreaths, as 
an introductory present to the attendants on that shrub of the gar 

den of beauty. . , 

“The gardener’s wife replied, “My dear sister, your request at 

“ present cannot be complied with; for, to gain admission to Meher 

<= 

7 
:
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“« Banu is impossible, because, on account of the loss of her favourite 

“ Ihulkaul, she has entwined grief as a wreath upon her’neck. Some 

“time back, having gone to the river, from the playfulness of youth, 

* restless as the quicksilver, she plunged into the water to swim, 

“ and committed her flowing tresses, each lock of which is worth a 
“hundred musk-bags of Khoten or Tartary, to the curling of the 

“waves ; when suddenly the khulkaul dropt from her ankle, and 

2S cunk: 
The old woman, regarding -what she.had -heard as ominous of 

success, hastened rejoicing to the prince, and said,.“‘ Very shortly 

“ this moon will fall like a fish into thy net, and the khulkaul prove 

“ the means of thy attaining the jewél of thy desires. Policy now yi 
“demands, that thou, with thy companions, quitting this garden, 

“ shouldst retire to some secluded spot, and remain in the strictest 

“privacy. Let the venerable sage who is with thee, assuming the . 

“habit of a devout kallandar, with bent stature and ‘contemplative 

* aspect, from which the minds of the public may be impressed with 

* an opinion of his sanctity of heart, ask an audience of the Sultan ; 

“and declaring himself sent by the sacred prophet Khizzer, thus say, 

 Khizzer, (on whom be blessing) by Divine command sends thee 

his greeting, and informs thee, that from the extreme favour of 

“the Almighty towards Meher Banu, her jewel has been strung on 

“the matrimonial thread of a young man, whose mind is independent 

“ of all earthly things, and the knot of marriage has been properly : 

“entwined in the upper regions. This highly distinguished per- 

* sonage will speedily arrive at thy heaven-resembling court, and the 

« proof of his identity willbe his having the khulkaul of Meher Banu, 

*“ which having dropt into the water, was swallowed by a fish, from 

“« whose belly it was taken out by the holy Khizzer, according to 

* Divine commission, and delivered in trust to the young man. At 

“ whatever auspicious hour he may arrive, regard it as most 

“ fortunate, and negleeting not the least point of the rites of 

** hospitality, shew thy gratitude for such heavenly bounty ‘to thes . 

-“ utmost extent of human power. Without hesitation or delay, 

“unite this pearl of the casket of royalty, with that principal gem 

_ “in the crown of virtue, for the losing of the khulkaul was ordain- 

“ ed by the Almighty, who cannot err in his designs. a 

“ After this (continued the old woman) let him present the king 

“with a little of the water of life, that the charmer of his declaration 

*
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“ may have ghe ornaments of truth. Unless by this stratagem, there 

L “is no possibility of attaining thy desire, because the father of 

“Meher Banu, from haughtiness, wishes not that any one should 

“presume to aspire to his alliance as a son-in-law, and Meher Banu 
“herself is also coy, and difficult to please. Many powerful princes 

“have longed for an union with her, and wandered round the 

“circle of desire ; but, as yet, the goblet of no admirer’s hope has 

“ overflowed with the wine of acceptance ; the heart of each suitor 

“ has been marked like the tulip, with the scars of disappointment.” 

The prince, approving the scheme of the old lady, and following 

her directions, prevailed upon the friendly sage to repair to court ; 

while he, with the rest of his companions, retired’ to the recess of 

concealment. The old man being admitted te an audience, delivered 

the message of the blessed Khizzer in.a prope? manner, and presented + 

the water ina small pliial sealed up, as an offering. The Sultén 

upon hearing such an astonishing message, having drawn up the 

d feet of his heart beneath the skirt of amazement, remained in doubt 

as to its truth or falsehood ; but as the loss of the khulkaul was 

circumstantially mentioned, he presumed. not fio contradict: the mes- 

senger, c= 

The courtiers who sat upon the: carpet of respect, were lost in 

the mazes of wonder, and became dumb with surprise. At length, . 

the Sultdén opening the mouth of the phial, by way of experiment, 
poured a few drops of its contents over a fish which had been out of 

the water two whole days. Instantly it began to be agitated, like 

the pulse of a. despairing lover. upon a message from his mistress, 

and soon skipping about, fell into a basin of water, near which the 

Sultan sat, and began to swim. At sight of this miracle, a loud 
; exclamation burst from the beholders, and all with one voice cried out, . 
‘ «“ O Lord, we believe.”* 

Without asking permission of the Sultén, they seated the-old man , 
in the place of highest respect, and bowed themselves before him. When 

he saw that the wine of his object was sufficiently fermented,’ and the 
impression of his wishes firmly stamped, he said, “ As it is not allow- 
“able for dirveshes to remain in the company of kings longer than 
“absolutely necessary, I will now lessen the trouble of the seated on 
“the carpet of royal obedience.” Though pressed repeatedly to stay, 
he would not be prevailed upon, but stood firm on the bridge of, 

.
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departure; upon which the Sultin and all the courtiers, having 

attended him to the palace gates, took leave. 
When he came into the street, the common people (of whom 

scripture says, “ They are like a flock of sheep”) regarding their 

prince’s accompanying him as a sure proof of the dirvesh’s high 
sanctity, so growded round him, that the old man was nearly stifled 

by the throng. When he .had escaped from this calamity, from 

weakness and fatigue rising and falling, like straw born by an eddy of 

"wind, he at least reached the prince, to whom he related the particu~ 

lars of his embassy. 

‘ iti 

e iS 

CHAPTER XXX. 

CONTINUATION OF 

THE HISTORY br THE PRINCE OF FUTTUN AND ~ 

THE PRINCESS MEHER BANU. 

Some days after this, the prince, having again repaired to the 
garden, despatched the vizier’s son to the Sultan, with instructions to 

represent the following address at the foot of the throne :— 

“My glorious master, heir apparent to the crown and ring of the 

“empire of Futtun, was commanded in a vision, that, repairing to 
“the shore, he should cast his nets, and whatever might be taken 

* from the belly of the fish first caught, he should, himself, without 

“ the intervention of another, bring to the presence of those who kiss . 

“the ground of this august court. It happened, that at the first 

“draft was caught a large fish, out of which was taken a khulkaul, 

“set with jewels of the greatest brilliancy and of most exquisite 

“ workmanship. The inconveniences and dangers which this head 

“of an imperial house has sustained in his heaven-commanded 

“« journey, cannot any way be compressed into the mould of narration, 

“or the conceptions of language ; but they still hang upon his royal 

“mind. “Thanks, however, be to God, he has brought his sacred deposit 

‘ “ safely; and if orders are issued, will acquire glory in a distinguishing
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“interview with your majesty ; but otherwise, having delivered up his 

_ trust to the imperial servants, will return instantly to his own 

“ country.” 

When the vizier’s son had concluded his speech, signs of pleasure 

appeared upon the countenance of the king, who with great affability 

said, “ Thy master is welcome, for he hath brought good fortune 

“ with him ; but what can be the reasow of the prince’s desiring in 

“such haste to return home ? It cannot be concealed from the | 

“intelligent of penetrating minds, that the chief of a royal house 

* could nothave been commissioned by Divine revelation to undergo 

“such difficulties, and to leave his kingdom, but for some important 

“ design of Providence. Prior to thy arrival, a venerable personage 

“despatched by the prophet Khizzer (on whem be blessing) inform- 

“ ed us of thy approach, and of the Divine comfnand to unite the light 

. “of the eye of royalty and the glory of the aspect of dignity. Praise 

“be to God, therefore, that thy master is arrived in health and 

“safety. It is among the most important of Divine blessings, and 

“most demanding of our gratitude, that the precious pearl of the 

* prince belongs to the casket of royalty ; for, atfall events, there would 

“have been no power to oppose, or ability to av@rtethe heavenly 

‘dictates. Since, then, apersonage of such pure nature is commissioned, 

“ there shall not be a moment’s delay in our bbedience.” 

The vizier’s son replied, “ Since such are the Divine commands, 

“though the prince is of exalted mind and. perfectly wise, .so that he 

_ “abstains from the company of woman on account of the levity 

“ peculiar to thesex, yet there is no remedy but to submit.” In short, 

the vizier’s son being dismissed, hastened to the presence of the prince, 

and with the grateful tidings of success gladdened his sense, as with 
the perfume of enjoyment. 

ie Intelligence of the prince’s arrival being spread throughout the 

palace, Meher Bénu was thrown into great agitation, left the prince, 
who by Divine interference had recovered her khulkaul, should not 
prove the object of her love, and worthy of union. While she was 

in this state of mind, the old woman, in company with her adopted 

sister having arranged some nosegays and wreaths of flowers in a 
fanciful taste, was introduced, and in the course of conversation, with 

much art (so that her intent should not be perceived) said, 

“ Happening to go this morning to gather flowers in a certain ~ 

“garden, I saw in it a young man of exquisite beauty, elegance of x
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6 manners, readiness of wit, and eloquence of speech. gihe splendour 

“of dignity and command shone upon his aspect, and the rays of the _ 

“ star of prosperity beamed upon his enlightened countenance. His 

* attendants told me that he was the son of the emperor of Futtun,  - 

“ who for some important purpose, submitting to distant travel from 

“that heaven-like city, after having undergone much toil and danger, 

“had arrived here. I, durtng the whole of my life (now extended 

, “beyond three score years) have never beheld a handsomer youth, one 

“ sohighly accomplished, or so calculated to please high and low. They 

“say too, that in strength, Rustum compared to him* would have 

“ been, like myself, a mere Zaul,* and that his liberality exceeds that, 

“of Hatim Tai.t Without exaggeration, he is a vigorous shoot of 

“the tree of Iqve, andea fresh-growing cypress on the canal bank of 

“beauty. All accomplishments in his princely person are combined, 

“and the Almighty has conferred upon him every outward and, 

“internal grace. The following couplet seems just in his praise :— 

VERSES. 
\ 

} « Thy pure nature is far independent of my applause : 

“What can the hand of the artist add to beaven-given beauty ?” 

Meher Banu on hearing of the personal and mental accomplishments ; 

of the prince, though a Leila became a Mujenoon,t and from excessiye - 

impatience, giving the reins of self-control from her hands, sent a 

message to the Sultin hor father’ to this effect, Regarding the hint 

“ from the blessed Khizzer, which has just arrived as a lamp to the 

“path of our fates, it is necessary to hasten in obedience to it.” The 

Sultan at this, filled with delight, gave orders, that the marriage 

festivities should be prepared in a royal manner, the assembly of 

rejoicing be collected, and the drums of gladness resound, to announce 

that, in a fortunate instant, the eypress would be united to.the graceful 

Shumshade. " 

* Father of Rustum. Zaul in Persian signifies also an old woman, 

. + An Arabian chief, celebrated for profuse liberality. 

+ The loves of Leilé and Mujenoon are related in a poem by Jémi.
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Uk CHAPTER XXXI.- 

MARRIAGE OF 

THE PRINCE OF FUTTUN. 

The acquainted with the customs of tlie festivities of Jumshede, 

and informed in the ceremonials of the galas of Feridun, having . 

| spread the carpets of mirth and joy in the royal palace, made ready 

the preparations for enjoyment and delight. The sound of the drums of 

prosperity reverberated through the azure dome of the firmament, and \ 

the shouts of pleasure and rejoicing reached the extremities of the 

globe. The wine of gladness sparkled in the goblet of congratulation, 

and the sprightly melody of lively airs from the lute, eased the mind 

of care. In every apartment they strewed variety of flowers and 

sweetly-scented herbs, and mixed together whole bags of the musk of 

Azfir and essences of ambergris, to regale the senses of the joyous as- 

embly. Fascinating vocal performers, like the Koomri, chaunted , 

mirthful strains, and magic-sounding musicians, like Vepus, drew forth 

the notes of delight. Jasmine-faced cup-bearers, with raby-coloured 

wine, gave zest and brilliancy to the assemblage of pleasure, and sweet- 

ly-smiling flower girls with their varied attitudes drew the hearts of 

-beholders into the snares of their platted tresses. 

§ i VERSES. 

" “he festival of music and wine was so delightfully arranged, that paradise envied 

- its joys. 
Musicians from every region were collected, cach a celebrated professor in his art. 

“Phe solemn strains of the minstrel were accompanied by the Kanoon, 

And the poet's song of congratulation ascended to the skies in lengthened notes. 

When the bridegroom illuming the assembly of the world added 

splendour to the nuptial chamber of the west, the attendants ushered 

| the princess bride in the highest pomp and state royally adorned, to a 

throne brilliant as the heavens, with the usual rejoicings. Having 

invested the prince with shining robes, and brought him in the splen- P 

_ dour of Feredun and magnificence of Keikobaud to the imperial 

‘palace, they enthroned him with the hoori-rivalling bride, and as it 

were conjoined in one mansion the sun and moon. 

Shouts of congratulation now arose from the enjoyers of earthly
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festivity, and reached the assemblies of the heavens. The sounds 
of gladness and exultation resounded throughout the® world 3 while 

so great was the nissar * of jewels and gold, that the cow of the 

globe bent under the weight, and the courts of the palace, from the 

scattering of numberless flowers and effusion of perfumes, became 

the envy of the plains of Khoten. When the nuptial ceremonies 

were concluded, and the company, like the birds of a garden, retired 

to rest, the nightingale was left to enjoy retirement with the beloved 
rose. 

When the golden-robed monarch of the heavens, arising from the 

embraces of the amber-veiled bride of night, had quitted the chamber 

of the east, and, after the custom of the liberal, bestowing alms of 

light, seattered gold qver the regions of the world, the prince left 

the apartment of purity ; and, according to royal usage, gave” 

splendour to the throne of public audience. ‘Like the sovereign of 
spring, he diffused riches among the inhabitants of the world, and 

conferyed many-coloured serp&s and rich khelauts + on the attendants 

of the court, making them happy and delighted as the natives of 

the garden. The old’ lady, by whose fortunate stratagem the talis-. 

man of suspggs@ was removed from the treasure of his desires, in re- 

ward for so great a service, he covered with gold and jewels, so as 

to raise her in her latter years from poverty to extreme wealth, 

and make her, like a serpent, {the guardian of a vast treasure. 

The prince, when the usual time of nuptial festivities had expired, 

having formed the resolution of return to his own country, com- 

municated his wish of taking leave to the Sultan, who, much against 

his will, consented. According to the custom of his ancestors, giving 

rein to the steed of genius in the course of liberality, he bestowed, by 

way of portion to his daughter, so many thousand horses, caskets of 
jewels, packages of musk, strings of camels male and female, bales of 

rich manufactures, and the rare productions of the seven regions of 

* It is the custom in Asia to shower jewels, gold, &c. over the bride and bride< } 

groom. 

> Robes of honour. 

E The orientals always fable hidden treasures to be guarded by serpents, who 
also perform the same duty in England. From my window I now behold the 

Caeradoc, a hill in Shropshire, well known in British story as the last retreat of 

Caractacus from the Romans. Near itssummit isacaye, which tradition say® ~ 
contains a yast treasure, guarded by a dragon or serpent. ~
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a the globe, so many sun-resplendent female and Ghillim-like* male 
ryt slaves, that arithmetical skill, nay, arithmetic itself would in calculation 

r feel the perspiration of inability on the forehead. * 

VERSES. . 

From chests of gold, ornaments of rubies and pearls, 
} The backs of many elephants were made traasuries. 

. Of Tartarian musk were numerous bales ; of ood and amber,ass loads. 

Crowns set with emeralds and rubies ; horses of Arabia shod with steel. 

k Goblets of emeralds, bowls of cornelian, each of which was filled with jewels. 

Male slaves of Abyssinia with rings in thoir ears ; 
Hindu slave girls clothed in tissue of gold. 
Would any one calculate what was given in his mind, 

Let him know, he gave his all, but still was obliged. 
. 

. . : Oe * 
| The prince, when with all this favour and bdtnty, having obtained 

; permission of departure from the Sultan, he was honoured by 

audience of leave, placing Meher Banu in a houdije,t the canopy of 

which was set with jewels brilliant as the umbrella of Jumshede, and 

its koobba } radiant as the orbit of the sun, departed for the metropolis 

_@ of Futtun, and swift as the moon pursued the sthges of his route. 

* -. 

| plc >< ta 

CHAPTER XXXII. 

4 MISFORTUNES GF 

4 
THE PRINCE OF FUTTUN AND MEHER BANU. 

aAs it is the will of Providence to conceal the fate of his creatures 

. + till the appointed time of disclosure, so now an’ astonishing event 

f occurred on the plain of appearance, the particulars ef which are as 

follows :— 

A young prince named Hoshurg, whose heart had been long 

captivated in the curly tresses of Meher Banu, and who, though he 

strove incessantly in the path of her love, had not reached the stage 
is 

* The males of Mohammed's paradise. 

++ A sort of litter. k 

tt A golden ball on the top of the canopy. 

Es .
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of hope ; at this time, when the gates of attainment were closed 1j\ 4 

him, through the impulse of all powerful love, like Mujenoon ix: on 

the wilds of madness, in hopes that, some time or other, a |rccz 

from her musky locks might revive the perception of his soul. 

“the dust, rising and falling, he:pursued each day’s march, and ap) oi 

-ed one of his dependents, an artful procuress, to watch for an opj 

-nity of breaking the talisman of his longed-for treasure. i 

This woman, who was the most skilful of her day in charming # 

: - serpent of love, having prepared her incantations, one morninge ‘att 

ed, leaning upon crutches, to the tent of Meher Banu; to yhom | 

with floods of tears, she complained of the cruelty of fortun: 

persecutions of mischance. The princess, commiserating her seeming 

wretchedness, paving given her protection under the shade « 1 | 

“bounty, assigned her a daily allowance, and shortened the hand «if «|; | 

ravages of time from reaching the collar of her condition, but avainst | 

‘the opinion of the prince, who said— i ¢ 
“ My beloved Meher Banu, from what 1 observe inthe mann? 0 

“this old hag, I susyect the deluge of calamity rages in her you,” 

“and that disturbance is ambushed in her brain. To admit such me 

“person und& “the shadow of your virtue, is to nourish a sérpeui ; 

*the sleeve and a‘wolf in the bosom. It is advisable to disharg 

so artful an hypocrite, and not admit her again into the roya tents 

‘“ for I cannot be secure against her wickedness.” j 

Meher, Banu replied, “ O prince, gracer of the throne of rv" 

“and prosperity, from a wretched matron of such great ag 

‘infirmity, whose stature, from the depredations of time, is bent |ikq = ' 

~* crescent ; what room can there be for dread and apprehension f 

“ push'the hand of refusal against the breast of a supplicant, ani! i 

““ the shade of consolation to the saint in the desert of wretehui!ness 

“ig not the custom of the liberal.” In short, the whimsical co of 

vicissitude, taking airs upon herself, rent the curtain of circu . | 

‘tion, and the prince, on account of the importunity of Meher - 

resigned his opinion to her pleasure. 

Some days after this, the prince halted on a spot of much pl 

ness and inviting verdure, where the freshness of the air and frazra 4 

* According to Mohammedan belief, founded on that of the Persian 

first waters of the deluge gushed out of the oven of an old woman namei 

‘Café. Vide Sauz’s Korn, vol, Il. page 20, note x.
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evherbage afforded sensations of delight without the assistance of 

> 6,80 that high and low enjoyed ease and freedom from care. The 

2 observing variety of game, resolved to amuse himself, and went 

? ‘ot ata distance from camp with his attendants ; of which the ~* 

% oman, ever on the watch for opportunity, without delay informed 

ie ung. 
? is desponding lover, who had always the treasure of his life F 

red to sacrifice in the path of his beloved, and had devoted bis 

to the object of his desires, was night and day watching, like 

oon in the desert. Mounting without delay a lightning-paced 

er, he came near the tents of the prince,leading with him another - 

es The old hag now running with all haste into the princess’s 

‘ addressed her, saying, “ The prince, like Baharam, has just 

ck a deer to the earth with his,arroy, and “commanded the - 

mbly of mirth to be prepared in a garden, which, without 

iggeration, is an emblem of paradise ; butas, without the rays 

shy beauty, the world seems dark in his eyes, the chamber of © 

“ig heart has no light without the lamp of thy charms, and he . 

a # not endure absence, he has hastened to fetch thee himself on the 

, gs of speed, now waits at the serrdpurda* witl aled horse; rise 

»” ‘quiekly then, and extinguish the flames of his expectation with 

q he water of thy smiles.” 
be ieher Banu not suspecting the stratagem, having cast the reins of 

4 mn from her hands, arose without delay, and throwing a long veil 

1er moon-like person, commanded all the attendants to retire.. 

‘ Shereen,+ having mounted the breeze-speeding courser, and 

pecting that parti-coloured time, like Ferhdd, was striking her 

vith its mattock, she supposed Hoshung was Khoosroo; and rode 

easad by his side. When he saw that heaven, favouring his schemes, 

Bri yal ln ierecha of ed clot, stifloped withcane used tolencloce a conaidarablenpaco: 
4 ® the royal tents. The nobility use skreens for the same purpose, but not so - 

4 $the former, and, according to etiquette, they must. be striped of different 

& iY, generally white and red, or blue and white. The latter are called kanauts. 

igh i J with the tops of the numerous tents, on which are often gilded balls, appear- 

: rove, give a splendid effect to an Asiatic encampment, which is admirably 

4 ded in BeRNiuR’s letters on AURUNGZEBE'S journey to Cashmire—Vide Narl of 

i? ‘p’s collection of voyages, vol. Il. 

; izémi has written a beautiful poem on tho “Adventures of Shereen, Khoosroo » 

ferhéd, an account of which may be scen in Major. OuszLEY’s Persians | 

be ee E 

| { 

| a
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had cast the phenix from the sky of exaltation into his nét, h¢ speed- 

ed on like the gale ; and holding the reins of Meher* Banu’s horse, a 

posted swifter than the storm, till he reached a broad and rapid 

z river ; which having crossed, he sunk the boat to impede pursuit, and 

followed the route to his own kingdom. . 

When they had travelled a considerable distance, and far beyond 

what she had expected, Meher Banu, much fatigued and alarmed, 

exclaimed, ‘‘ Where hastenest thou in such hurry, O my prince ? Let us 

“rest awhile, for my limbs are full of pain from such excéssive motion.” 

As Hoshung did uot think it prudent yet to discover himself, he 

remained silent. Upon this, alarm overcame the mind of Meher Banu, - 

and dread prevailed in her heart, lest a ghole, having ensnared her, . 

should be leading her, into the wilds of destruction. She threw off 

her veil that she might see Hoshung, and know who was her betrayer | 

into the path of error, and what was his object. On beholding the 
face of a stranger, she trembled like the reed, and became motionless 

and pale as a statue, from apprehension lest the fair shrub of her 

purity. should be defiled by the owl, or the rose-bush of chastity 

become the prey of the! ill-boding raven. | 

At length she addressed Hoshung, saying, “ Who art thou, and J 

. “what art thou called ? In thy company horror fills my mind, and 

“the ‘bird of my soul is ready to fly away from its elemental nest.” ’ 
Hoshung replied, “ I am thy unpurchased slave, who have given up 1 
“the wealth of my patience and understanding in pursuit of thy 

“ enjoyment ; and regardless of life, in quest of thy love, have pre~ 

“ferred servitude to royalty and beggary to dominion. I haye- made 

“the dust of thy path a collyrium for the eyes of my soul, and cast 
“the head of’ sovereignty as clay at thy feet. Though I am a king, iE 

* glory in being thy slave ; andthough a free prince, I wish not for an 

\ “ instant deliverance from thy captivity. , 

VERSES. ; 

On the forehead of my destiny are impressed the characters of thy love, 

«© And, excepting passion for thee, I have no other feelings, 

« My bosom is deeply scared with thy wounds. 
« Thy love alone can make my garden smile. | 

i “«T have passed an age in sad suspense, and have sacrificed my patience, 
heart and faith. ‘ 

( “‘ Though my way should be in the face of the sword, from thy company, 
how could I shrink ? ; r q 

ieee 
| 

‘me
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“Th such circumstances, why art thou disgusted atme, and where- 

“ fore wilt th®u not accept a sovereign like myself for thy slave 2” 

Meher Banu, when informed of the state of affairs, advanced with a 

smiling aspect, and said, “ Ah ! crown of my head, the desire of my 

“ soul is, that I should bow the forehead of gratitude on the earth of 

} “ obligation, and offer myself a sacrifice to the dust of thy feet. Long 

“have I borne the dart of thy love in my bosom, and long have the 

“ flames of passion consumed my heart. When the kings of the world 

“ sought my alliance, and wrote to my father, I rolled up their epistles, 

“and inscribed thy name on the tablet of my heart; but as the pad- 

“Jock of the chain of control was not in my power, helpless as the 
, “tulip, the impression of affection remained in my mind, and, like the 

“ sunbul, my soul was tortured by distress. Surely my wakeful star 

“has performed a miracle, and heaven has faYoured ‘ny desires, for 

“ my eye enjoys fresh light from the beauty of thy countenance, and 

» “my heart exults from the wine of thy interview. 

4 « Praised be God, that what I wished is accomplished to the height 

“ of my desires ! But I have still a difficulty which is afflicting to my 

“heart, and makes my soul tremble. I had ce a vow to the Deity, 

* who is the assistant of the distressed and healer of the:wounds of the 

“ troubled in spirit, that if, through the aid of my stars and kindly . 

“help of fortune, I should gather the flowers of enjoyment from the 

“ garden of success, and have my eye gratified with the sight of thy 

“ heauty, I would seclude myself for four months in the retirement of 

“ devotion, fasting and prayer ; and every evening when I should ~ 

“break my fast, in gratitude for such unhoped for mercies, give to the 
“ poor and destitute strangers bounteous alms and comfortable meals, 

“T dread, lest thqu wilt not assist me in the performance of my vow, 

“the breach of which would be asin against religion, and that thy ; 

“ impatience togather the flowers of enjoyment may make me criminal.” 

Hoshung, when he heard such affectionate expressions from Meher 

Banu, exulted with delight, and expanded in heart like the rose at 
the waving of the zephyr. Prostrating the forehead of gratitude ; 

on the dust of thanksgiving, and offering up prayers at the throne 

of the self-existing God, he replied,“ O thou, to whose soul-de- 

: “lighting eloquence my heart and life are a ready sacrifice, and my 

“ kingdom and treasures an offering to thy love ; wherefore should 

T, who am a martyr to the sword of affection, anda yotary of thy
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«religion, withhold my wealth, or disobey thy commands ? Thy 

* orders direct my life, and my. being is subject to%hy pleasure. 
“ Lovers have no power over themselves. Whatever is commanded, 

“that will Ido. Let not, then, thy mind be sorrowful, but per- 

“ form thy vow ; for whatever thou desirest I will procure, and 

“submit my neck to whatever thou mayest command.” In short, 

he conducted Meher Banu to his kingdom, and, agreeably to her 

: desire placed her ina temple distant about half a fursung from the 

metropolis.. He ordered the: necessary accommodations for entertaining 

the poor and needy travellers, assigned her proper attendants to 

await her commands, and placed guards around the temple for 

protection, with such strict orders, that not evena bird dared to: 

extend the wing in the, air near it. 

He himself, vow dratving the thorn of sorrow from his foot, rejoiced ; 

and having ordered festivities at his palace, conferred favours upon all 

hissubjects. Until the expiration of the-avowed time, he tried to amuse: ” 

himself after the manner of princes, in hunting excursions ; but the- 

ball of his wishes was held in the mace of the princess, and the bird 

of his soul captivated in the talons of the eagle eyebrow of that 

moon of the sx of beauty. From. excess of desire, pleased by no- 

» amusement, hour after hour, he, like astronomers, waited anxiously. 

the rising of his expected star. 

ee 

CHAPTER XXXII, 

; ADVENTURES OF 
4 

< "THE PRINCE OF FUTTUN. 

When the unfortunate prince, on his return from hunting, became- 

acquainted of the disastrous event, and was told that his musky 

fawn had become the prey of the lion, and the exulting peacock of” ‘ 

his hopes was taken in the talons of the falcon ; the: fire of sorrow” 

seized his bosom, and the flames of madness glowed inhis brain. In: 

the agony of despair, rolling as grass upon the ground, like the rose, 

he rent his garments, scattered dust upon his head, and shed a flood 

of scalding tears. Now, like the frantic, he uttered heart-rending 

lamentations, and asked of the breeze to wave him an odour from: 1
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‘the garden of his'beloved ; and now besought the gale, with piteous 

_ entreaties, to bar a message to the cypress of his favourite stream : 

sand sometimes, like Mujenoon, he would loudly lament at remem- 

brance of his Leila. Relish for sustenance deserted his palate, sleep 

'* ‘fled from his.eyes, and every instant he quarrelled with the winds, 

‘demanding of them tidings of Meher Banu, and exclaiming, “For 
“ whom now does she arrange her musky, tresses, and before whom 

# does she expand in smiles the rose-bud of her lips ? On whom 

a does she fix the intoxicating nergus of her eye, and for whom does 
“she spread the snare with the amber moles that spot her moonbright 

‘* face? For heaven’s sake, O breeze, shouldst thou haply pass by the 

_ abode of my beloved, communicate to her hearing the fate of me, 

*“ tormented and struggling on the blood stained ground ; tell her that, 

“ from longing desire, I am fallen from the throne of royalty into 

“ the abyss of wretchedness ; that, instead of princely robes, I wear 

« the garb of beggary ; that Ihave cast away my crown, and made 

“ the mark of her footsteps my throne ; that, from incessant lamenta- 

“tion, I have no longer power to bewail, and from constant search 

after her, my foot is become incapable of fprther exertion. Beg 

“her to have compassion on my unhappy state, and Wait me, to cast 

“ her cypress-like shade over my pillow, and lift my head from the 

“ dust of affliction. Tellher to hasten while yeta spark of life is 

“remaining, or she will behold only my lifeless clay, which the 

““ wind peghaps may have scattered on every quarter. 

VERSES. 

“0 ! companion of my’sorrows, where can I seek thee ? 2 
« Where shall I find asympathiser with my griefs ? 

*€'The vase of my reputation and crystal of my glory have fallen, 

«* And are broken on the stone of destruction. 

“*T am overwhelmed in affliction ; what can I do ? 

aa: “Ab ! hasten, my beloved, and afford me thy assistance.” 

Yn short, when he could find no trace of his beloved partner, 

"madness subdued his senses, and from the distraction of his mind, he 

uttered incoherent expressions, which affected the hearts of acquaint- 

ance and strangers, and the bosoms of friends and enemies were rent 

by his sorrows. 

At length, the vizier’s son lifted him up, and said, “ Lord of my : 

“fate, au! what can be effected by this violent passion and of what 

*
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“use are these cries and exclamations ! Fortify thy heart, nor give 

“ thyself up to irresolution, In this world of producti§n and decay, c 

“« which is a source of vicissitudes, many such cases as thine have 

“befallen the dependants on the table of mortality, and numberless 

“ afflictions constantly occur. In every revolution of the azure skies, * 

“ thousands of accidents are involved ; and in each fold of the heavenly 

“umbrella lie concealed innumerable changes. It is the distinguish, 

“ ing superiority of heroes in the field of resolution, that striving toattain 

“perfect reliance on God, and, like the mountain, planting their’ feet | 

“on the base of fortitude, they are not to be moved by any storms. 

« Ata period when adversity arrives and calamity descends, they do | 

“not sink in the waves of despondency ; but having formed some 

“approved plan, they ‘py noble exertions reach the shore of repose 
and safety {rom the *whirlpool of misfortune. 

. VERSES. 

“ When the chilling wind of adversity begins to blow, 3 
“ We must not, like the grass, sink under it. 
“It is better to draw thy feet within thy skirt, 
« And be like the nMountain, firm in thy place. i 
« By pagemce, a drop of seed in the womb, : 
‘© May in nine months become a world-illuming moon. 

*« By patience, the rain in the shell becomes a pearl; 

«¢ By patience is the mine filled with rubies and diamonds. 

“ At,present, reason (which is the guide of the bewildered in the 

“ path of perplexity) suggests, that our companion, the young fisher- 
“man, who is singularly skilled in finding out paths and tracing the 

“ footsteps of passengers, having bound fas{ the girdle of assistance, 

“ should explore the road, so that a direction may be obtained to the 

“stage of our desires, When, through Divine help, we reach the 
“ wished for country, we can in any way that policy may demand, 

“ rear the ladder of contrivance to the battlement of our object.” 

The prince, by advice of the vizier’s son, having distributed all the 

effects and treasures he possessed to. needy persons and distressed de- 

: votees, submitted to the disguise of a pilgrim ; and, according to the, 

guidance of the fisherman, measured the path of the windings of hope. 

When they arrived at the river before mentioned, no boat was to be 

procured ; on which account they remained a short time in the circle 

of delay ; but the fisherman having cut down the branches of some 

“ trees, formed a raft, and the prince with his companions passed easily 

*
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over the rapid stream. Having discovered the right path, they pur- 

sued their route, and after winding many dangerous ways and toilsome 

marches, at length reached the temple, which Meher Banu had chosen 

as the place of her devotions. Immediately as they arrived at this 

auspicious spot, the officers entrusted with the charge of entertaining 

strangers, agreeably to the rules of hospitality and courtes$ to guests, 

conducted the weary travellers to the honse of alms, and having set 

before them whatever was proper of eatables and drinkables, fulfilled 

the duties of liberal hosts and charitable purveyors. 

When the companions had rested from the weariness of travel, and 

the giddiness which from the heat of the sun and over exertion of 

their limbs, had confused their heads, was allayed by cooling sherbets, 

they felt themselves refreshed, and the vizier’s sn addressed the domes- 

ties of the kitchen and conductors of the entertainment, saying, 

“ What liberal personage is the founder of this charitable mansion ? 

“ And who is it that rises so superior in bounty, and compassion for 

“the stranger and distressed, above the most hospitably virtuous? 

“We dirveshes, who’are arrived here from our travels round the 

“regions of the globe, have not elsewhere beheld any sovereign or 

“ wealthy personage of such tenderness, and benevolence.” One of 

the domestics replied, “ The founder of this charity is Meher Banu, 

t “ queen of the world, the fame of whose bounty, like the celebrity of ; 

i “her beauty, extends from one extremity of the globe to the other, 

, * and by love of whose heavenly charms, the sovereigns of the earth 

“ have been vanquished.” 

The prince, when he heard the uame of his beloved, suddenly 

: fainted, and fell like a shadow to ‘the earth ; but the vizier’s son, in 

order that the characters of secrecy, might not appear on the page of 

~~ disclosure, exercising his presence of mind, diverted the attention of the 

spectators. Having called for rose-water, he sprinkled it upon the face 

of the prince, and cried out, “ Is there any skilful physician in this 

“city, who can remove from this young man the disorder of 

© epilepsy ?” He then continued to enquire, as if ignorant, “Who 

“is Meher Banu, and why, devoting herself to severe penance in 

“this temple, does she involve in eclipse the moon of beauty,?” 

The artless domestic now related her adventure with Hoshung, from 

beginning to end; and the prince, on being assured that as yet the 

treasury of his honour, notwithstanding the attacks of adversity, was 

Zz
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safe from the ravage of time, and the wealth ofhis glory unhurt by 

the disgraceful hand of mischance, gained new life. Delivered from 

wandering in the vale of despair, he fixed his hand om the cords of 

hope, and with humility bowing his head before the throne of the 

Almighty restorer on the dust of thanksgiving, patiently waited for 

the crisis, when the Divine mercy might effect its purpose, and the 

tidings of compassion be revealed. F 

The officers of the charity, when they had performed the duties 

of benevolence, according to custom, through the attendance on the 

sacred Harem, conveyed intelligence to Meher Banu of the arrival of i 

the pilgrims ; and that cypress of the grove of purity appointed an 

intelligent female to bring her an exact account of their conduct, 

appearance, ang behayour to each other, without exaggeration or 

omission. The damsel having made her observations, represented, 

that thty were five persons, seemingly in agreement like the five 

senses, all habited in ashy-coloured vestments, as if devoted to 

mortification ; that in public, allbehaved to each other as if equals, 

but in private, one of them, who had superior dignity of manner 

and aspect, seemed to command the same respect as a sage from 

his disciples. ?7 

Meher Banu, when informed ofthe habits and manners of the stran- 

gers was convinced who they were, and that the estranged from the path 

of repose had arrived. Having placed an assortment of confections | 

ina tray, she covered it with theremnant of a veil which the princ® 

had seen her wear, and sent it by a domestic to the pilgrims as a 

present. When the prince saw the part of the veil, as the patriarch { 

of Canaan received sight from the smell of Joseph’s coat, so he found 

new life, and instantly burst into a flood of tears. 

The vizier’s son having entwined a wreath of jasmine flowers in an ~~~ 

elegant manner, placed the prince’s ring in the centre of it, and with- 

out giving the damsel the trouble of waiting, delivered it to her, with 

many apologies for the smalless of the gift, saying, “ As dirveshes 

“have no other riches, agreeably to the proverb, that from the 

, “kallandar a flower, and from the bear a hair, is acceptable ; this 

. ‘“ wreath, which was formed at an auspicious instant, and on which we 

“have breathed aspirations from the bosom worthy of acceptance, let 

“thy mistress receive by way of happy token, and expect from the 

‘* divine throne, accomplishment of her desires.”
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Meher Banu, at sight of the prince’s ring, wished to set it like a 

gem in the @ircle of her eye ; but, notwithstanding her emotions, 

restraining her feelings before her attendants, she retired to her 

chamber and wept bitterly. Taking up the pen, she wrote an account 

of her situation from the beginning of separation to the present 

time, of the approaching conclusion of her allowed indulgence from 

Hoshung, and the security of the jewels of her honour from the 

depredations of the robbery of mischance, which she sent privately to 

the prince. .When he received the letter of his beloved, he fainted 

with ecstacy ; but on his recovery, drawing it over the pupils of his 

eyes,*he found new light, and breaking the seal, perused it: ‘The- 

. contents of this*love-renewing epistle were thus elegantly penned. 

¥ ° oe ee 
. 

: 

CHAPTER XXXIV. 

THE PRINCESS’S LETTER: ~ 

VERSES. r 

« The jewels of the treasury of secrecy are the same as they were, 
‘¢ And the casket is sealed with the same seal.+ 

* Enquire of the zephyr, whether from night till morn, 

& The perfume of thy locks has not been my companion ? 
© Judge of me, exhausted by separation, from thy own pilgrimage, 
* For my soul is still anxious as it ever was. 

“ Fortune is ever in. ambush, and: the changeful skies constantly 

meditating some new deceit, while opportunity, like life, is short. 
“Tt is becoming their valour and prudence, that before our enemy, 

“ awakened from” the slumber of supineness, shall dash the crystal 

“ wave of reputation upon the stone of disgrace, they should enlighten 

“the chamber of purity with the lamp-of honour ; and thankful that 

i “to this period the rose of chastity has remained unblighted by the 

“ chill of mischance, not importune heaven by useless complaint.” ‘ 

* The Asiaties, on receipt of a letter from.a superior or a friend, place it on the 

head, and draw it across their eyes, before perusal, as a token of respect. 

+ Meaning that her honour was safe,
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The prince having perused the letter, wrote the following. 

“Tf my complaints against the cruel skies are justifable, yet how 

“ ean I complain of thee, though from obstinacy the destroyer of our 

“repose, for thy love holds my neck in the noose of destruction, and 

“thy wit has disabled the foot of severity. Hadst thou not cherished 

“ that cursed old hag, venomous as the serpent, I had not thus become 

“a wretched wanderer in the desert of misfortune, or sat in the dark 

* abode of dishonour. However, as the decrees of Providence were s 

* such, it is unwise to complain. . 

VERSES. 

“Though I drink blood, I ought not to repine, ‘ 
«Since my portion was the allotment of heaven. 
* At present, keep thy mind firm, and wait incessantly the divine will 

in whdtever m& issue from the concealment. of secrecy into the 
‘ chamber of occurrence,” 

When the thessenger had conveyed this letter to Meher Banu, the 

prince having sent for the carpenter, said, “ Though in this distressful 

“expedition the hardships of my friends have been greater than I 

can enumerate, and my soul bows under the weight of obligation;— 

“ yet I have ongynore favour to entreat which is peculiar to thyself, 

“namely, that thou shouldst make me speedily a throne, which, like 

“¢hat of Solomon, will soar through the air, and may be the means, 

‘ “ like the ark of Noah, of delivering us from the deluge of misfortune, 

“ and conveying us to the shore of success.” 

The carpenter replied, ‘My prince, all of us, who from the first 

‘ “ day of thy departure bound the girdle of accompaniment round the 

waist of our lives, until our elemental forms shall be separated, and 

“+the frame of our bones dissolved, will never quit thy presence.” 

Having said this, he kissed the ground of submission with the lip of 
respect, and hastening into a forest, began to search about for a proper 

tree to answer his purpose. At length he found one, but a monstrous 

black snake swelled with venom from head to tail, being entwined 

around its trunk, guarded it from his approach, The carpenter 

placing himself in the most respectful attitude, praised the monster in H 

‘ an eloquent speech ; to which he replied in the language of man, ’ 

“ Who art thou, and what is thy desire ?” 

The carpenter related the prince’s and his own adventures from 

beginning to end, and requested the snake's assistance in attaining his 
object ; upon which the reptile, by command of the Almighty (before
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whose omnipotence the serpent and the ant are alike submissive) 

quifted the t®%e, and permitted the petitioner to cut down what he 

wanted. Having lopped offa proper branch, the carpenter fell to J 

work with his magic performing axe, and soon fashioned out a throne 

of such great beauty, as might rival the throne of Jumshede. Having 

fully completed it in a little time, he presented it tothe prince, who 

anxiously waited his return, as the last day of Meher Banu’s vow was 

now passing away, so that till the carpenter’s arrival, he was almost 

lifeless with dread, and counting every breath as his last. 

a On the following morning, when the sovereign of the stars had 

ascended the azure throne of the skies, Hoshung in eestacy at the 

promised enjoyment of Meher Banu, commanded to be prepared a 

sumptuous feast (the splendour of which the assembly of the highest 

heavens might envy) to which he invited the p¥ime cotrtiers and great 

lords of his kingdont. All the preparations of mirth and pleasure 

befitting a royal festival, being ready, he proclaimed a general 

audience. Having with imperial pomp ascended the throne, he. 

ordered the seals of many purses to be taken off, and epriched a world 
— with largess of gold and jewels. The circulation of the glass, like 

the rolling of the eyes of sweet-lipped maidens, fascinated the under- 

standing, while music ravished the soul. Pleasure, in every corner 

of the assembly, fermented like new wine in the cask ; and if for an 

instant care passed through this joyous spot, he was quickly overcome 

by the intoxication of mirth. 

When the prince had intelligence that Hoshung, from vanity, self- 

secure of victory, was, like the careless, drunk with quaffing the goblet 

of oblivien, the treasure of his understanding sacrificed to jollity, and 

the ears of his senses, like the head of a phial, stuffed with the cotton 

of negligence, esteeming the opportunity precious, he committed him- 

self to the protection of the Almighty. Having uplifted the standard 
of resignation, which is ever a means of unbarring¢he gates of success, 

* he ascended the wooden throne, and seated with him his companions, 

who were as the four pillars of his dignity, and as the four elements 

in the composition of his State. By the power of Divine operation, 

. the machine, which was the phoenix of the firmament of glory, 

ascended into the air like the throne of Solomon. 
Tyre-women of inventive fancy, imitating the work of spring, 

were busy in adorning the head and tresses of Mcher Banu with variety 

of flowery ornaments ; and having enrobed that sua of the sky of
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smiling beauty, like the gentle natives of the garden, they seated her 

on a splendid throne. Encircling her neck with wreatlfs of roses and 

chains of pearl, they tinged the ends of her fingers scarlet with the 

Hinné, so that they resembled branches of coral. ‘The aged procu- 
ress danced, exulting with joy before her, making antic grimaces like 

an old she-monkey, and screaming out a bridal song, when suddenly 

the throne descending alighted in the court of the temple. The 

attendants and domestics, on beholding this astonishing phcenomenon, 

being alarmed, fled different ways, and became scattered like the stars 

in the milky way ; while the tyre-women panic-stricken, stood 

motionless and silent as figures on a wall. 

Meher Banu, on beholding the world-adorning beauty of the prince, 

nimbly as the breeze springing from her musnud, and seizing the 

hand of the b€idamef whose head had contrived the blaze of 

disturbance, ascended the throne of prosperity “with her. Much as : 
the old woman resisted, and cried for help, it availed not, for the 

machine, with the swiftness of a happy-winged bird, mounting into 

the air, like the throne of the deity soared to the highest heaven, 

Suddenly it stopped over the court of the palace, where the ill-fated 

Hoshung, emplgyed in feasting, and smilingly exulting in the thought 

of possessing Meher Banu, had his heart expanded with mirth, like the 

blossom of the opening rose. The company, observing this phoeno- 

menon, gazed with astonishment ; when the* vizier’s son having 

separated the head of the impure old woman from her body, cast it 

bleeding from the sky tothe earth. It lighted directly before Hoshung, 

on the throne, and the body fell into the midst of the assembly. Many 

of the company fled instantly from panic, dreading some calamity 

from Heaven; while others, rising from the carpets and retiring a little, 

meditated what the strange appearance might portend. Hoshung, 

pushing out the feet of firmness from the skirt of magnanimity, and 

much alarmed, deseended from his throne, 

At this instant, the guards of the temple ran in with great disorder, * 

and uplifting the voice of complaint, disclosed the overthrow of his 

plans ; saying, “ Five dirveshes, arrayed in ashy-coloured vestments, 

“and sitting upon a wooden throne, suddenly descended from the « 

“air into the court of the temple, and having seated the princess 

“together with the old woman upon it again mounted into the sky. 

“ The descent and ascent of the throne was sudden asa flash of 

“lightning, and effected in the twinkling of an eye ; so that the
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“ guards of the temple had no intimation of the circumstance, till 

~ “unable to prevent the mischief. ” 

Hoshung on hearing this intelligence became distracted. He com- 

manded his matchlock and rocket-men to fire on every side and if possible 

bring down the throne ; but, like an arrow from the aim of fate, it had 

escaped their reach, and their efforts proved unsuccessful. Re- 

mediless, he bowed his head on the collar of despondéncy, and the 

assembly of joy was changed into mourning. Instead of the melody 
of rejoicing, the plaints of sadness arose ; and in place of wine 

flowing into the cup, the eyes of Hoshung overflowed with tears. 

VERSES. 

Behold the heavens, their heat and cold, howa hundred surprising yaria- 
tions appear in every revolution. s 

Open the volume of the world, and read with a 3 examine well its 

constant vicissitudes, and wonder, 

The prince at length, with glory and success, having reached his 

own country; like thssun, illuminated the city of Futtun by the 

light of his auspicious presence ; and having rewarded his faithful 

companions according to their merits with ample jahaghirs, dismissed 
them to enjoy repose from their fatigues. = 

ay ————»>——_ 

« [ 

CHAPTER XXXV. 

HISTORY OF 

PRINCE FEROKH-FAUL* 

Tue quaffers of the wine-stores of history have thus poured the 

delight-exciting wine of story into the cup of relation. 

In the kingdom of Serendib there was a sovereign, in splendour 

like Feridun, whose goblet was filled with the wine of success, and 

the sense of his fortunes regaled with the perfume of domestic security. 

Vicissitude had sworn allegiance to his reign, and time laid open to 

his fortunes the portals of prosperity. 

*The prince of auspicious omen, 
.
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VERSES. 
e 

Chief of the successful, bis aspect gleamed with the rays of good fortune. e 

He was supreme, and mighty roys bowed their crowns at his throne. 

As inthe chamber of his State there was nota lamp that might 

give lasting brightness to his hopes, namely, a son, in whom the life 

of his father might be renoyated, and the glories of his ancestors be 

revived in his person, he was constantly involved in melancholy, and 

incessantly immersed in impatience for such a blessing. He had 

recourse to the enlightened of dawa-like minds, and spent his nights 
and days in prayer. As Divine favour ever awaits the earnest peti- 

tioner, after a considerable time when his brain begun to be confused 

by this anxiety, the arrow of his prayer reached the mark of accep- 

tance. . é 
A personage of the order of recluses, nightly wakeful, who had no 

connection but.with the Divine unity, and whose mind was enlightened | 

with the rays of heavenly bounty and the beams of undecaying favour, | 

suddenly appearing from the recess of concealment, presented him an 

apple of much beauty and flavour, and said, “ This frait will-preve 

“the fulfilmengof thy desire. It is proper that this night thou give it 

“the queen to eat.” The Sultén obeyed the ,commands of the 

religious, and at the appointed time, the sun,of royalty arose from 

the horizon of concealment to gladden the world. ; 

The Sultén commanded, that the intelligent in the courses of the " 

heavens and skilled in the secrets of the stars, using their utmost 

endeavours, should examine narrowly the aspects of the planets, and 

ealculate the nativity of the young prince. Hiving made their obser- 

vations, they represented to the attendants on the throne, that there 

was every promise of good fortune, but that at the age of fourteen 

he would be in danger of suffering much from love, on the sight of a 

portrait. The Sultan, warned by this prediction, appointed confiden- 

tial persons to attend constantly in turn upon the prince, that no 

pictures might be presented to his eye. f 

As itis impossible for the wisest man to erase the characters of 

fate with the point of contrivance, the prince, about his fourteenth 

year, going one day into an apartment of the palace, saw a female 

attendant, who upon his approach shut down the lid of a chest with 

great precipitation. He insisted upon seeing the contents, which 

happened to be portfolios of drawings, At first she refused, but ue
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prince being importunate, at length uplifted the floodgate of calamity, 

n and opened a volume; which he had scarcely done, when ,the fatal 

portrait of the fair princess, who (the astrologers had foretold) was to 

occasion him so many perils, presented itself to his view. He 
instantly fainted, when the slave, alarmed, conveyed intelligence 

of his condition to the Sultén, and related the unhappy cause of the dis- 

order. When recovered from his fit, his mind became distracted, and 

notwithstanding the efforts of the most skilful physicians, his ravings 

and desire to travel in search of his beloved could not be cured. 

After some time, when the Sultan was convinced that the Divine 

decree was not to be done away by human contrivance, he gave up 
his efforts, and left his son to his own inclinations. 

When the prince became free from the superintendence of spies, 

world-tormenting love, who held the reins of Power Sver him in the 

hands of control, hurried him abroad, without knowledge of a direc- 

tion to his object, and he turned his face to the wilderness. The 

. son of his father’s vizier, named Jaffier, who had been brought up with 

Ferokh-Faul from his infancy, when he heard of his forlorn condition, 

ie ™ regarding the duties of attachment, (in these days, rare as the appear- 

ance of the phoenix) hastened to him on the wingg, of speed, and 

became his partner in the path of wandering. After much toilsome 

and fatiguing travel, they reached a populous city, through every street 

and alley of which they searched in vain for the charmer of their 

hopes. When the perfunie of success greeted not the scent of their 

condition, the princeshaving quitted the city, in despair, took up his 

abode at an idol temple not far from it, which had many spacious build- 

ings for pilgrims and devotees, resolved to dedicate some time to prayer 

and penance, in hopes, through them, of attaining the compassion of 

heaven. 

~ Some days after this, Jaffier once more visited the city, to find out, if 

possible, the original of the portrait which had destroyed the repose of 

his master’s heart ; and the prince remained alone in the temple. At 

night-fall he repaired to the niche of the principal idol, which was 

illuminated with lamps, in order to invoke success to his pursuits. 

When half of the night was passed, he heard the sound of footsteps, 

and supposing them those of evil spirits, concealed himself behind 

the image. Suddenly entered a band of thieves, who, after 

the manner of the Hindus, prostrating themselves before the 

idol, said, “ We hear that the daughter of the Sultan of this 

Al
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“city sleeps upon a bed sct with jewels, and wears orna 

“equal in value to the revenues of an empire.” If to-iinit ; 

“through thy auspicious promotion of our designs, we should saj 

“the object of our desires, we wil! make the princess’s-heid ar 

“offering at thy sacred threshold.” Having said this, they deyiot 
in search of their prey, and Ferokh-Faul, lost in astonishme { 

their wickedness and presumption, wondered how they ©» 

capture the princess from her apartments in the inmost par) of 

palace surrounded. by guards. In a short time, however, tw ‘ 

brawny robbers brought the bed, and upon it the princess fast 2:k 

and unsuspectful of her danger. Placing it before the idol, 

bowed themselves in prostration. . 

Ferokh-Faul from behind the image, on perceiving the beat 

the princess wat wrapf in the maze of astonishment ;.and rega 

her murder as the worst of misfortunes and cruelty, deemed it in 

bent upon his manhood to deliver her from so perilous a state. Haying 

considered an instant, he hit upon a stratagem, and ina gentle tw 

exclaimed, “ Your votive offering has met acceptance, and in riyih : 

“for such piety, your undertakings shall under my protection heacc- .,- @) 

ze “forward alwayéemeet with success.” The stony-hearted wret}i: { 

supposing this speech to proceed from their deity, became 

fervent in their devotions, and renewed their prostrations. 

When the prince saw that his stratagem had taken effect 

continued to speak, saying, “The gracious command is issued frow 

“throne, that all of you, quitting the temple, commission one w! 

“most_ distinguished amongst you for piety and devotion, to lay : 

“ bed of the princess on my altar.” They did so, when Ferokh-F 

suddenly springing from behind the idol, with the swiftness of | 

ning, cast the head of the impure assassin on the dust of annihilation, 

by a stroke of his flint-dividing sabre. 

The thieves, after some time waiting the return of their comrade, te 

in another, (supposing he might be secreting the jewels) to explore 

cause of his delay. He also fell, and in the same manner the wasle 

twenty, one after another, slumbered in the dust, and the cour! of” 

the temple was dyed with their blood. J 

When the prince had killed the twenty thieves, he awakened the) ~ 

princess ; who, on perceiving her sittiation, trembled with affrig HF; a 

but Ferokh-Faul having assured her that she was secure against 7
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ry, and acquainting her of the danger she had escaped, allayed 

. apprehersions, and undertook to re-convey her to the palace. 

rting his utmost strength, he lifted the bed upon his head and 

ied it to the wall of the royal citadel ; where forming a 

mund of his turban, and tying it to the feet, he with great 

ty mounted the battlements. Drawing up the bed with the 

cess, he conducted her to her apartment, which she poiuted out. 

princess having offered to the Almighty thanksgivings for her 

; fortunate escape, expressed her grafitude to Ferokh-Faul, whom: 

, antreated to inform her who he was, and in what manner she 

1 repay such unbounded obligations. 

javing given a summary of his adventures, he offered to take 

Jeave 3 but the princess said, “‘ O thou, for the dust of whose feet my 

ie and head are a ransom, although it is id possil%e for me to per- 

t form any service equal to my obligations, yet if thou hast any 

a particular object in view, out of kindness let me know, that I may 

oy to the utmost of my ability promote its completion.” HFerokh-Faukt 

2 ihaikked her-for the gracious offers of assistance, but insisted on 

a ‘yarture ; which the princess opposed with many arguments. “While 

were in conversation the gleams of dawn appeared, and the , 

idants of the harem, agreeably to custom, came to wait on their 

ty : ress. 

} Then they beheld the princess sitting with a handsome youth, 

vosing that a rent had been made in the curtain of the royal 

yur, they trembled ‘like the reed from dread of punishment, and 

* > for some instants overcome with silent amazement. At length, 

; +ardigg secrecy and connivance as the means of their own ruin, 
hwy hastened to the nazir, * whom they informed of the calamitous 

‘weumstanee. At first he refused to credit them, esteeming such an 

, vient beyond the reach of possibility ; but on their repeated 

verations, proceeded ' to the chamber ofthe princess, and was 

7 eco‘inced that the lightning: of disgrace had fallen on the stores of 

yur, and that the flames of ruin were enkindled. For an instant 

hie senses deserted him, and fire of anger was fanned by the gusts of 

ion. Without consideration, he rushed upon Ferokh-Faul, and 

ve: dishonouring violence pulling him from his seat, tied his hands 

nd him; when the princess exclaimed, “ Stupid nazir, this youth is 

Great chamberlain or superintendent of the Hérem, always a eunuch. 

&
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“ my adopted brother ; dare not toinjurea single hair of hishead.” The 

nazir, supposing her words to proceed from hardened assurance, i 

replied, ‘ Ah! daughter, enemy to modesty, who hast polluted the s 

“fountain of thy father’s honour with the mud of disgrace, and 

“ scattered the filth of vice on the head of thy virginity, darest thou 

“ with such shameless impudence to intercede for this wicked wretch, ; 

“worthy of impalement, while thou must know, that only a few 

“ breaths remain of thy own life ?? The princess was enraged at the 

insolence of the nazir, but a8 her hand was unable to punish him, 

shedding floods of tears, she moistened her cheeks, which appeared 

as blooming roses wet with dew. 

The nazir, having proceeded to the Sultan, said, ““O king, may 

“the extent of thy life excced the ability of the most subtle : 

“ arithmeticians fo calfulate ! Last night a most incredible affair 

“ occurred in the royal harem, at the detection of which, the wine of 

« understanding has flowed from the goblet of my brain. I have no 

“ power to detail it to the gracious audience, yet dare I not connive . 

« at or conceal it.” The Sultan, much alarmed at. this. preamble, 

exclaimed “ What is the affair, surely the lamp of safety must be | 

‘ “ extinguished iw-the royal chamber, or a link of purity be broken 

“ from the chain* of majesty.” 

The nazir now, according to the rules of the intelligent in respectful 

address, related the circumstance ; when the anger of the Sultan arose 

like the waves of the raging sea, and in the height of his fury, he com- 

manded the overthrow of the foundations of the life of the innocent 

prince, who was instantly conducted towards the place of execution. 

Ferokh-Faul, resigning himself to the Divine will, advanced his steps 

firmly to meet death. 

The princess, distracted at the situation of her deliverer, ran wildly 

into the presence of the Sultén, and without regarding the forms of 

respect, standing in the place of petitioners, cried out, “ O my father, 

‘ svithout examination, or drawing facts from beneath the veil of appear- 

« ances, to shed the blood of the innocent, and without proof of guilt, to 

¢ command the destruction of the mansions of existence, is not the 

« custom of the just and impartial, but, unworthy of sovereigns, who 

“ are entrusted with the protection of their people. To allow the ex- 

“ecution of this young man, who is deserving of a thousand favours, 
ee ew c/a 

* 4, e, The princess have died suddenly.
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“and has the highest claims upon the gratitude of our royal house, 

“ will be briaging upon us the displeasure of the Almighty. Reflect, 

© then, before that period, when this transaction, if allowed, shall be 

* unfolded in the court of a just judge, and thou, sovereign as thou 

“ now art, standing alike with the beggar in the place of retribution, 

“ shall be unable to answer the enquiry.” 

The Sultan, impressed by this speech, commanded the execution to 

be delayed till further orders, and demanded of his daughter particulars 

of the affair. Without exaggeration, she related her adventure, and 

said, ‘“ The proof of my veracity will be found in the bodies of the 

“ robbers now lying in the temple.” 

When the Sultan, on examination of the temple, was convinced of 

the truth of the princess’s account, he trembled, and blushed at his 

own rashness. Having sent for Ferokh-Fa®l into*his presence, he 

| entreated his pardom ; and having placed him .in the seat of honour, 

! with much respect said, “ I trust thou wilt not let thy gracious heart 

“ be angered against me atan error, common to humanity, which I have 

“ committed, but cherish as thy handmaid this pearl of royalty.” 

Ferokh-Faul replied, “ O king of kings, as the providential De- 

“sioner had stamped such characters on the tablet ofmy forehead, it ; 

« would not be just that I should complain of your majesty’s servants. 

“ The offer to receiye this wanderer in the path of exile as a depend- 

“ ant on the throne, is a favour, which never could have entered the 

“ imagination of expectancy ; but my disappointment in this unlooked- 

“for blessing proceeds from an object which has long occupied my 

“mind. I must therefore request your majesty will favour me by a 

“ speedy dismissal, which is the highest honour I can at present hope 
© for.” , 

The Sultin very unwillingly consented, and Ferokh-Faul leaving the 
eapital, with his friend Jaflier, proceeded on his way in the path of 

uncertainty, till he came to the city of Oojein,* where he took up his 

residence, to wait intelligence of the plunderer of his heart. 

* The capital of Malwa, a province of Hindustén. 

o
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CHAPTER XXXVI. 

CONTINUATION OF 

THE HISTORY OF PRINCE FEROKH-FAUL. 

Tue intellige Jaffia, who was as a shrub of wisdom cherished by 

the water and air of truth, in order to obtain a glue to the hopes of | 

Ferokh- Faul, performing the duties of sincere attachment, exercised 

an activity which is not to be expressed. After much deliberation, 

his judgment led to the following plan. 

In one of the streets of Oojein, where travellers resorted from the: 

four quarters ofthe globe, having prepared a warehouse, he stocked 
it with the rarities of the world, and placed in it the picture which 

had disturbed the happiness of the prince, in hopes that some voyager 

might recognise and give him intelligence of the original. 

Much time elapsed before his object was answered ; but at last a 

traveller, who had explored the earth, arrived, and said, “ This is the 

pictyre of a princess who has professed utter detestation of all male- 

“kind. She is queen of Shuuguldeep, a kingdom inhabited only by 

“women ; and though her beauty and delicacy of person exceed 
“ description, yet in valour and wit she excels Rustum and Isfindear. 

« A desert of two hundred miles in extent, void of water, and the 

“whole tract composed of burning sands, surrounds her dominions, 

“to which entrance is next to impossible ; but if by chance some 

“ death-devoted wretch find his way, he is instantly slain.” 

When Jaffier had heard this account of the queen of the empire of 

love, having with much joy hastened to the prince, he hailed him with 

the tidings of success, saying, “ No longer give admission to despond- 

“eney and grief, but prepare to ascend the throne of enjoyment ; for 

x “the dawn of success hath gleamed from the horizon of prosperity, 

“ and the sun of attainment arisen from the east of good fortune.” @
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VERSES. « ; 
: The night of absence and separation from my beloved is past. 

Thaye sought an omen, it is lucky, and trouble is past. 
The surly pride which autumn had assumed has at length been humbled at 

the feet of spring, and is past. 
‘Thanks be to God, that under the auspices of the rose, 
The tyranny of Necember’s blast, and the haughtiness‘of the thorn, are past. 
The dawn of hope, which was obscured, appears. 

Come out, then, for the darkness of night is past. 

Ferokh-Faul was so overjoyed at these happy tidings, that, in the 

intoxication of delight, he forgot himself, and loosing the reins of the 

steed of patience from his hands, wished to soar as a bird, and at one 

_ flight to reach the country of his beloved. Jatffier, with much diffi- 

culty, restrained his impatience, and prevailed upon him to remain a 

few days. During this interval,*he provided some rich suits of female 
attire, and various sorts of musical instruments, (on which the prince 

and himself excelled in playing, as also in vocal performance) hoping, 

under the disguise of singing-girls, to gain admission to the Amazen- 

| jan queen. Having every thing ready, they resigned themselves to 

the guidance of Providence, and pursued their journey towards the 
object of hope. < 

After many days of toilsome march, they at length reached the 

wilderness mentioned by the traveller ; through which, with much 

+ difficulty, they proceeded. When the sun had ascended to its zenith, 

having reached the foot of a tree, they spread the cloth of repose, 

to rest under its shade from the excessive heat. As it happened, 

inthis tree a simurgh * had built her nest, towards which a 

monstrous black snake was winding its way to destroy the brood ; but 

the prince, drawing his sabre, cut himin pieces, and laid the 

fragments in a heap on the ground ; after which, overcome by sleep, 

he lay down, as did also Jattier. 

Towards sun-set, the simurgh, who had flown in search of food 

for her young, returned, laden with the most delicate fruits from 

various parts of the carth. When she perceived the sleepers, 

supposing them enemies to her offspring, she was going to put them 

to death ; but the nestlings seeing her intention, informed her of their 

escape from the snake through the humanity of the prince. Upon 
this the simurgh, repenting her rashiess, advanced softly to the 

* A fabulous bird of great celebrity in oriental romance, . 

,
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pillow of Ferokh-Faul, and gently awaking him, uttered grateful 
thanks for his kindness, presenting him at the same time with an 

offering of delicious fruits ; and saying, “In return for the kindness ~ 

« shewn to my young ones, I now adopt thee as my son, and regard 

‘ the furtherance of thy views, by every means in my power, as 

‘incumbent upon me, Let me know then, if thou hast any design 

“ “in pursuit, without reserve, that I may use every endeavour to 

“promote its completion, and give my utmost assistance to ensure 

“its success. 

The prince, upon this unexpected kindness of the monstrous 

simurgh, felt his heart expand like the rose at the waving of the 

zephyr, and inwardly assured of heavenly protection, related his 

adventures andthe object of his present expedition, The simurgh 

replied, ‘ My dear son, although, at* the command of all-powerful 

“Joye, thou hast undertaken a most hazardous affair, yet set thy 
“heart at rest. For this one night fix thy hand on the cords of 

“patience, for, through the Divine auspices, thy difficulties shal) 

‘* to-morrow be done away, and thy labour be changed to ease.” - 

When the eagle of the skies, arising from his heavenly nest, soared 

through the reSions of the firmament, the simurgh, having made the f 

prince and Jaffier seat themselves upon her back, flew with rapidity 

towards Shunguldeep, and about sun-set descended with them near “i 

the capital, where the beautiful object of their search resided. She * 

then presented Ferokh-Faul with a feather from her wing, and 

desired, that in any peril or danger which might occur, he would cast 

asmall bit of it into a fire, when she would in an instant fly to his 

assistance on the wings of swiftness, and relieve him from his dilemmas. 

The prince, having thanked her for her kindness, took leave of the 

friendly simurgh, who soared out of sight in the twinkling of an eye, 

Ferokh-Faul and Jaffier having now disguised themselves in the 

female apparel, proceeded to the city, bearing under their arms 

different instruments ot music ; and as the roses of their cheeks were 

free from down, and their side-looks and hair-long, they appeared so like 

women, that no suspicion of their sex could arise, Fearless, therefore, 

of the punishment of the queen, they entered the streets in perfect 

self-security and by happy chance came to a square, where were 

assembled a company of angel-resembling damsels, who appeared as 

so many hoories amusing themselves in the gardens of Paradise, 

* Wine having loosened the restraints of bashfulness from their hearts,
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had immersed them in delight. The two feigned singing-girls 

joined the crow®, and, after the manner of strolling performers, having 

uttered a strain of salutation, begged pardon for their intrusion. The 

i company, observing that their dress and manner was difforent from 

that of their own country, said, “ The odour of acquaintance with the 

“ garden of your condition greets not our perception, and the roses of 

“your circumstances have not the tinge and glow of our recollection. 
“Tf, then, ye are strangers just arrived at this city, give us some 

“ account of your qualities, and tell us your names.” 

Ferokh-Faul stepping forth, replied, “I am named Dilpuzzer& 

** Jadoonowa,* and this my sister is called Naeedi.t Led by the 

“fame of the munificence and liberality of your august sovereign 

“to foreigners, which extends to the extremities of the world, we 
“formed the sacred vow of pilgrimage to her* throne ; and having, 

“under the auspices of our lucky stars, overcome the difficulties of a 

“long journey, have but just reached this heavenly city. If permit- 

“ted, by your indulgence, we will present a specimen of the skill we 

“ possess, as an offering of a flower from the garden of performance.” 

The company, highly pleased at this address, treated them agree- 

ably to the customs of the hospitable to strangers, and seated them ina 

respectful manner. The two friends having tuned their tunboors, 

sung a love song, which drew forth the plaudits of the assembly ; 

after which they performed on the kanoon,. the chung, the duff, and 

several other instruments, with such exquisite skill, as to charm into 

rapture the whole audience; who, one and all, bursting into exclama- 

tions of praise, showered pieces of gold and silver at their feet thick 
as rose-leaves falling in the spring. 

When the company broke up and retired to their homes, Dilpuz- 
zeera and Naeeda, having fixed themselves in a lodging, congratulated 

each other on the success of their stratagem. 
Early the following morning, a lady named Sunnobir,} who held the 

office of prime vizier to the queen, and was distinguished for beauty, 

wit, and accomplishments, having heard of the arrival of the strange 

musicians, sent for them to her presence. Regarding the summons as 
the highest good fortune, they hastened to obey, and without delay 

repaired to her palace. Their performances so delighted the vizier, 

* Heart-delighting, of magic voice. PDMS A Siberia 

+ Venus. 

The name of some flower. 

Az
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that she thought them worthy of being introduced to play and sing 

before the queen ; and having presented them with thé richest dresses 

and most valuable ornaments, took them with her to court. Ferokh- 

Faul, at sight of the dazzling beauty of the original whose portrait 

had ensnared his heart, could with difficulty preserve himself from 

fainting, but summoning all his resolution to his aid, he composed his 

mind, and sang with such.passion and sweetness as enraptured the 

princess ; who conferred upon him and Jaffier the most munificent 

gifts, and commanded them to perform before her twice a week. 

ea Ott 

« CHAPTER XXXVIL. 

CONTINUATION OF 

THE HISTORY OF PRINCE FEROKH-FAUL. 

Arter they had resided some time in Shunguldeep, the prince 

ventured to enquire of Sunnobir the cause of the queen’s disgust to 

mankind ; when the vizier condescending to gratify his curiosity, said, 

“TJ will relate it to thee, as she informed me, exactly in her own 

“ words.* 2 

“The first form which was decreed to me in elemental com 

“ position was that of a bird ; and according to the established 

“usages of this curious world of production, in which the connect- 

“ing chain of existence depends upon offspring, and where the 

“ female cannot avoid society with the male, I necessarily preferred 

“a helpmate. In process of time, two young ones being decreed me 

“in the womb of fate, I built my nest, laid my eggs, and hatched 

“them. Suddenly one night, the darkness of which was increased 

“by uncommonly thick clouds, a fire seized our grove, and surrounded 

“my nest like the setting ofaring. Ibeing asleep, perceived it 

“ not till the hand of contrivance was rendered useless, As my 

“ young were not yet able to fly, and I could not convey them away 

“both at once, I entreated the assistance of my mate ; but he 

* A tedious speech of Sunnobir to the queen, preparatory to her disclosure, is 

omitted.
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“ cowardly deserted me, and left us to our fate. Motherly affection, - 

“ prevailed, and*my mortal part was consumed with my children’s ; 

“ but the good I had done meeting the acceptance of the Most High, 3 

“ He revived me again in the beautiful form of the queen, you now 

* see before you. Remembering the cruel inconstaney and treacherous 

“ desertion of my mate, I have resolved to hold’ no. connection with 

“man, and have vowed lasting enmity against his sex, while con- 

+ “strained to dwell in the shape of woman.” 

The prince communicated this wonderful transmigration. to Jaffier,. 

and after some time they requested their dismission from court, under 

pretence of returning home. The queen and Sunnobir. having in, 

vain entreated them to remain, at length consented to their departure, 

and in return for the pleasure their musical talents had afforded, 

conferred upon them. many rich jewels and 4n immense sum of 

money. Having taken leave, they left the city, and throwing off 

their female attire, burnt it together with their instruments of music. 

The prince then cast into a fire a bit of the feather of the simurgh, 

who instantly appearing, as she had promised, at their desire bore 
“@ — them to the borders of the kingdom of Shunguldeep. By advice of 

Jaffier, the- prince. having collected a band of chosen men. well 

armed, was with them.once more conveyed by the simurgh. into the- 

favourite garden. of his mistress under cover of the night. 

The following morning, when the queen’s attendants came as usual; 

to gather flowers, they were suddenly surrounded, and all slain, except- 

ing one, allowed purposely to. escape, that she might convey to her 

mistress intelligence. of the disaster. The queen, upon, this unwel- 

come oceurrence, despatched a faithful and experienced servant to 

enquire of the enemy the cause of their invasion. She was informed 

that he was the heir of the kingdom of Serendib, who. had vowed 

eternal hatred to woman, and in order that he. might not. see the- 

abominated: sex, wore. constantly a. thick. veil ; while. his army, " 

composed of simurghs, destroyed. every female they met ; and that, 

hearing Shunguldeep was governed by women, he had marched to put 
them to the sword. 

On the return of the messenger, the queen after much consideration 

f sent another, to, signify that she had as great a hatred to man as he 

had to woman, but her reason for it was great ; and unless he had 
‘one as substantial for his disgust, to. make war upon the innocent 

- and unoffending was unworthy the character of a just. prince. Ta,
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this he replied, that he had a heart-afflicting cause ; and then related 

the tale she had told her vizier, only reversing the ¢ircumstance of 

the desertion of the male bird. 

The queen, astonished at the accordance of their fates, requested 

an interview, to which the prince assented ; when she repeated her 

adventures and transmigration to her present condition, Ferokh- 

Faul now proposed, as their fortunes were similar, to lay aside 

animosity, and unite in marriage. To this she agreed, and the fair . 

Sunnobir was prevailed upon to accept Jaflier, who was appointed 

vizier of the united kingdoms of Serendib and Shunguldeep. 

Se 

fi ° 

CHAPTER XXXVI. 

STORY OF YEZZEEZ. § 

Tne adorners of the brides of tradition, and ornamenters of the » 

retired in the chambers of record, having dressed the charmer of this 

wonderful narrative in the purple of truth, have thus introduced her 

into the apartment of narration. 

In the city of Oojein there was a young merchant, named Yezzeez, 

the goblet of whose condition was filled with the wine of opulence, and 

the measure of his situation overflowing with the liquor of abundance. 

Of worldly goods he had an ample share, and had acquired his full 

proportion of earthly blessings. ‘The chamber of his hope was illumed 

by the lamp of success, and the sense of his fortune perfumed with 

the essence of enjoyment. The skirt of his heart, like the fountain of 

the sun, no muddiness of trouble had ever reached ; and the mirror 

of his soul, like the clear orb of the moon, had never yet experienced 

the damp of misfortune. Heaven had spread the carpet of his 

fortunes in the happy mansion of security ; and time, to enrich his 

warehouses, had reduced wealth to beggary. There was nota deli- 

cacy in the varied expanse of earth, but what appeared on the board ‘ 

of his wishes, nor a planet in the azure vault of heaven that did not 

accord with his desires. His days were constantly passed in music 

and feasting, and he uninterruptedly reclined on the pillows of enjoy- ¢
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ment, accompanied by the damsels of mirth. The flowers of his 

5 inclinations received freshness in the garden of delight, and the bud 

of his heart, from the wavings of the gale of success, smiled with 

‘ superiority at the groves of paradise. 

VERSES. 

From him were never absent, til] the instant of sleep, 
The finger, the cup-bearer, music, and wine. 

4 He had no thoughts, but those of pleasure, 
And no one enjoyed himself more than he. 

One day, having adorned the apartments of mirth, and prepared the 

assembly of festivity, he with some of his companions quaffed dawn- 

like tinged wine in crystal cups transparent as water, and fancying 

the enamelled goblet of the skies and the golden cup of the sun 

everflowing with the liquor of his desires, he was enlivened even to 

rapture with the cheering draughts of freedom from care. 

At such an instant, when the season of jollity was warm, a stranger 

appeared, and sitting down on a corner of the carpet, cast a look of 

sadness on the assembly, and scattered moist pearls from the casket of 
sf his eyelids on the skirts of his cheeks. All at once, from his cold 

. sighs, the mirrors of the festive became obscured by the damp of 
melancholy, and a groan issued from the breasts of the company. 

Yezzeez, loosing from his hands the reins of constraint, enquired the 

situation of the stranger ; who, though repeatedly questioned, made 

no answer ; which adding to the surprise of Yezzeez, plunged him into 

the whirlpool of impatience. Fixing the hand of importunity on the 

skirt of the young man, he entreated him to disclose the seeret of his 

heart, which had caused such distress and melancholy in his appear- 

ance. When the stranger perceived the unreasonable curiosity of 

Yezzeez beyond all bounds, remediless, he opened his lips in reply, 

and said, 

s “Though thy request is as a gem which should not be taken from 

“the mine of speech, and I am convinced, can do thee no good, yet, 

“as thy importunity on this head has exceeded the bounds of reason, 

“JT have no alternative but to give thee a summary of my unfortunate 

} “ adventures. 

, “Know then, that formerly my wealth and possessions were 

“so great, that the ability of the most subtle and profound 

is “arithmeticians would have been confounded and perplexed in
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“the calculation, On a certain time, according to the custom 
“of merchants, having prepared a valuable assortment of goods, 

“with an eye to profit, I departed for the city of Kinnouje, 
“and resigned the footstep of endeavour to the path of 

“travel. Several capital merchants, who esteemed my being chief 

“ of the Kafilé as an honour: to.themselves, accompanied me on fhe 
“journey. Atabout four days distance from Kinnouje, having 

* accidentally separated from the caravan, I strayed into a wildernoss, e 

“where the scent of population greeted not the perception of 3 

“ expectation ; and as before me appeared only a frightful desert, the 

“ chain of the hope of existence became nearly broken. In every 

« path, that with much distress and alarm I explored from: morning 

“ to the close of evening, I found no resting place ; while-at every inst 

“horror-excititg sounds striking my ear, caused my gall to diss 

“ like water, and every now and then perceiving strange-phanton . 

“ heart trembled like the leaf of the sunnobir from apprehension. 

“As the gloom of night advanced the plain. appeared to my 

' “ imagination asa stormy sea, whose billows would swallow up. the 

“fish of the sky. The branches of the trees, beating against eacl ok 

“ other from the violence of the wind, bowed to. the ground, the sand 

“ of which, agitated by the storm, rose in waves, so that you:might 

. “ call them the serpents of Pharoah’s rod, ready to devour the world, 

“ Helpless, I resigned my heart to destruction, and committing my 

“head to fate, sat down, expecting death, at the foot of a tree ; 
“but, from excess of dread, such a trembling seized my body, as 

“seemed to threaten the separation of my joints. 

“ Suddenly, the sound of human feet, by help of the: wind, was 

heard, and on turning my eyes that way, I beheld a person. advanc- 

“ing with great celerity, as if flying on the wings of speed.. As the 

“ supposition of the son of man’s existence in this death-raging wilder 

“ ness was improbable, I suspected it might be a deva or ghole, who é 

“ was coming to destroy me, and crept into the corner of a pit. Here, 

“ among brambles and roots, like the death-devoted bird, whom the 

“ sharp-taloned falcon is pursuing, I endeavoured to conceal myself,. 
* and invoked God for my protection. The man however coming up, 

“ without haying recourse to search or examination, at once exclaimed! , 

“with a loud voice, * Who art thou ? and what dost thou in this peril- 
“ abounding desert alone ? Perhaps thou art a deva or a ghole, who 

“would draw man into thy sare, and, having enticed them into this a
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“lonely desert, wouldst put them to death with variety of torments’. 

* “ My speech, firm dread, became fastened like a knot in my throat, 

“my teeth clung together, and, as a corpse void of animation, I 

“ remained without sense or motion. 

* At my silence, anger overcame him, apd the signs of rage appeared 
“upon his countenance. Advancing with great fury towards me, he 

“ said, ‘Inform me of thy circumstances, pr with my blood-drinking 

“ sabre I will remove the load of thy head from thy shoulders” In 

“ dread for my life, fearful and trembling, I attempted to reply, and 

“ said, < O valiant youth, be not enraged, and give not way to passion, 

“ for I am a mortal, who by accident being separated from my camp, 

“have been bewildered in this life-decaying desert. At present I 

*« know no remedy to my situation, nor how to commit my footsteps to 

“the path of hope ; pity, then, my forlorn condition, “and have com- 

“ passion on my helpless state ; take me by the hand with the true 

“ valour of the brave, and, like Khizzer, be the guide of my path, 

“till J can rejoin my friends, and reach our caravan. 

VERSE. 

** For heaven’s sake shew thou humanity, and poiut out to me my lost path. 

«* When the young man was informed of my unfortunate condition, 

“ the clouds of his fury which had been collected, dispersed, and the 

“moisture of compassion succeeded. He said, ‘Recover thy heart 

“ from the confusion of alarm, for thou shalt instantly be delivered 
“ from this dreadful place, and from the whirlpool of danger reach 

“the shore of safety. Not far from hence isa most delightful city, 

“ whose site, like the gardens of paradise, dispelleth care, and whose 

“ inhabitants are enchanting as the dwellers in heaven, In every 

“ street of it various gratifications abound ; ils habitations are bright 

“as the mirror, the Arzung of Mani is only an imitation of their 

“ paintings, and the azure skies a model of its spring-like borders. 

VERSES. 

“ The country round it is a paradise, and a second Kousir encircles it as a 
boundary. 

? “The land is fitted for enjoyment, and dirt is cleaned from its soil. 
ui “ Tts trees are green throughout the year, and gladness and plenty ever 

abound, i 
“The ground is tempered with golden streams, so that you would fancy they 

“had planted it all with saffron.
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‘ Tt has been from ancient days called the city of Laabutbauz,* and 
“T am distinguished by the oflice of cutwaul in this @apital, the envy 4 

“of the gardens of Irim and paradise, and am named Rizwaunt by 

“the happy inhabitants. Hasten then, and follow me, that having 

“escaped from this life-destroying wild, and arrived at the charming 

“ city, thou mayest repose on the pillows of felicity. 

“ As T had observed in the young man the manners of courtesy and 

“an affable behaviour, I uttered thanksgivings to God and him, and 

“ fell behind him like his shadow ; till at length we reached the gate 

“ of the city, and on seeing its beauty, I fancied myself in heaven, and 

* gazed with astonishment.” 

oe meeag ee St 
. 

CHAPTER XXXIX. 

CONTINUATION OF 

THE STORY OF YEZZEEZ. 

The stranger had advanced thus far in his narrative, when suddenly 

two wild cats, clasping each other with fury, dropped from the 

balustrade of the house into the midst of the company, who were 

sitting heedless of the fox-like deceit of fortune, listening, all ear, to 

the adventures of the intruder. Alarmed at this occurrence, they 

were startled like so many birds at the mewing of a cat, and the 
stranger unperceived vanished from among them. 

When Yezzeez had recovered himself, he became so much distress- 

ed at the disappearance of the traveller, and the non-conclusion of his 

story, that anxiety took possession of his mind ; and though persons 

ran on every quarter to seek him, it was in vain, for, like the phenix, 

he had vanished, nor could they find any trace of him. Such was 

the curiosity of Yezzeez to know the remainder of his adventures 

as to exceed all bounds, and restlessness took such hold of his mind, 

that, departing from the confines of repose, he became enchained in 

disquiet, and resolved on a journey to Kinnouje. Though his friends t 

and relations made offerings of the pearls of remonstrance, their 

* Phantom play. 

++ The porter at the entrance of Mohammed's paradise.
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brillianey appeared unworthy the examination of acceptance. Giving 

_ to them the present of dismission, and having prepared a small cargo, 

he with a few beloved companions and confidential slaves advanced 

his foot in the path of travel. Passing the numerous stages with 

impatient haste, he in a short time reached Kinnouje, and explored 

every part of the city, but found no intelligence of the young man. 

Day by day the fire of curiosity became more glowing in the grate of 

his heart, till at length the flames of madness seized him, and he was 

by degrees wasted to a melancholy cinder. When all his substance was 

expended, his followers, withdrawing their minds from his company, 

departed their own ways, and the Kaujeh sunk from the seat of affluence 

on the dust of beggary, and from the gracer of assemblies shrunk into 

solitude. He had no ability to seek a cure for misfortune, nor strength j 

to reach his own country. 

VERSES. 

In shame for his own imprudence, and, dosirous of returning to his house and 
property, 

a There was no advantage to him from repentance, nor relief, but from seeking 
& Gog. 

Much against his will, he submitted to poverty, and advancing 

alone in the road of search, day and night, like the disordered in 

mind, sometimes he would dive into the forest, and sometimes wind 

the desert. In this manner he explored many countries, but without 

success ; and uselessly wasted life in looking for enjoyment. Some- 

L times, on remembrance of his friends, the fire of despair consumed the 

i stores of hope ; and sometimes his heart would flow in drops from his 

eyes in the agony of disappointment. Incessané fatigue reduced his 

\ body to a skeleton, and the storm of travel often drove him, like a blade 

of grass, over the desert of inability. 

At length one day, as with a thousand heart-wasting sighs and 

soul-rending complaints he was passing over a desert, and, notwith- 

standing all his endeavours, could not reach a place of shelter, he met 

a compassionate looking youth, on whose aspect beamed the rays of 

kindness, and from whose forehead glanced the light of tenderness, 

t who enquired of him the cause of his distress. Yezzeez having 

related his adventures, requested his assistance to heal his sorrows- 
The youth replied, “Ah! thou injured in understanding, what 

“ miseries hast thou brought upon thyself by thy folly ! Merely upon 
a3
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“hearing a tale from an unknown person, without examination inte 

“the truth or probability of it, to commit thyself a fvanderer in the x 

“desert, and foolishly tomeasure the wind with thy hand, was not 

“wise. Thy difficulties are impossible to be solved, so hasten 

“ away, and follow thy own policy.” 

Yezzeez ‘replied, “’O generous youth, since, having absented 

~“ myself from my family, Fam involved ina bewildering path, how 

“ ean my spirit allow me to return back when advanced half way, 

“without having attained my object ? For God’s sake, exert thy 

“liberality, and as far as in thy power lend me assistance.” The S 

youth rejoined, “Imprudent man, ‘though the whole ‘of life be 

* expended in search, it is not any way possible for the explorer to 

“ find the pearl of being in the ocean of non-existence. How then 

“canst thou by my help arrive at the city of Laabutbaaz, which 

“ has no site upon the surface of the earth! Though thou hast struck 

“the mattock into thy foot, yet permit not the wound to become a 

“ gangrene; but, whilst a way of escape from this blood-devouring 

“ wild is in thy power, hasten, that thou mayest convey thyself to a 

. “place of safety. Take this ivory sabre, and whenever thou findest &e a 

“ thyself fatigued and inclined to rest, draw it from the silken 

“ scabbard, and lay it carefully by thee. When thou continuest 

“ thy journey, sheath it and be cautious not to lose it.’ Having said 

this, the young man vanished from sight. 

Yezzeez, as hehad been directed, having committed his footsteps 

to the path of travel, exerted all his strength in advancing ; and 

heedless of the difficulties of precipices and declivities in his route, 

with cheerfulness submitted to the toil of walking, till that world-sur- 

rounding traveller the sun, having finished his daily course, halted in 

the west. He then stopped, and, as he had been desired, drew the 

sabre from the scabbard ; when lo ! a vast city appeared in the plain, 

of extent such as the messenger of fancy would be at a loss to de- 

scribe. Having retired to a serai, he chose an apartment ; and being 

refreshed with ample fare, reposed his head on the pillow of sleep. 

At the season of the dog’s slamber and crowing of the cock, hav- 

ing girded on his sabre, he measured the wilderness, as before. In + 

short having travelled several days been supplied with resting places 

at night by the power of the sword, he one day arrived at the bank 

of a lake, and stopped te quench his thirst, Suddenly, as he was
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drinking, the belt of the sabre breaking in. the middle, it fell into 

4“ the water, sunk ¢o the bottom, and was irrecoverably lost. 

On this accident, despair overcame his mind, and he wandered in 

the deepest distress. At length he reached a plantation, where he 
beheld a husbandman sitting on the grass, who. repeatedly lifted a 

cup to his lips, while his wife scattered seeds on the soil he-had dug. 

An inclination to associate with the husbandman arose in the mind 

of Yezzeez, and advancing somewhat, he sat down at a little distance, 

wishful that he should speak first and shew the customs of civility 

The countryman and his wife, looking upon him with. kindness, 

° enquired his situation ; upon which Yezzeez recounted his adventures 

and signified the object of his heart. 

The husbandman replied, “Ah! beautiful youth, what vain scheme 

“and idle speculation is this ? Wander not foolishly in the path of 

“ thy own destruction, but quit this dangerous expedition, for it is 

‘ impossible it should succeed. If thy star befriends thee, place the 

«foot of continuance awhile in the path of association with me, 

“ that thou mayest repose from the persecution of fortune.” Yezzeez 

~é accepted his offer; and, reclining under the shade of his bounty, 
rested from the fatigue of unavailing toil. 

As it happened, in this plantation, just after the breathing of dawn 

and near the first appearance of the sun’s rays, every morning arose 4 

misty vapour, which by degrees descending, wholly enveloped the 

branches and leaves of a particular tree. Gleams of light then shone 

through the mist like the branches of the bush of Toor,* and a hand 

like the Yed Bieza,} dazzling as the sun, was extended from it. The 

husbandman: advancing near the tree, in. the manner of ceremonious 

eup-bearers, placed a.goblet of sparkling wine on the hand, which for 

an instant vanished, and re-appearing, gave back the goblet empty. 

This was repeated to the fortieth cup ; after which the hand withdraw- 
ing, the vapour began to ascend, and quickly diffusing itself in the 
air, in less than an hour was wholly dispersed. 

After some time, the husbandman having occasion to leave home 
for a few days, entrusted the care of his house to Yezzeez, giving him 

y a particular charge to supply the hand regularly with wine. The 
memisurauisceeyercmre etree ee iy at en 
* Which Moses beheld, 

‘+ The Mussulmén’s fable, that on some oceasion the hand of Joss appeared shin- 
ms ing : an idea borrowed by Mohammed from the transfiguration
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imprudent youth, impelled by curiosity to penetrate into the mystery, 

as he was one morning delivering the cup, rashly gmasped the hand Pe 

with all his forte, when instantly a noise, more dreadful than the loudest 

thunder, shook the atmosphere, and a bird of monstrous size issuing 

from the mist, seized him in its talons like a sparrow, and mounted 

into the air above the highest clouds, then gradually descending, at 

length alighted on the pinnacle of a lofty dome, when losing its hold, 

Yezzeez rolled over and over as a ball. Heat length fell to the bottom 

of a pit 80 dark, that night from its blackness might have added to her 

gloom. Much as he tried to explore a passage, he found no inlet to 

the path of hope, so that preparing himself for death, he sat down ° 

expecting his fate. 

In this state, he at length perceived a glimmering of light, and on 

examining the place whence it proceeded, saw a door which opened 

to his pressure into a narrow passage, through which having passed, 

he found himself in a court surrounded by a high wall. Having 

climbed to the top, he let himself down by his hands .on the other 

side, and fell into a net placed below. A man rushing upon him, 

flung a rope round his neck, and dragged him to the foot of a lofty & 

building, from a window of which a beautiful damsel looking out, 

said to his conductor, “ To-day’s game is very thin, let him be released 

“for some time till he shall be worthy our acceptance.” Upon this, 

; the man set him at liberty ; when Yezzeez, overcome by fear and 

fatigue, fell down senseless on the ground. 

On his recovery, he found himself alone in the middle of a barren 

plain. Suddenly advanced towards him on horse-back an old man, 

who on coming up enquired the cause of his distressed situation ; and 

on being informed of his adventures, consoled his sorrows, and present- 

ed him with refreshments, on tasting which his strength returned, and 

his spirits were revived. The old man then having directed 

him to follow a particular path, took his leave, assuring him that he 

would soon arrive at the object of his hope. 

* 

“
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CHAPTER XL- 

CONTINUATION OF 

THE STORY OF YEZZEEZ. 

Yuzzerz having thanked his generous preserver, proceeded with 

, lightened heart and renewed ardour. Borrowing swiftness from the 

breeze, he, as the nightingale at the scent of the rose, redoubled his 

speed ; and travelling all night, arrived by day-break at the skirts of 

a city, at sight of whose elegant buildings the beholder became all 

gaze from astonishment, like the eye of the nergus. The environs of 

it were delightful as the borders of Eden, and its air, like that of 

paradise, captivated the souls of Rizwaun and the Hooris. On every 

side flowed deliciously-tasted streams among beds of flowers, as in the 

“™ » gardens of heaven. ‘The boughs of the trees were crowded with rosy- 

billed birds, melodious as Barbud,* and on the brink of each stream 

the apple and cocoa-nut, mingled with the cypress and plane, bent 

under the weight of their fruits, as if offering a treat, to the ground. 

Emerald-winged parrots, like infants at the breast, pierced their 

beaks into the luscious mangoe and the juicy suddafool.t From the 

clemency of the air, the grape seemed to ferment in the cluster on 

the branches, as wine in the cask. 

VERSES. 

The soil was swect-scented as amber, and the fruits like those of paradise. 

The expanse as that of heaven, verdant and extensive, and fruits hung in 
. clusters upon the branches. 

The fruit trees bowed in prostration to the earth, as if in grateful thanks for their 

abundance. 
The brilliancy of the plum on the green branch, was as a rubby ina setting of 

emerald, 
The sweetness of the amroodt- in sugared smiles mingled with the unnaub.{] 

’ * A celebrated oriental musician. 

4+ What fruit I know not. 

The guava. 

+ 4] A species of grape.
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The cluster of the grape, placing his cap:saucily awry, saw black and white alike 

under his command.* . 

The sosun, as a crown for tho intoxicated nergus, held an Sfforing of golden + 
spangles in its palm. 

The leaves of the nergus were filled with pearls, to rub the stall of the nusserun ¥ 

as a collyrium, 
The sunbul, perfumed by the néfch of musk, sneezed violently on the kirrun- 

fool. 

* The muskbede,* resembling amber, sometime diffused amergris, and some-times 
musk. 

The argwaun and summun, opposite the bede, exalted their standards of red and 
white. 

Yezzeez, on beholding this enchanting assemblage, remained for 

some time motionless asa statue ; and when recovered, hastened to 

the city. On his arrival at the gateway, he saw the doors set with 

valuable jewels,and the way paved with agate, sprinkled over with musk. 

On his entrance he perceived the bazaars arched over, like the eyebrows 

of the fair, and adorned with paintings fascinating as those of Mani. The 

paths were clear from soil as the hearts of the virtuous ; and the air, like 

the air of melody, gave relief to the sorrowful heart. The streets, 

like the fumes of wine, excited cheerfulness; and the houses, as the ar 

regular rows of an avenue, afforded sensations of serenity. 

While he was meditating and admiring these objects, two young 

men advanced with speed, and each seizing an arm, conducted him toa 

splendid palace. He was then led to a warm bath, and after washing, 

being rubbed with perfumes and essences, was arrayed in royal robes, 

and a splendid crown set with jewels was placed upon his head. 

From the bath he was introduced into a sumptuous hall, and seated 

upon a gorgeous throne, befitting the state of a powerful monarch. 

The nobles of the empire and officers of State, like respectful slaves 

having made the usual prostrations and kissed the ground, raised the 

shout of congratulation to the azure skies. Yezzeez on witnessing 

this conduct, like a figure in tapestry, or an image on a wall, remained 

without power to speak, and lost in astonishment and doubt, whether 

he was in a dream or awake. 

At length, a venerable vizier, bowing his forehead on the dust of 
submission, informed him that he was in the city of Laabutbauz, the 

sovereign of which was just deceased ; and, according to the laws + 

#(lluding tothe power of wine oyerlall mations. 5 
+ Yellow Spanish brown. 

+t For the flowers not noted, I haye no English, «
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of the empire, he as the first arrived stranger, was his successor in the 

+ throne, and to #e united in marriage “to the beautiful daughter of the 

late monarch ; but on condition however, that he must not extend 

the hand of desire on the stores of honour, or entertain evil designs 

against the royal harem. Yezzcez, on hearing this speech, was over- 

come with a joy that cannot be described. 

When the sun had descended to the west, a splendid throne set 

with jewels and its feet of gold, enamelled, was placed in the apart- 

ment of prosperity, on which the beautiful princess, most richly 

adorned, sat like a brilliant starin the throne of thesky. They 

showered garlands of flowers upon her head, and made offerings of 

rubies and pearls in such quantities, as to excite the jealousy of the 

ocean and the mine, 

When the lucky instant for the king’s admission arrived, the 

attendants withdrew from the bridal chamber, from the door of which 

to the hall of public audience, rose-cheeked damsels, elegantly attired, 

whose dresses were so many curly snares for the hearts of beholders, 

lined the way in two rows of dazzling beauty. The king advanced 

as a resplendent moon among the stars, his heart expanding like the 
rose at sight of the charms of the smiling maidens, but when he 

-reached the apartment of the princess, and beheld that shining planet 

of the mansion of beauty, he was lost in rapturous amazement. 

When the bride and bridegroom were seated on the same throne, 

they seemed as two cypresses in the same border, or as the sun and 

moon conjoined in one sign. From their presence the throne, shin- 

ing with double lustre, graced the firmament of splendour. The 

female attendants formed a ring about it like planets round the sun ; 

and baving made their obeisance, began to sing and dance, playing at 

the same time on various instruments. One, like a moth round the 

lamp, turned her delicate frame about so rapidly, that the heavens 

stood fixed as the pole with admiration at beholding her. Another 

like a Peri springing into air, beat exact time with her hands and 
fect. The king became so enraptured at their performances, that he 
lost the reins of discretion from his hands, and forgetting the vizier’s 

i information, attempted to kiss the princess ; who dissembling her 

displeasure, gently rebuked his ardour, and filling a goblet with 

wine, presented it to him ; but he had’ no sooner drank, than he fell 
4 senseless on the pillow of sleep.
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When the bridegroom of day arose from the couch of night, the ill- 

fated Yezzeez, on lifting his head from the slumber eof folly, gazed y 

wildly around, but perceived no ray from the sun of beauty, nor any 

trace of last night’s festivity. On the contrary, he found himself in a 

dreadful wild, still doomed to the horrors of solitude, and captivated 

in the snare of wretchedness. He shed showers of tears with yexa- 

tion at this fresh treachery of his evil stars, and scattered dust upon 

his head, like mourners for the deceased, in grief for the loss of his 

night’s enjoyments. 

In frail hope that the lost water might again be brought into his 

fountain, he once more hastened on the feet of search ; but he had 

not travelled far when, to his astonishment, he suddenly beheld the 

walls of Oojein. His disappointment overwhelmed him with despair, 

and, remediless, he entered his own mansion. Having distributed the 

remainder of his effects to the poor, and drawn the line of celibacy 

over the pages of life, he quitted his family and assumed, like the turtle- 

* dove, an ashy-coloured vest. Bearing upon his shoulders, like 

Mujenoon, a mantle of skins, he entered the circle of devotees and fixed 

his abode in a forest unfrequented by man ; where for the remaining 

half of his age, drinking of the envenomed cup of melancholy, and 

piercing the adamant point of regret into his soul, he struggled restless 

on the thorny bed of unavailing sorrow. With tortured heart and- 

streaming eyes, he associated only with the wild animals of the desert, 

until the approach of his last sgonies, when he resigned the treasure 

of his life to the demands of death, uttering with his last breath the 

name of his beloved. 

This disordered world, of frail foundation, is the abode of visionary 

deception, in which those ensnared by its temptations acquire only 

shame and remorse. It is a store of concealed miseries, and those who 

quaff the goblet of its enjoyments swallow the bitter portion of repent- 

ance. Happy is he whom its smiles do not allure, nor its deceitfulness 

= betray, and who, in the slumber of incautiousness, loses not the jewels 

of real good. 

VERSES. 

I advise, but do thou remember and practise, for I well recollect the maxims of a 4 
venerable sage 

Expect not constancy from fickle fortune, for the ancient dame has been the wife 
of a thousand bridegrooms. ’
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Be not deceived by her smiles, for whoever has courted her, has become 

i unhappy. 
‘There is no permanence in the bloom of the rose. Grieve, therefore, O 

nightingale, for there is real cause for thy grief. 

T revere his fortitude, who in this unstable world is unmoved by whatever 

has the nature of dependence. 

——-—— 

map Vv 
CHAPTER XUI. 

CONTINUATION OF 

THE HISTORY OF JAHANDAR SHAH. 

Ynouen the intelligent parrot, by diverting the attention of Jahan- 

dar Shah to his interesting narratives, in some measure gave relief to 

his disordered mind, yet, as the fumes of passion were wreathed in his 

brain, many times in the course of a day, bursting from the fetters of 

patience, he would wander, like Mujenoon, to and fro, and as the dying 

ee breeze waving different ways in search of the rose, like quicksilver, 

he could not rest in any one spot for an instant. 

Tt is well known, that for the admitted to the presence of the 

sovereign of love, who is monarch of the regions of the heart, and 

despotie guider of the emotions of the soul, to rage in the field of 

madness, and fly on the wings of impatient rashness, and on every 

quarter to attack the plains of reputation and fame, is in his view the 

highest merit. For the confidants of that prince, who is uncontroled 

ruler of the bosom, and destroyer of repose, to have tlieir eyes con- 

stantly wet with tears, and the fountains of their hearts exhausted of 

moisture, is the mean of acceptance.* 

VERSES. 

To he in love, is to waste away. It is to consume, and not to increase. 
‘The eyebrow of the beloved object, is as water in the liver and fire in the 

heart. 

After a considerable interval, the despairing prince (his heart torn 

, to pieces, and wandering amid the rocks of reflection) one morning, 

* T must here again reeal the reader's remembrance to a former note, setting 
forth, that the above is the oriental language of devotion, as well as sexual love. 

a The translator hopes he shall not be criticized for nonsense not his own. 

A 4
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when the breeze of dawn was opening the tresses of the flowers, and 

had made the expanse of the fields the envy of the plains of Khoten, s 
strayed into a garden. Here he beheld a nightingale, into the store 
of whose heart a spark had fallen from the cheek of the rose, and 
parched his wings and feathers like thorns and stubble. From the 
intoxication of passion, he was careless of existence, and uttered 
heart-afecting plaints, Jahdndér, instigated by similarity of condi- 
tion, wished to associate with him, and sitting down in a thicket of 

the garden, addressed the distracted bird in the following strains :— 

VERSES. 

“« May thy heart, O early nightingale, be happy in meeting with thy rose ! for the 
“ sarden is melodious from thy Jovelorn notes” 

At this crisis, when the planet ef his fate was near arising from the 

gloom of ill-fortune to the ascendancy of prosperity, appeared advanc- 

ing on the plain, the suite of Meher Banu, and an odour, wafted by 

the breeze from her musky tresses, expanded the blossom of the soul 

of her heartless Jover; but Jahandar, unknowing that his fortune 

was wakeful, remained in the thicket: yetimpelled by the pleasurable 4 

sensation which, without any apparent cause, animated his bosom, he 

involuntarily repeated this. 

VERSE. 

“The breeze this morning is scented with amber. Perhaps my beloved may be 

passing over the plain.” 

At length the howdah*-bearers of the concealed within the veil of 

royalty, having iHumed the inclosure of the garden with the splendour 

of her presence, set it down in the sacred pavilion. An aged matron, 

whose robes, like her body, were composed of the fibres of purity, and 

svhose condition was happy in constant attendance upon Meher Banu, 

by command of that chief of secluded beauties, alighting from the 

howdah, explored the garden to clear it from the forbidden.| Advanc- 

ing slowly with the assistance of a walking ‘staff, she reached the love- 

Jorn prince ; and having listened awhile to his’ affecting complaints, 

retired, and acquainted her mistress of his presence. 

Baharawir Banu, immediately upon he aring the circumstance, from . 

an opening in the curtain of the howdah, cast a look on the distracted 

ohio tie os 
+i. ¢ the male sex beyond the relation of father, brother, and elderly uncle. -
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4 
lover, and from the picture she had obtained from Benuzzeer and had 

om eonstantly kept sby her, instantly knew him, and for whose sake a 

mighty monarch had condescended to assume the tatters of wretched- 

ness. The flames of long-concealed love now raged in her mind, and‘ 

the waves of the ocean of passion dashed her heart: against the strand 

of anxiety ; but as the veil of modesty hung over her eyes, and the 

object of desire was obscured, she fainted, ynable to-gratify her wishes. 

a The old matron, on this occurrence, shed tears over her like 

mourners for the dead, and pressing her to her bosom, asked the cause 

of her disorder. Bahardwir Banu at length opening her eyes, said, 

“My dear mother, much time has elapsed since love for this young 

“man has possessed my heart, and now I have seen him my soul is ‘ 

“ distressed, and I am fallen into the eddy of impatience.” 

The ola woman, pitying the condition of the lovers, and not knowing 

how to act, having conveyed ‘the princess to her palace, demanded an 
audience of the Sultén, whom she informed-of his daughter’s declara- 

tion of love for a devote>, and her distracted situation.* ; 

The Sultan, who, it may be recollected, had in his interview with 

the prince discovered who he was notwithstanding his disguise, on 

hearing that his daughter was inflamed even to madness by his love, 

was overcome with apprehension for her safety ; and commissioning 

the old woman to signify his consent to a union with Jahandar, sent 

for him to court, and’ allotted him apartments in the palace, till 

preparations could be made for celebrating the marriage. The 

astrologers were directed to consult the stars, and choose a fortunate 

instant for the conclusion of the nuptials. 

When the observers of the planets had fixed upon a lucky hour to. 

begin the festive rites, the imperial dtums were sounded, and the 

carpets of rejoicing spread in the paradisiacal mansions of prosperity. 

The assembly of mirth was prepared in a manner becoming the digni- 

: ty of a great monarch, and the requisites of princely festivity arranged. 

with the utmost magnificence. Rose-cheeked cupbearers poured. 

sparkling wine into crystal goblets, and the guests, having dispelled 

care from their minds by repeated draughts, glowed like the tulip. 
* The gale of exultation waved on the hearts of the loyal, and the 

- breeze of mirth opened the flowers of gladness. Melodious songsterg 

* Some yery long arguments between the princess and the government are omitted, 

» as the language-of them would not bear translation:
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wrapt the minds of the audience in ecstacy, and graceful dancers 

excited desire. e ‘g 

When the monarch adding splendour to the assembly of day, that 

is, the world-enlightening sun, had entered the retired chamber of the 

west, the black haired bride of night (on every curl of whose amber 

tresses time had showered thousands of musk-bags of Tartary) shed 

perfume over the earth from her wavy locks. 

a 
VERSES. 

It was a night, pleasant as the morning of life, affording delightlike the season 
of youth. 

The blackness of its tresses excited envy in the hoori, and the radiance of its moon 

dazzled by its brightness. ; 
The breeze waved the locks of the sunbul, and the air scattered pearly drops of 

dew. 

The ladies of high rank having formed a select assembly in the 

inner parts of the palace, like the inmates of Irim, sat in rows, as 

flowers in a parterre. The area of the court, from the abundant 

strewing of roses, had the beauty of spring ; and peri-formed attend- 

ants, with the waving of large fans, refreshed the senses of the tulip- 

cheeked, hoori-envied fair ones. Jasmine-bodied compounders of 

essences, by the variety of their perfumes, made the air of the apart- 

ments the regret of the plains of Tibet and Tartary. Vocal perform- 

ers of silver-shining form, ravished the hearts of the company beauti- 

ful as peris, by ‘their soul-attracting songs ; and Venus-resembling 

dancers, stepping into motion like the fascinated peacock, gave 

expression to harmony. From the crowd of magic-eyed, rose-cheeked 

damsels, the sea of beauty and grace arose in waves. Shereen-like 

smiles and Leilé-resembling glances interchanged by the beauteous 

assemblage, made gazing hazardous to the foot of understanding. 
Tyre-woman of elegant fancy, having washed their hands seven 

times in rosewater, began to adorn the angel-looking bride. Having 4 

with a comb of sandal wood arranged the wreathy amber-scented 

tresses round her forehead, polished as cornelian of Yemen,* and 

conferred grace on the Goshewarrat by its binding the sun of the sky 

of beauty, her face resémbled the moon encircled by the Pleiades. i 

Round her neck they placed a necklace of pearl, and her waist, so 

* Arabia Felix. 

+ An embroidered fillet, or often of jewelry. ‘’
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slender that, like alchemy,* it existed scarcely but in name, was 

ba adorned with a girdle set with jewels. 

All the bridal ornaments and robes befitting her dignity being 

adjusted on her eypress-envied person, she ascended the nuptial 

throne. Without exaggeration, from her dazzling beauty, the jewels 

reflected additional brilliancy, and the costly robes new grace. Her 

cheeks, like the rose, require] not the figtitious bloom of the tyre- 

woman, and the elegance of form bestowed on her by Heaven, was 

independent of borrowed grace and ornaments. The Almighty 

Designer had formed her person in the mansion of being without an 

equal, and made it the most exquisite figure among all the works 

of creation. To her was justly applicable the following :— 

VERSES. 

Brightness like her's could only be viewed in her own mirror ; and fancy alone could 

conceive her equal when dreaming of herself. 

The heavens, the most ancient of all creation, at sight of hor beauty, with all their 
foresight and difliculty to be pleased, fell like the insane into distraction ; 
and the planets, to avoid being outshone, threw themselves, like grains 
of suppund, into the ashes of the sun. 

Attendants skilled in ancient customs and the usages of courts, 

having adorned the bridegroom with royal robes gorgeous as Solo- 

mon’s, and splendid as those of Feredoon, conducted him to the throne 

of the Balkis-like bride, and placed a Kordn and a mirror between 
them. When Jahdndér looked on the mirror, he saw the spring of 

beauty in full bloom, and the object of his desires in his embrace. 

Placing his hand on the Koran, he said, like Joseph, “I am the 

“ unpurchased slave of this Zuleikha of the throne of beauty ;” and 

Baharéwir Banu, nodding acceptance, replied, “I am the humblest 

“ of the handmaidens of this beloved of Egypt with life and soul.” 

The ladies now having showered numberless wreaths of roses and 

» jasmine over the heads of these two stars in the firmament of royalty, ; 

and made the nissar of innumerable pearls and precious stones, the 

apartment was cleared, and the cypress left with the cedar in the 
garden of delight. 

i When the happy Jahandar, under the auspices of his favourable 

stars, having broken the talisman of suspense from the treasure of 

success, had obtained possession of his wishes, he, like the pious, 

my * Alchemy means the Philosopher's Stone.
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bowed’ the head’ of adoration at the throne of the Divine Gratifier of 

hope, and offered up thanksgivings. with the utmost feyvour of human ye 

ability. 

After sometime, having expressed desires of returning to his own 

country, he requested the Sultan’s permission to depart ; but as the 

surly blasts already announced the speedy accession of the monarch 

of winter, he did not choose that the darling of his heart should 

encounter the fatigues of march, in a season, when the unfeeling army 

of severe cold was expected to make depredations ; and therefore not 

eonsenting to his petition, the Sultan deferred it till the king of flowers. 

should ascend his throne of enamelled foliage. 

‘ oe eg 

CHAPTER XLII. 

CONTINUATION OF 

THE HISTORY OF JAHANDAP, SHAH. 
Wuen Jahandar Shah, in consequence of the Sultdn’s orders, had 

fixed his residence for some timé longer in the city of Menosowaud, 
after the Japse of a short respite, a change appeared on the face of* 

nature, and the signs of revolution became evident in the disposition 

of time. The sovereign of the region of the planets having broken 

the scales of equability,* extended the hand of oppression on the 

virgin of the wheat-sheaf.+ On this account the skirt of day become 

shortened, and the stately robes of night were lengthened. The 

army of frost, which had been long waiting in the ambush of hope, 
having received intelligence of this event, moved from its station to 

» subdue the habitable regions ; and issuing on the plains of the world, 

spread wide the hand of devastation, and from unrelenting cruelty 4 

left not a blade of verdure on the ground. 

Having levied contributions on the affluent inhabitants of the 

garden and orchard, they stripped them entirely of their leaves and: 

beauty. Mankind, in dread of the attacks of this unfeeling host, + 

shuddered like the reed at the blast ; and as the fox, rejoicing in his 

+ Virgo. fe
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hairy covering, shrunk into their cell. The earth, in order that no 

- one might dis@ver him, lay concealed under heaps of cotton ;* and - 

the husbandman, withdrawing the hand of labour from his occupation, 

slunk into the corner of inertness. ‘The stream, though vehemently 
F inclined to travel the globe, having now discharged its fondness for 

motion, rested in its place ; and the breeze, which was wont to draw 

wavy flourishes on the waters, in alarm, broke his pencil against the 
rocks. 

The trees, bare of clothing, as the naked in the day of resurrection, 

lifted their arms in complaint to the skies ; and the nightingales, 

seared by ‘the attacks of winter, deserted the rose-bushes, and left 

them to the enjoyment ofthe raven. 

Time, in expectation of the rising of the standard of spring, became 

bleached as the jasmine ; and the gardener wrote invitations upon. 

ice to the visitants of his borders. The natives of the garden, having 

heard cold reproofs from the tongue of the northern blast, fainted 
instantly in the path of desolation ; and the tulip and rose, resigning 

their abodes to the owl, saved only their torn vestments from the 

rapacity of December and January. The lofty cypress, which in 

the empire of the groves had issued the proclamation of sovereignty 

jn its own name, was imprisoned on the brink of the canal, like 

the plank of the Minber ;t and the sosun, which prided itself as 

the queen of the garden, having yielded the robe of existence an 

offering to the plunderers of the storm, sunk into the recess of 

annihilation. Of the side-locks of the rose, the curls of the sunbul, 

and the twisted ringlets cf the shumshede,not a single hair remained 

| in the hands of the zephyr. Even the Sunnobir, with all his fortitude 

and vigour, resigning his property to the plunderers of December, 

became impoverished as the Chinar. The rose-bud, counting the hidden 

stores of existence, in its sorrow resigned its life ; and the cruel northern 

‘ blast, tearing the leaves of the rose, scattered them on every quarter. 

VERSES. 

From the showers of snow, fleecy as camphor, jasmine seemed to grow on the 
branches of the Chinar. 

On the hills and furrows, treasures accumulated of ice, shining like the scales of 
the silver fish. 

’ ‘The bunnuffsheh was no shield to the rose-bud from the showers of snow, falling 
incessantly, as the fruit blossoms in spring. 

Mie hence = guowsl aie 

- + The pulpit of a mosque.
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The zephyr had destroyed the musical instruments of the nightingale, and the rose 
concealed her face from all intruders. e ay 

The lip of the fountain was closed up, so that the verdure receivedno moisture. 

Frozen fast was the running stream, which used to supply the baths of kings. 
The florists were ruined in the markets, and the keeper of the rose-bush shut the 

gates of the garden. of 
Visitants passed by the pleasure grounds; and the dealersin wine deserted the groves. 

‘The bowers were unadorned by the cheeks of the lovely, and no longer remained 
the nightingale or the rose. 

eng 

CHAPTER XLII 

CONTINUATION OF 

THE HISTORY OF JAHANDAR SHAH. 

The happy Jabindér, when he beheld the world thus confused, 

retired to the winter apartments of the palace with his beloved, 

uttering the following strain:— 

VERSES. } 

Is the rose gone, say, With all my heart, let her go ! let her go with willingness, 
and bring me wine clear as rose-water. 

Though the gurgle of the dove no longer is heard, Icare not, so that I hear the 

gurgling of the wine. 

Undisturbed by care, be awaited the return of fair weather to 

revisit his country, and gladden the hearts of his long deserted family 

and friends. The Sultén entertained him with a variety of amuse- 

ments, and winter passed away lightly as the spring. 

When the golden-crowned monarch, the sun, who is, ruler of the 

nine regions of the heavens, having finished his conquests over the Jf 

kingdoms of the south, had exalted his standard of light in the 

glorious mansion of Aries, at the piercing sound of the drums of his 

justice, the rebellious and merciless bands of winter were stricken 

with panic, and fled with precipitance to the dens of annihilation. 

The entrusted with the administration of spring, having engaged in v 

spreading the carpets of consolation for the starved natives of the 

groves, sounded high the trumpets of redress throughout the plains 

of the world. *
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The glorious sentence, (“Behold how the earth revives after 

4. * death!”*) was elisplayed in wonderful characters upon the soil. 

The Omnipotent Artist prepared in the variegated manufactory of 

March, thousands of silken and brocaded robes for the trees and 

plants. The kingly rose, in the delightful area of the garden, 

having again ascended his throne of emerald-like foliage, cast the 

shade of protection on the nussereen and nusserun, and the cupbearer 

of the clouds of bounty, having filled the goblets of the tulip with 

refreshing liquid in the variegated assembly of the parterres, cleared 

the senses of time from care. 

The no but+ of congratulation sounded among the hills in peals of 

thunder, and the kootbé { chaunters of the garden, having ascended 

the enamelled pulpit of the branches, uttered the praises of the 

sovereign of spring, whose treasurers, the zephyrs, showered gold and 

silver upon the harmonious songsters of the grove. 

The northwest breeze, in order to regale the senses of time, collected 

a mixture of odours from the branches of the sunbul and bedemusk, 
sweet as the ood and ambergris. 

BS The trees, which by the plundering hand of winter had been robbed 

of their clothing, were again arrayed in vesture glossy as sattin and 

brocade from the repositories of the bounty of spring. The breeze 

of the Noroze$ waved the fan of refreshment over the newly-born 

flowers, as they issued from the embryo of concealment on the bed of 

existence ; and the gale of spring expanded the shrunken hearts of 
the flower-buds with sensations of delight. E 

*A line from the,Korén. 

+-Royal band of music, 

+ Form of prayer for the sovereign’s welfare, used in the mosques. 
4] It is the custom in Asia, as well as Europe, to scatter gold and silver at the 

ynauguration of a prince. 
x $'The first day of the ancient Persian year, according with our first of March- 

and still kept as a high festival by the sovereigns of Persia and Hindustan. , 
A reference to Bernrur’s Travels a son's Dictiong i i es ee er te 

Ricuarpson died in India, it is said, of a broken heart. His modest merit was ae 
rewarded, though his labours have yielded more effectual assistance to the English 

7 oricutal student, than those of any other person. The Dissertation prefixed to his ‘ 
Dictionary, is a proof that he possessed genius as well as application, and that had 
he been properly patronized, he would have shone an oriental star : but alas er 

_ ‘ Full many a flower is born to blush unseen, 
. “ And waste its sweetness on the desert air.” 

Ad
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The earth, having thrown off her snowy mantle, became arrayed in 

robes of silken verdure, and vied in splendour withs the azure sky. « .) 

The gardens were filled with parti-coloured assemblages in green 

and scarlet, more glorious than the attendantsof Jumshede and 

Feredoon. The-zephyr, in order -to shew his elegant fancy in 

attiring, dispersed the surface of the waters in curly waves ; and the 

streams, liberated from confinement by the influence of the sun, ran to 

relate the story of their late imprisonment to the cypress and entwin- 

ing sosun. Herds of antelopes bounded over hill and dale in mazy 

dances ; while the sulsul, the sauz, the sauje, and the sharok, *in 

joyous concert, Jifted high the melodious harmony of delight. 

VERSES. 

The world with pleasure expanded like the rose ; the brides of time were adorned 

with jewels. 
Flowers filled in rows the garden and the grove, and the morning breeze waved 

on every parterre. j 
The shukkauik made the rock an idol temple; the ‘western breeze opened the 

tresses of the bunnuffsheh. 

From the blossoms of the zummeer, in every recess of the garden, a lamp seemed 

to glow on the head of each flower. ei 
Joining in concert on the topmost boughs of the hummir, was heard the 

strain of the bulbul, and the coo of the turtle-dove. 

The blue robed bunnuffsheh and soul-tortured tulip, drawing aside.the ‘veil of the 

rose, did her welcome. 
The ukkaub soared aloft in air, and the tudderoos mingled in the groves with 

coquetish coyness. 
The chukkawuk sang congratulations at noon, and the suffeer recited the praises 

of the new year. 

In every cornera pair of birds, sitting close together, invited the flowers to 

enjoyment. 

The melody of the sauz, and the strain of the bulbul, fascihated the tulip and 

the rose to distraction. 

The gowuzzun and the ghore, in every thicketskipped, exulting in the love of their 
mates. 

Like the eye of a lover, the dropping clouds shed tears of gladness on the 
rejoicing earth. 4 

On every branch hung moist pearls, and from every spring ran lucid streams, 

The blossoms on the bough of every tree shone transparent as the aspect of the 
virtuous. 

* Names of birds. + 

.
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CHAPTER XLIV. 

. ——>—_—_—. 

CONTINUATION OF 

THE HISTORY OF JAHANDAR SHAH: 
The happy Jahandar, when he beheld the face of nature so charm- 

ing, and heard theinhabitants of the groves rejoicing, instigated by the 

sensations of gladness, walked out with his beloved to contemplate the 

delightful scene. It was at the instant when the rose of morning was 

expanded by the breeze of dawn, and the bird of day had stretched his 

wings to convey the advice of early rising: The air was shedding 

moist pearls of dew on the gentle inhabitants of the garden, and the 

zephyr was awakening the sweet-lipped damsels of the flower-bed from 

None soft repose. The tulip was quafling its morning draught, and the 

thrush composing his melody. The rose was adjusting her dress by 

the reflection of the stream, and the nergus, with the surmé, giving 

brilliancy to her eyes. The verdure was bathing itself in rose-scented 

dew, and the parterre painting its surface with the reflected tinge of 

the flowers. The cypress was priding in its stature, and the bunnuff- 

sheh tinging her eyebrows with the sable dye. The sunbul was 
arranging her tresses, and the air shed tears of envy. The prince 
walked about for some time, having the eye of his mind intent oa the 
wonderful works of the Eternal. 

He now beheld a garden rivalling- that of paradise in flowers and 
shrubs. The rose sat majestically on the pillar of superiority. The 
tulip held in its hand acup overflowing with purple wine. The 
milk-stained lip of the white rosebud sweetly smiled. The breeze 
mixed odours on the branch: of the zummeran: and. gathered sweets 
from the leaf of the sunbul. 

The cypress sympathised with the moans of the turtle-ddve, and 
7 the cedar waved with gladness at the joy of the grove. The herbage 

had its ear hung with pearls of dew, and the reed was intoxicated with 
joy at the breeze.. The shukkauik wove a zinnar for his loins of the 

> locks of the sunbul, and the nusserun prepared a gem-embroidered
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vest from the dew-drops. The branches held lamps of damask roses 

in their hands, and the flowers were filled with deevy wine. The ye 

birds, like recluses, chaunted hymns, and the clear fountains joined in 

harmony. 

The turtle-dove recited verses in praise of the cypress, and the sosun 

repeated strains in honour of the streams. The bulbul, like Mujenoon, 

began the nushede,* and the-azzar dastan,+ like the travelling musician, 

sounded the organ.{ The apple, like the countenance of Ferhad, 

was parti-coloured, and the plum sweet as the lip of Shereen. The 

ruby-coloured nar distilled crimson juice, and the clusters of the vine 

hung like the constellation of the Pleiades from the branches. The 

aloocheh gave hopes of gratification to the visitants of the orchard, 

and the zerdaloo tidings of a treat to the sugar-lipped of the garden. 

VERSES. 

As in the garden of paradise, verdant and extensive, fruits depended from the 
branches, cluster upon eluster. 

Full of sugar and sweetly smiling, the branches of the anaub hung in wreaths. 

The clusters of the vino carelessly displayed, beheld submissive to their power : 
black and white. to” 

The beh was sprinkled over with musk, and the pistachio sent forth moist smiles: 
from a dry lip. 

Tho shuftéloo hanging from the boughs, appeared as rubies mixed with emeralds. 
The argwaun and jasmine near the reed raised their standards of red and white. 

The sosun, anxious for the crown of the nergus, held in his hand an offering of 
golden spangles.$ 

When Baharawir Banu, at the command of love, gave herself 

to Jahandar, the Ladies of Menousowaud, judging from appearances, 

aud supposing him to be only a dirvesh, extended the tongues of 

slander against the princess ; and attributing to her meanness of 

spirit, said, “ Though for so long, covering herself with the veil of 

“ pride, she would not accept any one of the many sultans and high- 

“born princes who coursed the chargers of rivalry in the plain of 

“ demand, after all, enamoured of an unknown kallandar, who wan- 

‘ dered the streets of the capital in the manner of distracted devotees, 

* A musical term, probably symphony. 
+A species of nightingale. The wordsignifics, of a thousand tales or strains, i 
+ From this expression, it is probable, the sayoyard strollers were wont to 

wander into the East. 

$ Not being certain how to apply English to the Persian names for fruits and 

flowers, I haye left them as in the original, « 

‘
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“she has bound,herself in the knot of his union, still more sur- 

“ prising, she believes that he isa royal personage, and that she is 

“honoured by the marriage; ignorant that a monarch would ‘never 

“ degrade himself by the patched vest, wooden clogs, hempen wallet, 

* and empty bowl, which are the habiliments of beggary.” 

The princess, on hearing these remarks, was much troubled and 

afflicted ; the cause of which being disclosed to. Jahdndar, in order 

to remove uneasiness from her mind, and mortify the short-sighted 

slanderers, he resolved to shew the wonderful properties of those articles, 

which to the public seemed marks of his poverty, and despatched the 

following message to the Sultan:— 

“JT presume to hope that your majesty, by honouring my humble 

“ cell with the glories of your august presence, will make it the envy 

“ of the mansion of the sun, and by such condescension raise the head 
“ of the lowly to the summit of the sky. Should my request be com- 

“ plied with, great will be my honour.” 

When the gale of acceptance waved the tresses of the charmer of 

. invitation from the point of imperial bounty, the heart of the prince 

( blossomed like the rose; and having prepared a soul-delighting 

assembly, he made ready a banquet, worthy the condition of potent 

sovereigns. ; 

The king, of crown resplendent as the sun, having (accompanied 

by his courtiers) proceeded to the palace appointed for the entertain- 
ment, when he ascended the throne of State, made it the envy of the 

heavens by his august presence. Jahdndar signified by a nod to 

attendants well skilled in the customs of royal feasts, that they should 

spread an adeem of crimson leather perfumed with musk, on which 
the servants of the kitchen placed all varieties of dishes, in such 

profusion as astonished the guests. These were succeeded by confec- 

tions and fruits, more numerous and variegated than can be described. 

When the repast was ended, the cloak and wallet being brought 

out, heart pleasing rarities, as pieces of silk and velvet, the finest clothes, 

and precious stones of inestimable value, were produced from them in 

such numbers, as to calculate, would foil the skill of the most profound 

accomptants. These being placed as a peshcush before the Sultan, 

the prince observed, that though such trifles were not worthy of accept- 

ance by so illustrious a personage, yet as the limb of a locust eould 

iw only be offered by the humble ant, if he condescended to take them,
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it would be conferring upon him the highest honour. The beholders 

were astonished at this miracle ; and the rumour ofit pervading the 

city, all ranks of the people were loud in the praise of Jahandar, 

whose slanderers: bowed their heads in confusion. 

The prince now again requested leave to depart for his own 

. dominions ; and the Sultan, though unwilling to submit to the pain 

of separation from his datighter, yet’ from necessity consented, and’ 

began to prepare a marriage portion becoming his imperial dignity, 

of rich manufactures, (perfumes, gold and silver ingots, diamonds, 

rubies, pearls, the choicest furs, horses, elephants, male and female 

slaves) which might prove acceptable to the most exalted princes; 

but Jahandar being informed of his intention, under pretence of 

the difficulties of the road which required light baggage, in a manner 
that did not offend, declined the gift. 

Having taken leave at a fortunate instant, he repaired to the palaca 

venerable as the Kaaba, to receive the dismission of the head of the 

virtuous and chief of the pure, the mother of Baharawir Banu. The 
queen, shedding torrents of moist pearls from the caskets of her * 
eyes, took hold of the vest of Jahanddr in the manner of petitioners, 
and said, “ My daughter, though cherished on the couch of royalty and 
“indulgence, is now exalted by being thy handmaid. I donot say 
“she is worthy to share thy bed, but she may be one of the 
“humblest of thy domestics. Act thouas becomes the mind of a 
“ereat king.” Jahdndar having made the most consoling reply, 
took leave ; and beginning his march, departed towards his own 

country. 4 

When the prince dismounted at his first encampment, the parrot, 

who well deserved the title of wise bird, having congratulated him in 

the manner of a faithful slave, after proper prayers and praises, said, 

“ God be praised, that from the period of my first admission to the 
“honour of servitude to the presen, moment, from me (who am ad 
“best but a handful of feathers) nought but the most resigned fidelity: 

“and exact submission, becoming the duty of faithful domestics 

“and assistants, has occurred. From the influence of my wakeful 

“ stars and assistance of kindly fortune, having obtained the grace of 
“ dutiful service, I have been the medium of important affairs, and, 
“ notwithstanding my diminutive size, have performed great actions. a
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“Since, through the bounty of the Almighty, they have:at length 

be « obtained the qbject of their desires, agreeably to.the usage of in- 

« dulgent masters, who give liberty to ancient slaves, I trust they 

« will now manumit this old servant, that he may return to his own 

“ country. Having, through the kindness of his master, rejoined 

“ after so long an absence the companions of his childhood, with 

«“ whom he shared the fruits of the groves of repose, he will resound 

ib “ the strains of your highness’s liberality to all quarters of the earth, 

“and all the birds of my country shall warble in your praise.” 

Jahandar, though unwilling to lose the society of the faithful parrot, 

yet moved by his earnest and importunate entreaties, complied with 

his request, and dismissed him. 

Peg 

CHAPTER XLV. 

“CONTINUATION OF 

THE HISTORY OF JAHANDAR SHAH. 
‘As the honied sweets of changeful fortune are mingled with bitier 

draughts, and the tablet of fortune is stamped with'varying charac- 

ters, Jahind4r was scarcely seated on the musnud of his desires 

when mischance rolled up the carpet of his enjoyment ; and his 1 

had hardly touched the cup of delight, when accident shed the ‘wine 

of his hopes on the ground. The particulars of this astonishing event 

are as follows :— 

When this glorious planet of the firmament of royalty had departed : 

from the city of Menousowaud towards his own country, and used 

the greatest speed in winding the path of travel, he at length reached 

the spot where he had taken the articles from the two brothers who 

had chosen him arbitrator of their disputes. Recollecting his injustice 

the glow of shame moistened his forehead, and he resolved, should he 
luckily meet them, to return their property, and entreat their forgive- 
ness,. 

As it happened, he lighted upon them without the trouble of much 
search, when he begged their pardon for his breach of trust; 
and having laid the goods at their feet, recounted his adventures,
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pleading his anxiety to reach the abode of his beloved, in alleviation of 

his crime. The generous young men said in reply, “ Plunge not x 

thyself, good friend, into the whirlpool of anxiety, nor distressfully 

* wander in the plain of apology, for, in fact, we made thee a present 

“ of the goods when thou possessedst thyself of them. May they be 

“awful to thee as thy mother’s milk ! for the characters of our 

“ obligation to thee are impressed on the tablets of our hearts ; and i 

“now, in return for thy favours, if thou choosest, we will bestow upon 4 

“thee a blessing which no other persons could confer. It is the 

“ power of quitting thy own and transferring thy soul into another 

“ body at pleasure.” 

Jahandar, filled with wonder, reflected a little, and then replied, 

“ T wish to know first, how I, whose dishonesty towards you both is 

“undeniable, should be thought worthy of your confidence as having 

“ obliged you.” 

The young men answered, “ O wise prince, when our father (on 

“whose soul may heaven have mercy ! ) departed from this frail 

“world, many wonderful curiosities and rare effects descended to us 

“from his estate by inheritance, among which were the trifles you 
“took away. As they could not be equally divided, they became a 

“cause of contention between us, and we agreed to submit the 

“allotment to arbitration ; when accidentally you appeared, and by 

“taking away the cause of dispute, obliged us by a reconcilement to 

“each other. We rejoice that thou hast succeeded in thy object by 

' the help of our effects, of which we freely make thee a present.” 

Jahandar, after thanking the generous brothers, and praising 

their nobleness of spirit and singular liberality, was instructed.in the 

mystery of the soul’s transference to other bodies. 

As it happened, Hoormuz, the vizier’s son, who still languished 

with love for Baharawir Banu, and followed the camp in disguise, was 

passing by while Jahdnddr conversed with the brothers, and led by 

curiosity hid himself in a thicket to listen, so that he also heard and 

remembered the mysterious instruction given to the prince. 

After two or three marches, having presented himself to Jahandar, 

he congratulated him on his success, and made the most respectful 

professions of duty and attachment, which were graciously received; 

but the traitor had secretly plotted to overturn the foundations of his 

Sovereign’s existence, and was nurturing the seeds of revenge for
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disappointed love in his heart. At length, they came to the borders 

i of the extensive,lake formerly mentioned, which having safely crossed, 

by the generous assistance of the same venerable sage heretofore des- 

eribed, Jahdnddr encamped on the confines of his father’s dominions, 

and despatched a messenger with tidings of his arrival, and a request 

that a proper force with the insignia of royalty might be sent to 

escort him in State to the capital, for whose coming he should halt 

where he was. 

The following day, on which the game pursuer of fate had prepar- 

ed a snare for him, the prince, at the instigation of the treacherous 

Hoormuz, rode to the chase, and like Baharém, drawing his bow, soon 

brought down with his rock-piercing arrow a beautiful antelope to the 

ground. 

Hoormuz now cunningly addressed him, saying, “O Rustum- 

“minded prince, I possess in my mind a rare science and mysterious 

“ art, equal to the miraculous powers of the Messiah, which no 

“ inhabitant under the concave dome of heaven, but myself, has ever 
mv “ yet acquired. It is the power of transferring the soul into another 

“ body with all facility, by repeating a mysterious name of the Deity; 

“and, if desired, I will teach it to your highness, on condition that 

“ T shall be distinguished above all other courtiers.” 

The prince, unmindful of the treachery of changeful fortune, and 

angry at the boasting vanity of Hoormuz, replied, ‘ I need not thy 

\ “ instruction in a mystery, in which I am more versed than thyself.” 

\ Hoormuz replied, ‘“ It is astonishing, that high-born princes will 

« descend to disgrace themselves by falsehood.” Upon this Jahandar 

1 was enraged, and said, ‘‘I will instantly shew thee a proof of my vera- 

“ city, but thy blood shall be the forfeit of thy insolent accusation.” 

Hoormuz exelaimed, “ If thou canst transfer thy soul into this dead 

« antelope, I call heaven to witness, that my blood will be but a 

- “just sacrifice to the law and my own rashness.” : 

‘The unfortunate prince, without considering the speech of an enemy, 

and impelled by fate, immediately deserted his own body, and animated 

that of the antelope ;* when the traitor, seizing the opportunity, quitted 
’ go SoS PCIE ST EAA 

* A similar transmigration, with a difference of circumstances, is related in Phillips's 

translation of Persian Tales from that of Petit de la Croix, and which is given in 
No. 577 of the Spectator. 

i a 6
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his own impure carcase, and entering the chaste frame of Jahandar, 

with agility mounted his horse, and speeded to the tents of the r 

princess. 

Babarawir Banu observing a strange change of manner in the seeming 

prince, suspected the cause, and pretending sudden illness, confined 

herself, that she might secure her person from his impure embraces 

At length the father of Jahandér despatched a number of the nobles 

and officers of State to meet him ; who conducted the disguised 

Hoormuz in reyal pomp and splendour to the imperial presence. 

The Sultan, overjoyed at the return of his supposed son, showered 

gold and precious stones over his head ; and the impostor, having 

observed the customary forms of gratitude and obeisance, when dis- 

missed, took possession of the palace of Jahandar, where he passed 

his time in mirth and dalliance with the beautiful ladies of the harem ; 

but the princess, whose vaunts of her own charms had been the original 

cause of the prince’s passion for Baharawir Banu, like her, was impress- 

ed by apprehensions of treachery, and following her example, pretended 

extreme sickness, and preserved herself immaculate. In short, after a 

little interval, the old emperor, according to the rule, that all things 4 » 

must perish, having said Welcome to the angel of death, departed to 

the resting place of another world. 

Agreeably to the revolutions of the changeful skies, sometimes 

favouring the wicked, the throne of royalty and crown of power 

: descended to the artful impostor; who, commanding the drums of 

sovereignty to be sounded, ascended the musnud of State, and struck 

the coins in his own name throughout the provinces of the empire. 

SE eee 

CHAPTER XLVI. * 

ae * 
CONTINUATION OF 

THE HISTORY OF JAHANDAR SHAH. 
Tuer explorers of the records of time have thus delivered the k 

following tradition :— 

When Jahandar, by the juggle of the revolving skies, entered the 

body of the antelope, through fear of the treacherous Hoormuz, no i
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delaying an instant, he bounded away with the utmost swiftness, and like 

> the measurers ofthe desert, hasted over the plains. In dread of beasts 

of prey, snares, and the dogs of huntsmen, he remained not long in any 

one spot, but wandered wildly over hills and valleys, till he reached 

a forest, where he beheld a shérok lying dead among the emerald- 

coloured grass. Thinking wings safer than the feet of a deer, he 

transferred his soul into tho corpse of the bird, and winged his flight 

s towards his own capital. 

Alighting in a garden on the bough of a sunnobir, he was at once 

j entangled in the net of a bird-catcher, and made captive in the grasp 

of fate. Theman having put him into’a cage, returned to the city, 

and made him a present to a dirvesh. who was his spiritual director: 

The wise bird, seeing himself thus. taken in the bonds of fate, 

agreeably to the maxim, that the captive must have. patience, re- 

signed himself to his destiny, and submitting to Providence for his 

relief, after some time spent in consideration, exclaimed in a gentle 

tone, “ Praise. be to God, that I have. reached the summit of my 

“ desires!” 

* The dirvesh, on hearing these words, was ‘astonished, and said, 

«Ah! happy bird, surely thou art not aware that thy situation calls 

“ not for rejoicing.. What cause can there be for it, imprisoned as 

“thou art in a.cage of iron?” The sharok replied, “My Lord, 

“what greater can there be than for the enjoyment. of the society of 

“so virtuous. a personage as thyself?’ The dirvesh was pleased 

“ with the sweetness of this speech, and turning the face of kindnéss 

* “towards him, said, “ What wonderful bird art thou, whose eloquence, 

“ like the pista; is all kernel, and thy words sweet-as honey ?? The 

shdrok replied, “ Lam a_ bird long expevienced in.the. world, who has 

“ enjoyed the company of men of observation.” The dirvesh answered, 

“ Tbeg thou wilt.confer upon me a portion of what thou hast learnt. 

“in the gracious society of the observant. 

The sharok said, “ Once, when in the service of am experienced’ 

“ personage, I enquired, Whose morning orizons are accepted ; the 

“reply was, His who daily gives bread to the distressed. I asked, 

’ “« Whence: proceeded the auspicious shadow: of the phoenix ; and was 

“ answered, From the prayers of the contented in poverty. I enquired, 

“ From whence was the sun supplied with clear light ; and it was 

, told’ me, From the purity of the chaste. J-asked, Wherefore is the.
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“ pheenix so renowned ? and he said, Because of his unseen retire- 
“ment. Isaid, Why is the rose-bud so reserved ; aad heard, that it * 

“wished to conceal its treasures. I questioned why the rose was so 
“ grateful to all ? and the reply was, On account of its pleasant air d 
“and smiling countenance. I enquired, why the cypress was so 
“exalted ? the answer was, Owing to its freedom from vice. I said, 
“ Ah ! perfect teacher, what is most acceptable from the creature ? 
“He replied, obedience to the Creator. I enquired, What was the « 

“ best for man ? He said, Avoidance of sin. I asked, Who was wise ? 

“and was answered, He that keepeth himself free from vice. f 

The dirvesh, enraptured at the remarks of the sharok, which were 

indeed consoling to the mind, esteemed his society as a blessing 

conferred by heaven, and his company dear as his life. : 

One day, as the dirvesh was passing upon some business through 

the city, he beheld a great crowd who were collected to behold a 

young man whom the officers of justice wére conducting to the div4n. 

On enquiring the cause, he was told that the youth was sitting 

under the wall of the vizier’s palace and looking at his face ina y 

mirror, when the minister’s daughter passing on the terrace, the re- , 

flection of her person appeared in the glass, and the young man, in the 

ardour of admiration, had kissed the mirror several times, for which 

crime he was going to be punished. The sharok, who happened tO 

be with the dirvesh, cried out “ Let them put the young man in the 

“sun, and inflict a hundred stripes upon his shadow.” At this 

judgment from the mouth ofa bird, the crowd were filled with astonish- 

ment, and the report of the circumstance spréad quickly over the whole * 

city from the beggar tothe prince. Bahardwir Banu, on hearing of it, 

sent a servant to the dirvesh with a large sum of money, demanding 

the bird; and though on this account a mountain of sorrow oppressed 

his heart, yet knowing that to refuse the queen’s request was not 

in his power, he remediless gave up the shdrok to the messenger. 

The prince, when he once more saw himself in the presence of his 

beloved princess, offered thanks to God, and remained watchful for 

opportunity to escape from his feathery disguise. 

On a day, when the sun of his good fortune had reached the ' 

zenith of kindly influence, seeing the apartment of his princess cleared 

from intruders, he related to her the story of his escape from the 

treacherous Hoormuz after the transference of his soul into the “
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, autelope, and his adventures from that day. Baharawir Banu, during 

a the recital, sometimes wept like the showery cloud, and sometimes 

expanded in smiles like the rose; but was impatient to make Hoormuz 

quit the body of Jahandar, and depart for the infernal regions. 

The prince, observing her affectionate anxiety, . said, “ O thou 

“ chief of the beautiful, restrain thy impatience, and be cautious ; for 

“at present I am only a weak bird, and my enemy is as a powerful 

+ “hawk. At present the knot on the twine of hope can only be un- 
“yavelled by the hand of cautious contrivance. Policy demands, 

“ when the treacherous Hoormuz next visits thee, that, contrary to 

“ custom, thou receive him with affability, and with a smiling counte- 

“nance say, My heroic Jahindar, Iam grieved at my long illness, 
* which has so folded up my heart, like the blighted rose-bud, that 

“Thave no pleasure in any thing ; but perhapsif thou wouldst 

‘divert me as heretofore, with the wonderful transference of thy 

“ soul into another body, it may amuse me.” 

The princess following the direction, one day, when the heavens 

were propitious, having flattered Hoormuz with many kind expressions, 

figt ag made the request ; and, his star being sunk beneath the horizon of 

support, he supposing that Jahanddr had been used to entertain her 

: with the display of the mysterious science, complied with her 

demand. Having sent for an antelope, he cut its throat, and when 

life was departed, re-animated it with his own impure soul. Jahan- 

dar, instantly quitting the body of the sharok, re-entered his own; 

and, after prostrating himself at the throne of the Almighty, in 

thanksgiving for his restoration, commanded the antelope to be bound 
with ropes and confined in a dark enclosure. 

The day following, at sun-rise, Jahandar ascended the throne, 

and giving general audience, acquainted the public of his astonishing 

adventures; when the officers of State and inhabitants of the capital, 

after recovering from their amazement, each according to their ability 

showered offerings of gold and silver on the head of their recovered 

sovereign. The wicked Hoormuz being then brought in, his impure 

soul was driven to the place of final punishment from the body of 

the antelope, by the worryings of savage dogs, in agonizing tortures: 
, according to the just observation, that whoever diggeth a pit for 

his brother will fall into it himself; in retribution for his wicked 

actions, he sunk like Karoon into the fathomless gulph, “ Every one 
4 © shall reap that which he hath sown.” 

‘
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CHAPTER XBVIE. 

—_— —>—— 

CONTINUATION OF 

Fi + 
THE HISTORY OF JAHANDAR SHAH. 

During the period that Hoormuz, through the vicissitude of 

fortune and treachery of the skies, dwelt in the body of Jahadndar and 

sat on the throne of empire, as his disposition was mean and grovel- 

ling, various unworthy acts were committed by Him, which disgust 

ed the minds of the people; so that in a short time the hearts of the 
subjects were estranged, and sedition, which had long slept, raising 

his head from the pillow of security and repose, returned to the work 
of mischief, and the signs of confusion beeame apparent in the empire. 

Baharfém Khan, generalissimo of the army, and who had the greatest 

influence among the nobles, unable to bear the improper conduct of — * 7 [ 

the impostor, preferred the security of his own honour to the path of 

loyalty. By degrees moving the chain of opposition, he entered the way 

of rebellion; and many disaffected chiefs, found no disturbance, regard- 

ing participation with him as a meansof raising their fortunes and con- 

sequence, flocked to his party. As his influence increased, so did 

his ambition; till at length having, by the success of his arms 

and favour of his stars, brought half the empire under the circle 

of his control, he, with the approbation of his adherents, assumed 

the crown of royalty, and became exalted like the cypress in the 

grove of sovereign power. Observing the rules of clemency and 

impartiality, which are the best measures for administration, 

towards the weak and helpless, he attached the people to him; 

and exalting in their affections the standard of superiority, sounded 

the drums of victory over Hoormuz in the fields of conquest. The 

impostor, from his low genius and want of spirit, being unable to 

oppose the rebel, withdrew the hand of endeavour ; and esteeming 

the provinces yet left to him as a competence, ornamented’ his sleeve * 

with the embroidery of dishonour. 

When at length Jahandar, under the heavenly auspices, having: 

erased the characters of the wicked Hoormuz’s existence from the a
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: tablet of life, became fixed on the throne of royalty, inspired by 

q princely honour; and not thinking it becoming the spirit of heroism 

to leave his rightful inheritance to the usurped’ possession of another, 

; he resolved, that clearing the garden of empire from the thorns and 

weeds of confusion, he would give to the courts of royalty the brightness 

of security ; and having cast the bodies of the rebellious into the pit of 

annihilation, and become, without the degrading rivalry or participa- 

> tion of another, sole possessor of the crown and throne, would clasp 

: the charming bride ef sovereignty to his bosom. 

With this view, having summoned a secret council composed of 
the well-affected and most intelligent nobles, he requested their 

deliberations on the posture of affairs ; when in the mirror-like 

bosoms of the wise, this reflection appeared to view, namely, that first 

a firmaun, containing assurances of favour, should be issued to 

Baharam Khan, admonishing him to return to his duty and allegiance, 

and warning him to quit the wilds of error for the path of obedience. 

If, apon its arrival, under the influence of his wakeful stars, relin- 

quishing the ways of obstinacy, he should prostrate the forehead of 

humility on the footstool of submission, our object, observed the 

council, will be gained ; but if not, it will be necessary to hurl the 

lightning of punishment on the storehouse of his disloyal existence, 

and quench the flames of rebellion by the water of the sword. 

Jahaindar approving the advice of his prudent counsellors, 

commanded a quick-minded secretary to pen the firmaun authoritative 

as fate, when ready, despatched it by a confidential servant of the 
heayens-resembling courtto Baharém Khan, 

EOE BE 

CHAPTER XLVI. 

CONTINUATION OF 

THE HISTORY OF JAHANDAR SHAH. 

f THE FIRMAUN. 

*Tyasmucu as the world-rejoicing favour of the king of kings, 

A and the globe-adorning bounty of the asylum of the universe, is ever
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attendant to the condition distinguished by virtue of* (the giver of 

splendour to the aspect of dignity and honour, adorney of the musnud t 

of the assembly of nobility and high fortune, shrub of the garden of 

loyalty and attachment, ornament of the mansion of fidelity and 

unshaken adherence, enlivener of the assembly of truth and constancy, 

diffuser of fragrance in the apartments of virtue and purity, brightness 

of the sabre of heroism and valour, ocean of liberality and munificence, 

chief link in the chain of sincerity and openness, distinguished in 4 

the circle of kindness and affability, acquainted with the duties of 

friendship and regard, chief of the followers of what is right, increaser 

of fragrance to the perceptions of unanimity and concord, distinguished 

in the world of agreement and alliance, sea of wisdom and knowledge, 

well-experienced in the mysteries of changeful fortune, heart-expand- 

ing breeze of the rose-bud of loyalty, delight-increasing odour to the 

sensation of attachment, pursuer of the path of wisdom and arranger 

of the garden of understanding, first of the nobles, highest among 

exalted lords, our honoured uncle, example to the empire, and 

director of the candidates for honour in the present day) Baharam 

Khan, information is given of our surprising and astonishing adven- 

tures, 
“When, returning in victory and triumph from the empire of 

Menousowaud,, after encountering a thousand dangers, we had pitched 

the royal tents on the confines of our own dominions ; as time is ever 

pregnant with good and evil, and our stars are sometimes friendly 

and sometimes adverse, the deceitful Hoormuz, shaking the chains of 

treachery, by artifice and cunning seized our elemental frame, and our 

pure soul being for some time confined in the envelope of an antelope, 

became a cause of exultation to the deer of Khoten and Tartary, and 

of boasting to the fawns of Tibet and China. The abominable 

wretch, fancying himself able to bear the crown of Khoosroo and 

wear the robes of Keikobaud, was filled with empty ideas, and 

imagining his feeble star a planet sufficient to illume the universe, 

entertained the boastful vanity of ruling the world. Like a dot in 

the centre of a compass-drawn circle, he sat in the boundary of 

royalty. 
“ At this period, when the planet of our princely family was in ¢ 

descendance, the gracious monarch, whose throne of repose is now 

* The reader will excuse the aboye long parenthesis, as in no other way could the 

original period of a whole page be iatelligibly translated, b
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in heaven, having cast off the vesture of this frail world, departed for 

the eternal mangions and the impostor inflicted horrible disgrace on 

the person of royalty ; but as the Almighty Dispenser requites every 

one according to his actions, his short-lived splendour, resembling the 

feeble blaze of lighted straw, was speedily extinguished. 

“ Being devoured by blood-preying dogs, in reward for his crimes, 

he in numberless tortures was despatched to hell; and the gale of pros- 

perity ‘waving afresh over the garden of our hopes, expanded the 

blossoms of the hearts of the loyal to this everlasting empire. It is 

most probable, that intelligence of these astonishing events, before the 

arrival of our gracious farmaun, may have reached the hearing of the 

chief in the path of fidelity.* 

“To God be praise and thanksgivings, that the affairs of the 

world are settled agreeably to the wishes of the well-affected to our 

gracious house, and that the kindly shade of our sacred person is 

extended over the heads of mortals. Doubtless, our dear uncle, from the 

depth of his wisdom and experience, considering the fate of the traitor 

lg (according to the adage, Fly like the arrow from the disloyal, and take 

up thy abode with the well-affected) will hasten to that party. How can 

it be supposed, that with their virtues, good sense, and recollection of 

the favours conferred upon them by his majesty, whose reposing place 

is now in heaven, they can without any reason withdraw their feet from 

the circle of loyalty ? Surely it is impossible that the vest of that 

measurer of the path of fidelity and attachment should be stained 

with the filth of so dishonourable an action, which is contrary to the 

dictates of religion. 

“ Now that, by the favour of the Almighty, the spring of the 

blossoms of loyal hearts has appeared, we doubt not but that having 

offered up sincere thanksgivings, that chief of our nobles will without 

delay hasten to our court, the asylum ofa world, and gladden his 

, eyes with the splendour of our august presence. 

“ Several imprudent meddlers have represented the conduct of 

that adorner of the assembly of fidelity as disloyal, and advised us to 

move against him with our victorious forces ; but as our pure mind 

ba is a mirror reflecting truth, we declined the advice, and made the 

* I remomber translating a letter received by the Governor General, Mr. Hastinas, 

from the Teeshoo Lémé, giving an account of his transmigration from the body of 

his predecessor into his then infantine frame ; which I am sorry I have not a copy 

e of, as it would here have made an acceptable note. 

aT 

.
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slanderers ashamed of their insinuations. We trust, that the 

distinguished by our confidence also, not attending to the remarks of the 

officious, but contemplating his true interest with a penetrative eye, 
will with glad heart and assured mind hasten to enjoy honour by 

kissing the carpet of our sublime throne. 

“ By God’s blessing, after obtaining the gracious audience, he will, 
eminently distinguished by the imperial favour, become the envy of 

his equals and contemporaries. The administration of all our affairs, 

being entrusted to his wisdom and direction, bounties greater than 

can be conceived by. the public, or that virtuous personage himself, 

will be conferred upon him. May his duty and loyalty continue to - 

increase ! and may the Divine auspices direct him in the right path !"* 

When the above gracious 'firmaun reached the rebel, (as he was 

intoxicated with the wine of pride and vanity, and the sweets of 

independence had become relishing to his corrupted palate) forget- 

ting his own station, and the bounties of Jahdndar, he returned the 
following insolent reply, and prepared for himself the means of 

destruetion and ruin :— .% 

REPLY. 

“The nosegay of the garden of friendship and garland of the 

flowers of unanimity, namely, the amber-scented epistle written by 

the pearl-shedding pen of a secretary, fanciful as Mercury, of the asy- 

lum of empire, fruit of the tree of royalty, shrub of the garden of 

splendour and magnificence, gracer of the musnud of honour and 

distinction, moon of the sky of victory and conquest, descendant of 

mighty kings, chief of an illustrious family, Jahndar Sultan, at a 

most auspicious instant made its honouring arrival, and information 

of the contents was obtained. 

“Praise be to the Omniscient, who orders every thing agreeably 

to his Divine will, and exalts whomsoever of his creatures he judges 4 

worthy of power, according to his capacity. Agreeably to the 
scriptural declaration (He bestoweth empire on whom he thinks 

proper +) he invests with the robes of royalty him whom he judges 

deserving of peculiar bounty. i: 

* The above is in substance (the transmigration part excepted) exactly what any 
Asiatic monarch would at present write to a powerful rebellious subject. 

+ Quotation from the Kordn. .
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% 
VERSE. 

~ “ Weshould beghankful for all his dispensations, for he giveth to each of his 

dependants, that of which he is deserving. 

“ To one he “entrusts the keys of sovereign power, and another he 

degrades froma throne ; for ‘whom he will he exalts, and whom 

“he will he humbleth. * Since, then, he hath conferred upon this 

submissive dependant on his sacred court, the station of royalty 

> as befitting our abilities, it cannot be propitious for any to envy 

‘us this heaven-bestowed blessing, or entertain inimical designs 

against us, Therefore, it was highly unbecoming to write what could 

only tend to stir up the flames of contention between us, and conse- 

quently involve our subjects in calamity. ; 

“Tf it proceeded from retrospect to the reign of your gracious father 

(whose tomb may God enlighten !) it was rash and imprudent ; for this 

mansion of vicissitude never remaineth long in the same state or pos- 

session. It would be more prudent to court our friendship and 

alliance. May their reign endure according to the wishes of friends?” 

Jahandar, on the arrival of this insulting reply, was inflamed with 

rage; and without delay marching from his capital, hastened to 

attack the rebel; who was defeated and slain, ina long contested battlet 

when his remaining adherents submitting, the empire was restored to 
its ancient limits. 

The Sultén having extended the hand’ of merey to the deluded 

multitude, and re-established his authority, returned triumphant to his 

charming Meher Banu, but with a divided affection. Among the 

L female captives was the daughter of Baharém Khan, so beautiful, that 

the prince, fascinated by her-charms, became her willing slave. 

—————— 

CHAPTER XLIX. 

. CONTINUATION OF 

THE HISTORY OF JAHANDAR SHAH. 
Beharawir Banu, who for a long time, enjoying the society of the- 

> Sultan without a rival or partaker of his affection, ‘had exalted in 

her own mind the standard of love, on this ease-destroying occurrence, 

“ + Lhave omitted a long and tiresome account of the action.
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rankled within herself like the tail-wounded snake ; and the enjoy- f 

ment of existence was changed into the bitterness of expiring agony. 

However, as she always resigned her foot to the paih of respect, she " 

never even breathed her grief to Jahandar, but concealed her heart 

consuming sorrow. 5 

One morning, in hopes of amusing her afflicted mind, she repaired 

to a garden ; when the flowers refreshed by gentle rain were bloom- 

ing, and the rose from the dark enamel of the bending cypress, hav- 4 

ing received a double glow, coquetted in the embrace of the night- 
ingale. At sight of this, jealousy flashed from the eyes of the queen, 

and she rent her tresses in anguish. Casting looks, dark as her own 

Jocks, angrily on the garden, the rose from terror shrunk into ; 

the bud, and ceased to smile ; while to the bulbul the grove 

appeared confined as the heart of the blossom. ‘The turtle-dove, at 

sight of the fading cypress, was astonished like the bird of Jesus; * 

and the wing of the azzar shrunk like thatof the moth at the fire 

of her looks. At her disordered gait, the zephyr concealed himself 

in the nusserun, and the tongue of the sosun became parched. The 

breeze of the garden, from her sighs, became blighting as the autumnal 

gale, and the brink of the canals was parched. 

VERSES. 

So disordered were her looks, that every hair of her tresses was divided. 
The garden was blighted at her countenance, and the breeze became vapour from 

her sighs. 

When her heart, from walking in the garden, had become still more 

the abode of grief, and the rose-bud of her soul found no hope of ex- 

pansion, she advanced from thence into the plain, if perchance the 

open air might refresh her troubled mind. At length she reached 

the margin of a stream, whose waters were lucid as the minds of the 

benevolent, and, like wine, sparkled with delight, and excited cheerful- 

ness. On its banks the fragrant verdure had spread a carpet of velvet, 4 

on which were embroidered many-coloured flowers. 

VERSES. 

‘The stream was clear as the fountain of the sun, and Khizzer never beheld, even ina 
vision, more beautiful verdure. € 

It was adorned with all the flowers of the north. From its grass the antelope 
browsed rosy sweets. 

* Probably the doye, W
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4 . . . 
It struck her, that she would fix her abode in this heart-delighting 

spot, where, solitary and alone, she could enjoy her contemplations, and 
. e : : eter: 

sometimes weep and sometimes smile at the diversities of fortune. 

She therefore commanded tents to be pitched round them, for a con- 

siderable distance, the royal shaudrowaun* to be raised, and guards 

to be stationed to keep off intruders. This being done, she retired with 

a few of her favourite handmaids, and casting away all jewels from her 

> person, refrained from wearing coloured vesture ; and assumed, like 

the dawn, a robe of white, like mortifying devotees and the resigned 

to abstinence ; eager for perfection, she employed herself in the tusbeht 

and taleel.t In a short time, from grief and moaning, she became thin 

as the thread of her rosary, and worn as the mat of the penitent 3 

but, true in her love to Jahandar, she watered her cheeks with 

agonizing tears, and consumed herself with the wasting fire of grief. 

VERSES. : 

Now she complained of the cruelty of heaven, and now she quarrelled with her 

own eyil star. 

Passing the darkness of night in solitude, she wept in mournful complaint till 

Me morning. 
4 From night till dgwn, such was her condition, and her days were still moregrievous. 

For she removed herself from the multitude, sometimes to the forest, and 

sometimes to the mountains, 

At night, returning to her solitary cell, she sat, like the observant of vigils, alone, 

At length Jahdndar, impressed by accounts of her situation was 

- recovered from his temporary infatuation, and sent her the following 

repentant epistle :— 

THE EPISTLE. 

VERSES. 

With the blood of my heart I write to my beloved. 
“From thy absence I have experienced a period of suspense, like waiting 

, for the day of Judgment. 

“ By those jasmine-scented locks, (each curl of which is a chain on 

my fascinated heart) I swear, that since my blood-shot eyes have 

been deprived of beholding the garden of thy spring-enchanting 

> countenance, my whole body, like the tulip, is drowned in blood, and 

* The screen, or serrépurd4, described in a former note, 

*+ Counting her beads. 

5 tt Repeating the attributes of God.
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from the profusion of my tears I am become the rival of the waters of 

Ummaun and the streams of Jihon. The zephyr cap testify, and the . 

stars have seen, how the rose-bud hath smiled every morning on the 

sorrows of my heart, and every night what tears the air hath shed over 

my forlorn condition. : 

“Tf the explorers of the traditions of the world, drawing forth from 

the records of time the history of Perveez, and the adventures of 

Mujenoon, should compart their situation with mine, they would see 4 

that their troubles were but asa slight specimen of mine. Without 

exaggeration, the sorrow, which during these few days of absence 

has afflicted me sad wanderer in the troublous path of love snd 

bewildered in the perilous desert of search, was not even in a slight 

degree experienced by Khoosroo in his passion for Shereen, from the 

beginning to the end; nor by Mujenoon, during his whole life of E 

abode in the wilderness from love of the beautiful Leila. 

VERSE. i 
The consuming taper from the torture of the flame never felt such pain, as I have 

‘ from the anguish of my soul. 

“T never could have supposed that my fascinating nergus, assum- » 

ing an averted look, would thus take delight in punishing me guilt- 

less. Ifthe source of all this coyness and unkindness is an event 

which occurred by the Divine decree, it cannot be justified ; for such 

circumstances should have no weight in the scale of mutual confidence, 

since they are not a deviation from the rules of love, nor can make 

any breach in the foundations of regard. The heart which is the 

world-reflecting mirror of thy love, cannot possibly retain the image 

of any meaner charmer ; nor is my attachment so slightly secured 

under the seal of thy powerful sway, that another should be able to. 

overcome it. 

VERSES. 

“My love for thee is not transient, that it should quit my soul; 4 
** My affection for thee is not earthly, that it should give place to another: 

“Tt entered with my mother’s milk, and can only depart with life. 

“ Love for thee is impressed in my heart, and affection for thee in my soul. 

“ On every account, knowing that lovers have no resource bus 

submission, I esteem my innocence as guilt, and have seated myself € 

with a thousand regrets on the highway of apology, I have washed 

the characters of self-boasting from the tablet of my heart with my 

tears. ~
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“ Now, our mutual welfare demands, that on the receipt of this 

‘ letter, (every chgracter of which, like the wing of the moth, and 

every sentence of which, like a grain of suppund, is scorched with 

the fire of my bosom) not contesting for explanation, thou shouldst 
“refrain from anger ; and, casting off the manners of resentment and 

wrath, delight me with the view of thy cedar-emsnaring countenance. 

“Come then, and behold how, from desire of seeing thee, I have be- 

» come withered as the fading grass, and, from longing to’ meet thee, 

t thin as the fibres of the reed. By thy head I swear, that should the 

web of the spider weave round my body, J should be impotent a& the 

fly ; and should an ant fasten on my foot, such is my weakness, I 

could not cast it off. Except by speech, you would not recognise 

me from the breeze ; nor, but by its motion, distinguish my person 

from the dust. 

VERSES. : 

“Of my existence, what is immortal remains ; otherwise, of my being there would 

be nothing left. 
“For heaven’s sake judge, then, how I can longer in this state support life or 

M4 breath in this situation. 

0 God, soften that obdurate heart, and heal my wounded soul with the balm of 
kindness. 

Let the fire of anger, which consumeth the stores of my heart, give way to 

the water of gentleness, and refresh my soul. 

“ O heavens, inspire her mind to let the litter of Leilé, which commands the sun 

and moon, pass by the desponding Mujenoon. 

“ What more can he write with his sorrowful pen, which, from the 

gloom of his heart, is become blaek as thy dark tresses. ?” 

The princess sent to Jahandar the following reply :— 

THE REPLY. ‘ 

VERSES. s 

. “What vnexpected happiness that the strokes of thy pon shouldin kindness 

portray the claims of my affection ! 
« With the point of my reed I express my gratitude. May the mansion of time 

never depart from under the control of thy pen ! 
“*T will not say that thou hast from mistake remembered me despondiny, for it 

> cannot be conceived that a mistake should flow from thy pen. 

“ The sublime firmaun, written with the jewel-threading pen of 

the sovereign of the universe, from every letter of which the odour 

4 of compassion refreshed the sensesof his dependants ; having, like
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the pheenix, descended from the firmament of honour, cast the welcome 

shade of condescension and kindness over the head of this retired in . 

the solitude of exile. Such a wretched being as myself was in no 

way worthy of such unexpected favour ; but as itis the bountiful . 

nature of spring to nourish alike the garden and the wilderness with 

the showers of his liberality, and to favour equally the rose and 

thorn, it is not to be wondered at, that your majesty, exalted as the 

Pleiades, should, like the sun, beam the rays of generosity on an “ 

insignificant atom, whose existence or annihilation can be of no 

importance in the scale of being. What wonder is it that a king 
should relieve the beggar ?In return for such condescending favour, 

what can I offer but my prayers ? 

VERSE. 

.* When the sublime firmaun descends from the sky of magnificence and glory, 

what reply can mortals make but grateful prayers ? 

“The contents, expressing complaints of absence and regret at 

separation, which were written purely from gracious compassion to 

me forlorn wanderer in the desert of wretchedness, were reviving as » 

the re-animating breath of Jesus, and caused exultation to your 

humblest slave. 

“Monarch, asylum of the world, my retirement to the cell of + 

solitude was not from insolence or sullenness ; but seeing your majesty 

enamoured of another, I was unwilling to damp your pleasure by my 

melancholy presence, or interrupt your joys, which would have been 

contrary to my duty and submission. 

When Jahandar received the above, he hastened to console the 

afflicted princess. Like the breeze of dawn arriving at the rose-bush 

of the garden of beauty, he unfolded theeshrunken bud of her heart, 

and delighted his eyes with viewing her charms, yet brilliant, though 

clouded with sorrow. On beholding her distressed condition, the ‘ 

strongest impression was made on the mind of the Sultan, who shed 

pearly tears from the caskets of his eyes. At the time when he 

extended the shade of prosperity over the cypress of the margin of 

beauty, he beheld her, like the morning, arrayed in white, and divest- 

ed of every ornament, fervently employed in her devotions. £ 

On seeing the Sultdn, as she possessed true wisdom and understand- 

ing, Baharawir Banu was overcome by a sense of his condescension, 

and prostrated herself at his feet. Like the turtle-dove, uttering 5
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strains of gratitude and love, she submitted herself to the bonds of 

> conciliation, and, followed the monarch, like his shadow, in the path of 

agreement ; which they never deviated from during the remainder of 

their lives. 
* 

ps 

CHAPTER L. 
> ee sel The 

DEATH OF JAHANDAR SHAH. 

This captivating abode is full of illusion, and a temporary mansion, 

deceiving the weak, subject to the vicissitudes of double-faced chance, 

and the perpetual revolutions of changeful skies. For the gracers of 

the assembly of borrowed existence, and the haughty adorners of the 

carpets of wind-passing life, the fabric of whose duration depends, 

like the water bubble, upon air, (though they be Caesars or Keiko- 

bauds in glory) to depart in disappointment, and breaking the frail 

ay connections of sense and the bands of mortality, alike with the lowly 

to hasten with the burden of their’ actions on their shoulders to the 

regions of eternity—is one of the immutable laws and established re- 

gulations in the court of Divine will. For us wanderers in the vapoury 

desert of earthly being to speed empty-handed and naked to the 

wilderness of death, and, quitting suddenly the avocations of vanity 

and frailty, to sink into the recess of dissolution, is the natural con- 

clusion of this world of mortality. Fate had now decreed, that the 

carpet of the Jumlike Jahandar’s existence, being rolled up, should 

occasion disorder in the affairs of the world, and that so lofty a 

cypress of the grove of royalty, being uprooted by the wintry storm 

of death, should convert the garden of empire into a thorny wild. 

The virtuous Jahdndar, having with wakeful eye and thoughtful 

mind, observed the warning of the angel of death, proclaiming that 

“ All things must perish, and every creature return from whence it 

came,” reconciled his bosom to the inevitable journey; and, after the 

custom of the prudent, engaged in preparation for his departure. 

Having called to him his intended successor in the throne, and : 

revolved in his breast a series of advice, he said, 

“ Beware, my son, and take advice, eve thou art old. Fortune is 

“of fickle disposition, and the skies full of vicissitudes, while life passes 
a8
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“rapidly as a current, and fleeting as the breeze. If from the 

“ heedlessness of youth, want of experience, or the intexication of high ¢ 

“ spirits, admonition may not already have made impression on the 

“tablet of thy mind or the surface of thy bosom ; yet now reflecty 

“ seriously on my condition ; like virtuous youths, accept advice, and 

“give not up the advantage of the lessons of the experienced ; 

“ especially as thou wishest to take upon thee the important trust f 

“ of ruling a great empire, a most weighty burden for the shoulders 

“ of humanity. 

“ Be vigilant, that the assaults of the wolf of oppression disturb 

“not the repose of thy flock ; for connivance at oppression is dis~ 

“ graceful to ‘the fame of the shepherd. Be ready to encourage the © 

“ deserving, and let the bride of empire be always adorned with 

“ the ornaments of impartiality and justice. Cherish thy soldiery, for 

“ the cultivation of the plains ‘of empire can-enly be nurtured by the 

“ water of the sword. 

VERSES 
: es 

« If thou givest proper encouragement to civil and military, they will be loyal 

“to thee. : 

“ An empire is safely founded only upon justice. On that alone can thy power be 

“secure. 

“Justice gives stability tothe world. Ithavespoken, but itis thou who must 
“attend. Farewell?” 1 

When Jahdndar had thus impressed ‘the clear tablet, of the mind 

of his worthy son with admonition, he placed the empire under the 

: control of his signet, and resigned to the grasp of his authority the 

reins of administration ; after which, in the order of their rank, he 

summoned to him singly the several officers of State ; and having 

conferred uponthem the precious gems of advice, requested their 

approval of the measures of his reign. 

Finally, having greeted Baharawir Banu with his last farewell, he 

listened to the command of “ Return to thy Lord ;” and sounding the 

drums of march from this frail world, speeded to the expansive regions 

of paradise. 

Baharawir Banu, at this soul-afilicting event, was involved in the 

net of despondency and sorrow. From the vases of her eyes she shed 

tears like rosewater on the pallid cheek of the sojourner of paradise ; 

and from her mournful bosom heaved heaven-piercing and planet-wast-
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4 
ing sighs, that might have penetrated the heart of the rock, as the 

thorn tears the vesture of the rose. 
> e 

VERSES. 

* She wept ; bitterly, bitterly she wept. Alas ! who in this world'is exempted from 

bitter tears ? 
So much did she complain to the sun of her woes, that the heavens lamented his 

sympathising moanings. 

As, however, the affection of Baharawir Banu was immeasurable, 

resolved to maintain the honour of Jove, and fulfil the duties of 

attachment, she made preparations to accompany her beloved. Like 

the devoters of life im the path of true regard, she-adomed herself 

with her bridle robes, and perfuming her body and’ clothes with. pre- 

eious essences and various unguents, having approached! the pillow of 

Jahdndar, without trembling or hesitating, like the moth at the flame, 

made an offering of existence at the feet of his corpse. Thusdid she 

stamp a perpetual memorial of herself on the records of time, and write 

her name on the pages of years and months in characters of love and 

& constancy. 

VERSE. 

Among the volames of love, I have not seen a nobler example. 

On the occurrence of these disastrous eventsexciting regret, ex- 

elamations of woe burst from the hearts of mortals, and the dust of 

sorrow sat upon the vesture of the universe. ‘The heavens,. from this 

_ calamity, so wept, in sanguine showers, that their concave, like the 

- eup of the tulip, overflowed the dawn with blood. The globe so beat 

: the hand of grief on her surface, that it became blue, like the expanse 

of the firmament ; and beheliders dreaded, lest the band of connection 

should be destroyed between earth and sky, and the enamel vase of 

8 the firmament be dashed against the clayey pot of the ground. 

VERSES. 

Gloomy clouds obscured’ the stars of heaven ; the universe was involved in mourning. 

Shrieks like those of the last day ascended from.the earth ; lamentations arose 

? from earth and heaven. 
The globe heaved with grief in lamenting'them. The universe burst into.a hun- 

dred afflicting disorders. * 
Sorrow tortured the mind of every individual. The whole world’ was a mansion 

“\ of mourning. 

q
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The chief nobles and heads of families, according to approved 

customs and established usage, having diligently pgepared the re- e 

quisites for laying out and the necessaries for the journey of the swift 

traveller to the regions of eternity, as befitted his imperial station, 

covered the corpse with various compounds and essences of musk, , 

camphor, aloes, amber, roses and sandal. 

In the same manner, ladies of pure bosoms and chaste matrons pre- 

pared the necessaries for the inevitable journey of that beautiful cypress 

ofthe grove of love and constancy, and blooming shrub of the garden of 

paradise, as became her condition, They then conveyed to the retired 

apartments of futurity, at the same time and side by side, the funeral lit- 

ters of the late gracers of the throne of love and beauty, in» mournful 

pomp; at sight of which, afflictive as the last day, blood dropped from 

the heart of rock. The heavens sympathised with the groans and 

scalding tears of the blue-vested and bareheaded mourners, and the 

orb of the sun became damped by the mist of their sighs. Accord- 

ing to the decree of wonder-working love, they deposited the two most 

deserving of the world of affection in the same apartment of final repose ; > 

and agreeably to the established usage of this abode of decay, seem- 

4 ingly flourishing, having committed asa treasure to the earth the 

podies of those whose names will live for ever, placed over them the . 

talisman of example. Expand for an instant thine heart, O thou wise 

and contemplative, and observe with the eye of just penetration, that 

thou mayst remark, how the sprinklings of the cup of affliction are 

shed alike on all mankind, and how the sieve of fate scatters the dust of 

dissolution on the heads of all the sitters in the assembly of mortality. 

The world, its afflictions and enjoyments, like the frown of the 

lovely and the girdle of the waist of the fair, are full of intricacies. 

The promises of fortune, and the vicissitudes of life, like the tresses 

of the beautiful, are involved in mazy perplexity. Of the cruel incon. u 

stancy of the skies, the blighted bud and the unseasonable scattering 

of the rose-leaves, urean ample proof; and of the instability of this 

world and the uncertain duration of life, the swell of the bubble and 

the flow of the stream are clear emblems. The cypress, notwithstand- 

ing its straight stature, yet, from the deviation of the skies, hath its ‘ 

foot enchained ; and the breeze, with allits delicacy of texture and 

activity of motion, by the cruelty of seasons, becomes captive to the 

waters. 
»
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VERSES. 

7 Allis vanity. Cortemplate modern and ancient times. Fix not thy mind therefore 
on any object. “ 

Vaunt not on fortune and her bounties. Depend not on tomorrow for a fayour- 

able gale. 

The flood of affliction may be in its course; the deluge of calamity, perhaps, 

rests in its caverns. 

Here, the tree, ere it becomes fruitful, is often uprooted by the tempest of 

destruction. 

r This is the wardrobe of the house of mourning, where all hands beat the solemn 

march of departure. 

How long wilt thouamuse thyself with vanity? how long be fascinated by 

visionary scenes ? 

‘his world is the illusion of vanity. Pierce the veil, and look not forthe 
phoenix of eternity in this desert. 

Though thy feet may be swoln, yet the caravan is swift. Rise, then, and leave 

this wild. R 

Soul-attracting as this world is, our departure from it is not to be evaded. 

———_- 

‘4 CHAPTER LL 
CONCLUDING 

ADDRESS TO THE READER. 

Tanks be to God, that this figurative history of Love, which will 

excite the envy of the picture-galleries of China, and put to the blush 

the sketches of spring, through the assistant auspices of the Creator 

of the world, has attained a felicitous completion ! 

The adorner of the imperfect imagination of one like myself, who 

am but a beggar in the path of eloquence, and a learner in the 

assembly of just composition, possessed not abilities to deck out this 

, blooming bride of the chamber of rhetoric, cherished on the soft 

couch of Hindustan abounding in beauty, with the graces of the Parsi 

and robes of the Dirree, and to introduce her for approbation into 

the apartments of elegance. 

The powers of a rude pen, in hand like mine, unskilled in the 

, rules of proportion, were quite unequal to portray and give proper 

colouring to the beauties, whose exquisite grace drew the line of 

ineorrectness over the compositions of Mani. However, at the 

e importunate request of some friends, and by the encouragement of
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the magic-fancied idol of Hindustan, of whom mention was made 

in the introduction tomy work, I had the boldness to attempt such a 
ie . ° e “€ 

difficult and important undertaking. 

VERSES. 

I offera hundred thauksgivings, that this pictured mansiomhas at last received its 

magical decoration, ! 

This is a complete idol-temple of Hindustan, containing the models of a thou- 

sand images. 

Through me has blossomed the spring of literature ; I have formeda gallery of 

knowledge. 
Every metaphor is clear as water in a spring ; each period. resembles the. 

entwined ringlet. 
Every description is as a full blown rose-tree, each leaf of which is abundantly 

graceful. 
s It is a plain, on which are a thousand gardens, whose: streams flow from the 

3 spring of fancy. 
He who has dived into the mysteries of figurative composition, will propenly 

appreciate the easy flow of its metaphors. 
This flower, which ts an offering to the garden, will be a memorial of me to the 

spring. 
From this assembly, of which the cupbeareris time, though I may depart, my si 

melody will remain. 

Now, that having arrayed this most graceful charmer of rhetoric 

in such various ornaments and elegant attire, and, to prevent the 

dangerous glances of her eyes, having cast.a sable veil of ink over 

her sun-ravishing aspect, I am preparing to usher her to public view ; 

the truth is, that I am unable to lift my head from the knee of 

shame, for I am altogether ashamed of my performance. Her 

attirer (the pithless pen of myself, a beggar in’ the world of learning 

and skill) at the time of adorning such a beautiful figure, for want of 

the treasures of just expression, in the place of chains of gems and 

strings of pearls, was obliged to use fulse stones and tinsel foils. t 

Should she, therefore, be introduced to the sight of penetrating 

judges, who have fed amply at the board of earning, and drank 

deeply at the spring of rhetoric ; who are rich in the powers of 

expression, and have dived to the bottom of the sea of knowledge, 

what will be my fate, and the consequence of my labours ? ¢ 

However, from the liberal of virtuous dispositions, and the indul- 

gent of candid minds, in opposition to the conduct of certain block- 

heads, with eyes hollow as their reeds, and aspects black as their *
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tpages, of gloomy souls, and savage hearts, (who, from their evil 

» natures, like welves and tigers, esteem it glorious to tear the sable 

and the defenceless fawn) nothing can occur but kindness, indulgence, 

tenderness to mistakes, andregard tointention. Thelion of the heavens 

has no claws, and the fingers of the sun have no talons. Taking 

shelter, therefore, under the protecting shade of the liberal-minded, 

I will not again move my lip, like the bell, in vain tinklings, but im- 

pose silence on my tongue. As silence gives dignity and respect to 

the wise, and is even a means of consequence and valuation to the 

ignorant, I yield my heart to the following maxims, and proceed to 

practice :-— 

VERSES. 

Bo no longer faulty, like thy wandering pen. Wash out wich bloody tears thy 
journal. 

‘Give to the tongue the reproof of silence ; for silence is preferable to aught 

thou canst say. 

‘4 

—— ett 

»
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APPENDIX. 
—_>—— 

In the Preface it has been already mentioned, that some few Tales 

» were left untranslated. The outlines of them, six in number, will 

‘be found in the following pages, and, in the notes, my reasons for not 

giving them at length. 

‘Whether the Bahar-I-Danish will be deemed worth the application 

I have bestowed upen it, I feel anxiously doubtful of ; as the par- 

tiality for my own labour does not prevent me seeing that my author’s 

descriptions are often too free, and that the incidents in some tales 

are triflingly uninteresting. The unfavourable light in which he has 

placed the conduct of so many of the eastern ladies deserves reproof, 

as one or two instances of female depravity would have been sufficient 

ae to contrast with the perfections of his virtuous characters. 

It seems to have been his object, to make the imperfections of many 

: a foil to the brilliant virtues of the heroine of his novel, who loved so 

truly, that she could not survive the loss of her husband ; and in the 

constancy of his hero, he doubtless meant to exemplify a generous 

mind, proof against general accusation, or abuse. So much in apology 

for the author. If we wish for a true picture of Asiatic manners, we 

musi take the bad with the good, or be deceived. 

¥ 

oe SS 
‘ 
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OUTLINES 

OF 

TALMS LEET UNTRANSLATED. é 
ey 

T 

WHICH FOLLOWS THAT OF THE PRINCE OF FUTTUN. 

Baharam, prince of Bogellana, is in love with Zoheraé, daughter of 

his father’s vizier. The minister, fearful of her seduction, complains 

to the Sultan, who banishes hisson. The prince persuades his mistress 

to elope with him, aud the lovers depart ; but being followed, Baha- 

ram engages the pursuers, and after killing some, obliges the re- 
mainder to fly. Qn his returning into a forest, where he had left > 

Zohera asleep on the appearance of the pursuers, she is not to be 
found. He goes in search of her without success ; for, on awaking 

and missing Baharaém, she had gone another way to look for him, 

After travelling all night, she reaches a city ; where being dis- 

guised asa man, the Sultdn’s daughter falls in love with her, and 

offers herself in marriage. Zoher4, after informing her that she had taken 

an oath to have no commerce with the sex till the accomplishment of 

a certain object, which she dare not reveal, agrees to marry her, on 

condition that, till the expiration of the vow, they shall sleep in 

different apartments. To this the princess consents, and they are mar- 
ried. 

Not long after the nuptials, the Sultan dies ; and Zoheré, in right © | 

of the wife, succeeds to the throne. At length Baharam, in search ] 

of his lost mistress, arrives at the capital, when Zohera discovers 

herself to him, and makes known her adventures and sex to the 

princess ; who consents to share with her in the love of Baharam, and ; 

he becomes Sultan of the country, living happily with his two wives.* 4 

*The latter part of this tale is so similar in plot to that of Prince Camaralzamaun 

and Badourd, Princess of’ China, in the Arabian Nights that I did not think it worth 

Translating. It succeeds the last.in the original. 5
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o A young mewhant, named Houssein, impressed by religious ardour, 

Bestows all his property on the poor, and embraces the life of a 

wandering penitent. As he is journeying one day, he finds in the 

midst ofa forest a holy man, who, with his beantiful daughter, had 

retired from the world, to spend their days in secluded devotion. 

| Houssein falls in love with the young lady, and she with him. The 

\” father consents to their marriage ; after which Houssein returns with 

her towards his own country 

The young couple arrive at a city, and being distressed for money, 

offer for sale a vestband of most exquisite embroidery, worked ‘by the 

[ wife. A wicked vizier, desirous of enjoying the lady, and having the 

embroidery, confines Houssein and Gohera in separate places, under 

pretext that they were thieves. In the night a young man, a 

domestic of the vizier, who had been captivated by the charms of 

Goheré, throws a rope-ladder up to the window of her prison, and 

she descends into his arms, supposing it was her husband who was 

dah her deliverer. 

The young man, hoping to escape with her into another territory, 

travels with her all night in silence. In the morning she discovers 

that she has been deceived, and is so overpowered with grief and 

fatigue that she faints away. While in this state, a soldier mounted 

upon a camel appears, and being charmed by her beauty, forces her 

from the young man, and mounts her before him. 

The soldier is proceeding with great speed when he is stopped by a 

prince, who with his attendants are hunting. The prince enquires 

whence he comes, and wherefore he travels so rapidly with such a 

beautiful woman, who, by her tears, seems not to be willingly his com- 

panion ? The vizier with his suite, who on the discovery of Gohera’s 

escape had set off in pursuit of her, and also the young man who releas- 

¥ ed her, now come up, and each claim her as their property. The 

prince, astonished, questions the wife ; and upon her relating her story, 

seizes the vizier, and obliges him to send for the injured husband ; to 

whom he returns Gohera, with a gift of money to enable them to con 

cs tinue their journey. 

Houssein and Gohera once more united, retire toa lodging for the 

night. The former goes to buy some oil at a grocer’s, and unfortunate- 

” ly throws down.a lamp, when the tradesman, whohad been lately
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robbed, supposing Houssein was a thief, and had extinguished the 

light that he might steal something, calls out Robbery {when the watch _, 

rush in, and convey the unfortunate husband to prison. 
Gohera, after an uneasy night, wanders in the city to search for 

Houssein, and at length sees him among other criminals conducting to 

the Kotwal for examination. She follows, and requests the magistrate 

to release him ; but he refuses, unless she will consent to his embraces- 

She then goes to the Kazi, and requests his interference ; but the a) 
judge offers her relief only on the same condition as the Kotwal. She 

seemingly consents, and appoints a time for his visit at her lodging; 

then goes to the Kotwal, and makes also an assignation with that officer. 

At night the Kazi comes, bringing with him provisions for a treat ; 

and, after feasting, becomes pressing for enjoyment, but is interrupted 

by a loud knocking at the door. Fearful of being discovered, he 

entreats Goherd to conceal him, and she shews him a large jar, into 
which he creeps, and the lid is fastened upon him. 

The Kotwal now enters ; whenafter some time the door sounds again, 

and this magistrate is put into a chest, which is locked by Goheré, 

Next morning she hires porters, and has the grave magistrates carried x» 

before the Sulté, who orders them to be severely punisheil, and 

releases Houssein. After this the husband and wife reach their own 

country without any further misfortune.* 

2g ee 

IIL 

Story omitted which follows the last in the original. 

A brickmaker’s gon, tired of his humble profession, resolves to travel, 

in hopes of improving his fortunes. He arrives at a city, in which, ; 

after spending what little he had, he becomes much distressed. At 

length, he is addressed one day in a mosque by a rich merchant, who : 

offers, if he will comply with a request he has to make, to reward him t 

handsomely. 

The young man desires his commands ; when the merchant informs 

him, that his daughter and son-in-law, though passionately fond of 

ee Ee £ 

* The first part of this tale is so like that already given in Chapter viii. of 

the young man who married the devotee’s daughter, andthe latter partso resembles 

the history of the fair Arouya, in Phillips's Persian Tales, that I did not think it had 

novelty deserving of translation. r
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each other, having had a dispute, the husband in his anger had pro- 

we nounced the vow of final divorce, of which he now repented ; but, 

according to the laws of the Mohammedan religion, could not take his 

wife again, till she should be wedded and divorced by another man, 

called on such occasions Hulla, or solver of difficulty ; which office, if 

he would take upon him, he should be dismissed, on his divorcing the 

} lady on the morning succeeding marriage, with a handsome present. 

- The young brickmaker gladly consented, and the wedding was 

| celebrated with magnificence becoming the lady’s quality, In the 

] morning the Iulla was desired to perform his promise, but he was so 

| fond of his wife and she of him, that they agreed not to part. The 

| merchant and his late son-in-law, enraged at his refusal to make the 

divorce, threaten to chastise him, but he disregards them. They then 

offer bribes, but in vain. The Hulla, by advice of the lady, pretends 

that he is the son of a rich merchant, and had left his father on some 

disgust, but that now he was married, he had sent to beg pardon for 

his conduct, and made no doubt, but that he should soon have a fortune 

Ad remitted him far superior to that of his predecessor in the wife’s affect 
tions. Upon this assurance the merchant is satisfied, sends away the 

le former husband, and the young couple are left unmolested. 

A month passes very happily, but the time drawing near which had 

been fixed by the brickmaker for the return of the pretended messenger, 

he and the lady are involved in apprehension, lest. the discovery of the 

imposition should make the father cast them off without a provision. 

In this melancholy state they are overheard singing some verses ex- 

pressive of their situation by the Sultan, who was walking the city in 

disguise to learn the state of the police. He is charmed with the har- 

mony, and knocking at the door, begs admittance for a benighted 

traveller. He is received, and in the course of conversation informed of 

$ their distress. 

The next morning a messenger arrives, with a letter and rich pre- 

sents as from the finan of the young man, and an invitation from the 

Sultan to court, as the son of his friend. The merchant comes with 

‘ exultation to congratulate his new son-in-law on this great honour. 

The brickmaker was astonished and alarmed, but, persuaded by his 

wife, ventures to court, and in the Sultan sees his last night’s guest ; 

ie who taking him aside, informs him of his disguise, and then conferring
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upon him the rank of nobility, receives him among his favoured cour: 

tiers, to the great joy of his father-in-law the mercliant, and the lasting BS 

satisfuction of the fortunate brickmaker and his wife.* et 

a x 

IV 
STORY OMITTED. 

Three young men travelling on foot together, become weary, and «) 

agree that whoever will not relate his adventures shall carry the othet ; 
two to the city, from which they were not far distant. 

see gt. 

STORY 

OF THE FIRST YOUNG MAN. 4 
* Being shipwrecked, he fell into the hands of Peris, with one of 

whom he married, and remained eight years ; when being anxious to re- 

visit his own country, he was carried homewards on the back of a deva 

who on the way was changed intoa serpent. Alarmed at this, the > 

young man made his escape ; and on passing through a forest, was * 

ensnared by a demon in the shape of an old man, and confined ina 

cave, where he found many companions in adversity, from whom he “F 
learnt that they daily expected to be devoured, as the demon fed on. 

human flesh and sheep, of which he hada large flock, under charge 

of a monster who took them out every morning to graze, and returned 

with them at night to the cave. 

The demon happening to stay out one night, the young man seeing 

the monster asleep, blinded him with the red hot point of a spit ; and 

covering himself with a sheep-skin, made his way out of the cave 

among the sheep, when they were let out to pasture, though the blinded 

monster felt every one of them as they passed, hoping thus to prevent | 

the escape of the devoted captives. x 

After travelling several days in a forest, he was near expiring with 

hunger, when he found a nest containing seven eggs, of the size of 

a gourd, and each of adifferent colour. Having ate one, he continued 

his journey for seven days; and on the last having fed on the seventh f 

egg, suddenly beautiful feathers of many colours, and at length wings, 

* The very near resemblance of this story to part of that of Coulonse and Dilaré, 
in Phillips's Persian Tales, made me unwilling to translate it. ,
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covered his body, and he was able to fly. One day, after soaring through 

py _ the air, he alighted ona tree round which was a great concourse of 

people, to whom he addressed himself as they were going to shoot 

him. On hearing his adventures, they had compassion, and took him 

under their protection. With them he remained seven years ; atthe 

expiration of which his wings and feathers fell off, and he returned 

j safely to his own country. * 
‘2 

| he ee 
| STORY 

OF THE SEGOND TRAVELLER. 
Being upon business in a certain city, he goes upon hunting party, 

and fatigued with the chase, stops at a country house to beg refresh-. 
ment, The lady of the mansion receives him kindly, snd admits him ; 

asalover. In the midst of their dalliance the husband comes home, 

and the young man has no resource to escape discovery, but jumping 

into a basin which was in the court of the house, and standing with 

his head covered with ahollow gourd, which luckily happened to be 

in the water. The husband surprised at the gourds remaining fixed 
in the water, which was agitated by the wind, throws a stone at it; 

when the lover dips from under it, and holds his breath till almost 

suffocated. Luckily the husband retires with his wife into an inncr 

apartment, when the young man escapes. 

The next day he relates his adventure before a large company at a 

eoffee-house. The husband happens to be one of the audience, and, 

meditating revenge, pretends to admire the gallantry of the young 

man, whom he invites to his house. The lover accompanies him, and, 

on seeing his residence is overwhelmed with confusion ; but re. 

covering himself, resolves to abide all hazards, in hopes of escaping 

¥ by some lucky stratagem. His host introduces him to his wife, and 

begs he will relate his merry adventure before her, having resolved, 
when he should finish, 10 put them both to death. The young man 

complies, but with an artful presence of mind exclaims at the con- 

> clusion, “ Glad was I whenI awoke from so alarming a dream.” 

* The escape of the hero of the above tale from the cave, resembles an adventure 

of Unysses in the Odyssey ; but the circumstances altogether seemed to me too 

* abeurd to merit translation.
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The husband upon this, after some questions, is satisfied that he had | 

only told him his dream ; and after having entertained him nobly “d} 

dismisses him kindly, * 

The third young man having nothing to relate, carries his com- 

panions upon his back one after another to a caravanégerai in the city. | 

The king’s daughter from a window seeing the travellers, calls them 

to her, and enquires the cause of their odd proceedings. On being | 

informed, she, at their request, relates her adventures ; saying, that *) 

she had fallen in love witha young man, whom she had brought 

into her palace disguised asa female. While she was enjoying his j 

Company, the king came to pay her a visit ; and she had only time { 

to put her gallant into a very narrow dark closet to prevent dis- 

covery. The king stayed long, and upon his departure, the princess | 

found her lover dead from suffocation. In order to have the body 

conveyed away, she applies to anugly negro, her domestic ; who 

refuses, and threatens to disclose her abandoned conduct to the king, 

unless she will receive his addresses, and she is forced to submit. 

Wearied with his brutal conduct, she with the assistauce of her nurse 

one night hurls him headlong from the battlements of the palace, and 

he is dashed in pieces with the fall. Sometime after this, her father 

gives her in marriage to a prince ; when she, dreading lest her 

husband should discover her loss of virtue, contrives to place a virgin in 

her place on the nuptial night, and sets fire to the palace. The young 

lady is consumed, and the wicked princess escapes undetected, to the 4 

great joy of her husband, who had supposed she was burnt to death. 

2 

¥. 

STORY OMITTED. 

STORY OF KAUMCGAR. ’ ft 
Kaumgor, the son of a powerful Sultan, excites the jealousy of his 

father’s vizier, who procures his banishment, by accusing him of 

rebellious designs. ‘The prince, accompanied by his friend, the vizier’s 

son, a young merchant, and a jeweller, departs for a foreign country. 4 

On the road, the latter is prompted by avarice to steal four invalu- 

able rubies, which the vizier’s son had brought with him as a resource 

* This tale is too free in description to be given in translation with propriety. x
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gaainst distress. On finding that he was robbed, he complains to a 

court of justice’; ‘but the judges are unable to fix on the thief. The 

vizier’s son is then recommended to have recourse to a learned lady, 

who was celébrated for unravelling the most knotty cases. 

She first calls th@firince to her, and tells him a story of a person, 

who on discovering his friend to be in love with his wife, unknowing 

that she was so, prevails on her to go to his house, and gratify his 

passion. On the way she is stopped by thieves, who seize her jewels ; 

but upon her informing them of her uncommon errand, and promising, 

if they will but delay their plunder till she has visited the lover, to 

return, they let her go unrobbed. 

On her arrival at the house, she discovers to her husband’s friend 

who she is, and the lover, resolved not to be outdone in generosity, 

conquers his passion. She returns unviolated to the thieves, who are 

so impressed by her performance of her promise, that instead of 
robbing, they make her a present, and conduct her home in safety. 

The prince at the conclusion bursts into applause of the uncommon 

friendship of the husband, the virtue of the wife, the forbearance of 

the lover, and the generosity of the thieves. : 

The lady then relates the same story separately to the vizier’s son; 

the merchant, and the jeweller. The latter exclaims involuntarily, 

that the thieves were very foolish in letting such a rich prey escape 

from their hands. Upon this, the lady accuses him of the robbery; 

but promises not to expose him if he will give up the rubies, which 

he does, and she returns them to the vizier’s son without disclosing 

who had them. The rubies are then offered for’sale in the city, 

when their costliness exciting suspicions against the honesty of the 

prince and his friends, who were disguisedjas pilgrims, they are taken 

up, and carried before the Sultdn of the country. The vizier’s son now 

Giscloses the rank of his master ; upon which the king marries him to 

his daughter, and appoints him successor in his kingdom. 

—-—- 

VI. 
STORY OMITTED. 

A R4j4 of Hindustan has a beautiful daughter named Lalla Rookh, 
anglice tulip cheek, with whom a neighbouring prince falls in love; 

a 10
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and the father consents to the match. They are betrothed to each 

other, but the nuptials are put off for some years.  ® 

In this interval, the emperor of Hindustan’ quarrels with his 

favourite sultana, who, presuming upon her beauty, hadtreated him 

with disrespect, and he threatens to degrade her from the command 

of the harem. She acknowledges her error, but requests him to 

forbear the execution of his threats, till such time as he shall find a lady 

handsomer than herself to supply her place. ‘He consents and sends- 

his prime vizier to travel in search ofa superior beauty, telling him, 

that unless he finds the desired object, he shall no longer enjoy his 

high office. we : 

The vizier departs, and, after long travel and vain enquiries, is 

returning home, resolved to sacrifice his place rather than endare 
niore fatigue; when passing bythe capital of Lalla Rookh’s father, 

he sees her, and finds her more charming than the coquettish queen. 

He returns, and informs the emperor ; who sends an embassy to 

the Raja, demanding his daughter in marriage. The Rajé refuses, on 

pretence that his religion will not allow him to forma family alliance 

with one of a different belief. The emperor enraged, collects his 

forees, and marches against the Rajé ; who, unable to oppose in the 

field, retires to his fortress, which is besieged. When the place was 

nearly reduced, the emperor sends his vizier with an offer of peace, 

which is refused ; but one of his attendants takes the portrait of 

Lalla Rookh from the reflection of her face ina fountain, as she 

: looked out of a window. 

The emperor, on receiving the picture, is move in love than ever ; 

and once more, being unwilling to endanger the loss of his charmer by 

an assault, sends his vizier to offer terms, and accompanies him in the 

disguise of an attendant, hoping to see Lalla Rookh. While the 

vizier is in audience with the Raja, he retires, and sits on the margin 

of the fountain where the painter had taken the portrait. No reflection 

of his mistress appears, but some beautiful fishes are swimming in it, 

The emperor is absorbed in contemplation, and from absence of mind 

throws the pearls of his rosary one by one into the water. 

While he is thus employed, a female domestic perceives him, and, 

from his making so light of such precious pearls, is convinced that he 

must be the emperor disguised as am attendant on the vizier. She
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challenges him as such, and he is unable to-deny his quality ; but 
upon his promifing to raise the siege, she lets him go undiscovered. 

The siege is raised, and the emperor returns home. 

Some tim@Yer tliis, the Raja, boasting that he had repulsed the 

forces of the sovereign of Hindustan, is informed by the female 

domestic that she had been the cause of his deliverance ; upon which, 

enraged, he commits her to prison for her supposed falsehood, but 

after some days releases her. She, vexed at such an ungrateful re- 

turt for her services, meditates revenge, and sends a messenger to 

the emperor, assuring him, that if he will again march against the 

Raja, she will deliver her mistress into his power- 

The emperor rejoiced, once more besieges the fortress. The 
domestic comes out privately, and informs him of the place where the 

beautiful Lallé Rookh goes every morning, with a few attendants, 40° 

bathe. She is surprised, and taken. The emperor returns with her 

to his capital, aad declares her his queen ; but as she is overwhelm- 

ed with grief at the Icss of her friends; her Toyer, and being con- 

fined to associate with those of a different religion, he refrains from 

asking favours, in hopes that time may conquer her melancholy, and 

attentions attract her regard. 

The unfortunate prince who had been betrothed to Lalla Rookh be- 
comes distracted, and taking with him the jewels and ornaments he had 
prepared for their nuptials, wanders to the neighbourhood of the em- 

peror’s capital. In a forest near it he builds ahut, and in most harmoni- 

ous strains laments his love. His complaints attract the antelopes, who : 

become so tame as to gather round him while he is singing ; and he 

ties round their necks and horns the pearls and jewels he had prepared 

for his mistress, Rumour soon spreads inthe city the report of his 
situation, and the people flock in crowds to behold him, and hear his 
poetry and music. The emperor is informed, and with Lallé Rookh 
repairs to his hut ; where they behold him surrounded by _ listening 
animals of every kind, and hear him singing the following :— 

VERSES. 
“The snake, though in his narrow cell; the ant, though confined to the fissure of 

“a rock ; the crocodile, even in the rolling waves ; the tiger, doomed to prowl the 
* desert ; the birds of the grove, the deer of the forest, and all animals, enjoy a 
“consort, I know not, alas! what Tam, that I am thus negessitated to live in 

solitude.”
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i 
On hearing these verses, and seeing her lover, Lalla Rookh taints. 3 

- é 9 A 
The emperor, moved with compassion, generously unites the é 

and dismisses them with magnificent presents to their own ccwuiry 
F/O — 

*Great part of this tale is founded upon the loves of Leila and Mujenoon, of whi 
all the verses are extracts; and I did not wish to anticipate any part of e 
which may one day appear complete from the pen of an orientalist. 

eo 

THE END. : 
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